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Abstract 
This qualitative research on task motivation is based on a four-month fieldwork in a 
university context in China, with myself performing dual roles as a teacher 
researcher working closely with two classes of final-year English majors (about 120 
students in total). Positioning this research in an authentic classroom setting aims to 
explore task-intrinsic features perceived to be motivating (`motivating tasks'). and 
learner-intrinsic motivational processes during task engagement ('task motivation') 
in this particular context. 
Throughout the process, my research perspectives experienced an interesting 
movement: macro - micro - macro. I began my research with a broad interest in 
the motivation area, and increasingly narrowed my focus on `task motivation' which 
corresponds to the recently advocated `situation-specific' approach to motivation 
research. However, my following involvement in the teaching/data-gathering 
fieldwork pushed me to bring back the macro perspective into my research, as I 
found that the complex concept of task motivation could not be fully understood 
without taking the broader motivational influences into consideration. That is, apart 
from investigating how the immediate task situation influences learners, it is also 
very important to understand how the wider institutional, social, educational, and 
cultural factors influence learners' various motivational perspectives in the classroom, 
which may in turn shape their specific task-engagement motivation. 
Based on content analysis of qualitative data including written task feedback, 
personal letters, and group interviews, it was found that in this context there are three 
underlying dimensions of task motivation, that is, academic motivation, personal 
development motivation, and affective motivation. The study also explored what 
aspects of task design could effectively motivate students and why. In general, this 
research contributes to our understanding of Chinese university students' task 
motivation. It implies that adapted tasks can be appropriately integrated into the 
traditional English class in China and perhaps in other similar EFL contexts, and can 
certainly facilitate the teaching of the prescribed textbooks. It also implies that the 
researcher's personal involvement in the authentic teaching context is a very valuable 
point for both motivation research and task-oriented research. 
Ix 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.0 Introduction 
This very first chapter provides background information to the research. It starts with 
my motivation for the study, which arises from my particular research interest and 
previous English learning/teaching experience. It then continues with a brief 
introduction to the theoretical background of this study, which mainly covers two 
research areas `tasks' and `motivation'. My proposed research framework and 
research questions are included in this section as well. The third section describes the 
institutional context. The chapter ends with an overview of the thesis. 
1.1 My motivation for the study 
My motivation for this research stems from my personal experience of learning 
English both at home (People's Republic of China) and abroad (United Kingdom), 
coupled with my limited but valuable teaching experience. 
1.1.1 Why this research interest 
My research interest initially came from the experience of doing a Master's course in 
the field of ELI' in the UK. The module of `Psychology of Language Learning and 
Teaching' seemed particularly interesting to me, as it revealed the underlying reasons 
behind all kinds of learning behaviours that I had come across before. The concept of 
`Motivation', then, became an attractive topic which greatly motivated nie to explore 
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`what it is, how it works, and why it works in this way or that'. 
While studying `motivation', I gradually increased my knowledge of the history of 
its development during the past decades, the change in approaches from macro to 
micro perspective, and the expansion of its research methodology from purcly 
quantitative to the inclusion of qualitative methods. In connection with the previous 
research work in this area and the reflection on my own teaching/learning situation in 
China, I found my greatest interest was in the classroom, as it is the major place 
where language education takes place. Considering my future teaching career, I was 
very interested to explore what is going on in the language classroom, why it 
happens in certain ways, and how to improve things that should and could be 
improved. 
Within the classroom context, I wanted to pay more attention to students in this study. 
It would be interesting to hear students' voices and find out how various motivational 
factors within and beyond classrooms might influence their immediate learning 
behaviours, and how these factors might be influenced by their broader life 
circumstances and goals. In this regard, I would hope for my research participants' 
active participation in the learning process, because it would be hard for them to 
make critical comments if they had little knowledge of what was going on in class. I 
would also expect to have sufficient communication with them in various ways, in 
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order to elicit their opinions more effectively and comprehensively. 
What is the best way of getting students actively involved in classroom learning? To 
this question, `language learning tasks' was the first answer turning up in my mind, 
firstly because they have in principle the potential of engaging students; and 
secondly because my personal learning experience in the UK has made me aware of 
the possibility of enhancing classroom participation through tasks in practice. I was 
impressed by the British teaching style and the learning atmosphere in the classroom 
where most students would take an active part in a variety of tasks and at the same 
time benefit from each other in an interactive way. Reflecting on my past schooling 
history in China which was mostly full of tough and tiring rote study, it was clear to 
see the great need for teachers to create more opportunities for participation, and to 
motivate students to make good use of them. 
With an eager intention to promote classroom interaction by integrating `tasks' into 
Fnglish teaching, I was also aware of the prime importance for teachers to 
understand their students and the actual teaching/learning situation. After all, the 
effect of using tasks may vary from class to class, depending on a number of factors. 
For the teacher's part, her way of giving instruction, her personality, her ability in 
managing the classroom, etc. could all affect task effectiveness. For the students' part, 
their attitudes, language proficiency, learning, beliefs, aims, preferences, interests and 
I 
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confidence, could be even more important than the task itself. In addition, the overall 
classroom atmosphere, the class size, the learning culture, and the teacher-student 
relationship, should not be neglected either. 
Regarding the research that I intended to carry out, there are two additional points to 
emphasise: firstly, my particular interest was in students' psychological and 
emotional responses to tasks rather than their linguistic outcomes or products. 
Secondly, to complement previous task research mostly conducted under laboratory 
conditions, my study was an attempt to explore the authentic contextual and social 
factors which might affect students' motivation for tasks. Thus, I wanted to desi gii a 
series of tasks for the participants and then investigate, by inviting their feedback and 
comments, the reasons behind their perceptions of why some task features were more 
motivating whereas others were less so. Based on their opinions in this regard, 
meanwhile, I was also interested to find out the favourable conditions or 
unfavourable constraints which might facilitate or inhibit task implementation in that 
context. Eventually, I should be able to draw inferences about what kinds of motives 
may get students well engaged in tasks, and how these underlying motives are 
influenced by the factors inside and outside classrooms. I believe such implications 
would he of great help to English teachers in other similar EFL contorts in 
suggesting some way of bringing appropriate tasks into their language classrooms. 
4 
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1.1.2 Why a university context 
I chose to focus on a university context for several reasons. Firstly, the university 
culture seems more likely to allow difference and welcome innovation, whereas the 
majority of lower-level middle schools tend to stick to traditional and conservative 
teaching methods in the face of the huge pressure of high-stakes examinations. 
Secondly, the language classroom at university level in China is in great need of 
importation and adaptation of some teaching methods, in order to create more 
opportunities for highly-authentic communication in either written or spoken forms. 
Such needs seem more urgent for university students as they are at a special 
developmental stage, and will soon enter the real society in which some of them need 
to use English in a more practical way (e. g. using English as a working language in 
some companies). 
In addition, my research aim of exploring task motivation would be better met with 
university-level students as they should be more sophisticated in the way of seeing 
what happens and changes around them, and therefore should be more capable of 
expressing their opinions in a critical manner. Another pedagogical aim embodied in 
this research is to raise students' awareness of their own learning process by inviting 
more initiatives and responsibilities from them, which is fairly important for 
university students to distinguish themselves from younger school students who are 
still rather dependent on their teachers. 
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Apart from the `inherent' features of the university context itself, my personal 
teaching experience with university students was another motivating factor. In the 
process of teaching, the biggest problem I confronted was classroom participation. 
As a novice teacher lacking professional knowledge several years ago, I simply set 
up an aim for myself, that is, to attract my students' attention as much as possible by 
getting them engaged in various activities. Based on the later knowledge that I have 
gained in recent years in the UK, I realised the so-called `classroom activity' (as it is 
known by Chinese teachers and students in my previous learning/teaching context) 
that I relied on was quite close to the concept of `task', and accordingly my initial 
teaching aim could be interpreted as `keeping students motivated in learning Entilish 
in class by means of tasks'. With this awareness, I reflected on my teaching and «as 
interested to find out the theoretical explanation underlying the visible classroom 
phenomenon. Put specifically, I was wondering why some of my classroom activities 
worked well but others did not; why similar activities worked better on some 
occasions than others; why the same activity attracted some students but 
unfortunately lost others; how students really benefited from various activities; what 
they actually expected to learn from the class and from activities; what kinds of 
activities could be perceived as motivating by most students; how the activities met 
students' short-term and long-term learning needs and goals; how students' general 
English learning motivation affected their attitudes towards the activities; whether 
there was any other non-English-learning-motivation which might influence their 
learning behaviours. All these questions prompted me to carry out the present 
6 
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research. In addition, what I really hoped to achieve was not only the understanding 
of my past teaching experience, but more importantly the insights which could 
inform my future teaching and offer some useful suggestions for other language 
teachers in similar EFL contexts. 
To sum up, my research interests in `task' and `motivation' areas arose from my 
personal learning experience in the UK as well as a degree of `educational shock' 
that I experienced, which made me more aware of what is needed in order to improve 
the quality of English education in the university contexts in China. My reflection on 
previous teaching also made me curious to understand the above questions and find 
out ways of improving my practice. Therefore, I started this research aiming to 
explore university students' task motivation and the motivating features of tasks 
appropriate for the Chinese context. 
1.2 Theoretical background of the study 
In this section, I will briefly introduce the overall theoretical background of the 
present study. The relevant and detailed literature review will be presented in the 
following chapters. As can be seen, this study mainly involves two research 
areas-Tasks and Motivation-which are initially fairly independent of each other in 
Second/Foreign Language Acquisition (SLA), but have now become more and more 
closely related. 
7 
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1.2.1 L2 motivation research 
Following the pioneering work of Gardner and Lambert (1959). there has appeared a 
substantial amount of studies on language learning motivation in the past decades. as 
motivation is generally regarded as a key factor in second/foreign language learning. 
Undoubtedly, no motivation research can avoid the influence of Gardner's theory 
which was grounded in social psychology and had dominated this field for quite a 
few years until the 1990s (Gardner and Lambert, 1972; Gardner, 1985). Small 
wonder, then, that Gardner's approach, as a foundation in a sense, has made a great 
contribution in that it `allowed researchers to characterise and compare the 
motivational pattern of whole learning communities' (Dörnyei, 2003: 11). It was 
appropriate at the time when it was comparatively easy to define what was meant by 
second or foreign language learning community. However, the increasing `powerful 
forces of globalisation' have made it harder to explain the ever-complex motivation 
construct, as social groups associated with particular languages become less 
identifiable (Lamb, 2004: 3). 
In the early 1990s, the `motivational renaissance' (Gardner and Tremblay, 1994) 
took place, with the key assumption that `the classroom environment-and, more 
zcncrally, the contextual surroundings of action had a much stronger motivational 
influence than had been proposed before' (Dörnyei, 2003: 11). In this regard, several 
cognitive-situated motivation theories emerged as the times required. On the one 
8 
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hand, `motivational psychologists representing a cognitive perspective argued 
convincingly that how one thinks about one's abilities, possibilities, potentials, 
limitations, past performance, as well as various aspects of the tasks to achieve or 
goals to attain (e. g., values, benefits, difficulties) is a crucial aspect of motivation' 
(Dörnyei, 2005: 74). Two of the influential research areas in this regard are 
self-determination theory (Deci and Ryan, 1985,2002) and attribution theory 
(Weiner, 1992). 
On the other hand, a growing amount of research has attempted to examine various 
contextual factors and carried out a more `situated analysis of motivation as it 
operates in actual learning situations' (Dörnyei, 2005: 74). A typical example is 
Dömyei's (1994) three-level motivational framework which discusses motivation 
respectively at the language level, the learner level, and the learning situation level. 
Another fruitful research direction in this vein, which has been seen as the 
`culmination of the situated approach' (Dörnyei, 2003: 14), is `task motivation' 
(Julkunen, 1989,2001; Dörnyei, 2002; Dörnyei and Kornios, 2000, etc. ) As Dörnyei 
(2003) says, `tasks constitute the basic building block of classroom learning, and 
accordingly, L2 motivation can hardly be examined in a more situated manner than 
within a task-based framework' (2003: 14). In addition to the research orientation, 
being aware of learners' task motivation may have significant pedagogic implications 
as well. For classroom teachers, understanding students' particular motivation for 
tasks may not only be of great help for successful task design, but also allow teachers 
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to recognise students' learning motivation in general. 
In the late 1990s, the cognitive-situated approach brought along a ne%t period-the 
process-oriented period, resulting in a `process model' (Dörnyei and Otto, 1998: 
Dörnyei, 2003) which focuses on a `rather neglected aspect of motivation: its 
dynamic character and temporal variation' (Dörnyei, 2003: 17). Compared with 
previous research paradigms, this model is particularly useful in explaining the 
ongoing changes of motivation over time, in view of the fact that learner motivation 
is not likely to always remain stable during the learning process, no matter long or 
short. 
In short, the evolution of motivation research has seen a salient change from a 
`macro' to a `micro' perspective (Dörnyei, 2003,2005). Meanwhile, the research 
methodology in this domain has experienced some changes as well. A typical 
example is the adoption of qualitative approaches (e. g. Ushioda, 2001), which has 
been seen as a good complement to the dominant quantitative one. A qualitative 
study can perhaps better describe the complex motivation picture which in many 
cases may not be able to be fully explained by the figures and tables only. 
1.2.2 Task- based research 
Tasks. as an important construct, have received a substantial amount of attention 
from both SL\ researchers and language teachers, although they may be vievved 
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differently from the perspective of research and that of pedagogy. Ellis (2000) once 
succinctly and clearly stated that, `researchers, for example, may view a task in terms 
of a set of variables that impact on performance and language acquisition whereas 
teachers see it as a unit of work in an overall scheme of work' (2000: 194). 
Regarding the research oriented approaches to tasks, there are mainly two different 
approaches within the SLA field. Firstly, from a psycholinguistic perspective, the 
task per se is the primary concern of researchers. They look closely into the task 
features (which are also similarly named `task characteristics', `task variables', `task 
properties', or `task dimensions') as well as the relationship between task features 
and learners' task performance and/or language acquisition. Here are some examples 
which represent some different theoretical positions in this vein (a more detailed 
summary can be found in Ellis, 2000; and in Skehan, 1998): 1) Studies based on 
Long's (1983,1996) Interaction Hypothesis have explored the relationship between 
task dimensions and the quality of meaning negotiation promoted. 2) A cognitive 
approach developed by Skehan (1998) has supported empirical investigations on the 
relationship between task variables (i. e. task features and task implementation) and 
the quality of learners' productions in terms of fluency, accuracy and complexity. 3) 
Yule's (1997) research has examined the relationship between task-processes (e. g. 
task design and task implementation) and the communicative outcomes. In general, 
the investigations in this tradition may have sufficient explanatory power in 
answering the question-what are learners supposed to do and acquire (in principle) 
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while engaging in the task? 
Secondly, the research from a socio-cultural perspective is mainly focused on the 
task participants, that is, learners and/or teachers. Some studies (e. g. Coughlan and 
Duff, 1994; Brooks and Donato, 1994) have examined how learners' interpretations 
and orientation could affect their ways of performing tasks. Other studies (e. g. Swain 
and Lapkin, 1998; Samuda, 2001) have seen the positive effects of scaffolding on 
learners' language acquisition. Therefore, the contributions derived from this 
research perspective may be well used in answering another question-what do 
learners actually do and acquire (in effect) during the engagement in the task? 
Within these twin perspectives, task-based research does have certain common 
features. First, the majority of such research has been conducted under fairly 
controlled laboratory conditions rather than within intact classes in an actual situation. 
Second, it is usually the end-of-task productions and/or the on-task interaction 
between learners that are seen as research criteria for measuring task effectiveness. 
f loww cover, the participants' voices and feelings regarding their task-engagement 
experience are rarely heard. The third salient feature is that task research is `generally 
of a quantitative nature, although increasingly with qualitative research components' 
(Skehan, OO -3: 
9). In addition, most researchers tend to implement tasks and collect 
data simply as an `outsider' but not a real teacher, with the brief intervention 
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involving only a few hours within a few weeks. 
Therefore, some of the important and informative findings drawn from the 
task-based research under the above-mentioned conditions might still remain at the 
theoretical level. It seems crucial that the existing valuable task theories should be 
effectively brought to language teachers in various educational contexts. In the 
meantime, more longitudinal research which could reflect conventional extended 
pedagogic involvement should be encouraged as well (Skehan, 2003). In this regard, 
it is also important to bear in mind that all kinds of unexpected factors might turn up 
when conducting research in an authentic situation, which is what a teacher 
researcher cannot avoid and should endeavour to manage. 
1.2.3 My research framework and research questions 
Being interested in the above two research areas, I designed a framework which 
hopefully formed a helpful connection between them. Using the key initials, I named 
it `3E Framework' as it consists of three components-`Expectation', `Experience', 
and `Evaluation'. (Details of this framework will be given later in Chapter 4. ) This 
frame ork mainly worked as a methodological foundation and a pedagogical plan. 
I rom a methodological point of view, it served as an underlying building structure of 
the construction work; that is to say, it informed my research design and 
data-gathering process that passed through three phases (Expectation - Experience 
I: valuation) over a teaching term. Regarding its pedagogical function, the 3E 
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framework aimed to set up a classroom-friendly %t ork plan and develop a set of 
practical suggestions for teachers, particularly in EFL contexts, on how to design 
tasks that contribute to both student motivation and learning, especially among adult 
learners. 
Building on the 3E framework, I intended to conduct this empirical study with two 
purposes: 1) to explore task-intrinsic features perceived to be motivating; and 2) to 
investigate learner-intrinsic motivational processes during task engagement. After 
finding out students' `task motivation' and their favoured `motivating tasks', I was 
hoping to shed some light on how to design tasks which may activate students' 
existing or potential motivations on the one hand, and serve the language education 
purposes on the other. In addition, I also hoped to increase my understanding of the 
complexity of classroom life through this qualitative/descriptive study, which would 
certainly be helpful for exploring students' motivation to learn English and possibly 
beyond. 
In the light of these research purposes, I specified my research questions as follows: 
1. What aspects of task design are perceived to be motivating features by English 
majors in this Chinese university? 
?. What are the underlying sources of English majors' task motivation in this 
context: ' 
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3. In what ways do the immediate and broader contexts influence students' various 
motivational perspectives in the classroom, \\ hich might in turn shape their 
task-engagement motivation? 
In order to answer these questions, I planned to involve myself in an actual teaching 
process and to observe my participants' various learning behaviors in certain ways. 
More importantly, I wanted to guide them to reflect consciously at some points of the 
teach 1 ng/data- gathering process, aiming to explore the `deep' reasons behind their 
behaviors, by listening to their voices on all issues coming up during the learning 
process. I believed my personal involvement as a teacher researcher in this empirical 
study would certainly contribute to the motivation research field and to SLA in 
general. As Dörnyei (2003) says, `relating various motivational characteristics to 
actual learning processes makes it possible to link L2 motivation research more 
closely to a range of SLA issues' (2003: 23). 
1.3 Institutional context of the study 
In this opening chapter, it is necessary to provide readers with detailed information of 
the context where this research was conducted, as contextual and situational factors 
could play a crucial role in any research, especially in the social field. This 
contextual aspect is becoming more and more important for motivation researchers 
as well, particularly those who adopt a situated approach. Inspired by McGroartv's 
(2001) thought-provoking paper on the links between individual and social 
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influences on learning, Dörnyei (2003) further stated that `this contextualisation of 
L2 motivation did not happen in isolation but coincided with a parallel situated shift 
in psychology that highlighted the role of the social context in any learning activity' 
(2003: 12). 
In the present study, the specific context where I conducted my teaching and 
collected data is Shengda Economics, Trade and Management College (for short, 
Shengda College or Shengda University), which is a Non-state/private college 
officially affiliated to Zhengzhou University (which is a public one). It operates very 
independently in all aspects including finance, administration, management, teacher 
resources, student recruitment, examination and assessment. Shengda University 
only runs undergraduate courses and awards Bachelor's degrees. The tuition fees are 
relatively higher than that of public universities, because there is no financial support 
from the local or national government for private universities. In the following 
sections, I am going to give some detailed information about relevant contextual 
factors-the teachers, the students, the course, and the tasks. 
1.3.1 The teacher 
The academic staff of Shengda University mainly come from three sources. Firstly, a 
small number of teachers are selected from excellent graduates from this university 
or very rarely other universities, to work as full-time staff. They are generally young, 
with little or no teaching experience. Secondly, a large number of teachers are invited 
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from other local universities or colleges. Although they hold permanent positions at 
these other institutions, they also work in Shengda as part-time teachers. The third 
small group of teachers are retired staff from other local institutions. who may 
choose to be employed in Shengda either full-time or part-time as they like. 
It is here important to talk about the difference between full-time and part-time 
teachers as well as their respective advantages and disadvantages. There is no need to 
talk much about the different ways of getting paid as this has little to do with the 
research. However, the teachers' different ways of working and the implicit teaching 
attitudes are worth noting. Normally the full-time teachers are required to stay in 
their offices or campus rooms (except during teaching hours when they are in the 
classrooms) during the day, and are therefore in a sense more accessible to students 
when needed. However, part-time teachers are sent to and back from the campus by 
school bus every day, partly because they are not offered offices in this university 
and partly because they still have their own jobs somewhere else. In other words, 
most of the part-time teachers arrive at the classrooms 10 minutes before class and 
then lcave immediately after class. In this case, the most discouraging problem is the 
lack of chances for teacher-student communication, which has been seen as kind of 
hindrance to mutual understanding and healthy development of rapport. 
Anothcr unfavourable aspect is the instability of teacher resources, especially of 
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part-time teachers. Usually Shengda University only signs short-term contracts (i. e. 
one academic term) with part-time staff, which may result in the frequent changes of 
teachers. For different modules, this might not be a problem. But for some 
continuous modules, most students prefer to have the same teacher teaching for a 
longer period. Otherwise they will have to adjust to different teaching styles too 
often. 
As regards teacher attitudes, it seems unfair to draw any conclusion that full-time 
teachers are better than part-time teachers or vice versa. There are both excellent and 
somewhat unsatisfactory teachers in each group. However, I did find a shocking 
phenomenon that many students often spoke highly of the less experienced young 
teachers for their responsibility and enthusiasm, but on the contrary expressed their 
criticism of some experienced part-time teachers. Certain students have the 
impression that part-time teachers just work for money because working in private 
universities can be very profitable. One extreme case I have heard of is that a class of 
students even successively requested to change three part-time teachers (for the same 
module) within a term, because they were dissatisfied with their teaching quality and 
attitudes. 
1.3.2 The student 
Just like the students enrolled in other regular higher education institutions, all the 
students studying in Shengda University have taken part in the National College 
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Entrance Examination. According to the different entrance requirements, students' 
scores might be comparatively lower than those of students who have successfully 
got offers from more prestigious universities. This general trend could say something 
about students' competence but does not necessarily mean that students of this 
university are at lower levels in every aspect. After all, a one-off examination is not 
the only criterion by which we judge students' comprehensive abilities. 
English is a compulsory test among the overall college entrance examinations. In 
addition, it is a compulsory module for all university students, no matter what course 
they are doing. For non-English majors, the English module usually runs for two 
academic years; and then they are required to take the College English Test-Band 4 
(for short, CET 4) which determines whether they could get a Bachelor's degree 
eventually. For English majors, a variety of English modules run for four years. At 
specified stages, they are encouraged to take the Test for English Majors-Band 4 or 
8 (for short, TEM-4 or TEM-8), which is voluntary in some universities (including 
Shengda) but might be compulsory in others. In view of the importance of TEM-4 
and TEM-8, most English majors would like to have a try, because they believe it 
will be an advantage in the future job market. 
In view of the relevance of the present research, here I will give a few figures to 
show the English proficiency level of English majors of Shengda university, in 
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comparison with those of other universities. 
Test for English Majors-Band 8 (TEM-8) 
Year Average 'passing rate' of Shengda 
students (English majors) 
National average 'passing rate' 
(English majors) 
2003 56.46% 51.35% 
2004 67.09% 56.74% 
2005 64.79% 54.17% 
Table 1-1: Passing rate of TEM-8. 
(Cited from http: //www2. shenjzda. edu. cn/wyx/hortation. htm, 27 Sep. 05) 
Seeing the above figures, the reader may have an impression that only a small 
percentage of students pass this test. This result is not surprising; firstly because this 
test is indeed difficult, and secondly because the number of universities in China is 
huge. Actually in the small number of first-class universities, the average passing rate 
can be as high as around 90%. But it drops sharply when taking all the universities 
into account. In general, the above information indicates that students of Shengda 
University stand near the average in English proficiency level, and therefore should 
be able to well represent the larger population of Chinese university students. 
The final point I would like to make here is the particularity of English majors. 
According to the criteria for recruiting new students in Shengda University, those 
who are accepted by the Foreign Languages Department might generally have a 
relatively higher score in English among all the entrance exams. In addition, it is 
Note: 'Passing rate 'here refers to the percentage of test takers who passed. 
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supposed to be the case that most of the English majors are either willing to learn 
English to a more advanced level, or expecting to relate their future careers to this 
important international language. However, there is a certain percentage of students 
in each class who are allocated to study in this department because their total scores 
are not high enough to let them choose their favourite majors. That is to say, some 
students are doing a course that is not their first preference. Therefore, it could be 
anticipated that my future research participants would have different levels of 
language proficiency, different attitudes towards English, and different motivations to 
learn it even though they are all called `English majors'. The only thing they have in 
common is that they are all `treated' as `English majors'-attending the same 
lectures, using the same textbooks (which are different from what the non-English 
majors use), and being assessed in the same way for getting the degree. 
1.3.3 The course 
English majors at Shengda University are required to take some fundamental 
modules during the first couple of years and more advanced/specialised modules 
during the last two years. Among all the modules, Intensive English Reading (also 
known as `Advanced English Reading' or `Comprehensive English' in this context) 
has always been the core one. The prescribed textbooks for this course are a set of 
domestically designed books called `A New English Course', from Level I to Level 
8, which are supposed to be used continuously from the first year to the final year, 
with each year (comprising two terms) covering two levels. The first four books (i. e. 
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from Level Ito Level 4) aim at the training in basic and comprehensive language 
skills, while the rest of them (i. e. from Level 5 to Level 8) focus more on intensive 
reading skills for advanced learners. In each book, there are more than ten units. with 
each unit containing two texts (i. e. TEXT I and TEXT II) selected from 
contemporary anthologies and modem English classics on various subjects and in 
different writing styles. TEXT I texts are intended to be studied more intensively 
compared with TEXT II texts which are meant to supplement TEXT I in content as 
well as in language. (In Shengda University, Level 8 is usually left untaught due to 
time limits. ) During my fieldwork, I taught this course with the `Level 7' textbook, 
and my students were in the first term of their final year. As a core module, it was 
allocated 6 hours per week, with a two-hour session on every other day. 
1.3.4 The task 
`Task' is an important concept in this research. The theoretical review as well as the 
methodological design of tasks will be discussed in the following chapter. At this 
point, however, it is necessary to talk about my potential participants' perception of 
this term, as I have been aware that this theoretical concept might embody different 
interpretations in different contexts and its implementation should be adjusted 
according to the actual situation. 
Reflecting on my own English learning experience in classroom contexts in China, I 
have an impression that not many Chinese students have an appropriate 
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understanding of `tasks' in accordance with the definition and criteria suggested in 
the western literature. As a learner, to be frank, I myself had never come across this 
term within the field of language learning. Similarly, as a teacher, I had never 
seriously studied this concept or explicitly introduced it to my students. 
In order to test my assumption, I asked a couple of questions (i. e., `When I first 
mentioned the concept of 'task' to you, what was your first impression? What did you 
think it was like? ' see Question 1, Table 6-2) in the final-stage group interviews. The 
questions were asked in Chinese, with only the word `task' in English. My 
interviewees replied according to their retrospection. Unsurprisingly, this concept did 
not set up a positive image in their mind at first. Rather, it seemed to be a kind of 
homework-like burden imposed on students no matter whether they liked it or not. 
For example, `I felt that task was sort of homework/assignment, in written form, 
which was supposed to be done after class and then handed in' (translated, 
Interviewee 1, Group 2); `I also thought it was assignment that we must finish' 
(translated, Interviewee 1, Group 3). Likewise, some other students thought it was like 
a quiz or test, which seemed even more unwelcome. 
Why do Chinese students perceive `task' in this way? To answer this question, we 
have to bear in mind the cultural difference and language barrier. In western 
literature which talks about language teaching and learning, task is defined as `an 
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activity which requires learners to use language. with emphasis on meaning, to attain 
an objective' (Skehan, 2003: 3). However, what students could learn from the 
English-Chinese or English-English dictionaries in China might be different and 
superficial. For example, the first explanation given in the dictionary is 'Task A 
piece of work assigned or done as part of one's duties'; and the second one is 
`Task--A difficult or tedious undertaking. ' Clearly, such context-free definitions 
would not give students any positive impression. Accordingly. when students were 
asked to connect such a concept with their English learning in the classroom, they 
would be unlikely to look at it as an enjoyable thing to do. 
The difference in the understanding of `tasks' does exist; nevertheless. it does not 
mean that there are no learning tasks going on in the language classrooms in China, 
though not extensively or systematically. Rather, English teaching at all levels 
involves certain kinds of `classroom activities' which serve similar purposes as 
`tasks', such as to promote interaction and facilitate acquisition. Although not all the 
so-called `classroom activities' might be able to qualify as `tasks' in a strict sense, 
they do play a significant role in the Chinese context in the same way that a `task' 
does in the western context. More importantly, the Chinese translation equivalent of 
activity' is indeed more suitable for the classroom situation and therefore 
has been 
widely accepted by both teachers and students. 
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1.4 An overview of the thesis 
To conclude this opening chapter, I would like to make an overview of the whole 
thesis and briefly summarise the main ideas of each individual chapter. 
Chapter 1 serves as an overall introduction, including my motivation for this study, 
theoretical background, and information of the institutional context where the present 
research was conducted. The main methodological framework (i. e. $E Frametivork: 
EVpec't(ition-Experic'irce-Evaluation) and research questions are introduced as well. 
Chapter 2 is the first part of the literature review which centres on the concept of 
`tasks'. It firstly reviews definitions of `task' and different perspectives of task-based 
research, and then discusses a few theoretical and practical issues regarding task 
design in relation to the present research, including task typology, task 
implementation and a general framework. The purpose of this chapter is to seek 
literature support in writing `motivating tasks' for use in this research. 
Chapter 3 is the second part of the literature review. It begins with an overview of 
the complexity of task motivation and a brief summary of the existing research 
perspectives of this topic. It then discusses relevant motivation literature at a macro 
I c\ cl, a micro lcv cl, and from a process-oriented approach, aiming to seek theoretical 
support in understanding xv hat factors could possibly influence learners' motivation 
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for tasks in particular and for English learning in general. 
Chapter 4 is the third part of the literature review which mainly focuses on the 
methodological issues of motivation research. It firstly reviews the methodological 
changes in this area; and then critiques some key studies of task motivation, and then 
follows with a plea for a `balanced approach' which attempts to integrate Allwright's 
(2003) `Exploratory Practice' into motivation research. Finally, it further explains the 
proposed framework for this research-3E framework. 
Chapter 5 documents the natural history of this research, which begins with some 
general discussion of research approach and methods, continues with a detailed 
description of the teaching/data-gathering process, and concludes by describing the 
proposed way of approaching data, that is, investigating specific task motivation at a 
micro level and exploring general student motivation at a macro level. 
Chapter 6 is the first part of the data analysis and discussion, which focuses on 
task-related data collected respectively at the `Expectation' stage, the `Experience' 
stage, and the `Evaluation' stage. It further discusses the interaction of three types of 
motivational resources within task motivation, that is, `academic motivation', 
`personal development motivation', and `affective motivation'. 
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Chapter 7 is the second part of the data analysis and discussion, which deals with 
the remaining data with the purpose of understanding broader learning issues from a 
motivational perspective. Three types of motivational/demotivational influences are 
identified, which are specific to the teacher, the learner, and the course. 
Chapter 8 is the final conclusion chapter which gives an all-round summary of the 
research, covering the research background, research methodology, research process, 
and particularly the research questions and research findings. It also discusses the 
implications and limitations of this research, followed by suggestions for future 
research directions. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review Motivating Tasks 
2.0 Introduction 
This chapter begins with a proposal for integrating the concepts of `motivation' and 
`tasks' into a classroom-based research study in an authentic educational setting. It 
continues with an introduction to the definitions and criteria of tasks, followed by a 
proposed interpretation of tasks in the target research context. Another major section 
of this chapter discusses various aspects of task design, including a general approach, 
task classification, my task typology, task implementation, and presents a 
summarised task framework for this research. In general, task-relevaint literature in 
the area of linguistics is reviewed in the current chapter, whereas motivational 
theories in the field of psychology will be discussed in the following one. 
2.1 An integration of `motivation' and `tasks' 
The concept of `motivation' comes from the field of psychology which does not 
semi directly related to the area of linguistics within which the concept of `tasks' 
falls. Yet neither are these two areas exclusively isolated from each other. In the L2 
motivation research field, there has been a growing awareness of the need for the 
study of task motivation in line with a situation-specific approach and/or a 
process-orientated approach. In the task research field, likewise, the growing concern 
about `individual variables' (Skehan, 2003: 7) apart from the task itself could also 
reflect the implicit attention some researchers have paid to motivational aspects of 
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tasks. Breen (1987), for example, has brought factors such as learners' purposes and 
attitudes to the fore so as to remind us of the important role the learner plays in task 
operation in the classroom. Similarly, Ellis (2003) has mentioned that `the 
psychological processes involved in task performance' are one of the dimensions 
addressed by certain definitions of task (2003: 2). 
However, it is interesting to note that the word `motivating' has not been frequently 
used to characterise a task in the existing literature. Rather, what is often seen as a 
standard to judge the quality of a task is how `effective' it is. Focusing on what Ellis 
(2000: 208) refers to as `the inherent properties of the task itself', most researchers 
who adopt the psycholinguistic approach (e. g. Long, 1983,1996; Skehan, 1996; Yule, 
1997) believe that tasks with certain features could effectively promote classroom 
interaction and facilitate language acquisition. By contrast, some other researchers 
who adopt the socio-cultural approach (e. g. Lantolf and Appel, 1994; Donato, 1994; 
Swain and Lapkin, 2001; Samuda, 2001) are concerned more about `general factors' 
such as the teacher, the learner, and the setting (Ellis, 2000: 207), which could be 
seen as `attached' features of tasks. In this sense, `effective' tasks may refer to those 
which successfully mediate learning thanks to the effective interaction among 
teachers, learners and tasks within a certain setting. 
Whatever the approach, so long as the task functions well in promoting learners' 
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language development, it could then be regarded as a `motivating task' in terms of its 
linguistic effectiveness. However, in the authentic educational context, tasks should 
be properly designed or adapted so as to be motivating in the sense of being, 
psychologically effective as well. The classroom situation, after all, is not like a 
`pseudo-laboratory-type setting' (Ellis, 2000: 207) where the relationship among the 
learner, the researcher/teacher, and the environment is comparatively simple. In order 
for the advocated tasks to work as successfully in the classroom as in the 
experimental situation, the actual physical and psychological contexts where learners 
are embedded in should be paid great attention as well (Dömyei, 2001) 
Therefore, I attempted to integrate these two constructs (i. e. `tasks and `motivation') 
and the twin perspectives (i. e. linguistic and psychological perspectives) into my 
study. Different from most of the previous research which attached much importance 
on the linguistic attributes of tasks, this research aimed to explore more 
psychological needs of learners in connection with their task choices and task 
engagement. More importantly, I would investigate these two concepts in a natural 
classroom setting without creating any particularly controlled conditions. 
Considering my research purposes mentioned in Chapter I (see 1.2.3), 1 will in this 
chapter rcvic\v the task-relevant literature in the area of linguistics, and then turn to 
motivation theories in the field of psychology in the next chapter. 
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2.2 What is `task'? 
It is important to begin this section by discussing the definition and criteria of `task', 
based on the consensus among researchers and educators. I will then put forward a 
particular definition of this concept which is more appropriate for this study within 
its particular context. 
`Tasks' have been variously defined in the existing literature, and the variety of 
definitions covers areas as general as the entire real world, or as specific as the 
language classroom. Some key examples have been summarised in an updated list by 
Ellis (2003: 4-5), including definitions offered by Breen (1989), Long (1985), 
Richards, Platt, and Weber (1985), Crookes (1986), Prabhu (1987), Nunan (1989), 
Skehan (1996), Lee (2000), Bygate, Skehan, and Swain (2001). 
2.2.1 `Tasks' in the real world 
Long's (1985) more general definition does not set any boundary for where the task 
may happen, what it may involve, and who may do it. As he suggests, a task is: 
`... a piece of work undertaken for oneself or for others, freely or for some reward. Thus, 
examples of tasks include painting a fence, dressing a child, filling out a form, buying a 
pair of shoes, making an airline reservation, borrowing a library book, taking a driving 
test, typing a letter, weighing a patient, sorting letters, taking a hotel reservation, writing a 
cheque, finding a street destination and helping someone across a road. In other words, by 
`task' is meant the hundred and one things people do in everyday life, at work, and in 
between. "Tasks" are the things people will tell you they do if you ask them and they are 
not applied linguists' (Long, 1985: 89). 
This definition has been regarded as `non-pedagogical' (Nunan, 1993: 58), for it 
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neither specifies tasks within an educational context nor limits the task-takers to 
learners. In other words, tasks could be any activities that anyone does anywhere in 
the real world. This `context-free' (Kumaravadivelu, 1993: 70) definition contributes 
to our understanding of the concept of task, and naturally leads to further exploration 
of its `context-sensitive' (Kumaravadivelu, 1993: 70) definitions. 
2.2.2 `Tasks' in the field of general education 
Although not stated in Long's definition, we can nevertheless infer that a task must 
have an outcome. This point has been made more explicit in two other definitions 
`from the perspective of general education' (Kumaravadivelu, 1993: 70): 
A task is `a piece of work or an activity, usually with a specified objective, undertaken as 
part of an educational course, at work, or used to elicit data for research' (Crookes, 1986: 
1). 
A task is `an activity which required learners to arrive at an outcome from given 
information through some process of thoughts, and which allowed teachers to control and 
regulate that process' (Prabhu, 1987; cited in Ellis, 2003: 4). 
Clearly, these two definitions have not only narrowed the context of tasks down to 
the field of education, but also explicitly specified what is expected at the end of a 
task. An `objective' (in Crookes' definition) can be seen as the end-of-task goal or 
aim. Similarly, an `outcome' (in Prabhu's definition) can be seen as the end-of-task 
result. 
2.2.3 `Tasks' in the language classroom 
Moving closer to the context of the present research, the definitions of tasks with 
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regard to language education within classroom settings vary. One of the most 
frequently quoted examples is: 
A task is `an activity or action which is carried out as the result of processing or 
understanding language, i. e. as a response. ... 
Tasks may or may not involve the 
production of language. A task usually requires the teacher to specify what will be 
regarded as successful completion of the task. The use of a variety of different tasks in 
language teaching is said to make teaching more communicative ... since 
it provides a 
purpose for classroom activity which goes beyond practice of language for its own sake' 
(Richards, Platt, and Weber, 1985: 289). 
Compared with the previous examples, this definition is `more pedagogically 
oriented' (Nunan, 1993: 58) in the sense that it clarifies the requirement a task sets 
for the teacher as well as the function a task may produce in the language classroom. 
Similarly, Nunan makes the function more explicit by defining a `communicative 
task' as 
`a piece of classroom work which involves learners in comprehending, manipulating, 
producing, or interacting in the target language while their attention is principally focused 
on meaning rather than form. The task should also have a sense of completeness, being 
able to stand alone as a communicative act in its own right' (Hunan, 1989: 10). 
Thus, as well as stressing the importance of the `end' of a task, namely, `result' or 
`completeness', Richards et al's (1985) and Nunan's (1989) definitions also draw our 
attention to the `process' which in their words is supposed to be `communicative'. 
Unlike Long's (1985) definition which regards almost all possible human activities 
as tasks, the rather stricter criteria implied in the above pedagogical definitions seem 
to indicate that not all learning activities in the classroom could qualify as tasks. 
Swales (1990), for example, criticises a view of tasks as all types of work plans in 
the classroom. His view, along with Nunan's (1989) definition, tends to distinguish 
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`apparently mechanical tasks' from `apparently communicative tasks' (Murphy, 1993: 
140), with the former being labelled as `simple and brief exercise type' (Swales, 
1990: 74) and the latter being considered more appropriate for task-based teaching 
and learning. 
2.2.4 `Tasks' in my specific research context 
Despite the fact that communicative tasks have received more recognition and 
support from researchers and educators in ELT, it is still necessary to bear in mind 
that the same concept may not be interpreted in exactly the same way in different 
contexts. When language teachers are going to introduce a new teaching/learning 
concept to their classes, they should take the contextual factors into account and 
make proper adaptations so as to make the best of it. If learners are rigidly `forced' to 
accept something, the results are unlikely to be satisfactory no matter how good such 
a thing is in principle. 
As far as communicative tasks are concerned, whilst a number of studies testify to 
their contribution to second/foreign language acquisition, other studies equally point 
out that it is not universally applicable that any level of learners could benefit from 
such tasks. There are a few questions worth thinking about: in a concrete educational 
context, to what extent do the teachers and learners understand the criteria of tasks? 
Are there any task materials available for teachers? How much time can teachers 
afford to task design before class and to task implementation in class? How can one 
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guarantee that the use of communicative tasks could \\ ell serve the purpose of the 
on-going curriculum? 
Drawing upon other researchers' definitions discussed earlier, and keeping the above 
questions in mind, I am now going to clarify my standpoint regarding the notion of 
tasks in my research context by making the following points: 
Firstly, I planned to use loosely defined tasks in this research, partly because `tasks' 
would just be a medium for exploring my participants' language learning motivation: 
and partly because there was insufficient knowledge of tasks among most teachers 
and students in my target research context. It was an attempt to see to what extent the 
theoretically advocated `tasks' could be adapted and incorporated into the traditional 
English class. As I introduced in the first chapter, my target class was Advanced 
English Reading class in which a prescribed textbook was used, and it required 
advanced language learners to understand the meaning of the given texts thoroughly. 
According to my personal experience of taking this module and what I have heard 
from other schoolmates, there were hardly any real `tasks' implemented in similar 
Reading classes. Most of the class time was spent on studying the texts intensively, 
with the teacher paraphrasing sentences, explaining new words, and analysing the 
implied meanings, whereas students listening attentively and taking notes. There 
might he some classroom activities at certain point, but mostly in the shape of 
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asking/answering questions or doing/checking textbook exercises. 
Therefore, I was going to introduce some more communicative learning activities in 
my target class, aiming to promote more classroom interaction, more teacher-student 
talk and more organised peer discussion. At the same time, all my proposed tasks 
would essentially be intended to facilitate the teaching of this reading textbook, as I 
did not want to abandon the existing curriculum or simply borrow some ready-made 
`tasks' randomly from the professional task books. Upon this consideration, I would 
prefer to regard all my purposely designed classroom activities as tasks, so long as 
they could be obviously differentiated from teacher presentation, pure 
question-answer sessions, and other traditional exercises. Actually a similar point has 
been stated by Murphy (1993) when he tries to give support to mechanical tasks, 
`... how difficult it is to argue, in the present state of our knowledge, that there are 
activities which cannot be admitted to the gallery of language learning tasks' (1993: 
142). 
Secondly, I would also like to specify some criteria which could fit with my proposed 
definition of task, and make my designed tasks serve my research and pedagogical 
purposes. In the literature, Ellis (2003) has provided the most comprehensive criterial 
features to date: 
1. A task is a workplan. 
2. A task involves a primary focus on meaning. 
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3. A task involves real-world processes of language use. 
4. A task can involve any of the four language skills. 
5. A task engages cognitive processes. 
6. A task has a clearly defined communicative outcome. (Ellis, 2003: 9-10) 
Taking my research context and the actual teaching/learning conditions into 
consideration, I would just select some of these criteria for use. Number 1,2, and 4 
could go into my criteria basket as they are. For number 3,5, and 6,1 made a little 
adjustment. Put clearly, I was going to direct my students' attention to the `process' 
rather than the `outcome', because some of my designed tasks might or might not 
have an 'end'. Moreover, the process was supposed to be as `communicative' as 
possible, and students would be required to make `cognitive' efforts. However, there 
might not necessarily be a `real-world' relationship, as some of the tasks would just 
aim to facilitate students' comprehension of an artificial reading material. Here is a 
brief summary of the criteria I propose: a) the task is part of a teaching plan, which 
may involve any of the four language skills (i. e. listening, speaking, reading, writing), 
and should primarily be focused on meaning; b) the task requires students to pay 
great attention to communicative and cognitive processes; c) a real-world 
relationship is ideal but not a must. 
Thirdly, all the tasks would be designed on the basis of the textbook prescribed in my 
research context, though task materials were not available or ready for use. Rather, 
the designed tasks must be relevant to the given textbook, with content being either 
based on a particular text, or related to the text topic. In other words, the tasks should 
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fall within the existing curriculum, and ideally should facilitate normal English 
teaching without disturbing the overall schedule of this university. In this sense, tasks 
could be regarded as a helping tool, which would not change radically the nature of 
the normal class. It was hoped that the teaching and learning situations could remain 
as true to normal practice as possible. 
2.3 Task design 
The issue of task design is not only an interest of linguists working on task-related 
research, but also a concern of teachers who implement tasks in their classrooms. 
With full respect to the research findings in this connection, I will now talk about 
several relevant aspects regarding designing appropriate tasks within the context of 
this study, which could be seen as general guidelines. 
2.3.1 A general approach 
At the outset, it is necessary to present a general approach to language teaching in the 
target context in which tasks are going to be introduced. According to the literature, 
there are mainly two ways of viewing tasks in language teaching, i. e. task-supported 
language teaching and task-based language teaching. 
As Ellis (2003) points out, the distinction between the above two approaches 
parallels the distinction between a weak and a strong version of communicative 
language teaching (CLT). In terms of the weak version, it `views tasks as a way of 
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providing communicative practice for language items that have been introduced in a 
more traditional way'(Ellis, 2003: 29). This coincides with task-supported language 
teaching which mainly focuses on the teaching of specific language features (forms), 
and then provides learners with practising opportunities by means of tasks. In this 
sense, task-supported language teaching is basically characterised by a traditional 
methodological procedure consisting of present-practise-produce (PPP) (Gower and 
Walters, 1983), although some other forms may exist as well. 
In contrast, task-based language teaching constitutes a strong version of CLT which 
`sees tasks as a means of enabling learners to learn a language by experiencing how 
it is used in communication' (Ellis, 2003: 28). Teachers who adopt this approach tend 
to teach the target language at a macro level, covering not only the concrete language 
items (such as vocabulary and grammar) but also the comprehensive use of the 
language (i. e. listening, speaking, reading, and writing). More importantly, as 
Kumaravadivelu (1993) points out, task-based teaching puts more emphasis on the 
process (i. e. how learners learn the language) than on the target (i. e. what learners are 
supposed to learn). 
As far as my target teaching context is concerned, it seems neither a task-supported 
nor a task-based approach could be perfectly fitted into it. On the one hand, my 
empirical study would involve teaching an advanced reading course to university 
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students, focusing on the overall comprehension of difficult and complicated texts 
rather than on any particular language items suited to a task-supported approach. On 
the other hand, a heavily task-based programme might not be appropriate for the 
systematic teaching of this `traditional' textbook in this context either, as not all of 
the teaching aims of this module can be achieved by means of tasks only. As Swan 
(2005) points out, `the naturalistic communication-driven pedagogy characteristic of 
TBI (Task-based instruction)' indicates that `its exclusive use is particularly 
unsuitable for exposure-poor contexts where time is limited' (2005: 397). 
Generally speaking, my proposed approach to language teaching stands somewhere 
in between, but much closer to the task-based end. The role tasks were expected to 
play in the present research was to help make the existing curriculum more 
communicative and motivating. That is to say, instead of planning a totally new 
communicative curriculum, I was attempting to incorporate some communicative 
tasks into the target course without abandoning the prescribed textbook and 
scheduled curriculum. 
In this regard, one of the suggested approaches to task-based teaching, namely, 
`process syllabus' (advocated by Breen, 1987; and Candlin, 1987), seems more 
relevant to my study. As Ellis (2003) says, such a syllabus `is constructed through 
ne otiation between the teacher and the students' (2()()-) : 32). The point which 
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attracts me most is learners' contribution in the learning process: giving voice to their 
needs and interests, joining in the lesson planning, as well as making reflections and 
evaluations (Breen, 1987). In addition, Candlin (1987) also points out the important 
role that teachers should play in considering and analysing students' opinions in 
order to make the teaching process reasonable and manageable. 
2.3.2 Task classification 
Ellis has clearly stated the importance of task classification as follows (Ellis, 2003: 
211): 
`First, it provides a basis for ensuring variety;... Second, it can be used to identify the task 
types that match the specific needs or preferences of particular groups of learners. Third, it 
affords teachers a framework for experimenting with tasks in their classrooms; they can 
systematically try out the different types of tasks to discover which tasks work for their 
students. ' 
Before developing a typology of tasks which suits my target teaching and research 
context, I will first present a brief overview of the various ways of classifying tasks 
proposed by different researchers. 
In the existing literature, a commonly accepted typology is Willis' (1996) pedagogic 
classification of tasks, including 1) Listing; 2) Ordering and sorting; 3) Comparing; 4) 
Problem solving; 5) Sharing personal experiences; and 6) Creative tasks (1996: 
26-27). According to the levels of difficulty and complexity, learners are required to 
carry out different kinds of operations in performing tasks. The first three types of 
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task may only require learners to deal with the given information (e. g. facts, items, 
and events) in a simple and straightforward way. Comparatively, the fourth type of 
task (i. e. problem solving) is more demanding and challenging, as it requires more 
`intellectual and reasoning powers' of learners (Willis, 1996: 27). The last two types 
of task, namely, `Sharing personal experiences' and `Creative tasks', expect more 
initiatives from learners but at the same time offer them more freedom in performing 
the task. There may not be enough given information for learners to work on; rather, 
learners are encouraged to get the task going by actively using their own knowledge, 
experiences, and imagination. 
Though not exhaustive, this classification nevertheless functions as a useful 
referential framework and helps to generate a variety of actual tasks for pedagogic 
purposes (Ellis, 2003). Furthermore, Willis (1996) also suggests a range of designs 
for text-based tasks, aiming to `encourage natural and efficient 
reading/listening/viewing strategies, focusing initially on retrieval of sufficient 
relevant meaning for the purpose of the task' (1996: 75). The six types she illustrates 
in this regard include 1) Prediction tasks; 2) Jumbles; 3) Restoration tasks; 4) 
Jigsaw/split information tasks; 5) Comparison tasks; and 6) Memory challenge tasks 
(Willis, 1996: 75-76). Generally speaking, these task types could be incorporated into 
a reading course, because the given information of a task is mainly selected 
from a 
particular text. Teachers could either rely on a series of systematically 
designed tasks 
to carry out the reading course, or design certain tasks as needed to 
facilitate their 
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teaching. In either case, what should be kept in mind is the difficulty level of the 
reading course in question and the learning needs of target students, as contextual 
factors of such kinds may affect the actual effectiveness of certain tasks. 
Apart from the above pedagogic classification, researchers from the SLA field have 
also suggested some other ways in which tasks are viewed from different 
perspectives. For example, Pica, Kanagy, and Falodun (1993) proposed a 
classificatory system in relation to the potential of tasks for language learning. Ellis 
(2003) sees it as a `psycholinguistic classification' as it is `based on interactional 
categories that have been shown to affect the opportunities learners have to 
comprehend input, obtain feedback, and modify their own output' (2003: 215). Five 
task types are labelled (i. e. Jigsaw, Information gap, Problem solving, Decision 
making, and Opinion exchange) according to four criteria: 1) Interactant relationship; 
2) Interaction requirement; 3) Goal orientation; and 4) Outcome options (for details, 
see Pica, Kanagy, and Falodun, 1993: 18-23). 
Another example is what Ellis (2003: 46-47) has called a `cognitive classification' 
based on Prabhu's (1987) way of distinguishing three general types of tasks in terms 
of the kind of cognitive activity involved: 
1) Information gap activity involves `a transfer of given information from one person to 
another-or from one form to another, or from one place to another-generally calling 
for the encoding or decoding of information from or into language'. 
2) Reasoning gap activity involves `deriving some new information from given 
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information through processes of inference, deduction, practical reasoning, or a 
perception of relationship or patterns'. 
3) Opinion-gap activity involves `identifying and articulating a personal preference, 
feeling, or attitude in response to a given situation'. 
Similar to Willis' (1996) pedagogic classification, the above three types of task 
reflect three levels of required cognitive operations which are increasingly complex 
and demanding. This does not necessarily mean that the first type suits lower levels 
of language learners whereas the third type suits higher. Rather, this general 
classification could afford teachers a guideline for designing actual tasks appropriate 
for their students. 
Compared with the above mentioned general classifications, some others categorise a 
few specific types of task. For example (Julkunen, 2001: 34): 
1) `Memory tasks', in which `the student is supposed to recognise or reproduce 
previously encountered information'; 
2) `Procedural or routine tasks', require that `the student applies a standardised and 
predictable formula or algorithm to produce an answer or to solve a problem'; 
3) `Comprehension or understanding tasks', in which `the student is expected to (a) 
recognise transformed versions of previously encountered information, (b) apply 
procedures to new problems, or (c) draw inferences from previously encountered 
information or procedures'; 
4) `Opinion tasks', in which `students have to express preferences for something'. 
The names of these four task categories sound more straightforward and might give 
us an idea of what kinds of cognitive operations are involved in doing the task. 
In a 
sense, this classification largely overlaps with Prabhu's (1987) general classification 
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in that they both focus on the cogniti% e activity involved. For example. 
comprehension/understanding tasks mainly involve reasoning gap activity; and 
opinion tasks mainly involve opinion gap activity. 
By bringing out the above selected examples of task classification, I hope to build up 
some connections between the existing theory and my proposed task typology that I 
am going to discuss. All in all, tasks should be carefully selected and designed in 
order to motivate the target students best and to suit the specific context best. 
2.3.3 My task typology 
My proposed task typology is based partly on the above theoretical know ledge and 
partly on my analysis of the prescribed textbook (i. e. A New English Course--Level 
7) that I would be using in practice. It was largely informed by Julkunen's (2001) 
article in which four types of task (i. e. memory task, procedural or routine task, 
comprehension or understanding task, and opinion task) are categorised according to 
the cognitive operations involved in doing tasks. In view of the suitability 
for my 
target research participants and the target course, I included the last two categories 
only in my classification, that is, comprehension/understanding 
tasks and opinion 
tasks. 
2.3.3.1 Comprehension/Understanding tasks 
In this particular module, English majors were supposed not only to enlarge their 
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vocabulary, learn isolated language items, and deal with fragmented information; but 
more importantly understand difficult and complex reading materials and obtain 
further training in comprehensive use of language skills. Therefore, this group of 
tasks aimed, at appropriate points, to facilitate the teaching and help students make 
sense of the texts per se. Reading comprehension activities would target both 
language and content, covering different aspects such as a particular part of the text, 
the overall organisation and development, the main theme, the writing style and the 
implication. In view of the close relation between the text content and the task in 
question, I would regard the comprehension/understanding tasks as `text-related' 
tasks. Moreover, considering that such tasks might only focus students' attention on 
learning English within the classroom, I would see them as a means of exploring 
students' task motivation at a micro level. 
2.3.3.2 Opinion tasks 
However, students' attention should be directed to the real world outside the 
classroom as well, as they are also human beings in the wider community which is 
local, national, or even international. Therefore, opinion tasks aimed to relate 
language learning to students' real life by promoting a deeper and broader thinking of 
the text topics discussed by British and American authors in the textbook. It might be 
interesting to encourage students to reflect on their own life in the Chinese context 
regarding similar topics, or to elicit students' opinions about western values and 
practices from their own perspectives. It was hoped that these tasks could encourage 
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my students to develop their analytical, critical and independent thinking; and help 
them learn to express themselves clearly, systematically, and logically. In a sense, 
opinion tasks would only be `topic-related', as the cognitive activity involved would 
have little to do with the language or content of the text in consideration. By means 
of these tasks, I hoped learners could learn something apart from English, and I could 
understand their various motivations at a macro level from a `humanistic approach' 
(Ellis, 2003: 31). 
2.3.4 Task implementation 
2.3.4.1 Sequencing and positioning the tasks 
In view of the prescribed textbook and school curriculum, I might not have much 
freedom in choosing the thematic topics for tasks. Basically, the 14 units from the 
textbook would be the predetermined topics for my proposed tasks, whether 
comprehension/understanding tasks or opinion tasks. What I could do was to re-order 
the 14 units, partly based on my participants' interests and preferences and partly 
based on my overall teaching plan. 
Specifically speaking, there were two points to consider in terms of task 
implementation. First, I was planning to design each type of task for about half of the 
14 units, which would ideally be conducted alternately. However, it was more 
important to consider the actual need, as perhaps certain text topics would be found 
suitable for designing opinion tasks, while others for comprehension tasks. In this 
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aspect, van Lier's (1991) two dimensions of teaching-planning and 
improvisation-should be borne in mind as a useful guideline. 
The second point concerned when to implement tasks. In the target class, there might 
be three stages available, that is, before, during, or after a particular reading text was 
being taught. In general, opinion tasks could be implemented at the pre-reading or 
post-reading stage in view of their `topic-related' nature; whereas 
comprehension/understanding tasks would be more likely to go to the while-reading 
stage due to their `text-related' nature. It should be made clear that it was definitely 
impossible to go through all the three stages within one class period (i. e. 50 minutes). 
According to the normal practice, the middle stage for detailed analysis and 
explanation of a given text could be as long as 3 or 4 class periods depending on the 
text length and complexity. In this case, the point of incorporating tasks remained a 
vague concept for the moment, and could only be finally decided according to the 
teaching and learning needs during the process. 
2.3.4.2 Participatory structure 
Participatory structure is an important aspect of task implementation, referring to the 
procedures that govern how the teacher's and students' contributions to the 
performance of the task are organised' (Ellis, 2003: 263). Simply speaking, it may 
answer the question- `in what way tasks can be implemented'. Basically there are 
four ways that are commonly used in classroom practice (Ellis, 2003): 
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1) Individual student work, i. e. each student works with tasks on his own; 
2) Pair work, i. e. students work with tasks in pairs; 
3) Group work, i. e. students work with tasks in groups (there should be more than two 
students in each group); 
4) Whole-class work, i. e. students work with tasks together in a whole-class context. 
Ellis (2003) offers a comprehensive review of the advantages and disadvantages of 
these ways of performing tasks, drawing on some other researchers' (e. g. Prabhu 
1987; Nunan 1989; Jacobs, 1998; Wells, 1999) and his own viewpoints. Based on 
this overview, I summarised the key points in the following table: 
Advantages Disadvantages 
f caters to individual differences f limited capacities of individual 
f fosters independence/autonomy 
learner 
Individual f encourages self-directedness 
f lack of strategic competence 
student work f enables private manipulation 
f increased quantity of learner f does not ensure the conditions 
speech needed to achieve satisfactory 
f increased variety of speech acts 
task outcomes or language 
learning 
f individualisation of instruction 
f less likelihood of exposure to 
f anxiety can be reduced 'good models' of English Group work 
f motivation can increase f not being conducive to students 
and 
f enjoyment can increase 
paying attention to form 
pair work 
f independence can increase " physical characteristics of 
classroom may impede 
f social integration can increase interaction 
f learn to work together with others f unequal contribution 
f learning can increase f overuse of native language 
f teacher talk can ensure f the accomplishment of skilled 
comprehensible input teacher talk can be problematic Whole-class 
work f teacher's special role in f too much teacher talk may 
conducting 'instructional impede learning 
conversations' 
Table 2-1: Advantages and disadvantages of participatory structures 
(based on Ellis, 2003: 263-275) 
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In general, all of the above comments result from both linguistic consideration (such 
as increased quantity of learner speech) and psychological consideration (such as 
motivation, anxiety, and enjoyment) of the effectiveness of each structure. This 
corresponds with my research aim which is to explore motivating tasks that are both 
linguistically effective and psychologically effective. With full respect, I would like 
to incorporate these different participatory structures into my task implementation on 
various occasions, and see how they could fit with my target research context by 
listening to learners' voices. 
2.3.5 A general framework 
Table 2-2 offers a brief summary of what I have discussed in this chapter: 
(When) (What) (How) (Why) 
Task types Stage Content Language Participatory Underlying 
skills structure motives 
Comprehension/ While- Text- 
understanding 
reading related Listening Individually, ? tasks 
Speaking Pair work, To be 
Pre- Reading Group work, explored 
Opinion or Topic- Writing Whole-class 
tasks post- related 
reading 
Table 2-2: A general framework for task design 
This table would serve as a guideline for me to design tasks, though not everything 
could be prepared well in advance. Since my fieldwork and data collection would be 
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conducted in authentic classrooms, there were bound to be lots of contextual factors 
for me to take into consideration. Details about the actual teaching and researching 
process will be reported later in Chapter 5. 
2.4 Conclusion 
It was firstly clarified that the present study was intended to research on `tasks' and 
`motivation' in an authentic classroom situation. Then the chapter focused on a fe\\ 
task-relevant issues, including theoretical viewpoints in the existing literature and 
practical considerations of the target research context. Specifically speaking, the first 
major section reviewed the definitions and criteria of tasks suggested and commonly 
accepted by most researchers in this area, based on which I proposed a loosely 
defined concept of `tasks' and specified relcvant criterial features for this study in 
view of its contextual factors, stressing that my proposed tasks would be part of my 
teaching plan which should fall within the existing curriculum. The second major 
section concerned various aspects of task design and task implementation. As a final 
summary, a general framework for designing tasks in the target research context was 
presc»ted. 
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Chapter 3 Literature Review-Task Motivation 
3.0 Introduction 
This chapter reviews the relevant literature in the field of psychology, with a primary 
focus on task motivation. It consists of four major sections. The first one examines 
the complexity of task motivation and briefly summarises the existing research 
perspectives on this topic, based on which relevant theoretical discussions are 
organised in the following three sections (i. e. 3.2-3.4). Section 3.2 explores some 
theories on generalised motivation, including Gardner's theory, self-determination 
theory, and goal theory. Section 3.3 focuses on the discussion of situation- and 
task-specific motivation, including expectancy-value theory and two comprehensive 
frameworks of L2 motivation by Dörnyei (1994) and Williams and Burden (1997). 
Section 3.4 reviews the process-oriented approach to task motivation proposed by 
Dörnyei (1998), and in particular discusses how this approach can be applied to the 
present study without abandoning the traditional generalised/situational perspective. 
3.1 The complexity of task motivation 
Taking tasks as the basic level of motivational analysis is a comparatively new 
approach which has not received much attention from researchers until recently. 
Prompted by the `motivational renaissance' (Gardner and Tremblay, 1994) in the 
1990s, this approach not only draws on the development of previous motivation 
studies, but also grows into a fruitful direction for future research. As Dörnyei (2003) 
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says, the study of task motivation can complement the ongoing efforts in task-based 
research in an organic manner. In recent years, L2 motivation studies have seen an 
increased focus on concrete classroom situations and specific language behaviours. 
In this regard, language learning tasks and activities are seen as appropriate and 
researchable behavioural units because they `constitute the basic building blocks of 
classroom learning, and accordingly, L2 motivation can hardly be examined in a 
more situated manner than within a task-based framework' (Dörnyei, 2003: 14). 
A variety of definitions of `task' has been discussed in detail in Chapter ?, mainly 
based on the linguistic literature. However, the concept of `task motivation' has not 
been explicitly defined in the motivational theories. Despite the lack of a clear 
definition, it could still be inferred from a number of key studies into task motivation 
that this concept may be understood from two aspects: 1) when focusing on `tasks', 
`task motivation refers to the characteristics of the task, to task design' (Julkunen, 
2001: 33); 2) when focusing on `task-takers', the study of task motivation is to 
explore the motivational basis of language learning tasks' (Dörnyei, 2003: 14), or, in 
other words, to understand `the motivational processes fuelling the quantity and 
quality of learners' on-task behaviour' (Dörnyei, 2002: 138). However task 
motivation is interpreted, my research purposes in this study seem to correspond to 
the above two aspects to a great extent (see 1.2.3). The first one has been discussed 
in the previous chapter, concerning various aspects of task design that could make a 
task motivating. The present chapter is devoted to the second aspect, concerning the 
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possible underlying sources of learners' motivations for tasks. 
Though engaging in a specific task takes only a tiny portion of a learner's lengthy 
process of mastering a language, it should not be simply treated as an isolated 
behaviour. When a learner comes to a task, his previously built-in motivational 
orientations and attitudes will certainly influence how he responds to the task. These 
relatively stable and enduring dispositions are regarded as `trait motivation' by 
Tremblay, Goldberg and Gardner (1995). On the other hand, the specific task 
characteristics and the situation in which a particular task is embedded in will also 
trigger the learner's temporary responses or conditions, known as `state motivation' 
(ibid). This basic distinction has much in common with what Boekaerts (1987a, 
1987b, cited in Julkunen, 2001) calls `motivation as a trait' and `motivation as a 
state', the former referring to `the learner's general motivational orientation', and the 
latter `his/her situation specific motivation' (Julkunen, 2001: 30). 
Sharing the same ground as Boekaerts' conceptualisation, Julkunen (1989,2001) 
suggests, based on relevant empirical studies, that task motivation is a composite of 
two motivational sources, that is, `generalised, task-independent factors' and 
`situation-specific, task-dependent factors' (Dörnyei, 2002: 139). As he says, `task 
motivation depends partly on general motivation and partly on the unique \v ay the 
student perceives the task' (Julkunen, 2001: 33, cf. Boekaerts, 1993). 
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Without denying the meaning of the trait/state approach, Dörnyei (2002) points out 
its weakness in conceptualising task motivation, that is, `it suggests a rather static 
conception' (2002: 139). He instead contends that a more accurate characterisation 
may be provided by taking a process-oriented approach, looking at the dynamic 
motivational processes that take place during task completion' (ibid). Apart from 
receiving empirical support from a study by Maclntyre, MacMaster and Baker 
(2001), Dörnyei also conducted a series of research studies together with Kormos in 
this regard (see Dörnyei and Kormos, 2000; Dörnyei, 2002; Kornios and Dörnyei, 
2004). Their findings confirm the complexity of task motivation, and further imply 
that apart from the most immediate task situation, a number of broader actional 
contexts may influence learners' on-task behaviours as well. In sum, Dörnyei (2002) 
argues that 
`it may be insufficient to assume that the learner enters the task situation with some `trait 
motivation baggage' and to obtain task motivation with `baggage' needs to be pooled with 
the motivational properties of the instructional task. Instead, engaging in a certain task 
activates a number of different levels of related motivational mindsets and contingencies, 
resulting in complex interferences' (2002: 156). 
With respect to the above scholars' important contribution and its relevance to my 
research, I attempted to integrate the trait/state approach with a process-oriented 
approach in exploring task motivation. That is to say, I would look at both general 
and situation-/task-specific motivational factors, and `embed' the entire study into an 
identifiable learning process which would involve a series of task implementations. 
As I mentioned earlier, the unique feature of this study is that its data would be 
collected in an authentic classroom setting, and the tailor-made tasks would be 
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integrated into normal teaching rather than conducted under `laboratory' conditions. 
Therefore, the influences of `broader actional contexts' on the participants' task 
motivation would be fully respected and considered. 
In the following sections, I will review some relevant literature in the psychology 
area. Basically, I will look at theoretical discussion of generalised motivation at a 
macro level, and of situational motivation at a micro level. Then I will talk about the 
process-oriented approach to task motivation from both a theoretical and a practical 
point of view, in connection with the design of the present research. 
3.2 Generalised motivation at a macro level 
In this regard, I am going to review three motivation theories, that is, Gardner's 
theory from a social psychological perspective, self-determination theory and goal 
theory from a cognitive perspective. In general, these theories are all more related to 
learners' long-term goals and purposes of mastering a language, but comparatively 
less concerned with the specific task situations and concrete contextual factors. 
3.2.1 Gardner's theory 
To hedin with, Gardner and his colleagues' research into L2 motivation in the 1970s 
(e. g. Gardner and Tremblay, 1972; Gardner, 1985) has been widely regarded as the 
seminal work as it `put L2 learning motivation on the map as a very important issue 
and provided the current theoretical underpinnings' (Oxford and Shearin, 1994: 16). 
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One of the most popularly known aspects of Gardner's theory (especially the 
`socio-educational model of second language acquisition') is the conceptualisation of 
integrative and instrumental orientation/motivation. This dichotomy has been so 
well-known for decades, and has been seen as `perhaps the most succinct and 
accessible explanation to be found' (Oxford, 1994: 513). Despite the great respect for 
this contribution, researchers are more aware that the complexity of motivation may 
not be fully explained by the above two motivational components. especially in the 
increasingly diversified language learning contexts. While Gardner and his associates 
themselves endeavour to expand and elaborate their theories (e. g. Tremblay and 
Gardner, 1995; Gardner 2000,2001), some other interested researchers havc 
conducted studies which provide empirical support on the one hand, and highlight 
the limitations of the social psychological approach on the other. 
From Gardner's social psychological perspective, motivation reflects a learner's 
desire, attitude, and effort, to attain a goal, while this goal is reflected in the learner's 
oileiztation. As more L2 motivational theories develop in recent years, `integrative 
orientation/motivation' has sometimes been re-conceptualised as an 
interpersonal/affective dimension'; whereas `instrumental orientation/motivation' as 
a practical/utilitarian dimension' (Dörnyei, 2005: 70). In whatever terms, the notion 
is to distinguish between two types of L2 learners in a broad sense, according to their 
different purposes of learning a second/foreign language which are either to identify 
with the target language community or to achieve pragmatic benefits (Gardner and 
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Lambert, 1972; Gardner, 1985). 
While acknowledging the applicability of this dichotomy and the social 
psychological approach in L2 motivation research, a series of discussions and 
debates in the 1990s also remind us of the limitations. For example, motivation 
identified from this approach is mainly related to long-term goals and purposes 
which may not take into account the `here-and-now interest in the task, the joy of 
exploration or working together, natural curiosity, and other factors operating in the 
immediate learning context' (van Lier, 1996: 105). Meanwhile, without putting a 
balanced emphasis on both types of motivation (i. e. integrative vs. instrumental 
motivation), Gardner's theory resulted in a widely accepted misunderstanding that 
integratively motivated learners would be more likely to achieve success in language 
learning. This point of view seems to be problematic because some studies have 
supported prominence of instrumental motivation in the acquisition of a second or 
foreign language (e. g., Kruidenier and Clement, 1986; Samimy and Tabuse, 1992). 
Moreover, Gardner's theory seems to have left an impression that instrumental and 
integrative motivations usually do not co-exist in learners' minds. In other words, a 
learner can only have either one or other type of motivation when learning a 
language. However, in a specific context at a specific developmental stage, is it 
possible for a learner to have both types of motivations? Under the ever-changing 
learning conditions, does a learner's motivation change from time to time as well: ' 
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To sum up, all the questions about Gardner's theory boil down to the fact that his 
social-psychological approach mainly offers a `macro perspective' (Dörnyei. 2003) 
to look at learners' general motivational pattern in the shape of their long-term 
orientations. Though the `attitudes towards the learning environment' are included as 
an important factor in Gardner's approach, such attitudes did not receive sufficient 
attention from L2 motivation researchers until the 1990s. It was then that more 
researchers started to show greater consideration to the various motivational aspects 
in the concrete language learning contexts, and attempted to `conceptualise 
motivation in such a way that it would have explanatory power with regard to 
specific language learning tasks and behaviours and not just broad, 
whole-community-level social tendencies' (Dörnyei, 1998: 124). 
3.2.2 Self-determination theory 
Self-determination theory (Deci and Ryan, 1985,2002; Ryan and Deci, 2000) has 
been one of the most influential cognitive approaches in mainstream motivational 
psychology, and has only relatively recently been incorporated into L2 motiv'ation 
research. It allows researchers to `distinguish between different types of motivation 
based on the different reasons or goals that give rise to an action' (Ryan and Deci, 
2000: 55). Its basic constructs are intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation, with 
the former one referring to doing something for its inherent interest or enjoyment, 
and the latter one for its instrumental value or other separable outcomes (Ryan and 
I)cci, 2000). 
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3.2.2.1 Intrinsic motivation 
Intrinsic motivation is seen to exist not only `, within individuals', but also 'in the 
nexus between a person and a task' (Ryan and Deci, 2000: 56). In the latter sense, 
Ryan and Deci (2000) further explain that intrinsic motivation can be defined either 
in terms of the task being interesting' according to Skinner's (195 3) `operant theory', 
or `in terms of the satisfaction a person gains from intrinsically motivated task 
engagement' based on Hull's (1943) `learning theory' (ibid). These twin definitions 
correspond to my research purposes in that the former one centres on task-intrinsic 
linguistic and psychological features perceived to be motivating, whereas the latter 
one concerns learner-intrinsic motivational processes during task engagement. As 
indicated, the previous chapter has touched upon various aspects of tasks in order to 
understand what features could make a task motivating; while in the current chapter, 
I shall turn to explore what basic psychological needs can be satisfied by the tasks 
and how these needs are shaped by various factors within a specific learning context. 
As regards `basic psychological needs' which underpin intrinsic motivation, they 
have been defined in terms of the innate needs for `relatedness', `competence', and 
'autonomy' (Deci and Ryan, 20021). `Relatedness refers to feeling connected to others, 
to caring for and being cared for by those others, to having a sense of belongingness 
both with other individuals and with one's community' (2002: 7). `Conipetencce refers 
to tccling effective in one's ongoing interactions with the social environment and 
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experiencing opportunities to exercise and express one's capacities' (2002: ; ). 
`Autonomy refers to being the perceived origin or source of one's own behaviour' 
(2002: 8). In classroom settings, these needs can be interpreted as three issues worth 
noticing in order to enhance student motivation. First, students have the need to feel 
respected and cared for by the teacher, and to feel belongingness with their class and 
class fellows. Second, students would need to understand what they are asked to do 
or achieve (e. g. an extrinsic goal), and feel competent and efficacious in succeeding 
at it, with necessary skills and supports. Third, an autonomy supportive context is 
important if teachers want their students to inwardly grasp the meaning and value of 
an originally external regulation. 
3.2.2.2 Extrinsic motivation 
As learners grow up from early childhood to maturity, their intrinsic motivation 
`becomes weaker with each advancing grade' (Ryan and Deci, 2000: 60). In this case, 
it is crucially important to identify learners' extrinsic motivation which may possibly 
help engage them in non-intrinsically motivating tasks. With such awareness, Deci 
and Ryan (2000; 2002) revisit the classic intrinsic/extrinsic distinction and describe a 
model of different types of extrinsic motivation. This model represents a 
suhtheory--Organismic Integration Theory-in the shape of a continuum of tvv}pcs of 
extrinsic motivation in terms of the extent to which the individuals 
`tend to 
internalise the activity's initially external regulation' (Deci and Ryan, 2002: 15). That 
is to say, the more one becomes self-regulated, the closer one's motivation 
is to the 
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intrinsic end of the self-determination continuum (see Table 3-1 below). 
Type of Amotivation Extrinsic motivation Intrinsic 
motivation motivation 
Type of Non- External Introjected Identified Integrated Intrinsic 
regulation regulation regulation regulation regulation regulation regulation 
Quality of (Nonself-determined) (Self-determined) 
behaviour 
Table 3-1: The Self-Determination Continuum. 
(Deci and Ryan, 2002: 16) 
The Table shows that there are four types of extrinsic motivation according to the 
different types of regulation involved. Further from the intrinsic motivation end, 
`external regulation' and `introjected regulation' are seen as less autonomous forms 
of extrinsic motivation which are less likely to lead to self-determined behaviour. 
The common reason for engaging in a behaviour based on the above two types of 
regulation is to either avoid punishment or obtain rewards; whereas the difference 
between them lies in the source of punishment or rewards. Specifically speaking, 
performing an externally regulated behaviour is to avoid being punished by others or 
to receive rewards given by others. However, the punishment or rewards for 
introjectedly motivated people are from within, in the shape of a sense of guilt or 
feelings of worth (Deci and Ryan, 2002: 17). 
By contrast, `identified regulation' and `integrated regulation' are more autonomous 
forms which are supposed to lead to more self-determined behaviour. They are closer 
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to the intrinsic motivation end of the continuum, and therefore could be very helpful 
when sometimes people are not motivated intrinsically. The salient feature of these 
two types of extrinsic motivation is that they may `transform external regulation into 
true self-regulation' (ibid). In other words, behaviours stemming from identification 
and integration reflect the fact that individuals have consciously internalised the 
initially external goals, values, and expectations. 
Generally speaking, incorporating self-determination theory and its motivational 
constructs into L2 motivation research is a very important development. The 
concepts of intrinsic motivation and four types of extrinsic motivation have proved to 
be useful in explaining learner's learning behaviours and the reasons underlying their 
different levels of engagement in the given tasks. Though not mainly focusing on 
specific situational aspects, this theory together with Gardner's theory has great 
explanatory power in understanding learners' task motivation. Both theories are 
concerned with learners' general motivational orientations, psychological needs, 
learning purposes and goals. In this connection, it is useful to include discussion of 
goal theories which may further help explain how learners respond to tasks according 
to their gals. 
3.2.3 Goal theories 
There are two well-known goal theories that have been often referred to 
in the 
psychological literature. The first one is Locke and Latham's 
(1994) goal-setting 
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theory which `asserts that human action is caused by purposes, and for action to take 
place, goals have to be set and pursued by choice' (Dörnyei, 1998: 120). The second 
one is goal orientation theory which `was specifically developed to explain 
children's learning and performance in school settings' (Dörnyei, 1998: 121). In this 
aspect, two kinds of orientations, i. e. mastery orientation and performance 
orientation, have been identified according to whether the learner tends to focus on 
`learning the content' or on `demonstrating ability, getting good grades, or outdoing 
other students' (ibid; based on Ames, 1992). Referring back to other motivation 
literature mentioned earlier, it can be seen that mastery orientation is more closely 
associated with `integrative motivation' (Gardner, 1985) and `intrinsic motivation' 
(Deci and Ryan, 1985), whereas performance orientation with `instrumental 
motivation' (Gardner, 1985) and `extrinsic motivation' (Deci and Ryan, 1985). 
3.2.3.1 Goal mechanisms 
Regardless of the different goal theories, there is a common theme which highlights 
the important functions of `goals'. Generally speaking, different goals may direct 
people to behave in different ways with different amounts of effort. More specifically, 
Locke and Latham (1994) list three direct mechanisms by which goals affect 
performance: 
1) Goals direct activity toward actions that are goal relevant to it at the expense of 
actions that are not relevant; 
2) Goals regulate effort expenditure in that people adjust their effort to the different level 
of the task or goal; 
3) Goals affect the persistence of action in situations where there are no time limits. 
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(Locke and Latham, 1994.19) 
Moreover, Locke and Latham (1994) point out that when the above mechanisms are 
not sufficient to attain a goal, individuals may seek new strategies that are more 
suitable. If `task strategies' are also regarded as a kind of mechanism by which goals 
work, then all these four points together could be very helpful for us to understand 
how `goals' play their roles in a learner's language learning process. In a sense, these 
mechanisms are related to learners' `metacognitive knowledge' as well (Wenden, 
1998; Flavell, 1979,1981). Specifically, what learners know about themselves and 
the tasks may determine how they are going to approach the task. Similarly, how 
learners set and value their goals may deeply affect their efforts and action plans. In 
this connection, it is important to think about how, to interpret learners' goal-relevant 
or goal-irrelevant actions and their corresponding strategies. Who should decide and 
judge the level of relevance and appropriateness seems to be a crucial question. 
3.2.3.2 Goal prioritisation 
As a matter of fact, learners are unlikely to have only one goal in their heads when 
they pursue certain actions. Normally a complex set of goals may exist and function 
together in an interactive way (Dörnyei, 2000; Juvonen and Nishina, 1997; \Ventzel, 
1999). In a language classroom context, for example, a learner may not only have the 
goal of learning the target language, but also have other goals such as social 
interaction with the teacher and peers. Whatever the learners do in the classroom can 
be seen as a reflection of their various goals, even though some of their 
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goal-pursuing behaviours are driven by `non-conscious forces' (Sorrentino, 1996, 
cited in Dörnyei, 2000: 531). 
From a goal perspective, we can understand the concept of `tasks' differently. In 
Winne and Marx's (1989) words, `tasks are the events of classroom life that 
constitute opportunities for students to engage their cognitive and motivational 
apparatus in the service of achieving personal and educational goals' (1989: 242). 
This definition indicates that learners will always bring their goals into their task 
choices, task perceptions, task evaluations, and on-task behaviours. Moreover, it 
implies that even in the language classroom, students should not only be treated as 
language learners who are supposed to work for educational goals, but also be treated 
as human beings who have diversified personal goals as well. 
In view of the co-existence of multiple goals, it is interesting to know how they are 
analysed and prioritised by learners. In this regard, Dörnyei (2000) points out that 
`hardly any research has been done to examine how people deal with multiple actions 
and goals, how they prioritise between them and how the hierarchies of superordinate 
and subordinate goals are structured' (2000: 530). To this question, a possible 
solution might he to fully explore the internal and external factors within a specific 
context, including the societal expectations, the class atmosphere, the teacher, the 
course, the learner's previous learning experience, and the learner's developmental 
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stage. Simply speaking, situational factors may influence learners' goals, which in 
turn may influence their motivations for tasks in particular and for learning in 
general. 
3.3 Situational and task motivation at a micro level 
The above theories can all help explain learners' general language learning 
motivation at a macro level, which at the same time underpin further discussion of 
situational and task motivation at a micro level. In the following, I will talk about 
expectancy-value theory and the two comprehensive frameworks of [2 motivation 
respectively developed by Dömyei (1994) and Williams and Burden (1997). Though 
the first theory does not focus on specific classroom tasks, it triggered my research 
design and I felt that one of its components (i. e. `values') might be adapted into 
criteria for task evaluation in my context, hence the inclusion in this section. 
Regarding the two frameworks, despite their comprehensiveness, they both adopt a 
situated approach and therefore had much explanatory power in exploring 
motivational influences on learners exerted by various contextual factors. 
3.3.1 Expectancy-value theory 
Expectancy-value theory (Eccles and Wigfield, 1995; Wigfield, 1994, Wigfield and 
Eccles, 2000) is an important cognitive theory that informed my thinking and design 
about the present research. It has also been regarded as one of the long-standing 
perspectives on motivation. As Wigfield and Eccles (2000) says, `theorists in this 
tradition argue that individuals' choice, persistence, and performance can be 
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explained by their beliefs about how well they will do on the activity and the extent 
to which they value the activity' (2000: 68). This concise description clearly points 
out its key components-expectancy for success and value. I was very much 
intrigued by these two components and drew inspiration from them in developing my 
methodological framework (i. e. 3E Framework) which contains t\vo similar 
elements-'expectation' and `evaluation'. In this subsection, I will talk about host 
this theory relates to my study, while noting similarities and differences between its 
components and my proposed elements. 
3.3.1.1 Expectancy for success 
`Eccles et al. (1983) defined and measured expectancies for success as children's 
beliefs about how they will do on upcoming tasks, either in the immediate or longer 
tern future' (Wigfield and Eccles, 2000: 70). In other words, the expectancies in this 
theory mainly focus on learners' self-perceived abilities in the future. The concept of 
`tasks' has very broad reference as well, referring to any of the school subjects such 
as mathematics or physics, rather than a specific classroom activity as I have 
discussed in chapter ?. 
By contrast, the concept of `expectation' in my proposed 3E framework is different 
and broader. It not only concerns students' beliefs about their abilities in an 
achievement domain, but focuses more on their hopes or preferences about what 
kinds of specific activities they feel they would be motivated to do in class. Their 
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opinions in this regard would be collected and considered for the purpose of lesson 
planning and task writing. Further explanation regarding the sense of `expectation' in 
the 3E framework will be discussed in the next chapter. 
3.3.1.2 Values 
Building on Atkinson's (1957) original study on task value which was defined `in 
terms of the incentive value of anticipated success' (Eccles and Wigfield, 1995: 216) 
as well as other theorists' development on this conception, Eccles and her colleagues 
offered a broad definition of `subjective task value' (Eccles [Parsons] et al., 1983). 
They discuss it from three aspects as follows which are assumed to influence the 
value that a person attaches to engaging in a task: 
i) the characteristics of the task itself, 
ii) the broader needs, goals, values, and motivational orientations of the individual, 
iii) the affective memories associated with similar tasks in the past. 
(Eccles and Wigfield, 1995: 216) 
Further, Eccles et al. (1983) proposed four major components of task value: 
i) Attainment value-the importance of doing well on a given task; 
ii) Intrinsic value-the enjoyment one gains from doing the task; 
iii) Utility value or usefulness-how a task fits into an individual's future plans; 
iv) Cost-how the decision to engage in one activity limits access to other activities, 
assessments of how much effort will be taken to accomplish the activity, and emotional 
cost. 
(Wigfield and Eccles, 2000: 72) 
This classification of the four components is useful as it may help me analyse and 
interpret my students' perceptions about task values. However, I would use it in an 
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opposite direction. That is, instead of measuring students' values attached to their 
future success on the upcoming tasks, I would like to use these components as 
criteria for them to evaluate their completed task-engagement experience 
retrospectively, in order to find out the underlying reasons why they felt some tasks 
could motivate and benefit them better than others. 
3.3.2 Dörnyei's (1994) framework of L2 motivation 
An earlier attempt to summarise L2 relevant motivational components was made by 
Dörnyei (1994), based on an empirical study conducted by Clement, Dörnyei and 
Noels (1994) in Hungary. A tripartite motivation construct was identified from this 
study, consisting of integrativeness, linguistic self-confidence, and the appraisal of 
the classroom environment. It further led to Dörnyei's (1994) general framework of 
L2 motivation which categorises an extensive list of motivational components into 
three main dimensions the Language Level, the Learner Level, and the Learning 
Situation Level (see Table 3-2 next page). 
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Language Level " Integrative motivational subsystem 
" Instrumental motivational subsystem 
Learner Level " Need for achievement 
" Self-confidence 
- Language use anxiety 
- Perceived L2 competence 
- Causal attributions 
- Self-efficacy 
Learning Situation Level " Course-specific motivational components 
- Interest 
- Relevance 
- Expectancy 
- Satisfaction 
f Teacher-specific motivational components 
- Affiliative motive 
- Authority type 
- Direct socialisation of motivation (Modelling, Task 
presentation, Feedback) 
f Group-specific motivational components 
- Goal-orientedness 
- Norm and reward system 
- Group cohesion 
- Classroom goal structure 
Table 3-2: Dörnyeis (1994) general framework of L2 motivation 
In general, the language level is mainly focused on general motivational orientations 
that are related to various aspects of the target language, which is in accordance with 
Gardner's approach discussed above. The learner level is primarily concerned with 
relatively stable personality traits that are likely to affect an individual's behaviour in 
every aspect of life, which is also an essential part of the trait/state approach. By 
contrast, the learning situation level plays a key part and is seen as the most 
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elaborate part of this framework. Therefore, my following discussion will focus on 
this level, in view of its potential contribution towards explaining my participants' 
situational and task motivation. 
The classroom environment, which varies from one to another even within the same 
social and cultural context, contains various aspects which may have the most direct 
motivational impact on learners, because it is in this situation where most second and 
foreign languages are learned. Without a close study of the variables in different 
learning situations from a micro perspective, we will be unlikely to fain a 
comprehensive understanding of the motivational impact of the immediate learning 
context on learners and their possible motivational changes within that context. In 
this regard, Dörnyei (1994) outlines three motivational components that are specific 
to learning situations in his framework: 1) Course-specific motivational components; 
2) Teacher-specific motivational components; and 3) Group-specific motivational 
components. 
3.3.2.1 Course-specific motivational components 
This set of components is mainly concerned with `the syllabus, the teaching materials, 
the teaching method and the learning tasks' (Dörnyei, 1994: 277), which seems like 
something connecting teachers with learners. If wie liken the classroom learninz 
process to a `passage' or a `channel', with teachers at one end and students at the 
other, then the above-mentioned things are what pass through this channel from one 
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end to the other. On the one hand, these components seem objective, because the 
syllabus and materials might not be selected by teachers or students in most 
situations. On the other hand, they are subjective as teachers may adjust and modify 
them aiming to make the course generate the most positive motivational impact on 
learners. 
According to Dörnyei (1994), course-specific motivational components can be well 
described within the framework of four motivational conditions proposed by Keller 
(1983) and further highlighted by Crookes and Schmidt (1991). Based on Keller's 
(1983) education-oriented theory of motivation, Crookes and Schmidt (1991) 
explained clearly the four major determinants-interest, relevance, expectancy, and 
outcomes (for details, see 1991: 481-482). Simply speaking, interest is to arouse and 
sustain learners' curiosity; relevance means learners' personal needs or goals can be 
met in the course; expectancy refers to learners' expectation for success and 
attributions concerning success or failure; outcomes have now been extended as 
`satisfaction' which includes extrinsic rewards such as good marks as well as 
intrinsic rewards such as enjoyment (Dörnyei, 1994: 278). 
From a teacher's perspective, bearing these four determinants in mind is certainly 
helpful not only for general course planning, but also for task writing and 
implementation. In addition to what I have discussed in the previous chapter, these 
four components can be seen as complementary criteria for designing motivating 
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tasks which are both linguistically and psychologically effective. 
3.3.2.2 Teacher-specific motivational components 
It is undoubted that teachers have a crucial part to play and have the most direct 
influence on learners in the classroom environment. Within this set of components, 
three motivational aspects of the teacher are discussed. The first one is `affiliativvc 
drive which refers to students' need to do well in schools in order to please the 
teacher whom they like and appreciate' (Dörnyei, 1994: 278). In other words, if a 
subject is taught by a teacher whom a student appreciates, then he is likely to become 
more devoted to this subject. The second component is known as `authority tltpc" 
(ibid), which reflects a teacher's personality and style, which in turn may lead to 
different kinds of classroom atmosphere, ranging from autonomy-supportive to 
teacher-controlled. Therefore, students' learning motivation might be positively or 
negatively influenced in different classrooms directed by different teachers. The third 
aspect is the teacher's socialisation of student motivation, i. e., `whether he or she 
actively develops and stimulates learners' motivation' (ibid). As Dörnyei states, three 
main channels might serve this process: i) Modelling; ii) Task presentation; and iii) 
Feedback. In other words, students' attitudes and orientations towards learning will 
be developed or influenced by their teacher's way of acting as a model, of drawing 
attention to the interest and values of the activity, and of giving feedback on students' 
competence and performance. 
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3.3.2.3 Group-specific motivational components 
This set of components mainly concerns the group dynamics that are relevant to L-' 
motivation. Dörnyei's (1994) discussion about them could be briefly summarised as 
follows: i) How group members unite and work towards their group goal in the light 
of their generally agreed norm and reward sistem has a strong influence on the 
individual learner's motivation; ii) Different classroom goal structures (competitive 
cooperative/individualistic) may show different power in promoting learner's 
motivation. 
In my target research context, the concept of `group' might vary with different task 
situations. As my participants would be involved in individual work, pair %N ork, 
group work, and whole-class work, while doing different tasks, it could be 
anticipated that their situation- and task-specific motivations would be affected by 
different others in different ways. To a learner, the `group-specific' motivational 
factors may boil down to the influences of his peers as well as the interaction 
between them. 
3.3.3 Williams and Burden's (1997) framework 
Williams and Burden's (1997) framework is another comprehensive attempt to bring 
together different lines of motivation theories and group them into a more 
manageable system (see Table 3- 3). Though claimed as `cognitive and constructivist' 
(Williams and Burden, 1997: 137), their approach coincides with the common theme 
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emerging during the `cognitive-situated period' in the 1990s (Dörnyei, 2005), as it 
takes various situational issues into account when looking at L2 motivation. In this 
subsection, I shall talk about some relevant factors in connection with the present 
research. 
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Internal factors 
1. Intrinsic interest of activity 
- arousal of curiosity 
- optimal degree of challenge (zone of next 
potential) 
2. Perceived value of activity 
personal relevance 
- anticipated value of outcomes 
intrinsic value attributed to the activity 
3. Sense of agency 
- locus of causality (origin vs. pawn) 
locus of control 
ability to set appropriate goals 
4. Mastery 
feelings of competence 
awareness of developing skill and mastery 
in a chosen area 
self-efficacy 
5. Self-concept 
realistic awareness of personal strengths 
and weaknesses in skills required 
personal definitions and judgement of 
success and failure 
- self-worth concern 
- learned helplessness 
6. Attitudes 
- to language learning in general 
- to the target language 
- to the target language community and 
culture 
7. Other affective states 
confidence 
anxiety, fear 
8. Developmental age and stage 
9. Gender 
External factors 
1. Significant others 
- parents 
- teachers 
peers 
2. The nature of interaction with significant 
others 
- mediated learning experience 
- the nature and amount of feedback 
- rewards 
- the nature and amount of appropriate 
praise 
- punishments, sanctions 
3. The learning environment 
comfort 
- resources 
- time of day, week, year 
- size of class and school 
- class and school ethos 
4. The broader context 
- wider family networks 
- the local education system 
- conflicting interests 
- cultural norms 
social expectations and attitudes 
Table 3-3: Williams and Burden :c (1997) framework of. L2 motivation 
(1997: 138-139) 
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3.3.3.1 Internal factors 
Before discussing the external contextual factors, it is necessary to touch upon the 
`internal attributes' that individuals bring with them to whatever context (Williams 
and Burden, 1997: 137). The above list of `internal factors' is very comprehensive. 
covering both `subjective' and `objective' aspects. Among them, the last two factors 
(i. e. developmental age and stage, and gender) are obviously objective because they 
are a kind of reality which is uninfluenced by any personal emotions. However, these 
objective facts may have great influence over learners by interacting with the other 
internal and external factors. Taking `developmental stage' as an example, when 
learners are at secondary school or at university, their beliefs, values, and goals must 
be different, hence there is likely to be a difference in their perceived value of the 
activity, etc. Even within the university, students may have different beliefs due to 
their ever-changing learning needs and goals at different stages (e. g. the first year vs. 
the final year). Moreover, these differences have much to do with the various 
external factors as well, such as the societal expectation and the pressure imposed 
Upon them. 
As regards other internal factors (i. e. from No. 1 to No. 7 in Table 3-3). 
they seem to 
be `subjective' in a sense, because these factors take place within people's mind and 
can only be perceived by the people themselves, strictly speaking. In other words, 
it 
is the individual himself who, consciously or unconsciously-, takes control of his o«» 
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emotional or psychological state, although these states could be reflected in the 
person's behaviours and therefore become observable. 
With respect to the difference between the subjective internal factors, No. l and 2 (i. e. 
`intrinsic interest of activity' and `perceived value of activity') seem to have a closer 
relationship with the `activity' involved, whereas No. 3-7 (i. e. `sense of agency', 
`mastery', `self-concept', `attitudes', and `other affective states') are mainly 
concerned with the `individuals' involved. Specifically speaking, the first two factors 
rely very much on the inherent qualities of a given task as has been discussed in 
Chapter 2. The task properties, such as the topic, the content, the purpose, and the 
participatory structure, may greatly influence learners' motivations in terms of 
whether the task can arouse their curiosity, provide challenge, and meet their 
personal goals. Meanwhile, these first two factors correspond to Deci and Ryan's 
(2 O2) notion of intrinsic motivation as well, implying that intrinsic motivation also 
exists in the interaction between the person and the task. Therefore, learners may 
perceive the value of the same task in different ways according to their different 
oats. 
Rc ardino the rest of the internal factors (i. e. from No. to No. 7), they all belong to 
the `learners' beliefs about themselves' (Williams and Burden, 1997). Here I would 
like to mainly focus on factor No. ) and No. 6 as I feel they are more relevant to the 
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present research. No. 3 denotes `sense of agency' which in William and Burden's 
(1997) words refers to `the sense people have of whether they cause and are in 
control of their actions, or whether they perceive that what happens to them is 
controlled by other people' (1997: 127). To link this concept with Self-determination 
theory (Deci and Ryan, 1985; 2002), it seems that people's sense of agency is 
directly related with the various types of regulation and the level of autonomy 
involved. The more sense of agency people have, the more self-determined they are 
likely to be and the more autonomy can be expected. Therefore, a stronger sense of 
agency is closer to the `intrinsic motivation' end of the self-determination continuum. 
On the contrary, if people perceive that their behaviours are controlled by others, 
especially when the control is related to pressure or punishment, their motivation vvill 
be negatively directed towards the `amotivation' end of the continuum. Even if the 
control is rewarding, people's motivation might as well be diminished due the lack of 
`feelings of personal responsibility and freedom of choice' (Williams and Burden, 
1997: 128). 
In addition, `ability to set appropriate goals' is a very important part of `sense of 
agency' (ibid). This is evident because goals may lead a person to make decisions 
and motivate him to carry them out with required efforts. In this aspect, there is a key 
point to note, that is, who judges whether a goal is `appropriate' or not. In the 
classroom context, a goal might be set by the learner himself which does not sound 
appropriate to others such as his teachers or parents. On the other hand, a learner's 
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goal might be set by others but unfortunately does not positively motivate the learner 
at all; hence he may just seek excuses for not working towards the given goal. In 
whatever case, educators or researchers should take into account the individual 
learner's situation, and avoid imposing goals on learners rigidly or encouraging 
learners' own goals blindly. Perhaps according to learners' different ages and 
developmental stages, teachers may give different amounts of freedom to learners 
and work with them to set appropriate goals. 
Another internal factor `attitudes' draws my attention as vvell. This is not a new 
concept and much has been talked about it from the early social educational model to 
the current motivation theories of various kinds. Regarding the three bullet points 
listed under `attitudes' (see Table 3-3), it is worth thinking about whether a learner 
has exactly the same kind of attitude towards these three aspects-'language learning 
in general', `the target language', and `the target language community and culture'. A 
learner may be very interested in a different culture, but this does not necessarily 
mean that he wants to learn the relevant language, since his needs may be easily 
satisfied through his native language. A learner may have a relatively stable attitude 
to the target language, but his attitude to the language learning process is ever 
changing due to the change of the learning stages and situations. To understand these 
issues, it is necessary to take the external factors into consideration. Only when an 
individual and his internal attributes are seen in a specific context, can we understand 
his motivation more fully and correctly. 
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3.3.3.2 External factors 
Williams and Burden (1997) list four groups of external factors (see Table 3-3). The 
first two groups are `people factors', while the last two are `contextual factors'. As 
regards people factors, `parents, teachers, and peers' are the most significant people 
surrounding the learners and therefore have the most direct influence on their 
language learning motivation. In this regard, parents' influence might get weaker as 
the learners grow up, especially in the case of adult learners (such as university 
students) living far away from home. Even so, they still exert implicit or explicit 
influence on learners, and therefore learners' learning goals are very likely to bear 
certain family expectation. This is particularly true in Chinese and other Asian 
societies, as a student's academic success is often seen `as a source of pride for the 
entire family unit' (Kember, 2000: 115; cf. Salili, 1996). As Kember (2000) further 
states, `... there is often a willingness for family or extended family members to 
contribute to educational cost. This no doubt puts pressure upon those benefiting 
thesc investments to work hard and succeed with their studies' (2000: 116). 
Teachers and peers stay with the learners most of the time during their learning 
history, and theretorc may affect learners' motivations more frequently and deeply. 
Issues in this regard have been discussed in 3.3.2.2 and 3.3.2.3 within Dörnyei's 
(I 994) framework, and therefore I am not going to repeat the discussion here. 
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Learners can indeed play an active part in the interaction between `significant others' 
and themselves. However, they may not be equally powerful when confronted with 
the two groups of `contextual factors' (i. e. `the learning environment' and 'the 
broader context', see Table 3-3). As an individual unit within a society, a learner may 
have little or no power to choose a `context' to stay in: he cannot choose his `wider 
family networks' in a family; he cannot choose the `size of class' or the `school 
ethos' in an educational setting; and he cannot choose the `local educational system' 
or the `cultural norms' in a community. In another sense, however, learners do have 
important roles to play in this seemingly one-way relationship. That is, they may 
understand and interpret the various contextual factors in different ways, according, to 
their own learning interests, capacities, goals and attitudes. 
To summarise, internal factors interact with external factors in a dynamic ", ay; at the 
same time, internal influences and external influences interact among themselves as 
well (Williams and Burden, 1997). In terms of task motivation studies, researchers 
should not only be concerned with the learners' innate needs, but also take into 
account the broader contextual factors as well as more specific situational and 
task -dependenlt factors. 
3.4 A process-oriented approach to task motivation 
Also in the 1990s when cognitive-situated approaches became more widely adopted, 
another neglected aspect--the `temporal variation' of motivation-started to 
draw 
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researchers' attention (Dörnyei, 2003: 17). Dörnyei (2001) points out the challenge 
of time' in motivation research, by summarising that motivation is a dynamic entity 
which evolves through complex mental process and changes over time. This issue 
was initially addressed by German psychologists Heckhausen and Kuhl (e. g. 
Heckhausen and Kuhl, 1985; Kuhl, 1987; Heckhausen, 1991; Kuhl and Beckmann, 
1994). Though they were not L2 motivation researchers, their theory of motivational 
process, known as `Action Control Theory', has greatly inspired some further 
research on analysing and identifying the dynamic nature of L2 motivation (e. g. 
Williams and Burden, 1997; Ushioda, 1996,1998; Dörnyei and Otto, 1998). Task 
motivation is an important research direction in this vein. As I stated at the beginning 
of this chapter, Dörnyei (2002; Kormos and Dörnyei, 2004) has suggested the 
relevance of a process-oriented approach to task motivation research, in addition to 
the traditional trait/state one. 
3.4.1 Dörnyei and Ottö's (1998) process model 
This subsection focuses on Dörnyei and Ottö's (1998) process model of L2 
motivation, as it triggered the methodological design for my study into task 
motivation that I have briefly introduced in the first chapter (i. e. 3E Framework, see 
1.2.3)). The model not only represents the process-oriented approach that has been 
developed since the late 1990s, but also attempts to `synthesise a number of different 
lines of research in a unified framework' (Dörnyei, 2001: 85). Figure 3-1 presents its 
basic structure and key components at the three stages-preactional stage, actional 
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stage, and postactional stage, involving two dimensions: action sequence and 
motivational influences. As Dörnyei (2001) summarises: 
`The first dimension represents the behavioural process whereby initial wishes, hopes, and 
desires are first transformed into goals, then into intentions, leading eventually to action 
and, hopefully, to the accomplishment of the goals, after which the process is submitted to 
final evaluation. The second dimension... includes the energy sources and motivational 
forces that underlie and fuel the behavioural process' (2001: 85). 
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Preactional Stage-Choice Motivation 
Action sequence: Main motivational influences: 
f Goal setting f Various goal properties 
f Intention formation f Values associated with the learning 
f Initiation of intention enactment process 
itself, as well as with its outcomes 
and consequences 
f Attitudes towards the L2 and its speakers 
f Expectancy of success and perceived 
coping potential 
f Learner beliefs and strategies 
f Environmental support or hindrance 
4 
Actional Stage-Executive Motivation 
Action sequence: Main motivational influences: 
f Subtask generation and implementation f Quality of the learning experience 
f Ongoing appraisal f Sense of autonomy 
f Action control f Teachers' and parents' influence 
f Classroom reward- and goal structure 
f Influence of the learner group 
f Knowledge and use of self-regulatory 
strategies 
Postactional Stage-Motivational Retrospection 
Action sequence: Main motivational influences: 
f Forming causal attributions f Attributional factors 
f Elaborating standards and strategies f Self-concept beliefs 
f Dismissing intention and further planning f Received feedback, praise, grades 
Figure 3-1: Process model of L2 motivation 
(A simplified version based on Dörnyei and Otto, 1998; Dörnyei, 2003) 
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3.4.1.1 Preactional phase 
The preactional phase can be distinguished into three sub-processes-goal setting, 
intention formation, and the initiation of intention enactment. These three sub-phases 
are closely interlinked and the relevant motivational influences are assumed to have a 
cumulative effect, i. e., the influences that support the first sub-phase will continue to 
work to a certain extent in the second and third ones. 
3.4.1.1.1 Goal setting 
At the very starting point, a person might have multiple wishes/hopes/desires to do 
something, but not all these wishes will come into force eventually. Some of them 
might be unrealistic or unmanageable thus remaining as daydreams; while others 
would possibly be fulfilled in the long run. Only those that are transformed into 
reality-orientated goals may be seen as `the engine to fire an action and provide the 
direction in which to act' (Dörnyei and Otto, 1998: 49, based on Locke and Latham's 
goal-sc'tting theory, 1994). It is at this point that a behavioral process begins. With 
regard to the relevant motivational influences at this level, there are both internal and 
external factors involved. From an internal perspective, the factors include the 
learners' beliefs related to their past experiences, the anticipated values of the 
outconme, the personal feelings about the L2 and L2 learning, and so on. 
From an 
external perspective, on the other hand. the learning situation and school culture, etc. 
should he taken into account as «ell. 
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3.4.1.1.2 Intention formation 
After a goal is set, no matter whether it is selected voluntarily by the learner, or 
assigned externally by significant others, two other steps will be very crucial in this 
phase in order for the goal to be actually acted out, that is, to make commitment to 
the goal and to develop a manageable action plan. Only under these two conditions 
can a qualitative change take place `in one's goal-related attitudes' (ibid). It is at this 
moment that a fully operational intention can be generated out of the goal-setting in 
the first phase. In speaking of the motivational influences at this phase, various 
complicated factors are included (not only the influences from outside such as the 
external demands and requirements, but also the factors from within such as the 
learner's need for achievement and fear of failure) which will serve the formation of 
intention. 
3.4.1.1.3 Initiation of intention enactment 
In this phase, the process model suggests two necessary conditions in order for the 
intention to be fulfilled, that is, the availability of means and resources necessary for 
actualising the intention to act; and the start condition which is generally concerned 
with the suitable opportunities and the appropriate preparation. Likewise, there are a 
few motivational variables affecting the enactment of an intention, including the 
positive beliefs about one's sufficient control over the outcome, and some negative 
forces such as the distracting influences and the perceived difficulties which might 
impede the implementation. In addition, Dörnyei and Otto (1998) particularly point 
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out another powerful factor 'hich may potentially make one think again before one 
is inclined to abandon the enactment of an intention, that is, the 'perceived 
consequences for not acting' (1998: 57). 
Generally speaking, the above three sub-phases can be grouped together and the 
related motivational dimension `can be referred to as choice motivation, because the 
generated motivation leads to the selection of the goal or task that the individual will 
pursue' (Dörnyei, 2003: 18). Following that, the individual has started his action and 
now it is the implementation of action that has been put into focus. In Heckhausen's 
(1991) words, `choice motivation' is replaced by `c'xccuti''e motivation' in the 
actional phase (1991: 170). 
3.4.1.2 Actional phase 
During the course of an action, a series of subtasks are generated and the 
accompanying sub-goals are set concerning the effective learning as a whole. In the 
meantime, the learner's ongoing appraisal process is working as one is continuously 
evaluating the physical and psychological learning contexts (e. g., language 
classroom) around him, which in turn is affecting his attitudes and motivation 
towards his learning behaviour. Furthermore, in order for the established intention 
and ongoing action to be protected and not to be distracted by any other personal 
and or environmental factors, another psychological control process must come into 
torcc, that is, in Kuhl's words, `Action C'ontrol' (Kuhl, 1994; Corno, 199-')'-. Dörnvei 
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and Otto, 1998). With regard to the `executive motivational influences' in the 
actional process, most of them are associated with the appraisal system, concerning a 
number of factors such as the course, the teacher, the peers, the outcome, as well as 
other possible external sources of situation-specific motivation. Meanwhile. 
emphases are also put on certain factors which may have weakening effect (e. g.. 
natural tendency to get tired of the activity) and other positive sources which can 
enhance motivation (e. g., action maintenance strategies). 
3.4.1.3 Postactional phase 
This is the final stage in an entire cycle, but at this moment the goal should have 
been attained or the action terminated. During this phase, what the learner is doing is 
`evaluating the accomplished action outcome and contemplating possible inferences 
to be drawn for future actions' (Dörnyei and Otto, 1998: 51). Simply speaking, the 
learner is looking back on his past and forward to his future. This critical 
retrospection is of great significance in that it may help the learner to accumulate the 
experience and to prepare the ground for the future action. Similar to the first four 
phases, there are a few motivational influences that are active in this phase. They 
mainly include some internal factors such as how the learner attributes his past 
success or failure and how he shapes his self-beliefs (e. ',., self-confidence or 
self-competence), as well as some external evaluation cues such as the feedback 
received from significant others. 
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All in all, Dörnyei and Ottö's (1998) process model is one of the most promising 
motivation theories in recent years with its emphasis on `portraying motivational 
processes as they happen in time' (Dörnyei, 2000: 519). By pointing out that most 
past research has just considered motivation as a relatively stable emotional or 
mental state, Dörnyei (2000) stresses that `a process-oriented model of motivation 
should be able to account for both the generation and further development of 
motivation' (2000: 524). It helps the researcher to be more aware of the benefits of 
looking at motivation as being associated with a process that can account for the 
dynamic evolution of motivation and which can also fully accommodate the learner's 
and the teacher's active role in controlling and shaping the affective foundation of 
the learning process' (2000: 536). 
However, there still exists one point in this model which seems a bit controversial to 
me, that is, how to identify a `process'. Since a learning process could be as long as 
ten years or more (e. g., mastering a second/foreign language), or as short as just a 
few minutes (e. (,,., doing a specific task in class), how can we specify when a 
`process' begins and ends, and how long a complete `learning process' is? From my 
point of \, ic\\', the so-called `process' is rather a vague and general term which might 
not have a clear-cut or concrete definition. Therefore, it is important to think about a 
key question, that is, to what extent can the `process model' be applied appropriately 
to the significantly different processes that different empirical studies may focus on. 
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3.4.2 A specific task-engagement process 
It can be seen that when Dömyei suggests a process-oriented approach to task 
motivation studies, he usually considers a particular task (e. g. Dörnyei. 2002). In 
other words, he looks into a specific task-engagement process in his research. On this 
basis, Dörnyei (2003,2005) proposes a `task processing system' to explain the 
`dynamic interface between motivational attributes and specific language behaviours 
(2005: 81). He introduces three interrelated mechanisms-task execration, appraisal, 
and action control respectively referring to learners' 'engagement in 
task-supportive learning behaviours', their `continuous processing of the stimuli', as 
well as how they save or enhance learning-specific action through motivational 
self-regulation (Dörnyei, 2003: 15-16). 
This processing system supports the study of task motivation at a micro level and 
may complement the task-based research in SLA. In the linguistics area, researchers 
mainly focus on the inherent task features and learners' task performance; while the 
psychologists' research efforts may help explain how learners' task performances are 
influenced by their affective and motivational thinking. However, as I indicated 
earlier, engaging in a task is not an isolated experience which takes place 
in a 
context-free environment. Rather, it is `the composite outcome of a number of 
distinct motivational influences, many of which are related to the various broader 
contexts each task is surrounded with' (Dörnyci, 2002: 138). 
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3.4.3 An extended task-engagement process 
To take the `broader contexts' into account may require us to look at an extended 
task-engagement process, so as to have a macro understanding of what learners bring 
with them to the task and what they can `take away' from the task after doing it. In 
my study, listening to the participants' voices on these aspects would certainly help 
me understand their motivations for tasks. Meanwhile, it was anticipated that their 
voices would reflect both general motivational orientations that might have been 
deeply rooted in their minds, and their temporary feelings and reactions prompted by 
the specific tasks. 
As I explained in the first chapter, I decided to choose an academic term (i. e. 
September 2004-January 2005) to conduct my fieldwork. This would be identified 
as a teaching/learning `process' comprising a number of specific task-engagement 
sub-processes. That is to say, in my research context, the task-engagement procce.,; s 
would refer to an extended process of engaging in a number of specific tasks. 
Apart 
from looking at my participants' responses to individual tasks, I would also put all 
these sub-processes together and see them as a whole, aiming to find out the major 
sources of their motivations for tasks within this context. 
3.5 Conclusion 
This chapter is the second part of the literature review, focusing on the relevant 
literature in the field of psychology. Together with the previous chapter, it aims to 
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establish a theoretical basis for this task motivation research. The chapter began with 
a comprehensive review of the complex concept of task motivation and the existing 
approaches to research in this area. It then reviewed relevant motivation 
theories/frameworks/models in detail, respectively from the macro, micro, and 
process-oriented perspectives. In general, Chapter 2 and 3 are mainly devoted to the 
theoretical issues related to the present research. In the following chapter, I am going 
to talk about some methodological issues regarding the study of task motivation. 
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Chapter 4 Literature Review-Methodological 
Issues 
4.0 Introduction 
This chapter is the third part of the literature review, focusing on methodological 
issues in connection with the study of task motivation. The first section is an 
overview of methodological changes in motivation research, with an emphasis on the 
qualitative approach which is the one that the present research adopts. The second 
section critiques a few key studies of task motivation. The third section makes a 
suggestion for `balanced research' by integrating the principles of `Exploratory 
Practice' (Allwright, 2003) into studies of motivation. The concluding section 
explains the 3E framework that I propose for this research. 
4.1 Methodological changes in motivation research 
The main research traditions followed by L2 motivation researchers in the past four 
decades have employed a quantitative approach, in the light of the 
`social-psychological agenda' established by Gardner and Lambert and their 
associates (Skehan, 1989: 6). Since the 1990s, the motivation field has seen a 
`rcv'ollltion' which greatly promoted the development and changes not only in the 
theoretical but also in the methodological aspects of L2 motivation research. A 
descriptive/interpretive approach adopting qualitative methods has stepped onto the 
stage and started to draw people's attention. Despite the limited number of qualitative 
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studies so far, it has been widely agreed that this research approach could act as a 
good complement of the long-standing quantitative tradition of motivation research 
(Ushioda, 1994). 
It should be noted that the quantitative/qualitative distinction is not simply a matter 
of methodology. As Ushioda (2001) says, these two research approaches are defined 
by the nature of their different `theoretical focus and empirical purpose' (2001: 96). 
In other words, they represent different concepts of motivation. In this regard, 
Ushioda (2001: 96-97) has discussed in detail the distinction between these two 
concepts based on Ames' (1986) work. Specifically speaking: 
`As a quantitative variable, motivation may be equated with a conceptualisation of 
measurable activity that involves energy and persistence, such as how much effort 
students put into their learning, how long they persevere at a task, how active they are, or 
how strong their level of arousal for learning seems to be. ' 
`As a qualitative variable, on the other hand, motivation may be defined not in terms of 
observable and measurable activity, but rather in terms of what patterns of thinking and 
belief underlie such activity and shape students' engagement in the learning process. ' 
(Ushioda, 2001: 96) 
The above statements imply that the quantitative concept of motivation is more 
closely connected with the behaviour-level activity, and the qualitative concept of 
motivation with the underlying thinking-level activity. This distinction may further 
point to the significance and necessity of employing qualitative research methods, 
in 
view of the fact that the seemingly similar behaviours may be driven by 
different 
patterns of thinking. Certainly, this is by no means to underrate the considerable 
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contributions made by quantitative motivation research. In the following subsections, 
I will further talk about these two approaches respectively, with the emphasis put on 
the qualitative one where my current research is positioned. 
4.1.1 Quantitative approach 
In the quantitative research paradigm, there has been a substantial amount of research 
attempting to identify and classify the motivational components, to measure the 
relationship between motivation and achievement or other individual difference 
variables, and to analyse the role of motivation in the theoretical models of language 
learning (Ushioda, 2001). As Dömyei (2001) swnmarises, there are mainly four 
types of motivational studies taking this approach `survey studies, factor analytical 
studies, correlational studies, and studies using structural equation modelling' (2001: 
215). Basically, all these four categories involve statistical analyses of motivational 
components. That is to say, conclusions and implications are mainly drawn from the 
researchers' analyses and interpretations of numerical data. 
4.1.2 Qualitative approach 
Motivation is an `intricate and multilevel construct' (Dörnyei, 2001: 239), and its 
dynamic nature may not be able to be fully explored by the quantitative studies only. 
With an `open-ended and exploratory character' (Dörnyei, 2001: 40), the qualitative 
approach to the study of L2 motivation has started to show its potential. It is claimed 
that its purpose is `to analyse and explore aspects of motivation that are not easily 
accommodated within the 
dominant research paradigm' (lishioda, 2001: 97). As 
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Dörnyei (2001) further states: 
`In contrast to the quantitative tradition, whose strength lies in detecting general trends 
across learners, this line of investigation is more appropriate to uncover the complex 
interaction of social, cultural and psychological factors within the individual learner. ' 
(Dörnyei, 2001: 240) 
Undoubtedly, uncovering `the complex interaction' may help understand learners' 
choices, goals, and quality of their involvement in learning. Moreover, the research 
methods involved in a qualitative approach are mainly `interview studies' and `case 
studies' (Dörnyei, 2001: 238) which are necessarily concerned with individual 
learners within particular contexts. Such a focus coincides with the increasing need 
for situated studies of motivation as well. 
This is the basic research agenda that my study of task motivation falls within: to 
explore the qualitative content of university students' motivational thought patterns 
which may affect their perceptions of motivating task features in particular and shape 
their engagement in language learning in general. 
4.1.3 Representative qualitative studies 
Despite growing awareness of the importance of the qualitative approach, there are 
so far only a limited number of motivation research studies adopting this method. 
But it is generally believed that their preliminary achievements will attract more 
interested researchers working along this fruitful direction. In this section, I am going 
to briefly talk about four representative qualitative studies of motivation which 
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together triggered my interest to explore the present topic in this vein. 
4.1.3.1 Ushioda (1996,2001) 
`Ushioda has been one of the few to advocate qualitative approaches to the study of 
L2 motivation' (Dörnyei, 2001: 239). Ushioda (2001) reports in detail on a 
small-scale empirical study conducted in early 1990s. She interviewed 20 colic, -, c 
students who took French studies in Ireland in the first round; and again inteivic cd 
16 of them in the follow-up round over a year later, from which substantial 
open-ended qualitative type of data was elicited. The data was content analysed, 
aiming to explore `(a) learners' own working conceptions of their motivation, and (b) 
their perspectives in relation to aspects of motivational evolution and experience over 
time' (Ushioda, 2001: 93). 
4.1.3.2 Williams and Burden (1999) 
Williams and Burden (1999) describe a preliminary investigation into the 
development of students' attributions for success and failure in learning French in 
British secondary schools. This qualitative study involved individual interviews with 
)6 students selected from 3 schools, aged from 10 to 15 years old. Data elicited was 
content analysed following the principles of a grounded approach, so as to allow 
themes to emerge from the data rather than `approaching the data with any 
predetermined categories' (1999: 196). 
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4.1.3.3 Williams, Burden and Al-Baharna (2001) 
Following up the previous attribution research, Williams, Burden and Al-Bahama 
(2001) report on another study which `further aims to explore the reasons given by 
students for their perceived success and failure, and to compare these with reasons 
given by teachers for their students' successes and failures' (2001: 175). This stud`' 
was conducted within an Islamic culture, involving 29 secondary teachers of English 
and 25 students learning English as a subject in five different secondary schools. 
Data were partly collected from teachers by means of open questionnaires, and partly 
collected from students by means of individual interviews. Both qualitative and 
quantitative methods were used, with the former being the main one. Compared with 
the research context of the previous study (i. e. Williams and Burden, 1999), this one 
indicates that `cultural dimension' might be a `potentially powerful contributing 
factor' (Williams, et al, 2001: 174). 
4.1.3.4 Shoaib and Dörnyei (2005) 
Slhoaib and Dörnyei's (2005) recent study of motivation adopted a qualitative 
research approach involving 25 interviews with 15 female and 10 male participants 
of mixed nationalities, aged from 18 to 34, all of whom were non-native learners of 
English. This study concerned the temporal progression of student motivation', 
aiming to `identify and document different motivational influences and various 
temporal patterns in language learning' over a longer period within the life span 
(Shoaib and Dörnyci, 2005: 22). Different fron the previous three studies introduced 
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above, the data collected in this study were analysed according to a qualitative 
`template approach' (ibid; Miles and Huberman, 1984,1994 Crabtree and `Tiller, 
1992). That is to say, a template of relevant codes was prepared first. and was then 
applied to the actual data for the purpose of analysis. In this way, data interpretation 
could be based on an explicit form displayed after `systematically reducing the data' 
(Shoaib and Dömyei, 2005: 28). 
Generally speaking, despite the limited number, the above four qualitative studies 
have already covered different areas of motivation research. They touched upon 
different theoretical focuses motivational change/evolution, attribution theory and 
temporal motivational progression. They involved participants of different 
backgrounds Irish college students learning French, British learners of French in 
secondary schools, Bahraini secondary teachers and learners of English, as well as 
non-native learners of English from European, Asian and Middle Eastern countries. 
They also used different methods of data collection/analysis-interviews, open 
questionnaires, the grounded theory approach and the template approach. More 
importantly, the findings and implications drawn from these studies are very useful 
and frUltful, which further shows the richness of qualitative data and the significance 
o this ilmetlhod. 
All these achievements greatly aroused my interest. Meanwhile, I noticed that none 
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of the above four studies was based on classrooms, and none of the 
researchers/interviewers had continuously close contact with their participants over 
an extended period of time as an `insider'. On the one hand, such an identity may 
minimize `the face-threatening potential of the interview situation as perceived by 
the subjects' (Ushioda, 2001: 99). On the other hand, however, the invisible distance 
between researchers and participants plus the isolation of the interviewt situation from 
the actual classroom learning contexts might affect the richness of the data as w ell. 
Therefore, I decided to position my research as classroom-based teacher research in 
which I would perform dual roles (i. e. teacher and researcher) working closely with a 
group of students for some quality time. It was hoped that my personal 
involvement 
would shed some light on the understanding of L2 motivation. 
4.2 Critiquing key studies of task motivation 
The above discussion about quantitative/qualitative approaches to motivation 
research sets up a basic research agenda for my current study. To make it more 
focused, I shall now turn to talk about some key studies which are more directly 
relevant to my research topic-task motivation. `Language learning tasks' 
is a widely 
rescarched topic in SLA. However, `task motivation' is a relatively new research 
direction in the field of L2 motivation. There are so far only a limited number of 
studies devoted to this topic. Some of the key studies are: Julkunein (1989; 
2001); 
Dörnvci and Kornios (2000); Dörnyci (2002); Kornios and Dörnyei (2(1O4). : Among 
this list, the last three are the most recent empirical studies into task motivation. 
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Moreover, they were conducted in similar contexts following a similar research 
design, and therefore might be regarded as a series of studies along the same line. 
Therefore, I am going to consider them as a whole and take the last one (ie. Kornios 
and Dömyei, 2004) as the main example to discuss what they have achieved and 
what could be supplemented in future research. More importantly, I will discuss how 
and why my study of this topic may be different from it in terms of theoretical focus 
and methodological design. 
4.2.1 Studies by Dörnyei and Kormos 
In their first data-based study, Dörnyei and Kormos (2000) explored `various 
cuffcctii, c (primarily motivational) and socio-(l nalýric variables underlying student 
in communicative language tasks' (2000: 280-281). Following it up, 
Dörnyei (2002) examined how `the dynamic interplay of the task participants' 
motivation' might influence their performance in the same kind of task (2002: 144). 
The most recent study by Kornios and Dörnyei (2004) further investigated `the role 
of motivation and some other related individual difference variables' in task 
performance (2004: 16). This study is more complicated and comprehensive in that it 
`added five language variables that measure the quulitl' of students' output'; whereas 
the previous two studies only concerned the quantity' of the speech produced (ibid). 
4.2.1.1 Concept of task engagement 
It can be seen that one of the central focuses throughout the three studies is learners' 
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`performance'. In this regard, a series of language variables were measured. such as 
the size of speech, the number of turns, accuracy and complexity. All of these were 
taken as `an index of the learners' task engagement' (Dörnyei, 2002: 144). While 
agreeing that it is reasonable to interpret `task engagement' in terms of these 
variables, I have certain reservations about whether this is a comprehensive way of 
looking into it. It seems that what can be measured by this means is just observable 
behaviour-level engagement but not the underlying thinking-level engagement. In 
this case, the researchers seem to consider only their participants' `language learner' 
or `task taker' identities at a specific time from a micro perspective. However, when 
looking at the broader contexts beyond the task situation and the language classroom, 
we should be aware that learners are first of all human beings in the real world who 
may have various personal goals and needs apart from learning the target language or 
completing a given task. In this sense, `task engagement' may be understood 
from a 
human development perspective as well. For example, when doing a task, some 
students may engage in active thinking rather than speaking. Similarly, other students 
may engage in listening to their fellow participants rather than practising their own 
language. Though learners' mental activity of this kind may not be easily observed or 
measured as their language output, this aspect should not 
be left out when we 
interpret their engagement in tasks. One possible solution might be to try to 
listen to 
learncrs' own voices about how they think about a task in addition to observing their 
behaviours. 
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4.2.1.2 Situation-specific factors 
Within the three studies, a set of motivational and individual difference variables 
were measured: 1) integrativeness, 2) incentive values of English proficiency. 3) 
attitudes towards the English course, 4) linguistic self-confidence, 5) language use 
anxiety, 6) task attitudes, and 7) willingness to communicate. The list shows that 
most of the variables are related to learners' general motivational disposition, with 
only `course attitudes' and `task attitudes' being more situation-specific. Since taking 
`tasks' as the research basis falls within the `situated' approach, it would be necessary 
to include more contextual factors into the research in order to obtain a 
comprehensive picture of task motivation. As Dörnyei (2005) himself points out, 
`on-task behaviour is embedded in a series of actional contexts, each of which exert a 
certain amount of unique motivational influence' (2005: 81) 
'Therefore, it would be interesting to explore how more specific `actional contexts' 
might influence learners' task motivation, such as what kind of English course it was, 
how learners liked or disliked the teacher who taught that course, whether learners 
had any short-term or long-term goals in mind when they were at a certain 
developmental stage, whether they previously had any happy or unhappy experiences 
that affected their attitudes towards the course or the task, and whether there was 
anything unusual that influenced their performance when they were asked to do the 
task at a certain time of the day. It seems reasonable to intuit that all these factors can 
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exert some influences, and the degree of these influences may vary among different 
learners in view of their different learning history, personalities, learning styles, and 
so on. 
4.2.1.3 Research methodology 
['he possibly insufficient concern about the above two aspects (i. e. 'concept of task 
engagement' and `situation-specific factors') might be due to the methodologY 
employed in these three studies. Having all followed a quantitative approach, these 
studies were not designed to explore learners' underlying thinking patterns through 
in-depth data. In addition, in all three studies, only one particular task was used for 
the research purpose. Learners' task performance observed during a `one-of' 
experience may not be able to fully reflect their underlying motivations. Though the 
task was carried out during the students' regular English classes, somehow this 
particular class seemed different from their normal learning experience. We could 
hardly know how students would perform if the class was not recorded; and what the 
result would be if a different task was used. Therefore, further studies might be 
needed involving different research contexts, especially more natural learning 
situations. 
Regarding the motivational variables measured in these studies, it might be 
interestin to explore them with a more open mind. That is to say, instead of using a 
closed questionnaire made up of predetermined items, open-ended questions and 
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other qualitative methods might be added as well. Very likely, some unexpected 
issues may come up providing a richer picture of learners' task motivation. 
4.3 Integrating `Exploratory Practice' (EP) into motivation 
research2 
From this section, I shall turn to discuss my proposed research approach and the 
rationale for the methodological design of the present study. Generally speaking, my 
research falls within the qualitative research paradigm. To be more specific, I would 
regard my empirical study as a type of practitioner research, with me working as a 
teacher researcher in the authentic classroom for an extended period of time. In 
addition to adopting the commonly used qualitative research methods, I am also 
going to borrow the principles of Exploratory Practice (EP) which are rarely 
mentioned in the motivation literature. At this point, it is necessary to explain that I 
did not discuss the general practitioner literature in the previous two chapters 
because my awareness of the nature of the present research has been developed in the 
actual research process, especially after I immersed myself in the actual classroom 
situation. Initially I simply wanted to target my research in the classroom. It was later 
upon reflection that I gradually realised the 
key role a teacher researcher might have 
played in classroom-based research. In the course of developing this awareness, the 
EP principles that I am going to discuss in the following contributed a lot to my 
und erstandin z. 
This section is adapted from I -i, _10O 
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4.3.1 Understanding EP principles 
Exploratory Practice, as `a set of ideas about practices for language teaching (and 
learning) research', and as `a set of principles' for practitioner research, has been 
developed and elaborated by Dick Allwright for more than ten years since the 1990s 
(Allwright, 2003: 109). Its basic principles have been formulated as follows: 
Principle 1: put 'quality of life 'first. 
Principle 2: work primarily to understand language classroom life. 
Principle 3: involve everybody. 
Principle 4: work to bring people together 
Principle 5: work also for mutual development. 
Principle 6: integrate the work for understanding, into classroom practu c. 
Principle 7: make thc' ii'ork a continuous enterprise. 
(Allýýriýýht, 2003: 128-130) 
Initially when I read these principles I did not see them as particularly relevant to my 
own research. However, as I got more involved in the extensive reading of 
motivation literature, I gradually found with surprise that the developmental history 
of motivation research has, explicitly or implicitly, shared certain underlying 
principles of EP. 
As I mentioned in previous chapters, since the 1990s, research in the area of 
motivation has undergone a kind of `renaissance' (Gardner and Tremblay, 1994) with 
a large number of studies `reopening the research agenda' (Crookes and Schmidt, 
1991), shifting the focus from the social psychological approach to a more 
educational focus looking at classroom reality, and identifying and analysing 
classroom-specific motives' (Dörnv, ci, 1998: 125). This recognition of the 
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importance of the immediate classroom environment in influencing, student 
motivation corresponds very well to the key claim of Exploratory 
Practice-understanding the `quality of classroom life' (Allwright, 200-33). The call 
for a situated approach in both areas can be found in different publications appearing 
at the same time. Crookes and Schmidt's (1991) influential article has been seen as a 
turning point in motivation research as it brought out explicitly `the desire to narrow 
down the macro perspective of L2 motivation... to a more fine-tuned and situated 
analysis of motivation as it operates in actual learning situations... ' (Dörnyei, 2005: 
74). And in 1991, Allwright for the first time formulated the academic origins of EP, 
with its first principle being that `research should aim at the development of 
situational understanding' (cited in Allwright, 2003: 116). 
Secondly, the EP principles, especially Number 6 and 7, indicate that practitioner 
research attaches great importance to the `process' of working for understanding in 
the classroom practice. This emphasis coincides with the increased awareness of the 
appropriateness of the `process-oriented approach' (Dörnyei and Otto, 1998; Dörnyei, 
20O ,) to motivation research as well. Since `learners tend to demonstrate a 
fluctuating level of commitment even within a single lesson, and the variation in 
their motivation over a longer period can be dramatic' (Dörnyei, 2003: 17), 
researchers in this field have started to look at the ongoing changes of motivation in 
addition to its stable characteristics. 
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4.3.2 A plea for `balanced research' 
With this awareness, I decided to focus my motivation research on a particular and 
authentic classroom context for a whole academic term, hoping to understand how 
students' task motivations might be influenced by various factors over time on the 
one hand, and meanwhile to explore the complexity of classroom life by 
investigating students' motives underlying their various learning behaviours on the 
other. During this research, I myself would play dual roles so as to explore teaching 
and my research from both practical and theoretical perspectives. 
However, `this endeavour to combine two roles into a new one is flying in the face of 
the demands for continued specialisation in order to keep abreast with all the changes 
in each profession' (Jarvis, 1999: 9). It implies that neither teaching nor research ever 
proceeds exactly according to plan and that both roles demand a degree of fluidity. 
Just as the notion of a `balanced lesson' that Van Lier (1996) explains, a lesson 
contains `both planned and improvised elements' (1996: 200). If the lesson is 
planned and implemented in a very tight way with no any room for improvisation or 
is not planned at all and therefore entirely improvised, it may not be considered 
balanced or effective (Van Lier, 1996). In this connection, Ellis (2000) also 
emphasises that `balanced teaching involves teachers moving back and forwards 
between planned and improvised decision-making in the course of a lesson' (2000: 
2 14-15). 
Intrigued by this notion, I would like to propose a balanced approach which might be 
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particularly appropriate for practitioner research. Specifically speaking. `balanced 
research' should involve researchers moving back and for ards between 
pre-designed and adapted plans in the course of research, especially in authentic 
social contexts such as a classroom. Such adaptations or changes should neither be 
simply attributed to the researcher's lack of foresight, nor be regarded as something 
detrimental to the success of a research study. Rather, looking at the unavoidable 
changes positively may be a good way to explore more fruitful results than expected. 
For this reason, Van Lier's (1996) suggestion for designing syllabuses and lessons 
should be appropriate for designing practitioner research as well, that is, `to form a 
small organic culture (or an ecosystem) in themselves, where participants strive to 
combine the expected and the unexpected, the known and the new, the planned and 
the improvised, in harmonious ways' (1996: 200). In other words, practitioner 
researchers should keep in mind their overall research aim and plan, and meanwhile 
leave some open space for moment-to-moment decision-making as needed. This 
sounds exactly like the case in my own research process, as I shall report in the next 
chapter. In a word, the `balanced approach' has proved to be an entirely appropriate, 
and cven, at tinges, necessary, one for the present research. 
4.4 My proposed research framework-'3E framework' 
In the light of this balanced approach, I established the 3E framework (see also 1.2.3) 
to guide my research step by step, especially during the important data-gathering 
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process. Moreover, this framework drew partly on Dörnyei and Ottö's (1998) process 
model, partly on the expectancy-value theory (Eccles and Wigfield, 1995: \Vigfield, 
1994; Wigfield and Eccles, 2000), and partly on my understanding of this particular 
institutional context where I studied and taught before. As I mentioned in Chapter 1, 
the 3E framework was intended to function both as a methodological guideline for 
data collection, and as a pedagogical blueprint for my task-mediated teaching. 
Basically, its components (i. e. Expectation, Experience, and Evaluation) represent 
three relatively independent but mutually related research stages (see Figure 4-1 
below). 
Expectation --> 
To elicit students' 
expectations about tasks 
Experience -- 
To document students' 
motivational experiences 
- Evaluatinn 
To explore students' 
overall evaluations of 
to be done of doing tasks the tasks 
Figure 4-1: 3E Frametivork 
The above diagram is just the basic structure of this framework, and the roughly 
divided three phases are in accordance with my overall teaching plans for the whole 
term. Specifically speaking: 
i) The first few weeks of the term could be called `expectation phase' during which I 
planned to conduct a background survey, in order to understand my participants' 
English learning history in general and their particular expectations regarding 
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various aspects of the class. `Expectation' has two senses in this research. The first 
refers to the students' sense of what they would wish. like. and prefer in terms of 
the forthcoming class and tasks. I would take their opinions into consideration 
when planning lessons and writing tasks, hoping to make them feel respected and 
satisfied that they had some control of their own learning. The second refers to 
students' anticipation of the future class activities which, of course, may or may 
not correspond to their initial thoughts. This sense of expectation would probably 
be explored at the later evaluation stage, so as to see whether there was any 
mismatch between their anticipation and the reality and how this might impact on 
their learning motivation. In general, compared with Dörnyei and Otto's (1998) 
process model, this phase is similar to the `preactional stage' in which students' 
`choice motivation' plays an important part. 
ii) The second `experience' stage would begin with the first task, and end with the 
last one, extending over mucli of the term. Data expected from this stage included 
the immediate post-task feedback gathered from every student after every task 
(about 10 tasks in total), as well as my regular diary in which I jotted down what 
happened during class, since no close observation was planned. Referring to the 
Process Model, this phase is similar to the `actional stage', with the difference 
being that it would involve work with a series of tasks within what I call `an 
extended task-engagement process' (see 3. -1. ý). 
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iii) Finally, during the final `evaluation' stage at the end of term, I planned to use a 
class period to conduct an overall evaluation survey with all students, followed by 
some after-class interviews, with myself having an open mind to embrace all 
possible issues that might come up, relating not only to any particular task. but 
also to their learning in general, or even to their personal life. This would be the 
chance to encourage my students to look back on the past months of learning 
experience in (and outside of) my class. Similar to the `postactional stage' within 
Dörnyei and Otto's (1998) process model, the purpose of planning evaluation 
activities in my 3E framework was to elicit students' conscious and critical 
retrospection which would help them consolidate the experience and prepare the 
ground for future goals and action. Meanwhile, I myself could gain a further 
understanding of my students and my past teaching, which would certainly be 
helpful for my own future professional development. 
Explicitly or implicitly, the rationale behind this `3E framework' has shared some of 
the EP principles. By working closely with students on a series of tasks, I was hoping 
to understand the motivational influences within and beyond the classroom. 
Meanwhile, by involving everybody in the research process, I was hoping to bring 
mv' Students and me (as a teacher-researcher) together in order to promote social 
harmony and to enhance mutual development. More importantly, I hope, in my future 
teaching career, to further improve this framework and make it a practical 
classroom-friendly work plan that can be continuously used term by term, with every 
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new set of `3E' standing at a higher level. That is. a new expectation for the future is 
based on the previous evaluations on past experience, and a ne«- evaluation vi11 
hopefully lead to a more challenging expectation and an improved experience. 
4.5 Conclusion 
Together with the previous two chapters (i. e. Chapter 2 and 3), the entire literature 
review is complete so far. This chapter was particularly devoted to a methodological 
discussion of relevant research studies in the motivation area. It began with an 
overview of the approaches adopted in motivation research, followed by a critique of 
a few key studies of task motivation. It then suggested a `balanced' approach v hich 
would be necessary and appropriate if the motivation research was grounded in 
authentic classroom contexts. Finally, the chapter discussed my proposed ')E 
framework which would be used for both research and teaching purposes in the 
present study. 
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Chapter 5 The Natural History of My Research 
5.0 Introduction 
The chapter begins with a brief discussion of some general issues regarding the 
qualitative approach, and continues with an introduction to some specific research 
methods within this research paradigm. The major section of the chapter (i. e. 5.3) is a 
detailed description of the natural history of the present research. I should explain 
that, following Silverman (2000: 236), this chapter works as an alternative to the 
more traditional `Methodology' chapter. This major section documents what was 
expected according to the initial design, how the research vent back and forwards 
during the actual teaching/data-gathering process, as well as what data was 
eventually collected in the light of the `balanced' approach that I proposed earlier. 
This chapter ends with a proposed way of approaching the data, which forms the 
basis of the following two chapters. 
5.1 Research approach 
In the previous chapter, I have discussed the quantitative and qualitative approaches 
to motivation research, and clarified that my study of task motivation falls within the 
qualitative research paradigm. At the beginning section of the present methodology 
chapter, I shall focus on a few aspects (e. g. strengths and weaknesses, reliability and 
validity, objectivity and sensitivity, triangulation) regarding the qualitative approach 
in zeiieral, which proved important for me to bear in mind throughout the cntirc 
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research process. 
5.1.1 Strengths and weaknesses 
Choosing the qualitative approach does not mean that I do not appreciate its 
counterpart-quantitative research methods. As Silverman (2005) says, No method 
of research, quantitative or qualitative, is intrinsically better than any other' (20O5: 6). 
What should be considered is the appropriateness of different approaches to different 
types of research in terms of the research purposes, aims, and questions. BY 
definition, `quantitative is broadly used to describe what can be counted or measured 
and can therefore be considered objective; while qualitatii'cc is used to describe data 
which are not amenable to being counted or measured in an objective xN ay, and are 
therefore subjective' (Wallace, 1998: 38). 
The unavoidable `subjectivity' seems to be a salient weakness of qualitative research. 
Unlike the statistical calculation of quantitative data, the analysis of qualitative data 
relies very much on the researchers. That is to say, different researchers may come up 
with different interpretations out of the same data due to the possible different ways 
they perceive and understand the world. Another limitation of qualitative research is 
the challcii c of the representativeness of its sample. The scope of qualitative data is 
usually small, so the researcher needs to argue convincingly how representative his 
chosen cases are. This issue is important because it concerns the extent to which the 
rescarcher can male broader inferences and generalisations. 
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Despite some `weaknesses', the nature of qualitative data exhibits its strengths as 
well. Specifically speaking, qualitative research often requires of the researchers a 
personal involvement in the research context and close contact with the research 
participants. Normally by means of in-depth interviews or observations, qualitativ e 
researchers think `they can get closer to the actor's perspective', whereas 
`quantitative researchers are seldom able to capture their subjects' perspectives 
because they have to rely on more remote, inferential empirical methods and 
materials' (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000: 10). In this sense, though qualitative data 
might be small-scale, it is bound to be rich and detailed. Based on careful and critical 
analysis, inferences drawn from qualitative research can certainly shed meaningful 
light on the research areas in question. 
5.1.2 Reliability and validity 
The above discussed strengths and weaknesses boil down to the issues of validity and 
reliability. When discussing `reliability' in qualitative research, for example, Flick 
(1998) emphasizes the need for explication in two respects-'the genesis of the data' 
and the `procedures in the field' (1998: 224). In order to increase the reliability of 
such research, documenting the whole process is necessary, which can make it 
possible for others to check `the dependability of data and procedures' (ibid). 
` I'rlidity' can be interpreted as `the extent to which an account accurately represents 
the social phenomena to which it refers' (Hammerslev, 1990: 57, cited in Silverman, 
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2005: 210). In qualitative research, researchers may have in-depth access to their 
chosen cases, hence rich data full of `examples'. Therefore, one important 
consideration of validity is how to `convince themselves (and their audience) that 
their "findings" are genuinely based on critical investigation of all their data and do 
not depend on a few well-chosen "examples"' (Silverman, 2005: 211). In other words, 
in order for the findings to be valid enough to explain what is studied, the researcher 
needs to be careful of `the presentation of phenomena and of the inferences' drawn 
from the data (Flick, 1998: 225). 
5.1.3 Objectivity and sensitivity 
Also in the course of interpreting data and making discoveries, a balance between 
`objectivity' and `sensitivity' is crucially important as well. As Strauss and Corbin 
(1998) state, `object/ rit. v is necessary to arrive at an impartial and accurate 
interpretation of events', and `sensiti vit' is required to perceive the subtle nuances 
and meanings in data and to recognise the connections between concepts' (1998: 
42-43). In qualitative research, maintaining an objective stance means being open 
and willing to listen and to give voices to the respondents, while having a sensitive 
mind means being able to discern the true nature of the happenings in data (Strauss 
and Corbin, 1998). 
Both criteria are very relevant to my research process. As may happen in many other 
qualitative studies, there would be a constant interplay between me as a teacher 
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researcher and my research act which is teaching and gathering data. During this 
process, my data collection act would proceed in an on-going manner, involving, 
analysis, improvisation, further collection, and further analysis. On the one hand, I 
should show full respect and understanding to what I see, what my participants do 
and say, without allowing my existing experience, personal values and bias to affect 
the objectivity of my interpretations and judgements. On the other hand, an open 
mind does not mean an empty head (Dey, 1993). Sensitivity to the facts only builds 
in a prepared mind. As Dey (1993) points out, `To analyse data, we need to use 
accumulated knowledge, not dispense with it. The issue is not whether to use existing 
knowledge but how' (1993: 63; cited in Strauss and Corbin, 1998: 47). Therefore, it 
is equally important for me to be aware of the way that not only I but also my 
participants understand the events, and to develop a quality to give meanings to the 
data by correctly using my professional and personal experience. To some extent, this 
seems to be what the `balanced' approach aims to achieve as well. 
5.1.4 Triangulation 
Criteria like reliability and validity are often regarded as more suitable for judging 
the quality of quantitative research, although as classical criteria, they can be applied 
to qualitative research too. But meanwhile, `method-appropriate criteria' have been 
developed over time in order to co-judge the quality of qualitative research (Flick, 
1998: 229). In this regard, triangulation has been seen as a good approach. 
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As Flick (1998) summarises, triangulation is used to 'name the combination of 
different methods, study groups, local and temporal settings, and different theoretical 
perspectives in dealing with a phenomenon' (1998: 229). Among the four types of 
triangulation (i. e. data triangulation, investigator triangulation, theory triangulation, 
and methodological triangulation) distinguished by Denzin (1989), the last one is 
what I am mainly concerned with as it makes more sense to my research design. 
Simply speaking, in the light of my research topics, I planned to combine different 
research methods in my study, aiming to `increase scope, depth, and consistency in 
methodological proceedings' (Flick, 1998: 230). In addition, during the data analysis 
process, I would consider inviting a second researcher to co-judge some of my data, 
as allowing different ways of looking at the data would help achieve `objectivity' as 
much as possible (Silverman, 2005). 
5.2 Research methods 
There are quite a few methods that can be employed in qualitative research. By 
nature, they cannot be judged as good or bad, true or false. Rather, they are more or 
less useful, depending on their fit with the research area that is to be explored 
(Silvennain, 2005). In this subsection, I am going to discuss the following three 
methods that I planned to use for data collection. 
5.2.1 Questionnaires and interviews 
Basically these two research methods are used to elicit answers from research 
participants by asking closed or open-ended questions either on paper or orally. 
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Therefore, I am going to put them into one group to contrast their differences and 
discuss their similar limitations. 
Questionnaires are generally regarded as a typical quantitative research technique, 
because the questions are usually set out in a very systematic way so that the 
collected data can be statistically calculated and analysed. Certainly, questionnaires 
may have a role to play in qualitative research as well. Apart from working as a 
`selecting tool' at the preliminary stage for some research, questionnaires with 
open-ended items may also elicit rich data for qualitative analysis purposes. 
Interviewing is one of the most commonly used methods in qualitative research as it 
may provide researchers with in-depth access to the research participants. By this 
means, researchers may well get to know their knowledge, opinions, ideas and 
cxpcriences (Wallace, 1998). The biggest difference between interviews and 
questionnaires is that the former is more like a conversation which allows the 
interviewer and the interviewee to have a real-time interaction; while the flow of 
information in questionnaires is one-way so that it is less likely for both parties to 
have 'online' communication. In this aspect, interviews seem to be able to elicit more 
reliable in-depth data than questionnaires can. But on the other hand, the statistical 
data collected from questionnaires yield findings which may be more readily 
`; cncralised into ohjcctive conclusions. Therefore, questionnaires and 
interviews are 
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often used in a complementary way. 
Like all other research methods, interviews and questionnaires inevitably have some 
limitations which may affect the validity and reliability of the research results. The 
first point is subjectivity, which is what I have mentioned earlier when talking about 
the weakness of qualitative research in general (Wallace, 1998). When we ask peoplc 
a question, no matter whether orally or on paper, we are very often uncertain of the 
extent to which the respondents are telling the truth. Sometimes they may answer the 
questions with certain reservations in order to show their strengths and to disguise 
their weaknesses. Therefore, when we evaluate the resulting data, we need to 
carefully consider the quality of the responses, the possible hidden motivations of the 
respondents and so on. As Wallace (1998) says, `the important issue here is to be 
sensible and realistic about evaluating data presented through questionnaires and 
interviews' (1998: 127). 
The second point is the representativeness of the sample. This is a potential 
drawback because in most cases it is impossible to get data from the entire 
population that one is investigating. Instead, we usually choose a sample of subjects 
rcprcsentative of the total group of which they are a part. Therefore, a number of 
questions need to be taken into consideration, e. g., what is the proper sample size for 
the research? How representative is the sample? Is it a random sample or not? All in 
all, we should he open and honest to ourselves and our audience about the limitations 
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of the sample. As Wallace (1998) emphasizes, the important thing is not to 
generalise from your data unless you have a sound basis for doing so' (1998: 128). 
5.2.2 Ethical considerations in interviews 
Interviewing, as one of the most powerful ways qualitative researchers use to 
understand people and the world, is more than just an art of asking questions and 
getting answers. Apart from choosing appropriate interview types (e. g. structured, 
semi-structured, unstructured) and designing appropriate questions, there are some 
other ethical issues that should be taken into consideration, for example, the 
identities of the interviewer and the interviewee, the relationship between two parties, 
the manner in which the questions are asked, and the feelings and emotions of the 
respondents. These issues are all embedded in different social interaction contexts, 
whether explicitly or implicitly, and will all affect the reliability and validity of the 
research findings. 
In the literature, Fontana and Frey (1998) list three traditional ethical concerns 
around `the topics of informed consent (consent received from the subject after he or 
she has been carefully and truthfully informed about the research), right to privacy 
(protecting the identity of the subject) and protection from harm (physical, emotional, 
or any other kind)' (1998: 70). In addition, we should also be aware of the 
issue 
which stems from `the degree of involvement on the part of the researcher with the 
group under study' (Fontana and Frey, 1998: 71). This issue is crucial to me as my 
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identity in the present study is a teacher researcher, which indicates a deep personal 
involvement with my students who are also my research participants for some quality 
time. To some degree, our teacher-student relationship might influence what they 
would say during interviews. To minimise the potential danger that they would only 
provide desirable responses and withhold relevant information from me, I would try 
to establish a truthful and trustworthy interactive environment for our talk. In this 
regard, I agree with Fontana and Frey's (1998) viewpoint that we as interviewers 
should also disclose ourselves as we try to learn about others. In a sense, sincere 
communication could hardly take place without mutual trust or respect between 
human beings. This is true in the real world, and so in research. 
5.2.3 Research diary 
Different from the above two methods which are designed to seek data from the 
research participants, research diaries are produced by the researchers themselves. 
Generally speaking, the purpose of keeping a research diary is to record the 
development of the ongoing research process (Flick, 1998; Silverman, 2005). As 
Silverman (2005) suggests, it is important to keep proper records in this way, as it 
may document how one's thinking develops with all possible setbacks and dead ends, 
and may help to make one's reasoning transparent (2005: 249). This suggestion also 
implies that it is natural for researchers to experience ups and downs during the 
process, especially in the case of qualitative research. Confronting some dead ends is 
not terrible, the important thing is to keep `an open-ended and critical approach' to 
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one's research (ibid). As regards my research. I planned to keep a regular diary 
during the process, but would only use it as backup rather than as main data. Its 
primary purpose was to help me remember all relevant happenings and organise my 
developing thinking. 
5.3 The study 
The above discussed research approach and methods are general issues regarding 
methodology. From this section till the end of this chapter, I shall focus on the 
present research. I will begin with the initial research design, and then describe the 
actual process, and conclude by proposing a way of analysing data. Referring to 
Silverman's (2000, see also Alasuutari, 1995: 192) notion of `natural history' and my 
proposed `balanced' approach to the present research, I am going to adopt a 
somewhat autobiographic style when reporting how I was moving back and forwards 
between my research plan and the actual situation, according to the unexpected ups 
and downs during the research process. 
5.3.1 Initial research design-3E framework 
At the end of Chapter 4,1 introduced the main structure of the `3E 
ti-anmeww ork'-Expectation, Experience, Evaluation which was particularly designed 
to guide my four-month fieldwork. In this kind of classroom-based research, I would 
arrange data collection as part of my normal class teaching, except for interviews. 
According to the 3E framework, I expected to collect data at the following three 
stages, with the prepared instruments respectively. 
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5.3.1.1 Expectation stage and its research instruments 
I planned to spend a couple of weeks at the first stage to get data about students' 
expectations. There are two reasons for allotting so much time to this stage. Firstly. I 
wished to establish a good rapport with all my students before I started any of my 
research. Secondly, it would take some time for me to plan my lessons and to prepare 
the task after collecting and analysing the `expectation' data. 
To begin with, I planned to conduct an introductory activity, by means of 
brainstorming and direct input, to get my students familiar with the notion of `tasks'. 
Then I intended to carry out a brief survey seeking to understand students' 
expectations of tasks in particular and their English learning history in general. 
Basically, the task-related questions would include: 
1. The language focus involved in tasks (i. e. listening, speaking, reading, writing, translating). 
2. The participatory structure (i. e. individual work, pair work, group work, teacher-fronted work). 
3. Task topics (depending to a great extent on the prescribed textbook). 
At the stage of designing the research, I could only prepare the above questions to 
ask for my students' preferences, as there were no ready-to-use tasks for them to 
choose. As the `balanced approach' implies, I would have to wait until I was 
immersed in the teaching situation, and then begin to write tasks based on students' 
opinions, my task-design knowledge, and the curriculum requirement of the 
university. 
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As regards my participants' English learning history, I hoped to ask the following 
questions, aiming to elicit detailed answers which might help me understand their 
background and increase my awareness of their learning needs: 
Background information (knowledge about past experience and current situation) 
1. How do you think of your past experience of learning English at school? 
2. To what extent do you feel yourself interested/uninterested in this language? 
3. Did you choose to learn English as your major before you entered this college? If yes, what 
was your motivation to do that? If no, how do you feel now when you actually become an 
English major? 
4. How do you rate your current English level compared with what you know about your 
classmates? 
5. How do you think of your various English abilities (e. g. listening, speaking, etc. )? 
Metacognitive information (knowledge and beliefs about language learning) 
1. How do you perceive your own role/responsibility of learning a foreign language? 
2. According to your past experience, what strategies of learning English did you find effective 
and successful? 
3. Have you found any difference between learning English and learning other subjects? 
What do you think the difference is? 
4. What do you think of the usefulness of learning English for your future? 
5. What is your aim of learning this language at university level? 
The above 10 items are all open-ended questions as I position this research as a 
qualitative study. In the meantime, I was aware that there would be more than 
50 
students in my class, in which case the data from all of them might 
be too extensive 
(irr me to manage. Therefore, I planned to select only about 10-15 students' answers 
for detailed analysis. For ethical reasons, I did not want to make anyone 
feel 
excluded. So I decided to invite and encourage every student to 
join in; meanwhile, I 
would just select every 5th student as my `real' participants according, 
to their student 
numbers (without letting them know this selection). 
For instance, I could choose 
student No. 5, No. 10, No. 15, No. 20, etc. (Note', evc'r v student 
has all official stc, clent 
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number given by the university, from 1-50. All the female students are followed bi all 
the male students, and the orders are approximately based on their scores of college 
entrance exams. Although this ranking does not necessarily mean the actual 
hierarchy of students' intelligence or abilities, it more or less reflects the general 
trend of students 'achievement levels. ) In this way I could focus on a certain number 
of individuals over the whole term. However, an inevitable problem lying in this 
method is that the questionnaires would not be anonymous in a strict sense although 
the students were just requested to write down their student numbers rather than 
names. 
5.3.1.2 Experience stage and its research instruments 
After the first stage I would prepare a series of tasks ready for the students to do in 
my class, based on the preliminary analysis of the first set of data collected. Then the 
`experience' stage would begin and it would cover the longest period of the entire 
term. The data I was going to collect were students' post-task feedback on their 
task-engagement experience and feelings of doing different tasks. By means of 
eliciting written feedback from the participants instead of recording their 
performance or linguistic products, I hoped to see the effectiveness and suitability of 
those designed and adapted tasks from their own points of view. 
In a sense, the data received in this phase might be similar to the retrospective 
evaluation data to be -, athered in the third phase. However, I would argue that the 
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difference between these two phases lies in the different degrees of students' 
involvement and in their different perspectives. At the `experience stage', I would be 
concerned with students' `immediate' thoughts about various aspects of a single task 
from a micro perspective. At the later `evaluation' stage, students would be 
encouraged to look back on all the tasks that they had experienced over the term. It 
was hoped that they would reflect on the past experience from a macro perspective. 
based on necessary comparison, contrast, and overall evaluation. In other words, 
`evaluation' comes out of `experience' but is likely to be more critical and 
comprehensive. 
Also in the experience stage, I myself would take down my own comments on 
students' overall reaction to the task such as what the class atmosphere was like, or 
what percentage of students `looked' engaged in the task from my point of view. As 
regards the way of collecting data at this stage, I hoped to keep it simple but frequent, 
either individually or via group reports. In addition, in reward for their contributions, 
I would frequently give feedback to their comments so as to keep them feeling 
involved and respected. Hopefully, the data collected from this stage would be timely. 
spcci fic, and targeted. The instruments that I planned to use were as follows: 
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On-line questionnaire 
Part I General impression: 
Please answer the following questions by ticking on the proper point in the 7-point scale 
which is in between ten pairs of adjectives with opposite meanings. 
7-point scale 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Questions 1-10 
1 Do you like the way of doing this Like Dislike 
task? (e. g. individually, in pairs) 
2 How do you rate the difficulty Easy Difficult 
level of this task? 
3 Do you like the content of this Like Dislike 
task? (focus, topic, etc. ) 
4 Do you feel this task interesting? Interesting Boring 
5 Do you feel this task useful? 
1 
Useful Not useful 
6 How do you think about your Excellent Poor 
own performance? 
7 Do you feel yourself well Motivated Unmotivated 
motivated to do this task? 
8 Were you confident when doing Confident Unconfident 
this task just now? 
9 Were you nervous when doing Nervous Not nervous 
this task just now? 
10 How much have you learned A lot Nothing 
from this task? (Any aspect) 
Part II More specific task knowledge 
1. What did you think the purpose of this task is? 
2. What did you think you were expected to learn from this task? Did you really learn what you had 
thought? Why or why not? 
3. How did you think this task may or may not satisfy your personal learning needs? 
4. Which aspect of this task do you think might be improved for future use? 
5. Which aspect of this task do you think is motivating to you? 
6. Is there anything that made you feel uncomfortable with the task just now? 
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This on-line questionnaire was supposed to be handed out to students immediately 
after doing every task. I decided to do it in class for three reasons. Firstly, the 
students would have a fresh and clear impression when a task was just finished. 
Secondly, taking class time to do this questionnaire would make students feel it a 
natural part of class content rather than an out-of-class burden, which might 'push' 
them to treat it more willingly and carefully. Thirdly, whenever students had any 
questions regarding the task and the questionnaire, I could address these there and 
then so that potential misunderstandings would be avoided. 
This questionnaire contains two parts, with the first one being concerned about 
students' general and immediate impression of doing the task, and the second one 
being focused on students' deep insights into the task purpose, task nature, task 
demands. With respect to the 10 closed questions in Part I, these would be analysed 
statistically for the whole class and then I would have a rough idea about how they 
felt about the task and about themselves. As regards the other open-ended questions 
in Part II, 1 planned to track the answers of the same students as in Stage one, so as to 
keel) a continuous record of their expectations, experience, as well as their 
evaluations in the next stage. One more point I would like to make here is that all the 
questionnaires were not supposed to be exactly the same throughout this stage. 
I 
might possibly make some necessary improvisation during each lesson in order to 
find out the most relevant information in the most appropriate way. 
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5.3.1.3 Evaluation stage and its research instruments 
The `evaluation' stage would cover the last couple of weeks of the term (before the 
final exams). By then, all the designed tasks should have been carried out, and the 
participants would be expected to evaluate their experiences with tasks in an 
all-sided and reflective way. Considering that some of the early conducted tasks 
might have been more or less forgotten, I planned to guide students to look back at 
what we had done before. Every task would be numbered and a few key words which 
might represent the particular task features would be given. Hopefully this revýie« 
might help refresh students' memory and get them to think again about their opinions 
to be made on the following evaluation sheet: 
Overall evaluation 
Please answer the following 13 questions by ticking under the proper number(s) which 
represent all the 10 tasks that we have done in class. 
Tasks 1-10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Questions 1-7 
1 In general, which task do you find very 
interesting? 
2 Doing which task is the most enjoyable 
experience in your memory? 
3 With which task did you find yourself best 
motivated? 
4 On which task do you feel your effort is 
most worthwhile to you? 
5 Which task do you feel most important to 
your language learning? 
6 Which task do you feel most useful to 
your personal development? 
7 Which task do you feel most closely 
related to your future career goals? 
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Tasks 1-10 
Questions 8-13 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8 Which task do you feel most challenging 
to you? 
9 Is there any task that demotivated you? 
10 Is there any task that made you feel very 
nervous and uncomfortable? 
11 In doing which task did you feel least 
confident? 
12 Which task is the last one that you want 
to do again in the future? 
13 Is there any task that destroyed your 
motivation or interest after doing it? 
(Note: intrinsic value-1-3; attainment value/importance-4-5; extrinsic utility 
value/usefulness-7-8; cost/investment-8-13. Please refer to 3.3.1.2) 
This is a preliminary questionnaire that aimed to elicit opinions from the whole class. 
It might be argued that this kind of answer is a bit `superficial'. However, owing to 
the large class size, it would be difficult for me to get deep and rich insights from 
every student. As a first step, I just wanted to have a general idea about their task 
preference by looking at the `hard' numbers. Furthermore, I planned to conduct 
several semi-structured interviews with those few students whom I had tracked over 
the whole terns. The main questions would be the same as those on the above 
evaluation sheet. The significant difference is that I would ask about the reasons 
behind each of their answers. In other words, when the whole class answered the 
sheet, 1 just needed to know `what' their responses were, while in the 
follow-up 
interviews, I would be more interested in `«why' their answers were like that. 
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After analysing the data of this stage along with other data collected before, 
hopefully I could come up with some suggestions about: i) which tasks were 
perceived to be motivating in this context and why, ii) what the students' motives 
were in working with those tasks favoured by themselves and why. In the meantime. 
I also hoped the whole learning process over the term could offer students a taste of 
learning more autonomously, more independently, and more consciously, since they 
would be `pushed' to state their expectations, to think about their experiences, and to 
do some evaluations throughout the process. 
5.3.2 The participants 
However, even before I could feel really confident about my research plan described 
above, things started to change extremely quickly. The first problem I confronted was 
my target research participants. Initially, I wanted to ask for one class of 
first-or-second-i, c'ur English majors from my former university as my participants, 
but eventually I was allocated two classes of final-ieur students instead. This was 
completely against my expectation, not only because final-year students might be 
more likely to react unfavourably to pedagogical innovation; but also because I. as an 
inexperienced young teacher, was not confident in teaching higher level classes at the 
time. 
Nevertheless, I decided to undertake what seemed to me a `tough' job, with the 
strong will to experience an authentic teaching situation and see how it could be 
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`balanced'. Therefore, I accepted the arrangement as in reality few teachers have the 
freedom to choose the class they want. 
The second problem was I soon realised that these two classes happened to be ni 
former students from two years before! My worry about meeting old students did not 
result from any unhappy memory with them at all. Rather, it was the excellent 
relationship between us that made me a bit `scared'. I was afraid of going back to the 
same class but in a very different situation: my students had grown up and they might 
have changed from being always curious about everything to being somewhat 
indifferent to anything irrelevant; with improved English proficiency, they must have 
higher expectations of my teaching; with more diversified personal objectives 
towards graduation, they must have different learning needs as well. I was concerned 
about this somewhat complicated situation so \vas to some extent well prepared to 
face the unpredictable changes and to make improvised decisions at any moment. 
With this complex set of feelings towards my old students, I flew back to China and 
started my fieldwork. Yet when I stood in the classroom, being surrounded by smiles 
and applause, I suddenly realised how much I still cared about my students. 
Somehow I began to regret my plan to `use' them for my personal research purpose. 
Just at that moment, I saw the difficulties, especially in the sense of ethics, that I was 
going to confront-I would have to struggle between my research pressure and mv 
teaching beliefs, between my research expectations and my teaching responsibilities, 
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between my own research aims and my students' learning needs, between what I 
wanted from them as a researcher and how I felt about them as a teacher. What a 
challenging journey lay ahead! 
5.3.3 The actual process of teaching3 
5.3.3.1 The preparation 
Knowing that I must first rid myself of any feeling that I was being `selfish' before 
getting my work going, I kept telling myself that my research would by no means do 
any harm to my students. As they would understand one day, introducing `tasks' into 
class aimed to make them more motivated for language learning; and inviting them 
to participate in the research (such as writing up feedback, doing reflection) would 
help increase their awareness of the learning process. 
Despite these research beliefs, I still could not help thinking that my role as a 
researcher should stand in second place in the classroom. Meanwhile, ethical 
considerations seemed to become more crucial. To avoid making students feel that 
they would have to invest extra time and put up with deviations from normal 
classroom routine, I minimised reference to what I had been doing as a Ph. D. student 
in the UK. Instead, I talked seriously about my plan for our course including the idea 
of brining some new methods into the class. I was trying to convince them that 
cvervthi zI would do in the class was for the purpose of teaching well. This seemed 
This section is adapted from Li, "006. 
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to be a proper strategy as I noticed that the students did not show much interest about 
my research but did show their trust in me and my proposed way of teaching, with 
nods and smiles. 
5.3.3.2 The beginning 
For various unexpected reasons, unfortunately, the first month of my fieldwork was 
unsuccessful. To begin with, I was late arriving back in China, ýý hich meant my 
students missed more than a week of classes at the start of term. During the 
following few days, our class was `interrupted' a couple of times again by my sick 
leave and an important family affair. Then, several days after I recovered and went 
back to work, it was time for a 7-day national holiday. So quickly and Unknowingly, 
the first month was gone and we had had just a few irregular classes. I was quite 
upset because such a situation not only disturbed my research schedule but also left 
my students with a bad impression, which might make the remaining work even 
tougher. 
5.3.3.3 The middle 
After the week-long holiday, my classes started to run regularly. It was then that I 
finally settled down and got used to the busy life and work. Although I had prepared 
myself psychologically before going back, I still felt stressed because of a heavy 
teaching load and the necessary preparation time, plus setting and narking 
coursework assignments and examinations. To add to my anxiety, there was always 
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something happening which was beyond my control and expectation. Together with 
other English teachers who were in charge of final-year students. I was asked by our 
department to suspend the course we were teaching, and turn it into a test-taking 
training programme so as to prepare students for an important forthcoming National 
English test (TEM-8). This programme ran for more than a month till the end of terns, 
which unavoidably disrupted my overall teaching/researching plan and gave me the 
added burden of having to redesign my classes. 
5.3.3.4 Other struggles throughout the term 
It should be pointed out that the first term of the final year is an unusual and crucial 
stage for university students in China, because most of them are preparing for the 
postgraduate examination which arrives at the end of that term. Every year, all 
departments in my university tend, although sometimes implicitly, to give the `green 
light' to those prospective exam takers, in the hope that more students would be 
successful, which is important for the university's reputation as well. Under such 
circunmstances, students are happy to study on their own rather than go to classes, 
since what is taught in class may not be directly relevant or useful for their exams. 
Therefore, I unavoidably came across a seriously low attendance rate in my 
classes -- only one-third of the students attended the course regularly, hence the 
adverse influence on my initial research plan. 
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5.3.4 The actual process of researching 
Since I attempted to explore students' task motivation in an authentic 
teaching/learning situation, I was very aware that ethical issues would be crucially 
important, regarding how the research was carried out and how I could gain my 
participants' cooperation while showing full respect to their normal life and stud`. I 
carefully integrated my designed tasks into the normal class at the time when I 
thought most appropriate, without going against the overall curriculum at all. 
Meanwhile, I understood that I was not able to fix everything a hundred per cent too 
far in advance, because I needed to take students' opinions on task design into 
consideration, and must be sensitive to their reactions to my research activities based 
on which I might need to make improvisational decisions to modify my research 
methods. This reflects not only the nature of my 3E framework, but also the 
requirement of the `balanced' approach. 
5.3.4.1 All tasks conducted 
During the fieldwork, I invested a great deal of time and effort in adapting prepared 
tasks, desiotii m new tasks, and studying students' task feedback so as to make 
further adaptations to the later tasks. In the process of writing tasks, the `general 
framework for task design' that I introduced in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.5 and Table 
2--') served as a `; guideline; and the prescribed textbook provided a solid topic content 
basis. In addition, students' preferences for the given topics (i. e. part of 
`expectation-static' data) decided the sequence of task implementation. Details about 
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the data analysis and its influence on task sequence will be reported in the next 
chapter. In this section, I am going to just focus on all the 10 tasks that were 
conducted in my class. 
10 tasks Task type Stage Language Participatory 
skills structure 
1. Reading and discussion Comprehension While- Reading, Individual and 
-different ways of doing task (text-related) reading speaking pair work 
things. (Text I, Unit 6) stage 
2. Discussion-objectives of Opinion task Pre- Speaking, Group work and 
college education. (Text I, (topic-related) reading teacher-fronted 
Unit 7) stage discussion 
3. Peer-teaching. (Text II, Unit Comprehension While- Reading, Individual work 
7) task (text-related) reading speaking, 
stage listening 
4. Problem solving -a Opinion task Post- Listening, Pair work and 
controversial picture in (topic-related) reading speaking teacher-fronted 
Liverpool. (Text I, Unit 9) stage discussion 
5. Compare and contrast Comprehension While- Reading, Individual and 
English/American concepts task (text-related) reading speaking pair work 
of space. (Text I, Unit 1) stage 
6. Picture drawing - to Comprehension While- Reading Individual/pair 
illustrate a textbook story. task (text-related) reading work, teacher- 
(Text II, Unit 1) stage fronted work 
7. Email writing (text I, Unit Opinion task Pre- writing Individual and 
4) (topic-related) reading Teacher-fronted 
stage work 
8. Discussion-difficulties in Opinion task Post- Speaking Group work and 
English writing. (Text I, Unit (topic-related) reading Teacher-fronted 
4) stage work 
9. Compare and contrast - Opinion task Pre- Speaking Teacher-fronted 
about Railway System. (topic-related) reading work 
(Text I, Unit 3) stage 
10. Sharing personal Opinion task Pre- Speaking Group work and 
experience - living at home (topic-related) reading teacher-fronted 
or on campus. (Text II, Unit 3) stage work 
Table i-1: Ten lacks conducted during the f ieldtivork 
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Regarding this table, the first column contains the key words of each individual task. 
which may give the reader a rough idea of what every task is about. The information 
in the brackets indicates the sources of the tasks, but it does not mean they are ready- 
made in the textbook (Note: introduction to the textbook can be found in 1.3.3. and a 
couple of sample texts are attached in Appendix 5). The second column in the above 
Table indicates the task types suggested in my proposed task typology (see 2.3.3). 
The third column indicates the stage in which each task was carried out (see 2.3.4.1). 
The fourth column specifies the main language skills that learners were supposed to 
use while doing certain tasks. Finally, the column of 
'particlpatoi"1' Structure' 
explains the way in which each task was implemented (see 2.3.4.2). Some further 
background information on every task as well as the detailed implementing. 
procedures can be found in Appendix 1. 
5.3.4.2 Improvised methods and all gathered data 
Apart from the hard work of designing tasks, the overall data-gathering process was 
also rather difficult in the sense that I had to rely on my students to a great extent. 
For the sake of my research and teaching, imposing self-discipline on myself was not 
a problem, even if I ended up feeling exhausted. However, making extra 
demands on 
students for my purpose made nie feel a bit upset. Out of ethical considerations, 
I 
was unwilling to ask students to do anything that they seemed reluctant 
to do, 
especially when there were just a small number of students present 
in class. Thinking 
that it must have been a difficult decision to come to my class 
instead of choosing to 
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study on their own like the others, I was afraid that even they would also leave my 
class one day if I frequently asked them to do such time-consuming things as writing 
up feedback. From time to time, I clearly felt the tensions between pursuing my 
research goals as a researcher and fulfilling my professional responsibilities as a 
teacher. 
In addition, lack of time made the data collection process even more difficult. As my 
class did not meet regularly during the first month, I could not get all the data I 
wanted from the first `expectation' stage. At the second `experience' stage, I had 
much pressure making up the missed classes and catching up with the overall 
curriculum schedule, hence I had to minimiic the time needed for data collection. 
The third `evaluation' stage was totally disrupted by the departmental requirement to 
change the course. Under such circumstances, I had no choice but to give up some of 
my research plans so as to show consideration for the students and the university. 
All these unfavourable conditions `forced' me to make `balanced changes to my 
on final research plan: 
i) At the `expectation' stage, I only asked my students to respond to the first group of 
closed questions (regarding task design). The late start of our class and 
the 
unexpected loss of time (i. e. my sick leave and the national 
holiday) made me have 
to give up the entire survey that I had planned (see 5.3.1.1). 
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ii) At the `experience' stage, post-task feedback was only gathered from a few 
students after some of the tasks in a much simpler way. That is, I only asked those 
who attended the class to write freely about how they felt about the tasks. I did try 
my pre-designed questionnaire (see 5.3.1.2) once but disappointedly found it 
inappropriate. On the one hand, students' expressions told me they did not like 
answering those questions. Probably they did not really understand the intent of 
the questions and therefore seemed to think them `silly'; or perhaps filling in a 
questionnaire was an unusual thing to do in normal classes and therefore they \v crc 
unwilling to accept it. On the other hand, when I read their completed 
questionnaires after class, I did not find their responses really useful. After the first 
unsuccessful experiment, I decided to change the method to `reflective writing' to 
collect their post-task feedback. With more freedom and flexibility, my students 
seemed to feel comfortable to express their thoughts in this way without having to 
answer any particular questions. Indeed, I found that most of their answers became 
richer and could demonstrate their deeper thinking about the tasks. 
iii) Finally, at the `evaluation' stage, my planned teacher-fronted evaluation class did 
not run due to the unexpected suspension of our course; and the semi-structured 
individual interviews were replaced by four group interviews due to the limited 
time. Another reason for cancelling the evaluation class was related to students' 
irregular attendance during the course. As I have explained, our course changed 
into a test-taking training class during the last month. For this reason, many 
students rejoined the class without knowing much about our implemented tasks 
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because of their previous absence. In this situation, I could not really take class 
time to carry out the evaluation plan. 
Although the data I collected did not entirely match my expectation, I managed to `et 
some extra data, i. e. more than 120 letters from all my students during the fieldwork 
and follow-up emails from eight of them one and half years later. The first idea of 
asking for individual letters occurred to me after I had noticed the low attendance 
rate for quite some time. Taking advantage of the mid-term test, I asked every student 
to write a personal letter to me explaining why they came or did not come to the class. 
I left them sufficient freedom and encouraged them to express their true thoughts 
without reservation. The letter was only a part of the exam which would not be taken 
into account when I gave marks. Moreover, students could feel free to write either in 
English or in Chinese as they liked. I also promised to treat every letter seriously and 
to reply to them individually, which I did. My confidence in this way of 
communication came from our shared history and mutual trust. as we had used this 
method two years before and it had proved successful and reliable. 
After analysing these letters and seeing their great value at later stages of my 
research, I was very interested to hear my participants' later thoughts about English 
learning, thus I decided to get back to some of them via email. When we got in touch, 
it was one and half years after the fieldwork, and a year since they had graduated 
from the university. There were no particular criteria for choosing the contacts. I 
simply wanted to find some students who were engaged in different areas of activity 
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after graduation. Based on my knowledge, I contacted around 10 students-some had 
got jobs in the business area such as state-owned or foreign-invested companies, 
some had become English teachers, and others were doing various postgraduate 
studies in different universities. I sent out emails containing the following question 
and got replies from eight of them eventually: 
'Looking back at the final year when you were at the university (especially when I was 
teaching you Advanced English Reading course), do you have different understanding 
of it now? If you were asked to give some advice to the current final-year English majors, 
what would you say to them? ' 
My purpose of putting this somewhat broad question was to ask them to feel free to 
say anything they had in mind. But primarily I hoped they could reflect on their 
final-year experience of learning English, in or out of class, with teachers or by 
themselves. In addition, there was no length or language requirement for their 
answers. Certainly, I informed them that their answers would be of help to my 
current research, and they were all happy to let me use their emails for this purpose. 
To summarise this subsection, I list all my gathered data in the following table: 
Expectation (quantitative, anonymous) 
1. Opinions on task topics-the new order to be followed when learning through the textbook 
2. Opinions on participatory structure-the preferred ways of organising tasks 
Experience (qualitative, onymous) 
1. Post-task feedback-immediate and open-ended written comments on individual tasks 
2. Mid-term letters-students' explanation for their frequent attendance/absence 
Evaluation (qualitative, onymous) 
1. Group interviews-retrospective evaluations on tasks, and talks of broader issues 
2. Follow-up emails-reflective writing on previous English learning experience 
Table 5- 2:. 111 gathered data 
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All in all, some data was gathered following the plan, while other data was collected 
on the spur of the moment. They all formed a valuable basis for my later reflection, 
enabling me to understand my students and their learning motivation deeply. Upon 
ethical consideration, I purposely cut the weight of my identity as a researcher and 
tried to present myself only as a teacher in my class, because I really did not want to 
leave an impression to my students that I was there to `use' them as some `subjects' 
for my research. Having an intention to treat my students sincerely with care and 
respect, I decided not to clarify to them at the time of data collection that I was 
hoping to use their voices for research purposes. Rather, I tried to naturally make 
them feel that what they did was just part of our classroom activities for the purpose 
of reflecting on their learning and helping me reflect on my teaching. This is a true 
pedagogical purpose which had nothing to do with `cheating' or `lying'. In addition, I 
was hoping that by conducting this kind of somewhat `covert' data collection, I could 
hear my students' voices as true to themselves as possible; and at the same time 
could avoid letting them feel an extra burden. It was towards the end of the fieldwork 
when I asked them (unfortunately not every student was present) if they would mind 
nie using their task feedback and letters for my research, and they all gave me their 
informal consent. Although due to the low attendance rate I did not get consent from 
every student, I was confident that they would all be happy to support me thanks to 
our mutual trust and reliable teacher-student relationship. Certainly, I promised none 
of their private information would appear anywhere in my thesis or in public. 
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In effect, it seemed that my four-month fieldwork both necessitated (according to the 
initial research aim) and ended up (according to the actual teaching/researching 
situations) involving a `balanced' approach. More importantly, my personal 
involvement in the situation proved to be an efficient way to experience the 
uncertainty, complexity, and authenticity of classroom life, and I am hopeful that this 
perspective will contribute some insights to motivation research. 
5.4 Way of approaching the data 
Regarding all the data summarised above, I am going to divide them into two groups 
for the analysis and discussion purposes. The first one comprises all task-related data, 
including my participants' task design preferences collected at the `expectation' stage, 
their post-task feedback collected at the `experience' stage, and the group interviews 
conducted at the `evaluation' stage. The second group contains the rest of the data, 
that is, students' mid-term letters collected at the `experience' stage as well as the 
follow-up emails obtained at the extended `evaluation' stage. This group of data may 
not be specific to any particular task, but may reveal various other learning issues 
instead which will help explain my students' task-specific motivation and their 
general language learning motivation. 
This way of categorisation also corresponds with the main research aims and 
questions introduced in the first chapter (see 1.2.3). Though the research questions 
arc all related to `task motivation' which is the main theme of this thesis, they can be 
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investigated at different levels. Looking at the first group of data aims to understand 
how learners' task motivations are determined by the specific task situations and task 
features, which is the investigation at a micro level. Looking at the second group of 
data is intended to see the broader contextual, social, and cultural influences that the 
learners may bring with them to the language class and to the tasks that they are 
supposed to do. This investigation is at a macro level and concerns learners' 
motivation for learning and other things, rather than for tasks only. 
As most of the data was obviously qualitative in nature, I planned to deal with them 
by means of content analysis. Despite the predetermined research aims, I would keep 
an open mind and look into the data in an exploratory manner, which was also in line 
with the `balanced' approach that I proposed for the research. That is to say, I would 
allow the themes to emerge from the data instead of creating any template 
beforehand. For this purpose, I planned to do free coding first, then categorise them 
according to the similarities and relevance, based on which I would make 
intcrpretations and theoretical discussions. Details of the analysis process and results 
xvill he reported in the following two chapters. 
5.5 Conclusion 
This chapter consisted of four main sections. Following the previous chapter which 
reviewed methodological issues in the L2 motivation literature, the first two sections 
in this chapter further discussed some relevant issues regarding the research approach 
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in general and research methods in particular, primarily in connection with the 
qualitative research paradigm. The third section turned to the present study per se. It 
reported the natural history of the research process in detail, including the initial 
research design and the improvised changes made during the teaching data-gathering 
fieldwork. The chapter ended with a proposal for approaching the data which 
underpins the following two chapters on data analysis and discussion. 
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6.0 Introduction 
This is the first part of the data analysis and discussion which mainly focuses on the 
task-related data at a micro level. The first major part integrates the theoretical 
discussion with the specific analysis of the gathered data. It begins with a brief 
description of the data organisation, based on which students' perceived motivating 
task features and the identified sources of task motivation are discussed. The second 
major part further discusses three emergent dimensions of task motivation, that is, 
academic motivation, personal development motivation, and affective motivation. 
6.1 Analysis and discussion of task-related data 
According to the way of approaching data that I proposed at the end of the previous 
chapter (see 5.4 and Table 5-2), 1 grouped all the task-related data together and 
re-organised them more systematically for the analysis and discussion purposes in 
this chapter. As indicated, this group of data aims to investigate my participants' task 
motivation at a micro level, particularly how specific task features and the immediate 
task-implementation context influenced students' linguistic. cognitive and affective 
responses to the different tasks. To begin with, I am going to give a certain 
methodical account of how I organised and analysed the gathered data, in order to lay 
the foundation for later discussion. 
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6.1.1 Data organisation 
6.1.1.1 Top five tasks 
As my intention was to find out the most motivating task features perceived by my 
participants, I decided to focus only on the top five tasks selected by them. In this 
connection, a particular question in the interviews was to ask every interviewee to 
review all tasks and then pick two tasks that they liked most, with an explanation of 
the reasons underlying their criteria and choices. Based on their responses listed in 
the following table (Table 6-1), 1 came up with a chart (Figure 6-1) that shows the 
final scores for each task. It clearly shows which tasks compose the top five. (Please 
notc that the task number such as 'Task 4 'does not correspond it'ith the Unit number 
such as `Unit 4 '. ) For reference, the Table is followed by a summary list of all ten 
tasks. 
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Interview groups Interviewees 1st place tasks 
(two points each) 
2"d place tasks 
(one point each) 
Interviewee 1 (S1)4 Task 4 Task 10 
Group I Interviewee 2 (S2) Task 6 Task 7 
(From Class Two) Interviewee 3 (S4) Task 6 Task 2 
interviewee 4 (S6) Task 10 Task 7 
Group 2 Interviewee 1 (S5) Task 9 Task 2 
(From Class One) Interviewee 2 (S6) Task 3 Task 7 
Interviewee 3 (S8) Task 6 Task 2 
Group 3 Interviewee 1 (S5) Task 2 Task 10 
(From Class Two) Interviewee 2 (S3) Task 9 Task 6 
Interviewee 3 (S7) Task 7 Task 4 
Interviewee 1 (S2) Task 8 Task 4 
Group 4 Interviewee 2 (S7) Task 3 Task 9 
(From Class One) Interviewee 3 (Si) Task 6 Task 9 
Interviewee 4 (S4) Task 9 Task 6 
Interviewee 5 (S3) Task 4 Task 7 
Table 6-1: Voting for tasks during interviews 
Notes: tasks 
Task 1: Reading and discussion (Unit 6-Text I) 
Task 2: Discussion-objectives of college education (Unit 7-Text I) 
Task 3: Peer-teaching (Unit 7-Text II) 
Task 4: Problem solving-a controversial sexual picture in Liverpool (Unit 9-Text I) 
Task 5: Compare and contrast-the English and American concepts of space (Unit 1-Text I) 
Task 6: Picture drawing-to illustrate a textbook story (Unit 1-Text II) 
Task 7: Email-writing (Unit 4-Text I) 
Task 8: Discussion-difficulties in English writing (Unit 4-Text I) 
Task 9: Compare and contrast-about Railway System (Unit 3-Text I) 
Task 10: Sharing personal experience-living at home or on campus (Unit 3-Text II) 
4I have two classes of students and all of them are numbered consecutively. The way of numbering will be 
explained later. 
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6.1.1.2 Relevant post-task feedback and interview comments 
From Figure 6-1 above, we can clearly see that the top five tasks are Task 6 (10 
points), Task 9 (8 points), Task 4 and 7 (6 points each), and task 2 (5 points). The 
data related to these five tasks were further organised by putting relevant post-task 
feedback and interview comments together, since they both basically concern 
students' opinions on specific tasks. Although the data was collected at two different 
stages technically, there might not be a clear cut division between them in the sense 
that both students' feedback in class and comments in the interviews were elicited 
`after' the tasks were completed, with the difference being how much `after' it 
was- immediately after or some time after. Another implicit difference might be the 
background or context where the data was collected. Specifically speaking, the 
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in-class feedback only targeted particular tasks at particular points of the term, while 
the interview comments were based on an overall comparison and contrast among all 
the tasks at the end of the term. 
Owing to the improvisational changes that I made during the data-collection process, 
the post-task feedback was only gathered from the attendees by asking an 
open-ended question, that is, `how did you feel about the task? ' The participants' 
written answers, either in English or in Chinese, were used to help identify 
motivating task features and to support my later discussion about task motivation. In 
addition, the supportive reasons why these five tasks stood out were found in the 
interviews as well. When organising this data, I divided students' 
feedback/comments on each individual task into three groups. The first group is the 
feedback from those who attended the class regularly and later attended the 
interviews (named `Intcý icýý c es'). The second group is the feedback from those who 
re(pilarly attended the class but did not attend the interviews at the evaluation stage 
(named `Rc gular Attendees'). The third group is the feedback from those who did not 
attend the class regularly but happened to participate in some of the tasks (named 
`Others'). For the feedback written in English, I retained the original version. For 
feedback written in Chinese, I translated them into English and had the translation 
checked by another Chinese native speaker (who has a Master's degree obtained in 
the UK). As the interviews were conducted in Chinese, all the interview data were 
transcribed, translated and partly proofread by the same Chinese. Samples of the data 
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organisation are in Appendix 2. 
6.1.1.3 A summary of interview questions 
During the semi-structured interviews, the questions I asked were slightly different 
from group to group, according to the actual situation and the interviewees' different 
responses. Nevertheless, there were a few common questions (see Table 6-2 below) 
that were discussed in almost all groups: 
Preliminary questions: 
1. When I first mentioned the concept of 'task' to you, what was your first impression? What did 
you think it was like? 
2. After this couple of months' experience of doing tasks, what do you think it is by now? 
Main questions regarding various aspects of tasks: 
3. If I would like you to give marks to these tasks or to re-order them according to your likes, how 
would you do that? Well you could just pick up a couple of tasks which left you the deepest 
impression. (Before this question, I showed them a list of all the tasks we did, and briefly 
explained to them one by one, in order to refresh their memories. ) 
4. How do you think of the stage of doing tasks, say, before, while or after studying a text? 
5. What do you think about these two kinds of tasks, text-related ones (comprehension/ 
understanding tasks) and topic-related ones (opinion tasks)? 
6. I wonder if you sometimes felt your motivation and interest was affected by your nearby 
environment such as the whole class, the teacher, your peers, your task group, other group 
members, etc. (How did the participatory structure influence your motivations for doing tasks? ) 
The final general questions: 
7. During this term, especially this couple of months when we were having class with tasks, have 
you ever experienced anything that somehow demotivated or discouraged you to hang on in 
the class? (Unfortunately this question looks similar to Question 6. ) 
8. From your point of view as a student, what do you think about this idea (i. e. the three-stage 
learning), how useful do you think it could be, and could you think of any suggestions for me in 
order to make this framework better and more realistic? 
Table <-': Intenvieii' questions 
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The purpose of the above questions was to help my students reflect on the three-stage 
approach as used throughout the term, to talk about their overall impression of this 
course, and especially to evaluate all the tasks in a retrospecti\ e way. As can be seen 
from the table, most of the questions are task related, but not specific to any 
particular task (except No. 3). Together with the collated students' feedback and 
comments on the top five tasks, these data are intended to find out `motivating task 
features', based on which `task motivation' will be explored and discussed as the 
underlying reason why certain features could motivate students more. Examples of 
the interviewees' answers to the above questions can be found in Appendix 3. 
6.1.2 Motivating task features 
In this section, I am going to discuss student' opinions on the following four aspects: 
task topics, participatory structures, task types, and stage of implementation within 
the unit. These aspects of task design could explain why certain tasks were perceived 
more motivating than others. They were mostly discussed retrospectively during the 
interviews at the `evaluation' stage. Moreover, some of these aspects were touched 
upon by the majority of my students anonymously in the earlier `expectation' stage. 
At that point, I used their opinions for the task writing purpose. 
6.1.2.1 Task topics 
Collecting students' opinions on `task topics' was the first important thing for me to 
do at the expectation stake, because it was germane to both the task writing and the 
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overall lesson planning. Reflecting perhaps the Chinese culture of learning. both 
teachers and students have been used to depending very much on particular 
textbooks. In this regard, I have explained that I would use the text topics in the 
prescribed course book as the topics of my designed tasks. Therefore, the choice of 
task topics was limited, although I could have certain freedom in deciding how to use 
the book. What I did was to ask my students to re-arrange the sequence of the units 
(there are two texts in each unit, with similar topic area) after reading though the 
table of contents. (There were 14 units in total but I only asked my students to 
consider the first 11, because according to my previous experience there would not 
be enough time to finish them all during one term. ) Although the titles themselves 
could offer an indication only of the content of each unit, students still seemed 
interested to do this re-ordering work because they knew they would study the book 
at least in a way different from what it was supposed to be. Finally, by means of a 
point allocation system, we came up with the new sequence in which we would go 
through the units. In a sense, this sequence indicated students' hierarchical interests 
in the given task topics, which, more or less, gave me an idea of their task 
preferences. 
As it happened, the preferred sequence chosen by my two classes were not identical. 
Since I could not reasonably teach the two classes different things in different ways, I 
integrated their preferences into a single sequence which was slightly different from 
either of them but followed the gcneral trend of both. However, this new ordering of 
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units turned out to work only provisionally, and the actual teaching schedule ended 
up involving some further changes as well. In the following, I present a macro 
picture of the comparison between the original sequence of units chosen by each 
class, the provisional compromise sequence, and the actual sequence that we finally 
followed throughout that term. For the reader's reference, I also include a chart 
below which shows the final points for each unit based on the two classes' overall 
opinions: 
Class one: (Unit) 9-6-7-1-2&3-10-4-8-11-5 
Class two: (Unit) 6-7-1&4-9-2&3-10-4-8-11-5 
Provisional order: (Unit) 6-9-7-1-2&3-10-4-8-11-5 
Actual order: (Unit) 6-7-9-1-2-4-3-10-8 
Figure 6-2: Re-ordering the text units 
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Figure 6-3: Students'votingpoints for each unit 
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Notes: titles of `Text Pin each unit 5 
Unit 1: English and American Concepts of Space 
Unit 2: Tourists 
Unit 3: The Subway 
Unit 4: Style and Purpose 
Unit 5: The Santa Ana 
Unit 6: How to Get Things Done 
Unit 7: The Aims of Education 
Unit 8: Fifth Avenue, Uptown: A Letter from Harlem 
Unit 9: Roots of Freedom 
Unit 10: Fear of Dearth 
Unit 11: Beyond Invalidism 
As indicated, students' preferences for the given text topics listed above would 
determine the task topics to a great extent. Though the reasons why they came up 
with these preferred sequences were not explored at the expectation stage, their later 
comments on the top five tasks explained the implicit criteria by which they 
evaluated these topics. 
When collecting students' written feedback after doing tasks at the `experience' stage, 
I did not ask them any particular question regarding how they felt about the task 
topics. Nevertheless, many of their comments touched upon the topics, which 
confirmed that this could be an important feature of motivating tasks. During the 
evaluation-stage' intervviews, when the interviewees reflected on their on-task 
experiences and commented on their favourite two tasks, they seemed to appreciate 
very much the importance of task topics as well. I then summarised a few key words 
that students commonly used to describe the topics they liked: 
In each unit. lc\t I is the main text and Text 11 is a complementary one. 
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Task topics-students' comments 
f Interesting f Relevant 
f Attractive f Familiar 
f Enlightening or inspiring f Useful 
f Authentic/Society-related 
f Specific 
f Fashionable 
f Different 
Table 6-3: Key words of students 'comments on preferred task topics 
I temporarily grouped students' comments on task topics into two categories as 
above in view of their similarity. The first group showed the psychological impact of 
motivating tasks on learners. The second group indicated the motivating features 
embedded in the tasks. In other words, my research participants found themselves 
`interested in', `attracted to' or `inspired by' some tasks because the topics and 
contents of these tasks were `relevant, familiar, useful, authentic, specific, 
fashionable and different'. 
Evidence of these evaluative criteria can also be found in the way students re-ordered 
the textbook units. It is implied in Figure 6-3 (see above) that the most welcome text 
titles (e. g. Unit 6,9,7,1) accord with these criteria, whereas the least favoured ones 
do not (e. g. Unit 5,11,8,4,10). Among the former group, `Unit 6-How to 
Get 
Things Done' seems to aim at teaching students some useful skills; `Unit 9-Roots 
of Freedom' sounds like a modern and fashionable topic; `Unit 7-the Aims of 
Education' is something that students are familiar with. In the latter group, however, 
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`Unit 11----Beyond Invalidism' and `Unit 10-Fear of Dearth' contain some 
uncommonly-used words and abstract concepts which are not easy for students to 
make sense of, `Unit 5-The Santa Ana' is also something that students are not 
familiar with, hence the lowest points. 
These evaluative criteria for task topics were identified from students' points of view 
in their comments. To a great extent, these criteria seem to coincide with the 
educator/task-designer's perspectives fairly well. In the academic literature on 
task-based teaching, it is generally believed that `the choice of thematic content' is `a 
key element in the design of tasks' (Ellis, 2003: 218). In the case of designin- a 
task-based course for the purpose of general proficiency, Ellis (2003) introduces 
three guiding principles in the selection of task topics, that is, `topic fam liar ty', 
`intrinsic interest', and `topic relci'wicv' (ibid). These principles are clearly reflected 
in my students' topic-evaluation criteria presented in Table 6-3 above. Moreover, 
Ellis (200_1) also reproduces Estaire and Zanon's (1994) `theme generator' which `is 
organised in terms of thematic areas that are close or remote to the learner' (2003: 
2 18 ). According to this generator, task topics could relate to the students themselves 
(which is the closest area), their family life, school life, social life, and other more 
abstract things such as fantasy and imagination (which are the most remote areas). 
Apart from familiarity, interest, and relevancy, my students' other comments (see 
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Table 6-3) on their preferred task topics reflected their other learning and personal 
needs. For example, some students' preferences for `enlightening;, inspiringI topics 
showed that they hoped to gain spiritual and intellectual insights into something, as 
well as to obtain more information and knowledge from the tasks rather than just 
have fun or learn some language items. Another interesting example was found when 
I tried to interpret my students' preference for `different' task topics. At first sight, 
this criterion seemed to contradict their appreciation of `familiar' or `relevant' topics. 
However, some students' explanation about it during interviews made it clear that 
this viewpoint could only be understood by taking their previous learning experience 
into account. By `different' students meant task topics which they had not 
experienced before on their courses. They commented that although their teachers 
changed, often they covered the same topics. As an interviewee said: 
`The department changed teachers so frequently and there is no consistency among them at 
all. Something used by the previous teacher might be used by another teacher again. It is 
useless repetition. For example, the topic of love has been discussed from year one to year 
four; and we really have nothing to talk about it any more. ' (Interviewee 1, S5, Group 3, 
translation) 
At the same time, teachers and task-designers should understand that not everything 
`different' can necessarily motivate students. Their language proficiency, learning 
background, the difficulty level of tasks and topic familiarity should all be 
considered. This is why the topics like `invalidism' and `Santa Ana' were not rated 
highly by my students. Although these topics seemed very `different' and might not 
have been encountered before, they were too remote from students' familiar topic 
areas and thus perhaps less appealing. 
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6.1.2.2 Participatory structure 
The second aspect which would influence my task design at the expectation stage 
was in what way my students would like to engage in the tasks. There could be four 
choices, i. e., individual work, pair work, group work, and teacher fronted work. I 
explained to my students how these four participatory structures differed and what 
they meant before asking for their opinions. Based on their past learning experience 
and expectations of the future, students responded to me with the order of their 
preferences: pair work group work--teacher-fronted work- -individual work (see 
Figure 6-4 below). The process of arriving at these preferred participatory structures 
was the same as that used for `re-ordering the Units' in 6.1.2.1. 
Participatory structure 
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Figure 6-4: Students 'voting points für participatory structures 
Following students' initial preferences for participatory structures presented above, I 
further explored how they felt about them after a couple of months' task experience. 
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During the four group interviews, this issue was discussed either following a more 
explicit question-'how did the participatory structure influence your motivations for 
doing tasks? ', or following a different but relevant question-`I wonder if you 
sometimes felt your motivation and interest being affected by your nearby 
environment such as the whole class, your peers, your task group, and other group 
members' (Question 6, Table 6-2). 
All four structures were employed in the tasks throughout the `experience' stage, 
very often in a combined way. That is, some tasks required individual work and pair 
work, while others required group work and teacher-fronted work. It should he noted 
that when students gave comments in this regard at interviews, they talked about 
these structures at a general level without referring to any tasks in particular. After 
looking at the relevant data surrounding this issue, I spotted some interesting points 
regarding teacher-fronted work and group/pair work. 
At the `evaluation' stage, my students did not seem to appreciate `pair/group work' 
which got most votes from them at the `expectation' stage. Their extensive negative 
Comments on pair/group work also contradicted some other researchers' findings 
which indicated that group discussion was students' preferred activity in many 
contexts (e. g. Little\v-ood and Liu, 1996; Chan, 1995). Ellis (2003) summarises 
findings which suggest that group/pair work may create the most opportunities for 
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learners to communicate, and hence increase the quantity of learner speech. Howe% er, 
these two structures did not seem to my students to be the most effective or 
motivating way to encourage communication. Their reasons were related to the 
limited knowledge of English and of other things that they had and to the relationship 
in pairs or small groups. For example, some of my research participants said pair 
discussion was hard to sustain because the deskmates might be too `close' (in the 
sense of close friends) to take any topic seriously. Comparatively, group work was a 
little better, but at the same time, the problem of `unequal contribution' (Ellis, 2003) 
seemed fairly demotivating to many of my participants. In every group, it was always 
the most able student who talked a lot and in many cases would represent the group 
to report to the whole class. Whereas other members would, \t illingly or unwillingly, 
give up some participating chances even if they were also keen to improve their 
communication skills in English. 
In contrast, my participants seemed to find it more exciting to get the whole class and 
me involved in a teacher-fronted discussion, with a few volunteers stating their 
viewpoints freely, although this type of participatory structure is sometimes seen to 
leave fc\v, cr opportunities for students to talk (Ellis, 2003). The advantage my 
students obviously appreciated was that they could obtain a lot of interesting and 
inspiring ideas from each other in the teacher-fronted task. As an interviewee said: 
'W'hen you listen to others speaking, you Will get many new ideas, just like seeing many 
sparking points here and there.... Working with the whole class kept me alert and active' 
(Interviewee 2, , 7, Group 4. translation). 
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By contrast, students found the pair or group work less motivating or 
thought-provoking. As a couple of students said: 
`If just two of three of us were talking, I would soon feel bored, and very easily we would 
start chatting about something else' (Interviewee 4, S4, Group 4, translation). 
`If it was just a pair of students who had a discussion, the effect might not be so 
impressive. Even though they two could come up with some inspiring ideas, how could 
that compare with the ideas of the whole class? ' (Interviewee 3, S8, Group 2, translation). 
To further interpret the above comments, it seemed that the teacher-fronted 
participatory structure might provide a comfortable and less stressful learning 
environment than pair/group work could offer. Meanwhile, it could also make the 
learning activity more targeted and focused with the teacher's lead and management, 
which in turn would promote more effective learning than pair/group work could. 
Moreover, my students seemed to appreciate and benefit a lot from their peers' richer 
contributions elicited by the teacher within a whole-class context. This finding could 
greatly support what other researchers have discussed about the advantages of 
teacher-fronted work (e. g. Ellis, 2003; Nassaji and Wells, 2000). For example, it has 
often been pointed out that learners push themselves linguistically when talking to 
teachers. According to my participants, the significance of teacher-prompted 
peer-talk could overweigh the teacher talk itself. Besides, learning from peers was 
perceived by some students to be more important than gaining more opportunities of 
doing talking themselves within small groups. 
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Another unfavourable factor that group work might have but teacher-fronted work 
might possibly minimize was about group members. In other words, the composition 
of the group could be an important factor influencing students' task motivation. On 
the one hand, some students got less motivated to join the discussion when they 
became aware that they would not be chosen by their group to be a representative. 
On the other hand, some students had reservations and hesitations because of feelings 
of pressure, even if they had the chance to represent their groups. The following two 
comments from interview Group 2 could well explain their concerns: 
`Of course every class has several active students, and unavoidably they are very likely to 
be the only students who have chances to speak in class. Suppose there was such a top 
student in a discussion group, other members would naturally think that s/he should be the 
representative of the group to give a speech. Then there seemed to be no point for others 
to think hard. Under such circumstance, even if I wanted to say something, I wouldn't 
have enough confidence to be a volunteer, thinking that others were more capable than 
me' (Interviewee 1, S5, Group 2, translation). 
`I guess I would feel too much pressure if I were chosen to be a representative. You know, 
you are responsible for the entire group. If you performed well, that would be fantastic. If 
you didn't, you would have ruined the group's reputation. In view of this, all group 
members prefer to select the best one on their behalf. For me, if I don't think I'm the best, I 
will give up the chance. So, you see, this is like a vicious circle-the high achievers get 
better and the low achievers get worse' (Interviewee 3, S8, Group 2, translation). 
This problem relates somewhat to the notion of `social loafing' which describes the 
reduction in motivation and effort of people working in groups (Latane, Williams, 
and Harkins, 1979). According to Latane et al. (1979), this phenomenon can be 
regarded as a social disease: it is a `disease' because it has negative consequences 
which result in `a reduction in human efficiency'; it is `social' because it `results 
from the presence or actions of other people' (1979: 831). In the classroom context, 
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this is one of the concerns with group work. In this connection, there are three other 
concepts which might help explain the underlying reasons for students' social loafing 
tendency while working in collective settings. The first one is called 'task visibility' 
which `depends on the extent to which the work context permits the monitoring and 
evaluation of individual performance' (Jones, 1984: 686). Obviously, group work. 
especially in large-size classes, is not likely to make every individual student's 
performance observable by the teacher, hence the low visibility. Consequently, this 
work context may affect individual's motivation and behaviours because it 
encourages `free riding' or `shirking' (ibid). That is to say, `in a group situation in 
which either individual inputs are indistinguishable or monitoring costs are 
prohibitive, each individual has a negative incentive to control or minimiic 
production costs (called free riding here) and a positive incentive to supply less effort 
(called shirking here)' (ibid; cf. Leibowitz and Tollison, 1980). 
In the education field, the above three concepts are usually seen as potential 
problems of certain collective settings such as group work. In this research, some 
students were also aware of their unsatisfactory performance and the corresponding 
learning effects within such settings. This night be a reason why my participants did 
not appreciate group work as much as teacher-fronted work. Though the latter was in 
a sense a `bigger' group-work context which was also likely to encourage free riding 
or shirking, it was after all conducted in a more controlled and visible way by the 
teacher. In the case of my class, I could easily notice which students responded to the 
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task more actively and how they performed in a teacher-fronted task situation. 
Therefore, the problem of `unequal contribution' (Ellis, 2003) within group work 
should not be simply attributed to some students' social loafing tendency. In the 
present study, since the students themselves (such as the above two interviewees ) 
brought out their concerns in this regard, it implied that they had a good intention to 
improve the situation. From their comments, we could see that most students were 
serious about their studies and did not want to avoid making an effort. Unfortunately, 
their motivation to participate in the tasks was somehow prohibited by some 
affective factors such as lack of confidence, perception of self-esteem, and fear of 
responsibility, and by the unfavourable working conditions that some participatory 
structures offer. 
6.1.2.3 Positioning tasks at different stages of the reading process 
My students' attitudes to tasks at different stages of the reading process were elicited 
only at the final-stage interviews. I did not ask for their preferences for this aspect at 
earlier stages because it was very situation-specific. I had to consider my overall and 
specific lesson plans, the schedule of each class, the different purposes of tasks, 
hence deciding the appropriate time for conducting particular tasks. Basically, I tried 
to arrange tasks at different stages of my lesson, either before teaching a text 
(pre-reading), or while teaching a text (while-reading), or after teaching a text 
(post-reading). In general, all comprehension/understanding tasks went into the 
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while-reading stage, which corresponded with the predetermined nature of this type 
of task to help students make sense of the particular content or language of a given 
text. The opinion tasks, on the other hand, were found to be more suitable for pre- or 
post-reading stages, as they aimed to promote students' thinking in a broad sense. 
According to the relevant interview data (i. e. discussions about Question 4, Table 
6-2), students tended to favour the tasks conducted at the pre-reading stages most. 
They thought such tasks could well motivate them to study the coming texts, and 
encourage their thinking since they were more `open-minded' at that moment. As a 
student said: 
`I think the tasks at the pre-reading stages might be more useful in that they could arouse 
our curiosity' (Interviewee 2, S6, Group 2, translation). 
Similarly, another student commented: 
'I think it's better to do tasks at the pre-reading stage, because they may lead us to the text 
or its theme/topic, which in turn will get us interested to understand the text' (Interviewee 
1, S5, Group 3, translation). 
In addition, this student also gave a different reason from a `human' perspective to 
support his preference. As he said: 
`If the task was at the beginning of a class, most students were likely to have high spirits 
and it should be easy to create an active class atmosphere. ' (Interviewe 1, S5, 
Group 3, 
translation). 
By contrast, all interview groups tended to show their negative attitudes towards the 
tasks implemented at the post-reading stages, though they were `opinion tasks' too. 
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They pointed out two main disadvantages in terms of timing. Firstly they thought 
doing tasks after studying a text might limit their thinking. As a student said: 
`If we were asked to discuss the relevant topic after studying the text, perhaps our 
thoughts and languages would be influenced by it, as there might not be much space left 
for our imagination and exploration' (Interviewee 3, S7, Group 3, translation). 
A similar opinion was: 
`Very likely I couldn't help thinking about the author's opinions instead of my own' 
(Interviewee 1, S5, Group 2, translation). 
The second reason resulted from students' personal feelings about the timing of tasks. 
Somehow they felt that the end of my explaining a text was the end of the whole unit, 
and therefore psychologically they were not prepared to do tasks any more but ready 
to start a new unit instead. As a student said: 
`When we finished studying a text, we would naturally think that the class was to be over 
and a new text was coming soon' (Interviewee 2, S6, Group 2, translation). 
A more `human' explanation from Group 3 went as follows: 
`Sometimes when our tasks took place at the second class-period, or especially when it 
was approaching lunchtime, we might become less patient because we were 
hungry and 
everything in our mind was what to eat for lunch' (Interviewee 1, S5, 
Group 3, 
translation). 
Apart from the obvious positive or negative attitudes, there were a few critically 
reflective comments worth mentioning. For example, a student showed 
her 
awareness of the usefulness of tasks at the post-reading stages, but at the same time 
analysed the possible reasons behind most students' dislikes for the timing. 
She said: 
`Actually it's not bad to have a task after studying a text, because at that stage we might 
be more aware of the purpose and significance of the task, thanks to our understanding of 
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the text. I think the reason why students seem less interested or patient when doing 
post-reading task is that too much time spent on the text has already got them tired. 
What's more, if the class happened to be the last one before lunchtime, then students 
couldn't wait to be dismissed' (Interviewee 5, S3, Group 4, translation). 
In addition, the same student made a further suggestion while confirming her 
appreciation of tasks in general: 
`For me, doing task is very interesting, no matter at what time. In contrast, studying texts 
is more boring, especially those long and complicated ones. We feel tired and easily go 
absent-minded. So, I think it's better not to set an obvious line between them. I mean, 
we'd better combine tasks and texts together rather than turn sharply from a task to a text 
or vice versa. ' (Interviewee 5, S3, Group 4, translation). 
Generally speaking, the interview discussion about the issue of `positioning tasks' 
focused on whether opinion tasks were better placed in the pre- or post-reading 
stages of the lesson. Interestingly but not unexpectedly, no one made any comments 
on the while-reading stage of doing comprehension/understanding tasks. This 
seemed self evident because this was the only stage when this type of task could be 
implemented. So students' opinions of these tasks, whether positive or negative, 
could be solely attributed to the differences in specific task qualities rather than stage 
of implementation. However, the tasks conducted at the pre- and post-reading stages 
were all `opinion tasks', and some of them could even in principle be switched to the 
opposite stages. For example, Task 2 (i. e. discussion-objectives of college education) 
and Task 10 (i. e. sharing personal experience-living at home or on campus) were all 
carried out at the pre-reading stage, but could certainly be moved to the post-reading 
stage. Similarly, a couple of other tasks could be moved from post- to pre-reading 
stages as well. Under this consideration, it can be argued that the `positioning' of 
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tasks in a class is an important factor which may exert a positive or negative 
influence on students' task motivation. Being aware of this issue is particularly 
necessary for teachers in the classroom, that is, they should not only consider what 
tasks to use, but also carefully decide when to use them. In order to make the 
appropriate decision, it is important for teachers to understand their students' learning 
needs, as well as their personal needs for physical and psychological comfort. 
6.1.2.4 Task types 
As I mentioned earlier in the thesis, the tasks that I designed and implemented iii 
class could be generally grouped into two types: cornprehension/understanding tasks 
and opinion tasks (see 2.3.3). In other words, the first type of task was text-rc'latecl, 
aiming to help students make sense of the specific content or language of the given 
texts; whereas the second type was topic-related, aiming to promote students' broad 
thinking beyond the texts per se. As many of the final task plans were decided at the 
experience stage, I did not ask for their preferences for text-related versus 
topic-related task types at the initial expectation stage. Therefore, students' opinions 
on this aspect were only collected from post-task feedback and final-stage 
interviews. 
6.1.2.4.1 General discussion at interviews 
I will begin with my participants' relevant comments at interviewees, as I found these 
comments did not refer to any particular tasks but indicated 
four representative 
attitudes: 1). Favouring text-related tasks. 2). Favouring topic-related tasks. 
3). 
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Neutral attitude. 4). Critical attitude. All responses were prompted by an explicit 
interview question which was intended to elicit students' opinions about these two 
types of task (see Question 5, Table 6-2). 
Firstly, those who favoured text-related tasks stated some reasons which 
corresponded with the pre-determined purposes of this task type very well. For 
example, an interviewee said: 
`Those tasks closely related to texts may have more direct help to our studies... they can 
help us analyse and understand the text. They'll also be useful for our exams in the short 
term' (Interviewee 4, S4, Group 4, translation). 
Another one in the same group said: 
`When studying the text, I hope to do some particular tasks which could help us understand 
the text, especially when we come to class with questions' (Interviewee 1, S4, Group 4, 
translation). 
Secondly, other students who seemed to attach more value to topic-related tasks gave 
two major reasons for their preferences. The first one related to its function of 
helping understanding the text, which was similar to the usefulness of text-related 
tasks mentioned above. For example, an interviewee in Group 2 said: 
`Sometimes we final-year students might be too busy to preview the text before class, so, 
if we could be given a relevant topic to think about at the beginning of a class. I'm sure it 
would help us get some background information about what we were going to study' 
(Interviewee ?. S6, Group 2, translation). 
The second reason showed that some students considered this type of task as a way 
to hclp them learn something beyond the language. As the following two students 
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said: 
`I feel the purpose of our attending class is not only to learn some language points or 
sentence structures, but more importantly, to learn more ideas and get ourselves cultivated 
and cultured' (Interviewee 3, S7, Group 3, translation). 
`If we focus too much on the language itself, it will be too boring and not worthwhile at all' 
(Interviewee 1, S5, Group 3, translation). 
Thirdly, a few neutral comments were made by some interviewees as well. They 
were aware of the different functions of these two task types and tried to stand in the 
middle of the road without showing any bias. Like an interviewee in Group 1 said: 
`I think these two types should complement each other. We shouldn't say we prefer which 
one. I think they both are useful' (Interviewee 2, S2, Group 1, translation). 
A similar viewpoint from Group 2 was: 
`I think both kinds are good. The tasks closely related to text contents could help us with 
our reading comprehension. The topic-related tasks could give us a macro-picture and 
promote our thinking' (Interviewee 2, S6, Group 2, translation). 
Finally, apart from the dominant positive comments on either or both of the task 
types, there was one interviewee in Group 4 who made a very critical point: 
`We like the tasks you designed for us as well as your teaching method. But to be frank, I 
wonder if they are truly useful within our educational context. Even if we understand all 
these texts thoroughly under the help of your tasks and your explanation, what's the point? 
I mean, how much sense can these texts make for our future? What abilities do these texts 
intend to help us improve if at all? ' (Interviewee 5, S3, Group 4, translation) 
Undoubtedly, this is a different voice that we teachers/researchers should hear. At this 
stage, I am not going to argue whether or not this student's questioning was 
reasonable. It was at least good to see that some students did have their own thoughts, 
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instead of simply saying something that they thought I (as their teacher and a 
researcher) wanted to hear. 
6.1.2.4.2 Specific task evaluation and post-task feedback 
Following up the above general discussion, I turned to look at more supportive 
evidence in relation to particular tasks. Plenty of evidence was found from the 
interviewees' explanation about why they favoured certain tasks most, though 'task 
type' was not an explicit focus in their comments. Similarly, when writing up the 
post-task feedback in class, students (including interviewees and other attendees) 
were not directed to comment on this particular point either. However, their 
open-ended comments did demonstrate their understandings of different task types as 
well as how they found them helpful and useful. 
By putting all relevant data together and dividing them into two groups according to 
the two task types (i. e. `comprehension/understanding tasks' and `opinion tasks'), I 
came up with the following table (Table 6-4) which summarised all possible reasons 
why certain tasks, to be specific, the `top five' tasks, were perceived to be motivating 
by the research participants. Only the key words are included in the table; further 
detailed explanation and examples xvill be provided afterwards. 
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Comprehension/understanding tasks 
" Help understanding the text 
f Effective way of learning the text 
f Turn abstract conceptions into concrete images 
f Cognitively demanding/challenging 
f New /interesting /unconventional way of learning English 
Opinion tasks 
f Effectiveness of visual aids (e. g. pictures) 
" Extra relevant materials help understand the text 
f Getting interested to learn the text 
f English learning/practising (e. g. speaking, writing... ) 
f Unconventional way of learning English 
f Participation/communication 
f Warm-up 
f Practical/useful 
f Western/other countries' knowledge/culture/customs 
f Related to life/society 
f Curiosity about the outside world, about things outside of textbook 
f Opinion exchange/sharing, learning others' thoughts/ideas 
f Broaden horizon, enrich knowledge 
f Intriguing/ inspiring/eye-opening/enlightening 
f Initiatives 
f Cognitive development (thinking, analysing... ) 
f Self-perception 
f Dream of going abroad 
f Enjoyable/relaxing/less pressure 
f Fashionable task topic, suitable for young people's taste 
f Draw attention, attractive 
f Make class atmosphere active 
Table 6-4: Initial analysis of task feedback 
As only one `comprehension/understanding' task ranked in the top five, and the rest 
of the `top five' tasks were all `opinion tasks', there were significantly more 
comments made on the latter task type (see the lower section of the above table) than 
on the former type (see the upper section). There were some overlaps among these 
points, and I listed them all there for the purpose of further analysis and 
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categorisation. Seeing them as a whole, I found the students' viewpoints covered a 
wide range of perspectives, from educational to personal, from linguistic to 
psychological. Some points were particularly related to the specific tasks or the way 
of learning English, whereas others touched upon students' lifelong goals or their 
desire to enlarge their world view. Therefore, it might be important not to limit my 
understanding of students' opinions by seeing them only as language learners within 
the classroom, though this was a key perspective. It should also be necessary to 
respect them as human beings living in the real world and try to understand how they 
saw the values of tasks from a holistic perspective. 
So far I have reported the initial investigation of motivating task features (i. e. task 
topics, participatory structure, stage of implementing tasks, and task types), among 
which `task type' was in a sense the `hard core', because all the relevant comments 
on the top five tasks were arranged around it (e. g. see Table 6-4). This established an 
important basis for the rest of the discussion in this chapter. From the following 
section, I shall further explore the reasons underlying students' task motivation from 
various angles. In other words, I shall analyse the motivational perceptions which 
shape students' attitudes towards the various tasks that they experienced. 
6.1.3 Task motivation 
Based on the initial analysis of the data presented in the previous sections, I further 
teased out the underpinning themes and the relevant theoretical dimensions for 
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discussion, which are presented in the following table. The identification of these 
themes was also based on my supervisor's coding of some sample data. In general, 
there are three major aspects to students' motivational perceptions of task 
values/effectiveness, that is, language acquisition and learning, broader cognitive 
goals and skills, and learner satisfaction. 
Studying texts in particular 
f Effective way of studying the text 
f Effectiveness of visual aids (e. g. pictures) 
f Turn abstract conceptions into concrete images 
f Getting interested to learn the text, warming-up 
Language f Curiosity 
acquisition 
and learning Learning English in general 
f Western/other countries' knowledge/culture/customs 
f New/interesting/unconventional way of learning English 
f English learning and skills practising (e. g. speaking, writing... ) 
f Participation/communication 
f Practical/useful 
Knowledge enhancement 
f Curiosity about the outside world, about things outside of textbook 
f Broaden horizon, enrich knowledge 
Broader f Intriguing/ inspiring/eye-opening/enlightening 
cognitive 
goals and Mu tual development 
skills f Opinion exchange/sharing, learning others' thoughts/ideas 
Sel f-improvement 
f Initiatives 
f Self-perception 
f Cognitive development (thinking, analysing... ) 
f Enjoyment/relaxation/less pressure 
learner f Related to personal life or society 
satisfaction f Fashionable topic, suitable for young people's taste 
f Make class atmosphere active 
Table 6-5: Further categorisation of task feedback 
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6.1.3.1 Language acquisition and learning 
For learners in the language classroom, no matter at what level, impro\ ing the target 
language proficiency should be, and is expected to be one of their primary learning 
aims. As an English teacher, my responsibility is to help them work towards this aim 
in effective ways. Certainly, learning a foreign language is a difficult business which 
involves comprehensive proficiency development such as enlarging vocabulary, 
learning grammar, reinforcing communicative skills, and getting to know the relevant 
culture. For language learners at different developmental stages in different learning 
contexts, perhaps their expectations of their English learning experience are different, 
hence the different evaluation of the effects of various learning activities. 
From a teacher's perspective in this research, since the course I taught was 
`Advanced English Reading', I decided that one of my main purposes of designing 
and implementing certain tasks was to help students understand the reading texts in 
the prescribed textbook. Regarding how my students interpreted my teaching aims, I 
was glad to see that they did mention some task values in this aspect. This is 
particularly true when they talked about `comprehension/understanding' tasks which 
by nature were designed for this purpose. About `opinion' tasks, though they might 
not be directly related to the contents of texts, students still noted the usefulness of 
the activities surrounding the relevant topics. Therefore, some of their comments on 
this t\pe of task look similar to those on the former type as well. 
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Firstly, some of the students' comments were very `task-specific'. That is to say. the 
comments resulted from their appreciation of the quality of a particular task. 
Therefore, I need to refer to the task in question before trying to make an y 
interpretation. For example, the `picture-drawing' task (Task 6, Appendix 1) ranked 
first among all the tasks, and it was the only task that involved some drawing activity. 
I designed this task because I felt it would be difficult for students to make sense of 
that particular paragraph (this paragraph is included in Appendix 1, Task 6), and 
therefore wanted to try out this way of driving home the meaning. Some students saw 
it as effective in the sense that it helped them understand the text content. As they 
commented, `I feel I can understand that article after drawing'; `It makes the abstract 
description into concrete pictures, very effective'; `Drawing produces different 
effects'; `Pictures can give more intuitive impression, and the text becomes easier to 
understand. ' 
Apart from seeing this straightforward function, some students realised the cognitive 
and pragmatic challenge embedded in this task. An interviewee in Group 2 made an 
interesting suggestion as follows: 
`That is a re-creative process. If this task was a part of an examination, I'm sure it would 
be more effective in testing students' abilities rather than the silly book knowledge' 
(Interviewee 3, SS, Group 2. translation). 
Another interviewee in Group 4 had a similar voice: 
It attracts our attention; we need to use our head and hand, knowledge and imagination' 
(Interviewee 3, S 1, Group 4, translation). 
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This couple of opinions implied that students were aware of the difference between 
`knowledge' and `ability', and they were keen to improve their transferable skills 
even in the process of learning a language. Thus, this could be an important value 
that some learners expected to see from motivating tasks. Moreover. students' 
appreciation of this task also showed the positive effects of `optimal degree of 
challenge' that a task may have. In Williams and Burden's (1997) framework of L2 
motivation (see Table 3-3), this is an important internal factor that may get a learner 
intrinsically interested in the task. 
Alongside the above linguistic and cognitive values, some of my research 
participants saw this task as motivating because it demonstrated an unconventional 
way of learning English and aroused their curiosity. As an interviewee in Group 4 
said: 
`We hardly have chances to learn English by means of draw especially when taking 
the boring intensive reading course. It's really new and fresh to us' (Interviewee 3, SI, 
Group 4, translation). 
Another student said: 
`The textbook is %, cry boring, you know, and the lines of words make us unwilling to read 
it at all. But when you assigned a drawing task to us, I suddenly became interested to read 
that paragraph, I was curious about what kind of pictures we could come up with. ' 
(Interviewee 4, S4, Group 4, translation) 
Certainly, having fun should not be encouraged as students' main aim in the 
classroom. However, this point should always be taken into account by teachers and 
task designers. If learners were not interested in a task at all, it might be hard for 
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them to appreciate its other values no matter how potentially useful this task was in 
principle. In this regard, `intrinsic value' is considered as one of the four major 
components of task value proposed by Eccles et al. (1983; reviewed in 3.3.1.2). That 
is, students would like to gain some enjoyment from doing a task. Moreover, 111 
Keller's (1983) education-oriented theory of motivation, `interest' is also seen as 
important in arousing and sustaining learners' curiosity, which is one of the sources 
of their feelings of `satisfaction' (reviewed in 3.3.2.1). 
Secondly, some other comments were `non-task-specific'. In other words, «vhen 
some students commented on a certain task, they were actually taking a broad View 
of their English learning rather than focusing on the skills needed to accomplish a 
particular task. Apart from getting to understand the given texts and improving 
reading skills, students were also aware of the importance of learning about foreign 
cultures, and appreciated the opportunities to develop other language skills apart 
from reading. These aspects were more obvious to see when they commented on the 
`opinion tasks' which particularly aimed to encourage communication and interaction 
via Enlish. As a student wrote in his task feedback: 
`This kind of discussion helps us to talk around a certain topic, thus it is helpful, 
especially for oral English.... It motivates me to think in English ' (S5, Class Two, 
original). 
Another student's comments indicated her understanding of the relationship between 
lanzuawc and its relevant culture, though she did not stress her own interest in this 
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aspect: 
`It is helpful for us who want to have a good command of English. We are required to 
know about foreign conventions. In this way, we will have more interest in studying 
English' (S 10, C'lass Two, original). 
In connection with students' learning goals in this aspect, `relevance', as one of the 
major determinants of motivation, might be a criterion that they used for evaluating 
tasks (Keller, 1983; Crookes and Schmidt, 1991; reviewed in 3.3.2.1) 
It was not a surprise to see the positive attitudes towards English culture among my 
participants, but it was indeed interesting to know that they had fairly high 
expectation of the way in which the cultural knowledge was transferred to them. 
Tasks could be a good means in this regard, but the task implementer (e. g. teacher) 
seemed to be more important. As far as the present research is concerned, I myself 
was the task designer and teacher conducting the tasks. The entire process of writing 
and implementing tasks was unavoidably influenced by my personal living and 
studying experience in the UK. My students tended to be more interested in me and 
my overseas life than in the tasks per se; and they would see me as a window to the 
western world. In this sense, the teacher, as a `significant other' (Williams and 
Burden, 1997, see Table 3-3) is an important external factor in activating students' 
intrinsic interest and helping to maintain their positive attitudes to English. 
In general, my participants' comments discussed in this subsection (i. e. 6.1.3.1) all 
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had much to do with the effectiveness of the task as a means of learning En`lish. 
Moreover, this `learning' could be understood in a broad sense, including learning to 
understand a reading text, learning to develop language skills, and learning to 
improve cognitive ability in language acquisition. Connecting these aspects of 
learning with learners' goals, it could be seen that these goals relate not only to 
language education but also to personal development. Actually, this corresponds with 
Winne and Marx's (1989; reviewed in 3.2.3.2) definition of `tasks' from a goal 
perspective, that is, `tasks are the events of classroom life that constitute 
opportunities for students to engage their cognitive and motivational apparatus in the 
service of achieving personal and educational goals' (1989: 242). Therefore, in the 
following subsection, I am going to go beyond the investigation of students' 
language-learning-level motivational consideration, and further explore some 
broader aspects in relation to task motivation. 
6.1.3.2 Broader cognitive goals and skills 
When evaluating task values and effectiveness, my students also expressed, 
implicitly or explicitly, their desire for knowledge enhancement and intellectual 
development, as well as interests in meeting cognitive challenges in doing tasks. 
Basically, these desires and interests reflected students' broader cognitive goals and 
needs for developing relevant skills, as opposed to linguistic goals and skills. 
Firstly, sonic students found certain tasks motivating because these tasks could 
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satisfy their `curiosity about the outside world and about things outside the textbook'. 
Other students used words like `broaden horizon', `enrich knowledge', and 
`eye-opening' to express similar feelings. Interestingly, the comments of this kind 
seemed to have little to do with language acquisition, though they arose from doinz 
learning tasks in English classes. For example, when commenting on Task 9 (about 
railway systems, see Appendix 1), one student's written feedback was: 
`Our teacher told us about the English railway station and it broaden our eyesight and 
made us learn about some very interesting and useful knowledge' (S12, Class Tww-o, 
original). 
Similarly, another student wrote: 
`As English majors or not, to know about the outside world is what we desire, because it 
can enlarge our vision of the world. What's more, I think to know more about the other 
country's culture is a necessity' (S24, Class TAN To, original). 
Indeed, learning about the relevant `culture' is important for learning the target 
language, as I have discussed in the previous subsection regarding learners' 
motivation for language learning. However, I had an impression that students' 
interests were not limited to the culture of English-speaking countries. The concept 
of `outside world' in their minds might actually refer to anywhere outside the 
classroom, outside the university, or outside China. Referring to Gardner's (1985, 
reviewed in 3.2.1) distinction between `integrative' and `instrumental' 
orientation/motivation, I felt that my students' interests of this kind did not really fall 
into either category, because they neither had a clear intention to identify with certain 
foreign language community nor had an explicit utilitarian reason for learning the 
foreign culture. Rather, students seemed to be more concerned about their overall 
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personal development and keen to grow into knowledgeable and broadly educated 
persons. 
The second interesting point is that some students were motivated about the tasks 
which allowed them to learn from each other. Compared with the first point 
discussed above which implied that students saw their teacher as a window to the 
outside world and as a source of knowledge, the second one showed that they also 
saw their peers as valuable learning sources who could not only bring many fresh 
ideas to them but also activate their own thinking. Moreover, both points could help 
explain why my students had an obvious preference for `teacher-frontcdi' 
participatory structure. Perhaps in that setting, they felt they could have more 
chances to `communicate', verbally or mentally, with the teacher and other class 
fellows. 
In a sense, the intrinsic nature of communicative tasks predetermines the 
opportunities for classroom interaction. However, from students' perspective, what 
they themselves expected to learn and develop through tasks might vary from one to 
another. Though the tasks NN-ere designed to facilitate language learning, some 
students did not really attach much importance to this aspect. Instead, they 
appreciated the chances to learn others' thoughts/ideas/opinions about certain topics, 
even i lt' these thoughts were not expressed in perfect English by their peers. 
In other 
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words, they were more concerned about `meaning' than `form'; and sometimes they 
even seemed more eager to listen to others' opinions than to spell out their own. In 
this connection, some students used the words like `intriguing', `inspiring', 
`enlightening' when reflecting on the task-engagement processes that they ww ere 
motivated about. For example, when talking about Task 2 (about `objectives of 
college education, see Appendix 1) at interviews, a student said: 
`At the beginning of that task, you know, when we were doing brainstorming, I found 
myself blinkered. After you put all the ideas on the blackboard, I realised there were 
actually so many aims among us, which suddenly opened my eyes. Some of them might 
never occur to me at all' (Interviewee 1, S5, Group 2, translation). 
In addition, some students' written feedback on this task expressed similar opinions. 
For example, `Two heads are better than one, they can tell many ideas that I didn't 
think' (S17, Class One, original); `... discussing with your partners and exchanging 
your opinions through which we can learn something' (S6, Class One, original); `the 
brainstorming and the presentation.. . the 
first one gives me more thoughts, while the 
latter one helps me further understand others' opinions' (S15, Class One, original). 
From the above comments, it could be argued that these students were in a sense 
`intrinsically motivated' by the task, though this did not necessarily mean they had 
firn. As reviewed in 3.2.2.1, Ryan and Deci (2000) point out the existence of intrinsic 
motivation 'in the nexus between a person and a task' (2000,56). They further 
explain this `in terms of the satisfaction a person gains from intrinsically motivated 
task engagement' based on Hull's (1943) learning theory' (ibid). In the case of the 
present stud`, it seemed that intrinsic motivation could also be interpreted in terms of 
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the satisfaction a person gains from beneficial interaction with other task-takers 
while engaging in a task. 
Thirdly, some students seemed keen to improve their cognitive ability such as 
thinking and analysing, as well as to develop their self-perception of competence 
through working on tasks. In addition, some tasks were seen as motivating because 
they encouraged students to take initiatives. In general, students' such comments 
indicated their strong desire for exercising their personal capacities in various ways. 
One good example of tasks which may have satisfied their learning needs in this 
regard is Task 7 (about email writing, see Appendix 1). As an interviewee 
commented: 
`Our usual way of learning is from theory to practice, but this task showed the other way 
round. It encouraged us to take our initiatives and aroused our interest' (Interviewet: 5, S3, 
Group 4, translation). 
The following comment from another student's written feedback showed her 
increased understanding of herself as a language learner: 
`When I was asked to write an email in the class, I really didn't know how to start it. I 
have been having my English writing classes for almost six semesters. I am a good copier 
but not a good originator. I used to writing an email or business letter or something like 
this with a sample beside me. Hm ever, when I need to write it myself, I couldn't find the 
proper words or sentences. Even I know such tone was not appropriate, I would use it, 
because I don't know other expressions. I think it is not quite difficult for me. What I need 
very much is the practice. I ant confident in writing a good email. ' (S5, Class One, 
Original) 
Another example of tasks which may have promoted students' cognitive 
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enhancement is Task 4 (discussion about freedom, regarding a sexual picture, see 
Appendix 1). For instance, a student wrote her feedback like this: 
`This task is very useful.. . 
it does cause students to think seriously and try to find out a 
solution to the problem. Therefore, it is helpful to improve the students' independent 
thinking ability' (S2, Class Two, original). 
Similarly, another student commented as follows: 
`... we put our thinking in the pathway to discovering what freedom is. So it is 
intriguing.... This kind of problem-solving task trains our mental ability, such as analysing, 
synthesising, and the like' (S8, Class Two, original). 
Generally, the above four quoted comments all showed students' appreciation of 
developing their cognitive competence through tasks. It is important for students to 
have a `realistic awareness of personal strengths and weaknesses', a positive attitude 
towards certain degree of challenge, as well as confidence in fulfilling one's potential 
(Williams and Burden, 1997, see Table 3-3). These are important internal factors 
which can influence one's motivation to do something. Moreover, students' 
willingness to take initiatives and to develop independent thinking is an important 
prerequisite to encourage learner autonomy as well. Connecting this aspect with my 
students' comments on the stage of implementing tasks discussed earlier, we could 
further understand why they preferred to do tasks at the pre-reading stages. As they 
explained, they would be more likely to think freely, actively, and independently at 
that point. 
All in all, the above three points could be considered as the second source of task 
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motivation. They imply that motivating tasks should demonstrate cognitive 
effectiveness to satisfy students' needs in this aspect. Certainly, students' broader 
cognitive goals and their needs for all-round personal development could coexist 
with language learning goals. On the one hand, broader goals and needs may 
sometimes compete with language learning motivation and direct learners' attention 
and efforts in different ways. But on the other hand, they can also be complementary 
and positively push learners' language learning motivation forward. 
6.1.3.3 Learner satisfaction 
Apart from linguistic and cognitive considerations, psychological effectiveness of 
tasks (in the shape of `learner satisfaction') was also identified as an underlying 
source of task motivation in this study. Based on Keller's (1983) motivation system, 
`satisfaction' has been discussed by Dörnyei (1994) as one of the four course-specific 
motives (reviewed in 3.3.2.1). According to Dörnyei, this component refers to `the 
combination of extrinsic rewards such as praise or good marks and to intrinsic 
rewards such as enjoyment and pride' (1994: 278). In the present study, satisfaction 
could also help explain learners' task-specific motives, but it seemed to be more 
complex than what Dörnyei has discussed. 
Firstly, learner satisfaction had nothing to do with `good marks', as the tasks I 
cmployed in my class were not for any assessment purpose. Things like `praise' or 
'pride' were never mentioned by my participants either. 'Enjoyment' could be a 
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reason, as some students did say that some tasks were interesting and they enjoyed 
them. In addition, this `enjoyment' did not necessarily arise from having fun. It also 
came from the feeling of relaxation while studying in an active but less stressful class 
atmosphere. For example, when commenting on Task 9 (about railway system, see 
Appendix 1), one student wrote: 
`The relevant discussion makes class more attractive. I'm very happy that I have chance to 
know something about Britain in this way. It gave me an impression that it is a relaxation 
to have such kind of class. Now I haven't any pressure such as memorising long words, 
analysing complex sentences or paragraphs etc. in the intensive reading class. But I 
actually have learned something' (S20, Class One, original). 
Secondly, it was found in the present study that learner satisfaction did not just mean 
pleasure or contentment derived from engaging in a task. Learner satisfaction was 
fairly germane to the previously discussed linguistic and cognitive needs that they 
expected to fulfil in the task. In other words, apart from having fun or feeling good, 
some students were also seriously concerned with gaining language-learning-related 
skills or knowledge, and with enhancing their rounded self-improvement beyond 
learning English. Furthermore, this aspect of learner satisfaction could relate to the 
`basic psychological needs' which underpin intrinsic motivation. As reviewed in 
3.2.2.1, Dec] and Ryan (2002) point out that humans have innate needs for 
`relatedness', `competence', and `autonomy' (2002: 7-8). This is true for learners in 
the classroom as well. In this research, my earlier quoted comments indicated that 
some of my participants felt satisfied when they could learn from their fellows in the 
teacher-fronted tasks. when they experienced opportunities to exercise their 
capacities, and when they were encouraged to take initiatives and to engage in 
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independent thinking. 
Last but not least, learner satisfaction also came from their physical and 
psychological comfort while doing tasks or other learning activities in the classroom. 
Williams and Burden's (1997) framework includes this point as one of the external 
factors that influence student motivation (see Table 3-3). With regard to the present 
study, clear evidence which supported this aspect was my participants' comments on 
the stage of implementing tasks. As I have discussed, one of the reasons ,x by they 
favoured the pre-reading stage of doing tasks was that these tasks were mostly 
conducted at earlier points of the class/day when they had `high spirits'. By contrast, 
if a task took place at the ending phase of a class or in the late morning, students 
were likely to be impatient, and physically they might feel hungry as well. 
All in all, there are a variety of factors that might affect learner satisfaction with the 
teacher, the class, the tasks, their peers, and with themselves. As regards tasks in 
particular, learner satisfaction is an important part of task motivation. On the one 
hand, such satisfaction seems to be heavily dependent on the linguistic and cognitive 
effectiveness of the task. On the other hand, learners' psychological (such as 
having 
enjoyment or relaxation) and physical comfort are fairly important as they could 
help 
create a favourable classroom atmosphere to facilitate language acquisition and 
cognitive development. 
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6.2 Further discussion 
6.2.1 Underlying dimensions of task motivation 
Following up the discussion in 6.1.3, the three emergent themes (i. e. `language 
acquisition and learning', `broader cognitive goals and skills', and `learner 
satisfaction') seem to indicate three underlying motivational dimensions which work 
interactively to influence learners' task motivation. Specifically speaking, `academic 
motivation' may well explain learners' purpose for language acquisition and learning 
in general; `personal development motiv'ation' explains why they are keen to d evvelop 
other knowledge and skills beyond English; `affectivc motivation' reminds us of the 
emotional satisfaction that learners need while doing tasks. 
Academic motivation Personal development motivation 
Figure 6-5. - Task motivation 
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6.2.1.1 Academic motivation 
Within classroom contexts, student motivation is generally seen as 'the product of a 
complex set of interacting goals and intentions of both academic and social nature' 
(Dörnyei, 2005: 86; cf. Juvonen and Nishina, 1997; Wentzel. 1999). Regarding the 
academic nature of student motivation, Dörnyei sees it as `... -hopefully---an 
important facet of the learners' general disposition toward attending school... ' (2005: 
86). This `general disposition' may vary from student to student due to their different 
personal goals and learning needs. In view that all participants in my research 
context were English majors, and around 80% of their modules were English related, 
I would presume that their main academic motivation stemmed from their different 
reasons for learning English. For example, some students planned to further their 
academic pursuits still in this field (i. e. to read for a Master's degree majoring in 
English); some students wanted to change their majors for further studies but English 
would be a compulsory subject among the postgraduate entrance exams; some 
students needed to strive for various language certificates for job-seeking purposes; 
and all the students would have to prepare for the national English test. These 
different goals for learning English in the situation would have definitely influenced 
my participants' j udgement of various task values (such as the importance, usefulness, 
and relevance). Accordingly, from students' preferences for certain task features, we 
might get to understand their academic motivation as «e11. 
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To begin with, my participants' voices on `task types' can reflect their academic 
motivation in terms of learning English. From their comments on 
`comprehension/understanding tasks', it could be seen that students attached great 
importance to being able to understand the reading texts. They seemed to agree \ý ith 
the course requirement though they felt bored with the prescribed course book. 
Naturally, they would be happy if the teacher could bring some `unconventional' 
methods (such as tasks) to the class and reduce the boredom. That the drawing task 
(see Task 6, Appendix 1) ranked first was good evidence in this regard, although it 
was just a one-off activity. 
Apart from getting to understand particular texts, some students would also take 
advantage of tasks to improve their English proficiency in general. Students' 
academic motivation influenced their appreciation of two main benefits that the tasks 
demonstrated, that is, chances for knoit'ledgc gaining and skills practising. I group 
these two aspects under the umbrella of `academic motivation' in view of their close 
relationship with language learning. `Knowledge' here mainly refers to the cultural 
information about relevant English-speaking countries, which in students' minds is 
important for language acquisition. `Skills' refer to comprehensive language skills 
including English reading, writing, listening, and speaking. Referring back to 
Williams and Burden's (1997) framework, these two aspects correspond to certain 
internal factors. Expectations for gaining relevant knowledge might clearly reflect 
my participants' attitudes `to the target language', and `to the target language 
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community and culture', while the wishes for `skills practising' demonstrated their 
`awareness of developing skill and mastery in a chosen area' as ww ell as their attitudes 
to `language learning in general' (see Table 3-3). 
6.2.1.2 Personal development motivation 
Besides `academic motivation', another salient theme emerged from the data, that is. 
students' keen interests in seeking broader knots ledge and cognitive development. 
Though my research participants were all English majors, the data did reveal other 
personal development goals which, as I discussed earlier, could compete with or 
complement their language learning goals. When discussing academic motivation 
above, I have mentioned learners' interests in knowledge about western culture and 
community. Actually, the desired knowledge of this kind seemed to be getting further 
and further away from language learning in a strict sense; and the so-called `wcstcrn 
culture/community' might as well represent the whole world outside the classroom. 
In students' words, they were expecting to `broaden their horizon' and 'enrich their 
knowledge' through the given academic tasks in class. Meanwhile, they would like to 
develop their cognitive competence such as thinking and analysing, and other 
transferable skills such as taking initiatives and making decisions. 
I was not surprised at students' learning needs in this aspect, but did not expect they 
would have such strong motivations to explore the broader knowledge and vvicww s 
from others, and to develop their own thinking potential. The fact that four out of the 
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top five tasks voted by interviewees were `opinion tasks' could be good evidence 
which showed students' appreciation of the non-linguistic knowledge they had 
gained and the various thoughts they had shared among themselves. Interestingly, 
when they talked positively about such opinion-exchange activities, they did not 
mention any issues of their peers' language at all. No one seemed to care much about 
whether their classmates could speak fluent and accurate English when expressing 
their thoughts. Rather, they were just happy enough so long as they could obtain 
some `ideas' from each other. As it happened during the fieldwork, there was always 
a whole-class discussion/review part involved at some point of the tasks, no matter 
what participatory structure was mainly employed. My participants seemed to value 
this part very much, because they saw it as a chance to absorb more ideas from me 
and the whole class, which perhaps was rare in other English courses. 
Realising this motivational dimension also triggered me to find out its sources. As I 
myself am from the same cultural/social background as my research participants, it 
might be necessary to look for answers from a cultural/social perspective first. 
Despite the dominant `exam-oriented' educational system for quite a few years in 
China, the current central education authorities and even the whole society have been 
advocating `quality education' at all levels (Ministry of Education, 2001,2003; cited 
in Jin and Cortazzi, 2006: 14). Students' awareness of its importance becomes clearer 
as they go through advancing `developmental stages' (Williams and Burden, 
1997) as 
well. In this regard, university students tend to feel more urgently the need to grow 
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into `all-round' persons by getting education in a broad sense, as they will soon enter 
the society which may judge them through their transferable skills and 
comprehensive knowledge rather than through exam results only. All these factors 
might push students to consciously internalise the initially external values and 
expectations, which might be an underlying reason for their `personal development 
motivation'. 
In addition, once personal development motivation has been `internalised', it gets 
very close to `intrinsic motivation', which is seen to be an ideal state of learning 
(Deci and Ryan, 2002). Having this internal force is a good start, but how to keep it 
going and protect it becomes crucially important. At this point, the most immediate 
learning environment (Dörnyei, 2003), e. g. the classroom, the teacher, the peers, may 
play a decisive role which either pushes learners forward to the `intrinsic motivation' 
end or pulls them back to the `amotivation' end (Deci and Ryan, 2002; see Table 3-1). 
When unfortunately the external force does not work well, the learners may have 
some internal `fights', and then make alternative decisions to maintain their 
internalised aims by themselves. For example, when a learner's confidence and 
willingness to participate in a task confronts peer pressure within his task group, he 
may choose a different way of taking part. Normally learners' engagement or 
participation in a task is measured by some observable behaviour such as speaking or 
writing. However, we may also need to understand and encourage their unobservable 
engagement (e. g. thinking, listening) which results from unavailable chances to voice 
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their opinions or their lack of confidence in their performance. From my participants' 
feedback in the present research, it could be inferred that they found some tasks 
motivating mainly because these tasks promoted their thinking and gave them 
chances to listen to others' opinions. This was particularly the case when they felt 
their non-English-related needs for personal development were satisfied. 
6.2.1.3 Affective motivation 
Affective variables such as stress, anxiety, boredom, satisfaction, self-worth concern 
have been considered as important factors influencing language acquisition in 
general and task performance in particular. For example, one of Dörnyei's research 
studies focused on `thc psychological dimension of cooperative language learning, 
and found that `the key to its effectiveness (is) in the affective domain' (Dörnyei, 
1997: 483). In another task-related study, Dörnyei and Kormos (2000) also suggested 
that `students' verbal behaviour in oral task situations is partly determined by a 
number of non-linguistic and non-cognitive factors whose examination may 
constitute a potentially fruitful extension of existing task-based research paradigms' 
(2000: 275). Bearing the antecedents' contribution in mind, I also paid attention to 
the affective aspect of task motivation when analysing my data. Though 
I did not 
dcsi n particular questions to elicit participants' comments in this regard, this theme 
still emcroed from the data, primarily in the shape of `learner satisfaction' 
discussed 
in 6.1.3.3. 
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I have emphasised that learners' general satisfaction with certain tasks comes from 
the linguistic and cognitive effectiveness that they could experience in the tasks; and 
such satisfaction can be strengthened by physical and psychological comfort 
provided by a favourable task situation. To further understand learner satisfaction 
from an affective perspective, it might be necessary to look into it in a situated 
manner. 
In the most immediate learning environment-classroom, the teacher has a key role 
to play in affecting student motivation. When a teacher implements a task, whether 
she can create a comfortable and lively atmosphere, whether she can help reduce 
learners' anxiety and stress, whether she can protect learners' self-esteem, whether 
she can provide learners with timely help, sensitive care and encouraging feedback, 
may all influence learners' affective motivation to engage in the task. In the present 
research, my participants did voice their affective experiences in this regard, either 
explicitly or implicitly, which enriched their evaluative comments on tasks. 
From my own perspective, I also observed my students' affective responses to certain 
tasks in my class. Once there was such a text--Living In Two Worlds (Unit 3 -Text 
II), in Which the author tells of his feelings when living in two totally different 
worlds - one is his poor family in New Jersey, and the other 
is in an affluent 
university Stanford. Inspired by this topic and by Willis' (1996: 26-27) pedagogical 
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classification of tasks, I organised a pre-reading discussion (Task 10-sharing 
personal experience, see Appendix 1) in which students were invited to talk about 
their own feelings of being at home and at the university, in groups and then to the 
whole class voluntarily. The task went all right at first, but ended up causing a girl to 
cry. During the final-stage discussion, I also saw serous looks on a number of 
students' faces when they were showing their awareness that they were actually 
stepping further and further away from their families as they `Tree up. I really had 
not expected that some students would get so `involved' in this personalisation task. 
Regarding that girl, she finally told me after class that the task reminded her of some 
unhappiness recently going on in her family. This impressive story reminded me of 
how sensitive a teacher should be when she carries out learning activities in class. 
Teachers' responsibilities are not only to transfer knowledge, but also to give care, 
understanding, and support to their students and help them `grow up' happily and 
healthily. 
Being aware of the importance of caring about students' affective motivation, I also 
felt that this requirement of teachers would have to depend on some necessary 
conditions. It would not be easy if the class was too big for a teacher to manage. For 
this reason, I had certain reservations about my students' comments on their favourite 
participatory structure (i. e. teacher-fronted work), as this preference seemed to have 
much to do with the reduced class size. Thanks to the low attendance rate, the size of 
class in which most tasks were conducted was niuch smaller than it was supposed to 
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be (i. e. about 60 students in every class in my research context). When discussing 
this issue, my interviewees and I all agreed that the smaller class size encouraged 
better learning and teaching effects and made them and me feel more comfortable in 
class. Therefore, it might be reasonable to suspect that my students would not feel as 
much motivated as they did if the tasks were conducted in the original sized class, 
whatever participatory structure was employed. 
The issue of class size links again to human's need for relatedness (Ryan and Deci, 
2000; reviewed in 3.2.2.1). As Ryan and Deci (2000) state, `in classrooms this means 
that students' feeling respected and cared for by teachers is essential for their 
willingness to accept the proffered classroom values' (2000: 64). My participants' 
comments at interviews coincided with this statement to a great extent. Generally 
speaking, most of those who regularly attended class felt that the low attendance rate 
benefited them a lot and even turned out to be a motivating factor for them to learn 
English. Here are some examples of students' comments: 
`Having fewer people in class is not bad because all those attendees come to class for the 
purpose of learning. We have a lot in common and therefore could understand each other. 
This helps create a pleasant atmosphere. ' (Interviewee 2, S2, Group 1, translation) 
`If there were only a small number of students, the teacher knew you were there and you 
were unlikely to be ignored. You would be easily pushed to engage yourself in the class 
and follow through, which might be a way of getting motivated. ' (Interviewee 1, S5, Group 
2, translation) 
`Although we haven't had lots of students in class this term, I feel that those who do come 
are getting more and more active in terms of their class participation. And we are showing 
more and more understanding to each other, which is good, because we may get less scared 
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of class. ' (Interviewee 2, S3, Group 3, translation) 
`I feel this kind of atmosphere is like in a family, every student would be able to `yet the 
teacher's attention.... On the contrary, in a big and loose class, it's not likely that the 
teacher could care you or notice you. ' (Interviewee 2, S7, Group 4, translation) 
All in all, the affective dimension should be given great importance in the classroom, 
as it is a necessary condition for promoting effective learning. As a return, effective 
learning will contribute to learner satisfaction by bringing students increased 
confidence, enhanced self-esteem, and accumulated sense of achievenment. As found 
in the present research, `affective motivation' complemented my students' `acadcmic 
motivation' and `personal development motivation' in composing their motivations 
for tasks in particular and for language learning in general. 
6.2.2 Reflections on generalised and situational motivation 
So far I have analysed and discussed all the task-related data collected in this 
research, with a predetermined aim to find out motivating task features and the 
reasons behind them. From students' voices, I further explored the underlying 
motivational dimensions of their perceptions about motivating tasks. As it was hoped, 
these dimensions helped explain what motivational perspectives shaped my students' 
task motivation in this specific context. 
In view of the qualitative nature of this research and the descriptive approach that 
I 
employed in analysing data, I allowed the themes to emerge and let the 
data speak for 
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itself. As a result, three dimensions were identified (details have been discussed 
above) which seemed to me the most appropriate way of making sense of the data. 
This categorisation suggested an alternative way of looking at task motivation, which 
was apparently different from the `trait/state' approach (i. e. generalised'situational 
motivation) that I anticipated I would be likely to use (as reviewed in Chapter 3). 
However, the emergence of the three underlying dimensions (i. e. academic 
motivation, personal development motivation, and affective motivation) did not go 
against the reviewed traditional approach at all, but has made the research focus 
more targeted for this particular research context. 
Moreover, these three dimensions all seemed to be complex combinations of 
learners' generalised and situation- and task-specific motivation. For example, 
`academic motivation' reflected both students' general attitudes towards and goals of 
learning English, and their specific needs for understanding a liven text under the 
help of a certain task. `Personal development motivation' both demonstrated 
students' general interest in the foreign culture or the outside world, and revealed 
their appreciation for having the opportunity to learn each other's thoughts and to 
fleet certain cognitive challenges in a particular task. Similarly, 'affective 
motivation' not only showed students' constant psychological needs for working 
in a 
supportive environment and being cared by others, but also revealed their specific 
stress/pressure or enjoyment relaxation while engaging in different tasks and relevant 
participatory structures. 
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In the previous studies of and theoretical discussions about task motivation, few 
researchers have made explicit statements about to what extent the generalised and 
situational motivational influences work respectively on learners' task motivation. 
Though in the present research there was no `hard' data which could offer an exact 
proportion between generalised and situational motivation; nevertheless, it was felt 
that the latter played a relatively more important role and exerted more direct 
influence on learners' task motivation. As Julkunen (2001) says, `situation specific 
motivation refers to the motivational state in a given situation' (2001: 30). In the case 
of tasks, the most immediate task situation may involve the physical setting of the 
classroom or the task group, the participatory structure, the participants and their 
physical/psychological states, the group dynamics, the task topics, the stage of 
implementation, etc. All these factors together may immediately decide the way 
learners approach the task and the motivation they demonstrate in doing the task. At 
the moment, their situation specific motivation may reinforce or undermine their 
generalised motivation which is just `standing by'. Perhaps some time later when 
they reflect on their earlier experience with tasks, they may have different 
perceptions of the task after they have time to draw on their deeply rooted 
generalised motivation to make more sensible evaluation. In sum, it is important 
for 
teachers to be awarc of the interdependence of their learners' motivation at various 
levels, and accordingly create a favourable task situation which may to the greatest 
extent make their situational motivation complement their general motivation. 
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6.2.3 Reflections on the `3E framework' 
In the closing section before concluding this chapter, I would like to add a few words 
about my proposed 3E framework (Expectation-Experience-Evaluation) in this 
research. Primarily I regarded it as a methodological framework guiding my data 
collection. Secondarily I saw it as a pedagogical framework as \t-ell, because my 
data-gathering process was also a teaching process within authentic classrooms. 
From a researcher's perspective, my personal involvement in the authentic 
teaching/learning situation has proved to be worthwhile for motivation research; and 
the qualitative approach has helped me gain a further understanding of the complex 
construct of motivation. From a teacher's perspectiv e. I felt it was absolutely 
essential to invite and encourage students to take an active part in and be more aware 
of the two-way teaching/learning cooperation, which was the purpose of introducing 
the 3E framework. However, the limitations and constraints within the actual context 
somehow inhibited this framework from working in an expected way, hence the need 
for further improvement and proper adaptation if it is to be applied elsewhere in the 
future. 
My research participants also voiced their opinions on the framework in the 
interviews. They paid it certain compliment, but also showed more concerns about it. 
Here are some comments from interviewees: 
`I like it because I get myself involved in the whole process really. Once you engaged 
yourself in it, you would feel it interesting and worthwhile' (Interviewee 1, S5. Group I 
translation). 
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`I also think this is a good teaching method which is new to us as well. We've been at 
schools for so many years and the case usually is that we simply sit there listening. I can't 
tell why but do feel your method very impressive for me. a senior student who is 
graduating soon. But I somehow doubt whether I would have the same impression when 
studying at year two or year three, to be honest. I'm confident that this method would be 
welcomed by other teachers in other classes, but unfortunately having the concern that if it 
could go well in the Chinese educational context as it was supposed to be. I mean the 
method is fine, but our class is huge. If there were only 20 or 30 students in each class, that 
would be great. But if a class contained 60 students, there must be someone who had no 
chance at all, which would hardly bring good results. ' (Interviewee 2, S6, Group 2, 
translation) 
`The key point is the fundamental framework in a general sense. For young teachers like 
you, it may not be easy to create a novel framework in this less open context. If you are 
brave and innovative enough, that's good, because students can obtain real abilities rather 
than scores. But if this broad context doesn't allow you to do so, then the result of a 
half-new-half-traditional teaching method might be against everybody's expectation. ' 
(Interviewee 3, S7, Group 3, translation) 
From these comments, I could see a certain conflict between students' willingness to 
experience something new in class and their subconscious preservation of the 
deep-rooted education norms. In the face of the almost unchangeable learning 
situation, it is hard for both teachers and students to put some `perfect' theory into 
practice. This once again reminds us of the importance of taking social, cultural and 
contextual factors into consideration when conducting ELT research. As far as 
motivation research is concerned, it should be necessary for researchers to immerse 
themselves into the authentic learning situation for some time, because long-term and 
close contact with learners will be more likely to guarantee all-sided understanding 
of their learning motivation. 
The present research with its 3E framework was just an attempt to explore task 
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motivation through classroom-based research. Putting its research function aside for 
the moment, I found that this pedagogical tool could not only encourage students' 
participation, but also promote my own self-reflection and development as a teacher. 
More importantly, it created many chances for teacher-student communication and 
made me further aware of the significance of the mutual understanding betww een two 
parties. All in all, as Allwright's (2003; reviewed in 4.3.1) EP principles suggested, in 
order to improve the quality of classroom life, it is very important to `integrate the 
work for understanding into classroom practice' (2003: 130). Hopefully, the 3E 
framework could serve as an effective means toxvards this end. 
6.3 Conclusion 
This chapter mainly focused on the analysis and discussion of all task-related data, 
including students' task-design opinions, post-task feedback, and final-stage 
interviews. Based on students' selections of the top five tasks, the chapter discussed 
the perceived motivating task features in terms of task topics, participatory structures, 
positioning of tasks, and task types. It also discussed three identified underlying 
sources of task motivation, that is, academic motivation, personal development 
motivation, and affective motivation. The chapter concluded with some reflections 
on the earlier reviewed trait/state approach to task motivation research, followed by 
the re ilections on my proposed 3E framework. 
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7.0 Introduction 
After dealing with the task-related data in the previous chapter, I now go on to 
analyse and discuss the remaining data aiming to understand the participants' 
learning motivation from a broader perspective. There are two major sections in this 
chapter. The first one provides a detailed content analysis of over a hundred students' 
letters, based on which motivational and demotivational components are identified 
and discussed respectively. The second one is a further discussion about three 
noticeable themes that emerged from the data, namely, `significance of 
teacher-student relationship', `motivational conflict and prioritisation', and 
`motivational development and personal development'. 
7.1 Analysis and discussion of the remaining data 
As indicated earlier, I divided all the data into two groups, with the first one focusing 
on students' motivation for classroom tasks in particular (see Chapter 6) and the 
second one looking at their learning motivation in general (the current chapter). In 
other words, the previous chapter investigated task motivation at a micro level, 
whereas this one tends to explore student motivation at a macro level. As the 
relationship between these two perspectives is like a small circle embedded in a big 
one rather than two completely exclusive areas, there may not be hard and fast 
distinctions between them. In chapter 6,1 have already touched upon certain broader 
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learning issues which affected learners' perceptions of motivating tasks. In this 
chapter, I am going to further explore motivational influences in various aspects and 
am hoping to understand teaching, learning, and classroom life in more depth. 
Thanks to the `balanced' approach (see 4.3.2) that I ended up using during my 
teaching/data-gathering fieldwork, I managed to collect 124 letters from every 
individual participant, which was not planned at the very start. This idea occurred to 
me after having noticed the low attendance rate for some time, and was prompted by 
a free chat with a student a few days before the mid-term exam. She made me aware 
of the possible misunderstanding that existed between me and my students due to my 
late return and a couple of periods of leave I had to ask for afterwards. Meanwhile, I 
had a feeling that there must be other reasons that dernotivated them to attend the 
class, apart from being busy with the postgraduate entrance exams which I was not 
surprised about. As it happened to be time for the mid-term test which was a perfect 
chance of getting all students involved, I decided to invite them to write personal 
letters to me (which formed part of the test but would not be graded) saying whatever 
they would like to say surrounding a given topic `why do/don't you come to class'. 
Apart from seeking understandings of the cause of low attendance rate, I was also 
hoping to remove all unnecessary misunderstandings through sincere communication 
with them, which I believed would help make my remaining work with them a little 
hit easier. As a result, what students wrote in these letters covered almost all learning 
issues that they confronted, and therefore turned out to be very valuable data for this 
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research. 
When dealing with these letters that were written in either English or Chinese as my 
students liked, my first step was to re-arrange the raw data in a more organised way 
and tease out all possible themes that naturally emerged as well as the times they 
were mentioned. Some sample data was also coded by my supervisor in order to 
achieve `objectivity' as much as possible. The second step was to categorise these 
themes according to their similarities and relatedness for later description and 
discussion purposes. After reading through the letters a few times, I sorted out the 
useful information and inputted them into an organised file. The basic criterion was 
to differentiate reasons for attelitling class from those for skipping class. In general, 
the former group of reasons included students' positive comments on me and my 
teaching, their awareness of the importance of learning English, the relatedness of 
this course with their personal goals, and some other minor aspects. The latter group 
of reasons covered the same areas as well, but in an opposite \\'ay, for example, 
unsatisfactory aspects of my teaching, useless and irrelevant contents of the course, 
negative influence of previous learning experience on their later motivation, and 
conflicts between attending class and pursuing other personal goals. 
It should be made clear that the above criteria only functioned to classify the 
comments rather than students, because most students listed a complex set of reasons 
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including both positive and negative ones. For example, those who regularly attended 
class might point out something that they were not satisfied with, whereas those who 
seldom went to class also spelt out a lot of positive things that they appreciated. 
Moreover, it was interesting to notice that a number of students tended to speak for 
the whole class rather than for themselves, as they often used the personal pronoun 
`we' instead of T. Perhaps this is a way of showing solidarity with peers, distancing 
themselves from the content of their comments, or reducing a sense of personal 
responsibility or guilt. Whether or no, I just collected all similar viewpoints together, 
no matter if they were made by regular attendees or absentees, on behalf of 
themselves or others as well. It was hoped that this way of categorisation would 
allow me to see what factors could potentially motivate or demotivate learners within 
this particular research context. 
7.1.1 Reasons for attending class 
There were altogether 124 students in the two classes, but in the end 117 letters (61 
out of 64 in Class One, and 56 out of 60 in Class Two) were used for this research, 
because the rest only wrote some personal things which had little to do with the 
research questions. For the sake of confidentiality, I will only use numbers instead of 
students' real names when quoting their words. These numbers were not their 
authentic student ID at university, but given randomly according to the order in 
which I read through the letters. The numbers I used when quoting students' 
comments in the previous chapter (such as S 1, S2) were based on this order as ww ell. 
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Basically, I put the `interviewees' first, `regular attendees' in the middle, and `others' 
in the later part of the list. 
A few themes emerged from the letters after the first couple of times' reading. 
According to the number of times that they were mentioned, I made the following 
table. The left column lists students' reasons (in key words only) for attending class, 
and the right one indicates how many students mentioned these reasons. As it was 
often the case that students listed more than one reason each, the totals in the right 
column exceed the actual number of letters written. 
Reasons Frequency 
My teaching methods/quality/style 39 
About me (my personal quality, style, personality, etc. ) 27 
For the purpose of taking TEM-8/pg exams 14 
Perceived importance/benefits of attending class (in general) 11 
Perceived importance of this course (in particular) 11 
My background of living/studying in the UK 9 
To cherish the limited time left at university 8 
Being good student and responsible for oneself 7 
To release pressure 4 
For future teaching career or jobs in general 5 
Interest in English or this course 3 
Not to waste money (tuition fees) 2 
For attendance record 1 
Table 7-1: Reasons for attending class. 
Partly intrigued by Dörnyei's (1994; reviewed in 3.3.2) motivational framework, and 
partly based on my further content analysis of the connections among these themes, I 
classified them into three groups of motivational components which were 
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respectively teacher-specific, learner-specific, and course-specific. This looks similar 
to the three sets of motivational components identified at the 'learning situation level' 
by Dörnyei (1994), with the primary difference being that I substituted 
learner-specific components for group-specific ones. The new label seemed more 
appropriate to cover the variety of my students' reasons for attending class which 
were more related to their individual goals and needs, but less related to group 
dynamics. Moreover, it combined certain motivational aspects at `lan uage level' and 
`learner level' within Dömyei's (1994) motivational framework. For example, most 
of the learner goals were determined by their instrumental motives (at the language 
level), and meanwhile demonstrated their needs for achievement (at the learner 
level). 
Regarding the other two sets of motivational components (i. e. teacher-specific and 
course-specific), there were certain overlaps as well owing to the inseparability 
between a teacher and the course she teaches. Despite the connection, I still divided 
them into two groups, with the former one gathering students' comments on me and 
what I brought into the class, and the latter one collecting their thoughts about 
attending class in general and about studying this particular module. Table 7-2 (see 
next page) is the classification of the above identified themes which might explain 
why the research participants were motivated to attend my class. 
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Teacher-specific " Satisfying aspects of my teaching methods/ quality/ style 39 
motivational " My personal quality/ style/ personality 28 
components f My background of living/studying in the UK 9 
(76) 
Academic/career goals 
f For the purpose of taking TEM-8/pg exams 14 
f For future teaching career or jobs in general 5 
Human/psychological needs 
f To cherish the limited time left at university 8 
Learner-specific f Being good student 7 
motivational f To release pressure 4 
components f Not to waste money (tuition fees) 2 
Intrinsic regulation 
f Interest in English or this course 3 
External regulation 
f For attendance record 1 
(44) 
Course-specific f Perceived importance/benefits of attending class (in 11 
motivational general) 
components f Perceived importance/benefits of this course (in particular) 11 
(22) 
Table 7-2. - Class ifi cation of students 'reasons for attending class 
7.1.1.1 Teacher-specific motivational components 
It was clear to see that most students (76 out of 117) gave reasons which were 
directly related to me. Students seemed to look at me either as a teacher or just as a 
special person whom they knew about, hence the various comments on both my 
teaching and my personal qualities. My multi-identity in their eyes could be seen 
from the ways they addressed me, including `Dear Miss Li' (i. e. my surname), `Dear 
Anna' (i. e. my English name), `Dear Li Na (my full name put in Chinese way), `Dear 
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Nana' (my nickname), `Dear sister', `Dear friend', 'Dear teacher'. etc. It ww as 
interesting to note this point at the beginning of this section because it revealed a 
kind of `intimacy' between the teacher and students which might be unusual in many 
other educational contexts. In most Western cultures, the relationship between both 
sides tends to be equal but not that close. Even in Asian culture, this `intimacy' seems 
somewhat incompatible with the generally believed hierarchical relations between 
the teacher and students where the former is seen as the authority in a much senior 
place. Although in the Chinese context the teacher is also seen by some students as a 
`parent' or `friend' (Cortazzi and Jin, 1996: 74), hardly any research has revealed the 
fairly `intimate' relationship that the teacher and students can possibly have, and how 
it can influence both parties in their work and study. 
As regards my special relationship with my research participants, one possible reason 
is that we had shared history two years before, i. e., I had taught them for one year 
before conducting this research and already developed a good rapport with them. In 
addition, the small age difference between us might be another favourable condition 
for nmc to et along with them easily. It was totally a coincidence to work with them 
for the present research, which in a sense forecasted the complexity that our unusual 
intimacy would bring to the research findings. In the following. I am going to 
explore the perceived positive influences I seemed to have on their motivations to 
attend my class, including how they thought of nie and my teaching. 
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7.1.1.1.1 My teaching quality 
As my primary role was certainly a teacher, students made a lot of comments on the 
quality of my teaching, including my teaching style/approach/methods, the class 
atmosphere, my attitudes towards teaching, and some other minor aspects. Naturally, 
different students had different opinions, though I was the same and only teacher 
whom they were talking about. I am going to focus on the positive comments in this 
part and leave the negative ones for later. 
Firstly, the majority of the 39 students who commented on my teaching quality 
referred to some general teaching approach/methods that I adopted. Eight students 
touched upon certain `tasks' that I implemented in class; while most others 
appreciated my way of teaching `texts' in general. In terms of tasks, the positive 
comments included the clear task instruction, the innovative and interesting ideas, as 
well as the participating opportunities created by tasks. For example, a student wrote 
the following words: 
`In class, I found your style different from other teachers. For example, you always gave us 
clear and detailed instruction when assigning tasks to us, so that we could know what we 
should do and how to do it, with a willingness to follow you; whereas some other teachers 
just gave us a topic without clarifying any task objectives, which left us very confused. ' 
(S 1, Class 1, translation) 
Apart from the general comments on `tasks' as a whole, (or in some students' words 
`discussion', `team work'), a couple of students mentioned a particular task (i. e. Task 
3-peer-teaching, see Appendix 1). Probably because they invested much time and 
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effort in this task, it seemed to have made a deeper impression on them and was felt 
to be more beneficial. As a student wrote: 
`I did learn something from that peer-teaching experience. After having prepared the lesson 
for at least 3 hours, I still felt it was so hard to teach. This experience made me deeply 
understand that it would cost so much time and energy for a responsible teacher to teach 
well, even just for one lesson. ' (S26, Class 1, translation) 
Despite the limited task-related comments, it is still reasonable to advocate the idea 
of integrating tasks into all possible classroom contexts, although we would need to 
bear in mind that effective tasks need to be carefully designed and implemented, and 
that students' potential willingness to participate would need to be greatly 
encouraged. 
By comparison, students tended to be more concerned with the effects of my 
teaching texts, which coincided with the underlying `text-centred and teacher-centred 
cultures of learning' in China (Jin and Cortazzi, 2006: 16). In a sense, `textbooks' are 
regarded as the `bible' for both teachers and students. Although most of my research 
participants disliked the prescribed textbooks (evidence will be provided later when I 
present their reasons for skipping class), they could not deny the fact that textbooks 
were beul used throughout their learning process and would form parts of all 
relevant exams. Therefor:, it was no surprise to find that a large amount of positive 
comments on my class were regarding the way I dealt with the textbook and drove 
home the meaning of texts. One of the commonly mentioned good points was my 
clear and logical explanation/analysis of the language and contents, especially my 
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emphasis on the macro structure/organisation of each individual text rather than on 
the isolated words and sentences. Here are a few of students' comments in this 
regard: 
`When I read our textbook by myself, I had no idea how to start it at all. Sometimes I even 
couldn't make sense of a text after reading it for several times. But in your class, your 
explanation and analysis of the key words/sentences and especially of the macro structure 
made everything clear to me. I guess this is the most important reason for me to come to 
your class. ' (S11, Class 2, translation) 
`I didn't attend many of your class this term. But among those I attended, I liked the way 
you taught. Your analysis was very clear, which helped us understand the development and 
organisation of a text fairly easily. ' (S35, Class 1, translation) 
`When I learn the text by myself, I can't make clear the whole structure of the text, but after 
your explanation, a clear picture will come to my mind. Before, none of our intensive 
teachers had ever analysed the whole structure for us. After learning the text in their classes, 
we just knew some new words, and the information is still in fraction. ' (S27, Class 1, 
original) 
Comments like the above implied that a teacher's way of teaching, especially the 
effectiveness of teacher presentation, could be an important motivating factor. The 
significance of teacher effectiveness has been testified in a great deal of academic 
research. As Anderson (2004) summarises, `differential teacher effectiveness is a 
strong determinant of differences in student learning' (2004: 20). Meanwhile, it was 
found that students' judgement on the effectiveness depends to a certain extent on 
their learning aims and expectations. In this research, some students were hoping to 
understand the given texts better and to improve their reading skills, and therefore 
could appreciate my help in this aspect. Moreover, they were aware of the nature of 
this course which is `advanced English reading' as its name denotes. Hence, they 
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would not be satisfied with learning grammar in isolation or new words only: but 
expected to understand the essence of complicated articles and at the same time to 
develop some strategies which would be useful for their own reading. In general, 
understanding learners' needs and expectations at different levels is important for a 
teacher to plan her lesson and to select a proper focus. 
Apart from the specific teaching methods, the second possible reason which 
motivated students to learn English with me was the class atmosphere. Among the 39 
students who commented positively on my teaching, 10 of them mentioned this 
aspect. In general, they used a few words such as `interesting', `interactive', `lively', 
`no pressure', `comfortable', `relaxing', `feel at ease' to describe how they felt about 
the atmosphere. I included this aspect into `teacher-specific motivational 
components' because most of these participants tended to attribute the good class 
atmosphere to my style and approach. As a couple of students wrote: 
`I like the way you teach, your class is light and has an atmosphere of freedom. Probably 
this is because we're friends, at least in my eyes. ' (S29, Class 1, original) 
`In your class, there is no gap between us. I feel at ease as if I were listening to stories told 
by a gentle and kind elder sister. ' (S39, Class 2, original) 
hi addition, several other participants thought the good atmosphere was related to the 
small-size class. However, it seemed that f : \v- students mentioned the roles that they 
themselves could have played in creating a lively classroom atmosphere. In other 
words, they were either inclined to think that it was the teacher's responsibility for 
this, or that it was somewhat dependent on the external conditions such as a `small 
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class' which was just a contingency in this research. In view that a good class 
atmosphere could certainly be a motivating factor, it is important to increase 
students' awareness that both teachers and they themselves have active parts to play 
in the classroom, and neither party is able to take all responsibilities by itself. This 
awareness might be crucial for Chinese students (and for those in other- similar 
contexts) because most of them have been used to the teacher-led (or 
`teacher-centred') classroom culture (Jin and Cortazzi, 2006; Cortazzi and J in, 1996). 
Thirdly, when students commented on the overall teaching quality, some of them 
connected it with my teaching attitude'. At least six students pointed out this aspect 
explicitly, by using the words like `responsible', `conscientious' and `efforts'. They 
tended to believe that the quality of one's teaching is a clear reflection of one's 
attitude towards teaching, regardless of actual competence. In their eyes, important 
evidence of teaching attitudes was how well the teacher prepares her lesson. Though 
no students can actually `see' their teachers' preparation outside class, they may 
clearly `feel' it when the teachers teach in the classroom. As a student wrote in her 
letter to me: 
`Your explanation is interesting and detailed. We can feel your efforts before class. You 
arc not like some other teachers who always laze away the class. That's like cheating us of 
our money. ' (S3-5, Class 1, translation) 
Interestingly, this topic was brought up by students in the interviews as well. They 
expressed similar opinions in terms of the importance of teaching attitudes. As some 
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interviewees said: 
`I feel nowadays some teachers make us students very disappointed, as they lack correct 
attitudes. ' (Interviewee 3, S7, Group 3. translation) 
`Just like our previous teacher last term, I clearly knew that he was dealing with us 
unconcernedly. Actually we could tell clearly whether a teacher prepared his lesson or not, 
though we wouldn't let him know. ' (Interviewee 1, S5, Group 3, translation) 
`For a teacher, sense of responsibility is everything; whereas his own competence is not of 
prime importance. I hate those teachers who never prepare lessons and just laze away the 
class, no matter how competent they are. ' (Interviewee 2, S2, Group 1, translation) 
In a sense, my participants' opinions as such seemed to coincide with Dörnyei's 
(1994) viewpoint of one motivational aspect of the teacher in terms of `his or her role 
in direct and systematic socialisation of student motivation, that is, whether he or she 
actively develops and stimulates learners' motivation' (1994: 278). No matter 
whether the teacher is aware or not, her attitude will influence her students' 
motivations for class. This might be particularly true for those students who tend to 
attribute the quality of class to their teacher's attitudes toward teaching. 
Finally, I am going to close this subsection by mentioning an unusual but interesting 
stateinent made by only one student who summarised my good points as a good 
teacher, that is, `responsible' and `don't postpone class' (original words, meaning I 
always dismiss class on time). This seemingly minor point corroborated the key role 
that the teacher plays in the classroom. It is interesting to find that everything about a 
teacher could be attended to by her students, including the way she teaches textbooks, 
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manages classes, even the way she generally behaves and dresses. Small wonder. 
things like `not postponing class' could also make a student regard her teacher as a 
caring and punctual person. 
7.1.1.1.2 My personal qualities 
There were 28 students' comments included in this subgroup focusing on me as a 
person from a holistic perspective. Although some of the comments were still closely 
related to my quality demonstrated in class as a teacher, it was felt that they revealed 
my students' impression of me as a whole rather than just how I taught in class as 
discussed above. Besides my teaching methods and attitudes toward teaching, 
students also seemed very concerned with my personality, character. temperament, 
and general life style or attitudes towards life. 
My research participants' impressions of my personal qualities were based not only 
on the four-month fieldwork for this research, but also on the former days when I 
taught them two years before. Though not planned, this shared history executed great 
influence on how they approached me and what they expected of my class. There 
were even a fcw students who commented on me with an overtone of appreciation 
barely masked. For examplc: 
`It's not easy to meet a few good teachers in one's life. For me, you are one of them, gentle 
and mild, conscientious and decent. Our first year's class with you is still very impressive. 
We often talked about you and imagined your life abroad. You really left me with an 
impression of beauty, from inside to outside, from language to behaviour. I like you indeed. 
(S3, Class 1, translation) 
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`What impressed me most was not any of your classes, but your beautiful smile. I even 
wrote an article about you titled `Smiles' and got published in our university newspaper. ' 
(S12, Class 1, translation) 
`Perhaps because your intonation, appearance, temperament and such kind of things attract 
me, I approach you bring the heart of learning from you. ' (S 17, Class 2, original) 
`I only had three or four times of your classes this term, but was impressed differently 
every time by your perception of life and study, by the way you love and teach us, and by 
your pursuit of the form and connotation of beauty. ' (S 18, Class 2, translation) 
It would be understandable if someone argued that my students wrote this for the 
purpose of pleasing me or getting a good mark. However, from my personal 
perspective, I would trust them not only because I had stressed the zero connection 
between their letters and mid-term exam results (as I clarified to students that the 
exam results would depend only on the other parts of the test), but also because I had 
the same feelings for my students as how they felt about me. To a large extent, this 
level of intimacy and way of expressing one's feelings might have something to do 
with the Chinese culture. Moreover, taking the nature of `personal letters' into 
account, it was no surprise to see these words though they were unlikely to appear in 
any other writings like essays or assignments. The opportunity of obtaining these 
valuable letters and experiencing this unusual `emotionality' expressed in these 
letters should also be attributed to my personal involvement in this research as a 
teacher researcher. This aspect seems to be a rarely touched area in the literature 
due 
to most researchers' single identity and the invisible distance between them and their 
subjects/participants. In the authentic classrooms, however, especially 
in the Chinese 
context which I am most familiar with, this close relationship might 
be common to 
many teachers and students at various levels, but perhaps less apparent to 
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non-participant observers or to those unfamiliar with Chinese classroom culture. 
When my research participants recalled the happy time of the past with me, the- 
naturally established their new expectations of me two years later when I was there 
to teach them again. Though I did not collect any data in this regard at the beginning 
of my fieldwork, it could be seen from some of students' mid-term letters that their 
early expectations did shape their initial intention to come to my class. As a few 
students wrote: 
`We were very excited and surprised to know that Miss Li, a doctoral student, would be 
teaching us this term. This was not only because you left a perfect impression to us two o 
years ago, but also because we wanted to know more about the current you. ' (S l, Class 1, 
translation) 
A liked you very much when I was in my first year, and this feeling has lasted till now. 
When I heard at the beginning of this term that you were coming back to teach us again, I 
was so glad and excited, and couldn't wait to see you. '(S2, Class 1, translation) 
`Before you came back this term, I had already had a high expectation of you, thinking that 
a doctor's class must be different. I had made up my mind to attend your class every time 
so as to learn as much as possible from you during the remaining time. ' (S7, 
Class 2, 
translation) 
In sum, how students think of their teacher could affect the extent to which they are 
devoted to the relevant course (Dörnyei, 199-t). Although my shared history with the 
participants was something special in this research and therefore might not 
he widely 
applicable, it could remind all teachers that what their students care about 
is not only 
how they teach, but also how they generally behave as a person. Dörnyei (1994) 
has 
pointed out that 'modelling' is one of the main channels for teachers' 
`socialisation of 
student motivation' (1994: 278). That is to say, students tend to model themselves 
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after their teachers' attitudes and orientations toward learning. In the present research, 
the findings seem to extend the scale of modelling from learning a subject to learning 
to be a person. This seems particularly true in the Chinese educational context in 
which teachers are often seen by their students, and are also expected by the society 
to behave, as `models' in various aspects (Cortazzi and Jin, 1996). 
7.1.1.1.3 My overseas background 
By the time I went back to China to conduct my research in 2004,1 had already lived 
and studied in the UK for a couple of years. Clearly, this background was one of the 
motivating factors for some students to come to my class. Nine students wert 
included into this subgroup as they pointed out this factor explicitly, whereas most 
others just mentioned it implicitly when commenting on other aspects of me or my 
teaching. 
Among the nine students, two of them showed particular interest in `western 
pedagogy' and `British educational concept'; while the rest covered various aspects 
such as custom, culture, and my general life and study experience abroad. It was 
interesting to note that most students were not only curious about what I had seen 
while abroad, but more interested to know how I thought about it as Nvell as 
how/whether it had changed me. For example: 
`I'm not interested in Our textbook at all and never expect to learn much from it. But what 
really attracted nie in your class were your new thoughts, your experience abroad, and your 
vvic\\points about the cultural difference between East and West. ' (S22, Class 1, translation) 
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`We want very much to know your life and study experience at abroad, and particularly 
want to see what you've changed during the past couple of years. ' (S26, Class 1, 
translation) 
`I like listening to you talk about your overseas experiences, which may increase my 
understanding of life and the world. ' (S 12, Class 1, translation) 
In a sense, no matter what I brought to my class, the fact that I had overseas 
background seemed able to motivate some students. Meanwhile, all these comments 
demonstrated students' willingness to develop their cultural knowledge and insights, 
possibly through the teacher's personal experience and insights. In other words, they 
tended to see the teacher as a window to the western or outside world. This point also 
related to my students' task-specific attitudes discussed in the previous chapter from 
both a language-learning perspective and a personal development perspective (see 
6.1.3.1 and 6.1.3.2). In addition, referring back to the `integrative/instrumental' 
dichotomy (Gardner and Lambert, 1972; Gardner, 1985) reviewed in 3.2.1, the above 
quotations and other similar comments showed some students' general interest in 
foreignness. However, this does not necessarily mean they were hoping to identify 
themselves with the foreign community. Rather, it was felt that the students' ultimate 
aims were to broaden their knowledge and to develop profound insights, which 
would help them become more competent and competitive in their own society. 
This 
finding seems applicable to many other EFL countries as well. As Chen, Warden and 
Chang (2005) state, `... the vast majority of English teachers across the globe are 
teaching students with no intention of leaving home to enter an English-speaking 
environment' (2005: 610). 
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To summarise thus far, the above three subdivisions (i. e. my teaching quality, my 
personal qualities, and my overseas background) formed the most important group of 
motivational components which were teacher-specific. The ov env helming majority 
(i. e. 76 out of 117) of students commented in this regard. It proved the key role that 
the teacher could play as one of the `significant others' (Williams and Burden. 1997), 
which is also an important part of Dörnyei's (1994) 3-level motivational framework. 
In other words, the teacher's influence on students can be demonstrated in various 
aspects, including her teaching methods, style, approach, her personal style, 
characters, as well as her attitudes toward teaching, learning and life in general. 
To further understand the importance of the teacher in the Chinese context, it might 
be necessary to consider social and cultural factors as well. In Confucian heritages of 
learning, there is an ancient Chinese saying which defines `teacher' as someone who 
is responsible for delivering values/truth/meaning of life, transferring knowledge, 
and clearing up questions. Jin and Cortazzi (2006) also introduce a more recent 
Chinese expression for `teach' which means to `teach the book' and `cultivate people 
(2006: 11). In whichever expression, the underlying meaning of the characterisation 
of good teachers indicates that the teacher is expected to have both `expertise' and 
social morality of being a good and caring person' (ibid). With reference to this 
aspect of Chinese culture, it is easier to understand why my students care that much 
about how I teach (i. e. my teaching quality) as well as what kind of person I am (i. e. 
my personal qualities). 
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7.1.1.2 Learner-specific motivational components 
According to the classification (see Table 7-2), the second biggest group of 
motivational components are learner-specific. 44 out of 117 students attributed their 
motivations for class to a number of personal reasons rather than teacher-related ones. 
These reasons were divided into four subgroups. The first two subgroups focused on 
my participants' academic/career goals (i. e. needs for achievement) and other social 
goals (i. e. human/psychological needs). The last two subgroups were concerned with 
the intrinsic and external regulations from learners' perspective (Deci and Rvan, 
2002). Compared with Dömyei's (1994) 3-level motivational franmewvork, the overall 
learner-specific motivational components identified in this research referred not only 
to the motivations at `learner level', but also involved certain aspects at `language 
level' and `learninti situation level'. In a sense, it was a combination of the three with 
the primary focus on learners. 
7.1.1.2.1 Academic/career goals 
There were 19 students who clearly stated that they came to class for the purpose of 
achieving their self-determined goals. 14 of them emphasised English-related 
academic goals, including taking TEM-8 (Test for English majors-Band 8) and 
postgraduate entrance exams; while the other five mentioned their career goals, 
including teaching profession and other types of graduate jobs. 
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In terms of the former goal, some students realised the connection between the class 
and their forthcoming exams. As a couple of students wrote: 
`Another important reason is that the knowledge in the textbook maybe have some close 
relationship with my postgraduate exams. And the new words in this textbook are also very 
important. '(S10, Class 2, original) 
`The intensive reading course is of prime importance. A lot of students failed their 
postgraduate exams last year just because they didn't pass this subject. A successful student 
from last year told me that it would be better not to skip this course. Learning English takes 
time. Perhaps you won't feel this course useful after attending a couple of classes, but it 
will make great difference after a long time. I have the same feeling. ' (S18, Class 1, 
translation) 
As regards the latter goal, there were four students who showed their own interests in 
becoming teachers, and therefore hoped to learn something from my class. A typical 
example is as follows: 
`I seldom absent at your class that is because I want to be a teacher after my graduation, 
and I want to learn how to be a teacher from your teaching. ' (S 12, Class 2, original) 
No matter whether exam-oriented or job-oriented, these goals all indicated the 
`instrumental' nature of learning motivation, which has been believed to play a 
dominant role in the acquisition of a language in many EFL contexts. In the Chinese 
context, for example, exam-oriented motivation is likely to be an enduring feature of 
a learner's entire educational experience, from elementary school to university level. 
Speaking of `developmental stage' (Williams and Burden, 1997), it seems that this 
factor has a more direct relationship with learners' job-oriented motivations. In this 
connection, Dörnyei (1996) points out that younger foreign language 
learners such as 
elementary school pupils are less likely to have clear job-related motives. 
However, 
it is found that job preparation is a practical and relevant concern among most 
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university-level students. It seems that the more mature the learners are, the clearer 
career goals they are likely to have, although as Ushioda (2001) states, `... career 
perspectives may take considerable time to crystallise and provide a definitive goal 
structure to their motivation' (2001: 118-119). 
Another interesting point found in this research was the relationship between 
exam-oriented and job-oriented goals. It seemed that these two orientations 
interacted in either a mutually reinforcing or more complex way to direct my 
students' learning choices and efforts. Some students chose to take certain optional 
exams (e. g. postgraduate exams, TEM-8) in the hope of obtaining better jobs in 
certain areas in the future. In this case, their relatively clear career perspectives 
boosted their motivation to work hard on those exams. For other students, however, 
the roots of their exam-oriented motivation were rather different. They might have 
less clear career plans or even feared entering the job market too soon, and opted for 
further postgraduate studies, even if they had little real academic interest in them. In 
short, their exam-oriented motivation might result from a kind of avoidance strategy 
in relation to career plans, but it was sill important for them to do well in 
examinations. Thus whatever reasons lay behind the desire to learn English, whether 
for gcnuine career reasons or not, the students clearly directed their efforts towards 
the exam-oriented goals and this exam-oriented motivation was equally effective for 
both groups. 
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7.1.1.2.2 Psychological needs 
Following the previous discussion, the influences of situational factors on my 
participants' learning motivation were demonstrated in other aspects as well. Apart 
from academic and career goals, some students also had special `social relationship 
goals' (Wentzel, 2000: 106) to achieve in class before graduation. I grouped these 
reasons separately because they were not for instrumental or utilitarian purposes like 
jobs or exams, and had little to do with learning English either. Rather. they reflected 
my students' psychological needs. For example, eight students mentioned that they 
came to class with the purpose to cherish the limited time left at university and to be 
with me and their classmates. This is truly understandable because some of the 
participants might not have further chances to study in the classroom any more once 
they graduated from university. As a student wrote: 
`I will graduate next year, every time I imagine the complex society, I will have a little fear. 
These days I cherish the peaceful time on campus. Once I leave the campus, maybe I will 
have no other chances to come back. So this is one reason why I want to come to the class. 
I really want to enjoy the time to be a student. ' (S3, Class 2, original) 
Being apart from each other soon was another reason for some students to come to 
class, as they would feel sad to leave their friends and classmates. This emotion may 
be common in many contexts across the world; and in China there might be more 
practical reasons to explain this. In most of the university contexts, for example, all 
students live on campus accommodation, with 4-8 students sharing one room. 
Students from the same class are normally allocated rooms very close to each other, 
typically on the same floor. Therefore, a class is like a family for most students, if not 
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all, hence the close relationship among them. Actually, this can be seen as one of the 
`basic psychological needs' of human beings in terms of `relatedness' (reviewed in 
3.2.2.1), which refers to `feeling connected to others, to caring for and being cared 
for by those others, to having a sense of belongingness both with other individuals 
and with one's community' (Deci and Ryan, 2002: 7). For example, one of my 
participants expressed her feelings as follows: 
`In this final year, everybody seems so busy with their own business that there is hardly 
any time for us to get together. You know, we've been with each other for 3 years, with 
mutual care and understanding. I really want to take all possible opportunities to stay ww ith 
them now. ' (S3, Class 1, translation) 
Four other students indicated similar reasons, that is, to relax and release their 
pressure by being with their classmates in class. For instance: 
`Preparing for postgraduate exams is very boring, and everybody seems so busy on their 
own. But in this class, you could from time to time inspire our life. You are like our sister 
and friend, but not like other teachers who look so distant from us. Having your class can 
make ine relax, just like getting together with old friends. ' (S 13, Class 1, translation) 
If the above reasons had much to do with the final-year situation. then the following 
couple of reasons (i. e. being a good student and not wasting tuition fees) mentioned 
by nine students were less situation-specific. They revealed some participants' 
internal beliefs of being a good student which might be shaped by social pressure or 
other `introjected regulation' (Deci and Ryan, 2002; reviewed in 3.2.2.2). In other 
words, they thought attending class was a student's obligation and was the expected 
way to behave, no matter for the sake of their teachers, parents, or themselves. This 
kind of student belief was also related to the `Confucian heritages of learning' 
discussed by Jin and Cortazzi (2006). It is widely known that in Chinese tradition 
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`the teacher is often regarded as an authoritative parent to whom respect and 
obedience are due' (2006: 12). As my students wrote: 
`From primary school to college, I am an obedient student, it is my strong notion that a 
student should attend important classes to ensure that he can learn enough know ledge, 
since teachers are always better than students, more or less, wve do can learn something in 
class. ' (S5, Class 2, original) 
`As a student, it is obvious that we should attend class. On the one hand, it is our duty to 
attend class; on the other hand, it is a waste of our money and not showing our respect to 
the teachers. ' (S31, Class 1, original) 
These two reasons were grouped into `human/psychological needs' because they 
made some learners feel what they were doing was right. Along with the earlier 
discussed purposes of cherishing time and releasing pressure, all these motivational 
factors laid stress on learners' psychological/affective reaction to attending class. 
This reminds us again of the complexity of student motivation within authentic 
classrooms. What teachers should be concerned about were not only learners' 
motivations for learning, but also their motivations for many other things. As 
Maslow's (1970,1987) `Need Hierarchy' suggests, apart from the basic 
physiological and safety needs, human beings have various other needs such as the 
helongingness needs, esteem needs, and self-actualisation needs (1987: 15-22). 
7.1.1.2.3 Intrinsic regulation 
Being intrinsically motivated is an ideal state of learning for students from most 
teachers' and educators' perspective. Unfortunately, only three students in the present 
research showed their intrinsic interest in English or in this course when they 
explained their reasons for attending class. This was not unexpected 
in view of my 
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participants' developmental stage as well as the learning context surrounding them. 
On the one hand, as learners grow up from early childhood to later mature sta`lc, 
their intrinsic motivation `becomes weaker with each advancing stage' (Ryan and 
Deci, 2000: 60). On the other hand, being in the final year and facing graduation. my 
participants must have a great deal of pressure both from outside (e. g. the social 
expectation) and from within (e. g. their self-determined goals), which might be 
competing with their intrinsic motivation in regulating their learning behaviours. 
7.1.1.2.4 External regulation 
`External regulation' seems least important in this research as there was only one 
student who considered `attendance record' as a reason for him to attend class. Here 
it may be necessary to clarify that I did not classify examination pressure into this 
group because the exams my students referred to (mainly postgraduate exams) were 
not compulsory ones such as mid-term test or final exams within the university. They 
chose to take those optional exams as a means to achieve their future academic or 
carccr goals; and to a great extent, they have internalised these goals as well as the 
significance of the relevant exams. 
In general, it seems that mature students are less likely to do something simply out of 
`viere compliance with external control' (Ryan and Deci, 2000: 60). In most cases, 
they have other better reasons to decide whether and how to do things. These reasons 
may not necessarily be connected with one's intrinsic interest. Rather, they often 
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relate to various types of regulations that a person internalises. As reviewed 
Deci and Ryan's (2000; 2002) self-determination continuum (see Table 3-1) 
represents a process of `internalisation' which describes `how one's motivation for 
behaviour can range from amotivation or unwillingness, to passive compliance, to 
active personal commitment' (Ryan and Deci, 2000: 60). In terms of attending class 
in the present research, it was noted that the majority of the regular attendees seemed 
to have either identified with the personal importance of attending class (known as 
`identification'), or fully transformed the value of the course into their own (known 
as `integration'). Certainly, there were also a small number of students «vlho may have 
attended class only because it was required or expected of them (known as 
`introjected regulation'). In sum, within an educational context, it is not realistic to 
expect every student to have intrinsic motivation for learning. Rather, it is more 
important to help and encourage students to set appropriate goals for themselves or to 
consciously internalise the initially external goals and values. Striving for identified 
or integrated goals is also believed to be able to result in satisfactory learning 
outcomes. 
So far I have analysed and discussed learner-specific motivational components which 
consisted of four groups of reasons that might explain why my research participants 
were motivated to attend class. The first group of reasons indicated that some 
students came to learn English in my class with the purpose of pursuing their 
English-related academic or career goals, which could be seen as their needs for 
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achievement. The second group revealed some participants' other social or individual 
goals beyond learning English, which could be seen as basic human%psychological 
needs. The last two minor groups of reasons related to `intrinsic regulation' and 
`external regulation' were less common and very rarely mentioned by my students. 
7.1.1.3 Course-specific motivational components 
The last group of motivational components to be discussed is specific to the course in 
question. Though in a separate group, course-specific components are still related to 
the previous two (i. e. teacher-specific and learner-specific). This relation is evident, 
because it is the teacher who teaches the course and the students who study it. In a 
sense, the course is like a `channel' connecting both parties in the classroom. In this 
research, there are 22 participants who explicitly explained course-related reasons for 
attending my class. Basically, they talked about how they perceived the importance 
of attending class in general or of studying this module in particular, in connection 
with their various personal development goals. That is to say, the former perception 
indicated that students thought they could or had already personally tasted the 
usefulness of studying with teachers in class. The latter perception showed how 
students understood the nature and importance of this particular module. 
7.1.1.3.1 Perceived importance/benefits of attending class 
Most of the included comments in this part were about the participants' perceived 
benefits frone attending my class, including improving English, getting to understand 
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the texts, broadening horizons, etc. Three of them talked about the effectiveness of 
studying with the teacher in class by making comparison with studying on their o«wn. 
In particular, the most impressive comments were from two students who critically 
discussed the meaning of obtaining education in view of their short-term and 
long-term personal development goals. As they wrote: 
A think going to class is a wise choice, because you can communicate with the teacher and 
other students. Learning to use our heads to think over some problems is a kind of ability 
which cannot be developed within a short period of time. We shouldn't leave everything 
aside just because of the postgraduate exams. Taking this exam is a short-terns goal, 
whereas the long-term aim is to improve ourselves in all aspects, especially to explore our 
potentials. The significance of such potentials may not be clearly seen at this stage, but it 
will finally decide our destiny. I really hope all my classmates could be far-sighted rather 
than just seeing things around. ' (S4, Class 1, translation) 
`The purpose of coming to class is to learn. To learn what? To learn things that wie can't 
learn from the textbooks. So long as you pay enough attention, you'll be able to learn 
something. We don't care how many new words are taught, we're concerned about what 
the teacher can really bring to us, especially the things which would benefit us for the rest 
of our life, such as good attitudes, ability to think, and ways of solving problems. '(S8, 
Class 1, translation) 
Actually, similar voices from other participants appeared elsewhere as well. I was 
pleased to discover that some of my students could understand education to this 
extant. Connecting this desire for learning with their feedback on tasks (from a 
personal development perspective) discussed in the previous chapter, it once again 
confirmed students' felt needs for being educated in a broader sense. Clearly, they 
were aware of their identities not only as learners studying various subjects, 
but also 
as human beings pursuing all-round development and fulfilment of personal potential. 
This perfectly links with the `self-actualisation need' that Maslow (1987) suggests, 
which refers to `people's desire for self-fulfilment, namely, the tendency 
for them to 
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become actualised in what they are potentially' (1987: 22; cf. Goldstein, 1939). 
Meanwhile, as the teacher is the official administrator of the course, students 
course-related opinions embody their expectations of their teacher as wti ell. This 
aspect has already been made apparent earlier when I discussed students' concern 
about my personal qualities. Here at this point, this kind of concern can be further 
explained by students' eagerness for their own development. 
7.1.1.3.2 Perceived importance/benefits of this module 
11 participants talked about how they understood the importance of the module of 
`Advanced English Reading' (also named `Intensive Reading' in this research 
context). These students seemed to recognise its importance explicitly, no matter 
whether this recognition was truly their own or indoctrinated by others. The 
following two examples can show students' understandings at different levels: 
`The main content of this course is explaining texts, which is helpful to improve our 
reading comprehension ability. The process of understanding plays an essential role no 
matter in listening/speaking or in translating. It's particularly important for us to 
understand the westerner's way of thinking and writing. Therefore, I'm very interested in 
your analysis of complex sentences, of coherence between paragraphs, and of the structural 
development of a text. ' (S9, Class 1, translation) 
`No matter how, I think this course is very important, I must come no matter if I can get 
sonicthlilg from the class. Your method to explain text I like it very much, because I can 
understand it after listening to your explanation. ' (S3, Class 2, original) 
The first student seemed to have more comprehensive reasons to take this module. 
She initially interpreted the course value on behalf of the class group as a whole by 
using `our' or `us', but then listed a few things that she herself was motivated about. 
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In other words, she seemed to have identified with the personal importance of 
studying this module. Similar identification could be seen from the second student's 
statement as well, although we cannot see how she came to understand such 
importance. Fortunately, these two participants both appreciated the quality of my 
teaching, in which case it is reasonable to believe that their motivation at 
`identification' level could be well protected and positively promoted (Ryan and Dec', 
2000). On the other hand, if their experience of learning this course did not match 
their expectation at all, gradually they would lose the sense of value that they initially 
perceived and accepted (ibid). 
l'o conclude at this point, I have analysed and discussed three groups of motivational 
components (which were respectively specific to `teacher', `learner', and 'course') 
based on the participants' reasons for attending my class. To some extent, these three 
types of components interact with each other and among themselves in a dynamic 
way, and therefore there is no single reason that can explain students' complex 
motivation for learning (English as well as other things). It should be made clear that 
the purpose of analysing these reasons was to find out what could possibly motivate 
students to come to class which is the main language learning context in China. 
Meanwhile, exploring the broader contextual factors will further help to understand 
Chinese learners' motivation for tasks as well (Dörnyei, 2002). 
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7.1.2 Reasons for skipping class 
From the same 117 letters, I identified the following themes in terms of students' 
reasons for skipping class (see Table 7-3 below). Similar to Table 7-1, these themes 
were ordered according to the number of students who mentioned each, and the sum 
total was more than 117 because some students gave more than one reason. It was 
interesting to note that the reasons were not only brought up by those absentees, but 
also by some regular attendees. Therefore, the purpose of analysing these reasons 
was to get an idea of what things could possibly demotivate students to come to this 
English class, although it did not necessarily mean that they lacked the motivation to 
learn English. Here is the table. 
Reasons Frequency 
Busy with postgraduate exams 29 
The course and course book 23 
Conflicts with students' personal plans/arrangements/learning habits 20 
Final-year/graduate pressure 18 
Unsatisfactory aspects of my teaching quality/methods 17 
Fighting for seats, getting up late, or other disturbance 12 
Busy seeking jobs, pursuing other certificates 10 
Previous experience of learning this course with other teachers 10 
My 'connivance' of students' absence 6 
Unsuccessful start of the term 6 
Pressure from peers/broader environment 5 
No interest/confidence in learning English 4 
My change/contrast with their first-year impression of me 3 
Table 7-3: Reasons for skipping class 
Further analysis of these emerging themes led to the following classification (see 
Table 7-4). Similar to Table 7-2, all these demotivational components could be 
categorised into three groups which respectively focused on the teacher, the learner, 
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and the course. The interesting difference is that teacher-specific motivational 
components were the major reasons for students' attendance, whereas 
learner-specific demotivational components became the major reason for their 
absence. 
Internal factors 
f postgraduate exams and other learning plans 49 
Learner-specific f Busy seeking jobs, pursuing other certificates 10 
demotivational f No interest/confidence in learning English 4 
components 
External factors 
f Final-year/graduate pressure and peer pressure 23 
f Fighting for seats, getting up late, or other disturbance 12 
(98) 
Course-specific f The course and course book 23 
demotivational f Previous experience of learning this course with other 10 
components teachers 
(33) 
f Unsatisfactory aspects of my teaching quality or methods 17 
Teacher-specific f My 'connivance' of students' absence 6 
demotivational f Unsuccessful start of the term 6 
components f My change/contrast with their first-year impression of me 3 
(32) 
Table 7-4: Classification of students 'reasons for skipping class 
7.1.2.1 Learner-specific demotivational components 
98 out of 117 participants' reasons for skipping class were counted as learner-specific 
demotivational components which could be further analysed from internal and 
c'. x-ternal perspectives. Internal factors mainly included the conflicts 
between 
attending class and pursuing their personal academic/career goals. For some 
participants, sonic goals might be initially imposed on them or set under others' 
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influence. However, I still considered them as internal reasons because they seemed 
to have accepted these goals anyway and perceived them personally relevant. 
External factors were primarily concerned with the unfavourable conditions of the 
learning environment or the adverse influence of the broader context (Williams and 
Burden, 1997; see Table 3-3). 
7.1.2.1.1 Internal factors 
Firstly, there were 49 participants who stated that they were fully engaged in 
working for their own academic goals most of which referred to taking the 
forthcoming postgraduate entrance exams. Though English is a compulsory subject 
for every prospective exam taker no matter what Master's course they were going to 
apply for, they were still not motivated to attend the English class, because what was 
taught was not thought to be particularly relevant or helpful to their exams. This was 
understandable because different universities prescribed different reference books for 
their applicants to `study' by themselves. By `study', here it involves two learning 
approaches that the exams in question require applicants to adopt. That is, students 
are supposed not only to `comprehend the meaning' of the reference books but also 
to he able to `reproduce' them in examinations (Richardson, 1994: 463. cited in 
Kember, 2000: 99). In Kember's (2000) words, `understanding' and `memorisation' 
are both needed. Moreover, it is widely believed by Chinese students that doing 
relevant exercises is more effective in preparing for certain exams, though this does 
not mean the normal classes are totally useless. It could be seen that some of my 
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students were fairly willing to attend the class but unfortunately had to give it up due 
to time conflict and exam pressure. 
Time conflict was mainly reflected in students' overall self-study plans. As I have 
introduced earlier, this module required 6 class hours per week and some extra time 
for previewing and reviewing, which was apparently too much for some students to 
afford under that special circumstance. Here are some students' explanations in this 
regard: 
`It's not because we don't want to come to class, but because many of us are applying for 
non-English postgraduate courses. English is not a big problem; but other professional 
reference books are completely new to us and therefore take us more time to study on our 
own. ' (S2, Class 1, translation) 
`Taking exams needs practical skills rather than the ability to appreciate texts in the way 
we do in class. Spending six hours per week learning one particular article seems not as 
effective as doing 20 sets of reading comprehension exercises within the same amount of 
time. ' (S35, Class 2, translation) 
`I want to choose finance as my major for the further education, so I have to learn the 
courses by myself, and sometimes attend the relative classes in other department. So I have 
no choice. ' (S30, Class 1, translation) 
In addition, some participants' personal learning habits resulted in the time conflict 
between attending class and self-studying as well. As a few of them wrote: 
`I have a lot of things to learn by heart for the postgraduate exams. I particularly like 
reading by myself in the fresh air, especially in the morning. Hence, I had to sacrifice 
some of your class time. ' (S46, Class 1, translation) 
`At first I attended class continuously. I also found it really worth attending. Gradually I 
found that if I attended this class one day, I felt the efficiency of my study, the whole day, 
is low, and I was not satisfied about myself. Just like an engine, while it is working, you 
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stop it, it needs time to start again. If I have a day without lessons, my efficiency is high. 
You needn't go around here and there to find seat. ' (S24, Class 2, original) 
`I hope to have some clear days studying on my own. There would be little time left if I 
attended your class for two hours in the morning. ' (S36, Class 2, translation) 
It could be seen from the above six comments that many students tended to work 
according to their own schedule in the way they were most comfortable with. Clearly, 
the timetable established by the university and the teacher's particular lesson plan 
were not able to satisfy every learner's personal needs. As Jimenez Raya and Lamb 
(2003) point out, `the fact that there is no easy one-to-one relationship between 
teaching and learning makes it virtually impossible for a teacher to set learning 
objectives for a class and expect learners to achieve uniformly by the end of the 
lesson' (2003: 14). In a sense, this can be a challenge for educators because they 
want to encourage learners to set and strive for their own goals with autonomy on the 
one hand, and expect them to follow the school curriculum on the other. 
Besides the specific reason of time conflict, the general exam pressure demotivated 
some participants as well. For example, a student said she had no passion for class at 
all because it had been ruined by the piles of reference books that she needed to 
study for postgraduate exams. Another one said she changed her self-image as a good 
student in teachers' and peers' eyes because she skipped all possible classes since the 
third year to prepare for her postgraduate exams. Even if sometimes she presented 
herself in class for the sake of attendance record, she could not concentrate at all. 
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Apart from the great majority who skipped class by reason of preparing for 
postgraduate exams, a small number of participants also mentioned their other 
learning plans such as reading other interesting books in the library, practising oral 
English by themselves, or learning to educate themselves. Here are a couple of 
examples: 
`I'm practising my oral English as often as possible. Let me give you an example. If I have 
two hours' free time, I would rather find a foreign teacher and chat with him than study in 
our book. I do things which I think is worth my while doing it. ' (S27, Class 2, original) 
`I have spent three years in studying by attending class at university, and till now have no 
sense of achievement. Therefore I want to make use of the rest of time to learn to educate 
myself. Learning, after all, is a lifelong process, and you can't always rely on the teacher. ' 
(S 18, Class 2, translation) 
Secondly, 10 participants stated that they had to skip classes as they were busy 
seeking graduate jobs or pursuing job-related certificates which might or might not 
have anything to do with English. These reasons were seen as internal factors 
because these students perceived that the value of attending my class was not 
particularly relevant to their job-seeking goals, and they had realistic awareness of 
what was needed for these goals (Williams and Burden, 1997, see Table 3-3). Similar 
to the first internal factor discussed above, this one also brought along the problem of 
time conflict, as the students wanted to have more time to develop some practical 
skills and knowledge for work use. As the following students explained: 
`The seniors are all busy for their postgraduate exams or other certificate exams or 
looking for a good job. Next month, I have to take an exam which have nothing to do 
with English. So I have to choose the one which is more urgent for me. ' (S21, Class 1, 
original) 
`If our English level have achieved a certain degree, it is hard for us to achieve more. 
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We should also pay more attention to other subjects, especially Japanese. If we can 
learn the Japanese or German as good as English, it will be easier for us to get the 
master degree or find a good job. Millions of people in our country can speak English, 
so it's a common thing. If we want to do something that other people cannot do, we 
should have the knowledge that other people do not know. ' (S37, Class 1, original) 
`I think the most important to me is listening, speaking, and some other practical skills 
like computer and so on. So these days I'm busy remedying my disadvantages, which 
may be useful in the future work. I understand the class is necessary, but the vocabulary 
and some other knowledge are not useful in the work to me. ' (S26, Class2, original) 
These statements showed that students had their own judgement of class value in 
terms of personal relevance. As Kember (2000) found in his research with Asian 
students, `a course should both stimulate intrinsic interest and display a relevance to 
future career needs... ' (2000: 113). In addition, my students were also aware of their 
personal strengths and weaknesses in skills required and expected, according to 
which they made their own plans for personal improvement. Indeed, the classroom is 
not the only place for students to learn and develop; what is taught in class is not the 
only thing that students expect to obtain either. It could be seen that my participants 
did have motivation to learn, but not necessarily English; or they had motivation for 
learning English, but not necessarily in the way that we did in class. 
The third internal factor, mentioned by only four students, was comparatively easier 
to explain as it represented a kind of extreme: that is, having no interest or 
confidence in learning English or this course, which is known as `amotivation' in 
Deci and Ryan's (2002) self-determination continuum (see Table 3-1). In this 
research, it was important to note that some students' lack of interest was not only 
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the initial reason for disliking learning English, but also the result of their previous 
English learning experience. As the following couple of students wrote: 
`Nearly four years' English learning experience at university made me less and less 
confident, my poor written and spoken English deprived me of opportunities to participate 
in class. ' (S57, Class 1, translation) 
`I'm not a qualified English major from the beginning to the end. When I was a freshman, I 
realised my English was too poor compared to other classmates especially girl students. I 
didn't know how to learn English. Three years have passed; there is little improvement in 
my English. I now know I don't fit to study English. I don't like it. So I determine to 
attend graduate school and choose another major. After all, English is only a kind of tool, 
I have to learn some other skills and gain some different experiences. ' (S21, Class 2, 
original) 
From an English teacher's perspective, I was a bit disappointed to see my students' 
lack of interest in learning this language. But on the other hand, I was gratified as 
they seemed to have a clearer self-concept and learned to strive hard for things that 
they thought worthwhile. 
7.1.2.1.2 External factors 
Among the 35 students whose reasons were considered as external, 23 of them 
mentioned pressure. I have talked about postgraduate exam pressure earlier 
from 
internal perspectives, as I felt that pressure was mainly from within the 
learners in 
their hard work for their goals (although it was partly from outside as well). 
By 
contrast, the external pressure addressed by students here was more 
from their peers 
and broader contexts such as the final-year/graduating situation and their perceived 
social expectations (Williams and Burden, 1997; see Table 3-3). 
When they brought 
up these reasons, most of them seemed to speak on behalf of the 
final-year students 
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as a whole. As regards the low attendance rate, they tended not to attribute it to me or 
themselves, but to the fact that they were in a special period. As the following two 
students wrote: 
`Our skipping class was not because of you, but because of the current situation. 
Everybody has limited time and therefore has to deal with more urgent things and leave 
other things aside. If you were not teaching final-year students, things must be different. ' 
(S17, Class 1, translation) 
`We are in the final year now and have so many things to do. Learning has become very 
utilitarian at this stage. I never think this is what university students are supposed to be, but 
have to accept the fact. ' (S35, Class 1, translation) 
Peer pressure was another salient reason behind some students' absence from class. It 
could be seen that not every student had strong intention to skip class at first, even 
though they were also busy with various things. However, when seeing many others 
do so, they seemed to feel that they lost much time due to attending class. It was the 
invisible competition among learners that pushed them to `follow the trend'. As a 
few students stated: 
`Almost all students who are taking postgraduate exams don't come to classes now, 
including some of those whose applied master's course is still English. Under such 
circumstance, I become very upset and anxious. ' (S4, Class 1, translation) 
`Another reason is the great pressure! I don't want to go against the trend. Since so many 
students feel free to skip some classes, why can't I? I also just want to take the relevant 
courses instead of all. During such a special period, I need to deal with the most important 
thing with my full energy. '(S50, Class 1, translation) 
`People who always skip classes seem to have more free time for postgraduate exams 
preparation, which unavoidably give others a lot of pressure. Gradually many of us start to 
follow their steps. ' (S52, Class 1, translation) 
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The second learner-related external factor which demotivated them to attend class 
was regarding the constraints and limitations of the learning environment, as well as 
some other contingencies beyond their control. At least five students mentioned the 
problem of competing for seats in the library. Due to the limited number of seats in 
the self-study room, they had to get there early in the morning to find a quiet and 
comfortable place, and were worried about losing it once they left. Another 4 
students explained that they missed some classes because they got up late after 
burning the midnight oil. Unexpected contingencies turned out to be a 
demotivational factor for some students as well. For example, a student said 
something unfortunate happened to her family which made her upset and depressed 
(luring those days, and therefore unable to concentrate on any classes. All in all, we 
should be aware that student motivation is not only determined by proper and 
significant reasons such as pursuing learning/career goals, but also affected by 
seemingly trivial and incidental things such as their physical/psychological comfort 
(Maslow, 1970). 
7.1.2.2 Course-specific demotivational components 
Course-specific reasons have been discussed as motivational components 
in 7.1.1.3, 
in terms of the importance of attending class and of this module perceived 
by 22 
participants. Here in this section, demotivational components specific to the course 
.. 'ill be discussed, including 23 participants' negative comments on the textbook as 
well as 10 participants' dissatisfactory learning experience with previous course 
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tutors. 
Students' complaints about the textbook were mainly regarding its content and 
uselessness. In general, the texts were thought by most students to be `boring, 
difficult, out of date, lengthy, abstract, and time-consuming'. As the following two 
students wrote: 
`I attended your first four classes. The first sight I saw the text, it made me afraid. It's too 
long and too many new words and complicated sentence structures, I have no time to 
conquer it. ' (S21, Class 2, original) 
`It's all due to the god damn book. This is my fourth year here, I can't afford the time 
studying in this kind of book which in my mind and many foreign teachers' mind as well is 
a completely bullshit. They said, `the book is boring, how can a teacher teach it 
interesting? ' even the foreign teachers can't understand some expression in our book which 
they will not use in their whole life. So why bother. ' (S27, Class 2, original) 
In addition, this course was thought to be `useless' as it was neither relevant to their 
postgraduate exams nor practical for their daily use of this language. For example: 
`We choose to study by ourselves in the face of so many books appointed by our target 
universities. What we learn in the intensive reading class might not be useful for the 
postgraduate exams. We are forced to be `short-sighted' and `practical' by the examination 
system. ' (S29, Class 1, original) 
`Our textbook is out of date so that it cannot attract students' eyes. The article selected are 
full of cliches and the cold words are seldom used in daily life even in the TEM 8. ' (S20, 
Class 2, original) 
In 3.3.2.1,1 have mentioned the framework of four motivational conditions proposed 
by Keller (1983) and further highlighted by Crookes and Schmidt (1991). Based on 
Keller's (1983) theory, Crookes and Schmidt (1991) clearly explained the four major 
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determinants of motivation-interest, relevance, expectancy, and outcomes (for 
details, see 1991: 481-482). In the present research, these four criteria could help 
explain why some of my participants were not satisfied with this course. Clearly, 
they were demotivated by the course because none of these criteria was met 
according their awareness of personal needs, values, and goals. Specifically speaking, 
they were not interested in the textbook and did not perceive its importance or 
relevance. They were not confident in studying this course well because they 
expected it would require much of their time and effort due to its level of difficulty. 
Finally, they could not experience the intrinsic rewards (such as enjoynlcnt) and 
seemed not very concerned with the extrinsic rewards (such as good marks) either, as 
they had strong determination to pursue their own goals instead. Actually, this issue 
seems fairly common in many other educational settings as \v ell. As Lamb and 
Simpson (2003) once point out when talking about practitioner research and 
professional autonomy, `... the issue of external constraints (such as imposed 
curriculum)... might be the major factor contributing to disaffection in both learners 
and teachers' (2003: 61). 
Apart from the demotivational influence caused by the textbook itself, some 
participants' negative attitudes towards this course were also related to their 
experience with previous course tutors. I did not put this 
factor into the group of 
teacher-specific reasons, as I have defined that group in terms of comments relating 
specifically to me as a teacher, rather than teachers in general. 
At this point, I am 
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mainly concerned about how their attitudes towards relevant teachers affected their 
attitudes to this course, which further influenced their motivation to attend my class 
afterwards. 
Good teachers can motivate their students to become more devoted to their subject 
(Dörnyei, 1994); likewise, unsuccessful teachers may unfortunately ruin students' 
interest and confidence in learning their subject. As the following students 
complained: 
`I haven't made enough efforts on this course for a long time, as I was so disappointed with 
our previous teacher who taught it that I even started to hate this course because of him. 
Till now I have no confidence to pick it up again. ' (S3, Class 1, translation) 
`I think it's too late to have you back. We're almost leaving. We're totally disappointed 
with all the teachers who had been teaching us. They all had their ways to disappoint their 
students. I think the time left is too short to let us accept your methods of teaching. ' (S23, 
('lass 2, original) 
In a sense, students' dissatisfaction with their teachers had something to do with the 
frequent change of teachers as well; and there are some contextual constraints 
underlying this phenomenon in this university, as I have explained in 1.3.1. Perhaps 
those teachers were not that problematic, but simply taught in different styles which 
took time for students to get used to. I also wondered whether the students had rather 
negative feelings towards the new teacher or not. It is anyway important for the 
administrative body to be aware that learners may need a feeling of consistency and 
stability when pursuing a course of study. 
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7.1.2.3 Teacher-specific demotivational components 
In 7.1.1.1,1 discussed teacher-related reasons brought up by 76 students from a 
motivational perspective. Here in this section, 32 students' comments on me and mv, 
class will be discussed from a demotivational perspective. As indicated earlier. those 
who made positive comments included both attendees and absentees. Likewise. some 
of the negative comments to be discussed in the following were made by regular 
attendees as well. It seemed that some participants not only explained their own 
reasons for attending or skipping classes, but also tended to make comments on 
behalf of their class fellows as well. 
Firstly, 17 students pointed out the rrnswisf«cton° aspects of nlý teaching, including 
teaching methods, class atmosphere, teaching speed, and my personal style which 
seemed related to my personality (such as quiet and mild) and physical condition 
(such as low voice). Regarding teaching methods, at least five participants talked 
about it in connection with `tasks/activities' which they thought were part of my new 
method. They did not tend to deny the value and usefulness of tasks, but somehow 
felt such new methods were from overseas and therefore not suitable for the Chinese 
context. Here are two examples: 
`Why people don't want to come? My point is that they think it is a good class if they are 
crammed with a lot of things rather than enjoyed new activities, new methods. Due to 
traditional Chinese educational system, our brain has actually become a receptacle rather 
than a thinking tool or an analysing machine. ' (S28, Class 1, original) 
`Face it my dear friend, this is China. We can't find a way to combine the present 
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educational situation with a teaching method from overseas. I know you are trying, very 
hard. ' (S23, Class 2, original) 
Comments like the above were not widely found among my students' letters, tlhoL1`li 
they might represent a larger population's opinions. It seems to be a widespread 
perception that most Asian students are used to `didactic teaching' and `passive 
learning' in the `tightly structured courses', hence the `resistance to innovation' 
(Kember, 2000: 111-112). However, as Kember (2000) further claims based on the 
successful Action Learning Project conducted in Hong Kong, students' initial 
resistance may eventually be replaced by their appreciation if they are allowed time 
to adapt to new forms of teaching and learning. This was the case in my research as 
well, as I found that not all of the regular attendees felt comfortable with my way of 
dealing with texts at the very start. Nevertheless, they stayed on and gradually came 
to enjoy it once they got used to my teaching methods. 
Apart from teaching methods, a few participants thought my personal style could 
make my teaching problematic. For example, a student said she sometimes felt 
sleepy because I was too gentle and mild. Another student said explicitly to me that if 
I wanted to be an excellent teacher, then my quietness was not good for me. For them. 
the main problem of my quiet nature was that the class atmosphere would not be 
lively, active, or full of passion. Similarly, my low voice did not help in this regard 
either. Here is a typical example from a girl who explained how my quiet voice made 
her `escape' from my class: 
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`The last reason is about you. Our classes are always in the first half of the day. Your voice 
is very small that if you want all of us to hear you, you keep moving steps in the classroom. 
Most of the time we looked at you moving from this side to the other, which made me feel 
a little faint. Then the following day was spent in this way. I think it is my fault. Instead of 
give you this kind of suggestion, I chose to escape from this course. ' (S20, Class 1, 
original) 
Secondly, in addition to my personal limitations, my understanding and empathy 
were somehow `used' by some students and regarded as my `connivance' with their 
absence from class. At the beginning of the term, I did declare that I would not force 
anyone to come to my class, though I was at the same time encouraging their 
attendance by stressing the importance and potential usefulness of this course. As a 
result, this became a sign for some of them to have their own way without worrying 
about external regulations from me or anything like that. There were six students 
who made comments in this aspect, from which I could see that they appreciated my 
understanding on the one hand, and felt guilty of taking advantage of my goodness 
on the other. As the students stated: 
`We know what we need to learn, what we need to do, we do care abut our own futures. It's 
bad for one teacher to force his students to do something sometimes. He is wasting our 
time. So thank you. Thank you very much for giving me the time to do my own things. It's 
very great, and you are very great. ' (S59, Class 1, original) 
`I heard my classmates told me they felt guilty. You still smiled to them, say `hello' to them 
when they met you and even they absent from class. ' (S55, Class 2, original) 
Thirdly, `unsuccessful start of the term' was mentioned by 6 participants as 
something demotivating. This was mainly my fault as I went back late from the UK 
and missed nearly two weeks' classes. A couple of periods of leave that I asked for 
afterwards made things even worse. Despite some misunderstandings, I was terribly 
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sorry for this and truly understood how disappointed my students were while waiting 
for me in the classroom. Unfortunately, I would not be able to make time return to 
the past and start again; but fortunately, I had this chance to communicate with every 
individual student by writing. It was a chance for my students to voice their true 
feelings, whether to express disappointment or to complain; and a chance for me to 
remove misunderstandings and express my apology. Anyway, this unexpected 
experience made me further aware that learners come to class not only to be taught 
and educated, but also to be cared and respected. The role that a teacher plays is not 
only to give knowledge and demand discipline, but more importantly to demonstrate 
a way of being a responsible and caring person. This seems to be a typical image of 
Chinese teachers, as they are expected to be a `model' not only of `authoritative 
learning', but also of `moral behaviour' (Jin and Cortazzi, 2006: 10). 
The final teacher-specific demotivational component was regarding their perceived 
changes in me compared with their first impression of me three years before. In a 
sense, my students had already had specific expectations of me before I went back to 
teach them the second time, based on their knowledge of the former me. Therefore, 
they naturally hoped that our previous happy class experience would continue. 
Moreover, it seemed that only my changes in their expected direction were 
acceptable. Anything that I did not do better than or as well as before would make 
them disappointed and even become a demotivational force. Although this aspect 
was mentioned by only three participants, it should not be 
ignored, because it 
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reminds us of the important influence of learners' previous learning experience on 
their later learning motivation, as well as the influence caused by the mismatch 
between what learners expect in their minds and how they feel in reality. 
7.2 Further discussion 
So far I have analysed my research participants' letters to me in detail. This 
improvised investigation was ostensibly to find out why my students came or did not 
come to attend my class, but actually functioned as a valuable way for me to 
understand their underlying motivation for learning and for other things. Having 
played dual roles as a teacher researcher, my personal and deep involvement in this 
authentic teaching context has increased my understanding of the complexity of not 
only the construct of motivation but also the life of the classroom. 
To give a broad overview of the above discussed themes, there are three salient 
aspects that are worth further discussion. The first one is the significance of the 
teacher-student relationship in terms of teaching and researching. The second one 
reveals students' motivational conflicts in connection with their goal prioritisation. 
['he third one looks at learners' motivational and personal development in the face of 
the challcngc of time and context. 
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7.2.1 Significance of teacher-student relationship 
7.2.1.1 In terms of teachin g6 
Teaching in the classroom is a complex job which is both academic and social in 
nature. As Dömyei (2005) says, `the classroom, is also a social arena in which 
students go through some key developmental experiences in their lives, such as 
establishing friendship, falling in love, and experimenting with increasingly elaborate 
personal identities' (2005,86-87). 
In the socially constructed world of teaching, the teacher-student relationship is 
crucial. This relationship is by no means like that between `seller' and `buyer', or 
between `giver' and `taker'. In a sense, it seems like the feelings between family 
members which need `watering' and `nourishing' with full attention and which will 
finally be paid back. In the present research, the classic image of the relationship of 
`filiality' in Chinese culture seemed less typical in my class. On the contrary, the 
reciprocity of caring, concern and cherishing' (Jin and Cortazzi, 2006: 12) which also 
characterises the teacher-student relationship in Chinese tradition proved to be more 
important and was highly appreciated by both parties. On the one hand, students nced 
to have a feeling of being cared for and attended to by the teacher, no matter how 
mature they are. For example, these needs could be seen from how my research 
participants felt about the class size. As some of them said, they liked the atmosphere 
This part is adapted from Li, -'lºuh 
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of a small class because they could feel more connected with the teacher and peers, 
which in turn would motivate them to devote themselves to their learning. On the 
other hand, the students are always ready to `help' the teacher as well by showing 
their understanding, support, appreciation and encouragement. For example, when 
some of my participants explained their reasons for absenting themselves from my 
class, they tended to comfort me, encourage me, and prevent me from blaming 
myself for the low attendance rate. Here are some examples: 
`In fact, we have discussed about why we don't like to take classes this semester in bed 
time. Though there are several reasons, none of them is related with the teacher. So you 
need to realise this phenomenon is not your fault. Partly it is our fault, partly the situation. ' 
(S20, Class 2, original) 
`Please don't be sad about the small number of students present in your class. You know, 
no matter there are 60 students or just one in the class, you should always see it as a stage 
on which you may perform to the full extent. ' (S35, Class 2, translation) 
`Miss Li, please don't feel sorry about the low attendance rate during these days. When we 
get together in a few years' time, there must be a room of elitists among us. At that moment, 
you'll be happy and proud, because it was your understanding and love that made them 
feel warm and encouraged them to pursue their dreams. (S61, Class 1, translation) 
These words made me realise that I might have underestimated their maturity and 
sensitivity. Though feeling depressed for some reason at times, I had been trying to 
hide my emotion very carefully in front of my students. However, they seemed to 
have observed me even more carefully. I was touched and firmly believed that such a 
gesture was more than a matter of trying to please me or get a good mark. Rather, it 
should be attributed to mutual trust and understanding between us, which is the 
beauty of the social life in the classroom. 
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Despite the motivating effects of the positive teacher-student relationship, it is also 
important for the teacher to bear in mind the administrative role that she should play. 
A teacher should be very careful of the balance between being 'empathic' (Dörn\ei. 
1994) and authoritative, between encouraging autonomy and demanding discipline. It 
is helpful to `promote learner autonomy by allowing real choices about alternative 
ways to goal attainment' (Dörnyei, 1994: 282), but excessive autonomy might to 
some extent lead to overindulgence or damage to the normal teaching system. All in 
all, how to manage the proper teacher-student relationship requires both technical 
strategy and social consideration. A healthy and effective relationship will indeed 
promote learner motivation and help teaching go in a more smooth way. 
7.2.1.2 In terms of researching 
In the present research, the sensitive relationship between me (the researcher) and my 
students (the participants) had a great influence on the research process and brought 
some unexpected results as well. In view of our shared history, I found my attitudes 
toward teaching and toward the research was somehow contradictory. Before the 
fieldwork started, I had great ambition to conduct my research successfully, with 
confidence in the research instruments that I had designed. However, once I stepped 
into the classroom, it was not easy to be clearly aware of my identity as a researcher, 
especially in front of the students who knew me very well. For ethical reasons, I 
always considered the classroom situation from a teacher's perspective first. 
\Vheilcver I felt my prepared research plan was not welcome or somewhat 
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time-consuming, I would be unwilling to carry on, thinking that I should not `waste' 
my students' time or `use' them for my personal research purpose. The low 
attendance rate made me more sensitive of whatever I did in class. as I did not want 
to disappoint the limited number of students who chose to attend my class. Although 
I believed that carrying out some research activities (such as doing tasks and writing 
feedback) would do no harm to their study, I would still not like to force them to 
accept my research beliefs if they themselves were not able to perceive things in this 
way. 
In spite of some ups and downs in the process, this research did move forward, with 
the improvised methods that I adopted according to the ever-changing situation. My 
concern with the teacher-student relationship might have caused some unnecessary 
anxieties within myself; but meanwhile, the research benefited from the positive 
effects of our carefully maintained relationship as well. The quality of my students' 
letters to me was a good example in this regard. As I have explained, we had used 
this way of communication when I taught them for the first time, and it proved 
successful and reliable. My sincere reply to every individual student helped build up 
their trust in me and in this method. Therefore, when I invited them to write letters 
main ýý hich were used as data for this research), I believed they would be 
responsible and honest in their writing, no matter whether they were showing their 
respect and appreciation to me or making critical comments or complaints. As it 
turned out, this part of the data was rich and valuable, thanks to the trustworthy and 
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well-grounded relationship between my students and me. 
7.2.2 Motivational conflict and prioritisation 
Apart from the significance of the teacher-student relationship, another salient 
feature that emerged from an overview of the letters is motivational conflict which 
seems closely related with students' goal prioritisation, existing within and across 
learners in different ways. 
7.2.2.1 Motivational vs. demotivational influence 
In general, the motivational and demotivational influences discussed in the current 
chapter are from the same three perspectives- the teacher, the learner, and the course. 
It was interesting to note that the same factors were sometimes seen by different 
learners as different influences, either motivating or demotivating. From an internal 
perspective, this is absolutely understandable because learners have their different 
needs and goals. Even within the same learner, something motivating could 
unknowingly become demotivating as he steps into a different developmental stage 
or has a clearer perception of himself. From an external perspective, different time, 
situation and different significant others (e. g. teachers) involved may push a learner's 
different motivations into competition as well. 
Taking the present research as an example, the first type of motivational conflict lies 
across my participants at a macro level. As regards teacher-specific influence, they 
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made different judgements of me and my teaching. Some students appreciated my 
gentle and mild character; whereas others felt my quiet nature might be a main cause 
of the inactive class atmosphere. Some students enjoyed the teaching methods that I 
brought to the class; whereas others thought the methods were western and therefore 
not suitable for the Chinese context. Some students liked listening to me talk about 
beyond-textbook things; whereas others did not show much interest as these things 
seemed to them impractical and irrelevant. 
In terms of learner-specific inf uonce, they had different motivations for doing the 
same or different things. For example, some students thought attending class was 
helpful for them to prepare for postgraduate exams; whereas others thought it was a 
waste of time and they preferred to study on their own. Facing graduation, some 
students said they had much pressure and therefore could not concentrate in class; 
whereas others tried to cherish the limited remaining time at university and release 
their pressure by studying with peers in the peaceful class. 
With respect to course-specific influence, students' different attitudes towards the 
same course book made it either a motivating or a demotivating 
factor. For example, 
some students enjoyed studying the difficult articles and had a sense of achievement 
after making sense of them; whereas others were very 
frightened by the complex 
sentences and tough words and had no interest or confidence 
in studying them at all. 
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Some students clearly perceived the importance of this course (no matter whether 
they actually liked it or not); whereas others thought it totally useless. 
The above mentioned conflicts not only existed across my participants, but also 
within them. The fact that a large number of students stated their reasons for both 
attending and skipping classes could be good evidence in a sense. From what they 
wrote in the letters, I could see that they did struggle very much in deciding whether 
or not to come to my class and in fighting between their internal beliefs and external 
pressure. In Class 1, for example, a student (S35, Class 1) found that final-year 
students' (including herself) learning behaviours and purposes became very 
utilitarian. She did not agree with this way of studying, but unfortunately had to 
follow the trend and face the reality. Another student (S48, Class 1) said she believed 
this module could help improve her comprehensive ability of using English, but she 
could not really feel such values at the time of studying. She also believed learning 
English was very useful, but did not see what its use would be in real work except in 
teaching and research. There were also quite a few examples in Class 2 as well. A 
studcilt (S35, Class 2) first stated that she found my way of teaching helped develop 
her analytical thinking, but later said she needed to do more exercises to improve her 
l'nglish at that stage and therefore felt having six hours of my class every week was 
not that helpful. Another student (S6, Class 2) said he liked my teaching style and felt 
no pressure in my class, and at the same time complained that I was too traditional 
and did not create an active atmosphere. 
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7.2.2.2 Motivation for learning English vs. motivation for other things 
To further understand how different motivations complement or compete with each 
other within an individual learner; and to see how he prioritises them for a particular 
behaviour at a particular time, it is necessary to look at these motivational conflicts at 
a micro level. Basically, motivation prioritisation has a close relationship v itlh goal 
prioritisation, because a person's motives for doing something are explicitly or 
implicitly directed by his goals, including `social relationship goals', `task-related 
goals', `cognitive goals', career goals, and emotional goals (Wentzel, 2000: 106). In 
the present study, a basic distinction identified within individual learners is 
motivation for learning English and motivation for other things. 
Firstly, my participants' general English learning motivation was within my 
expectation as the research was conducted in an English classroom context. What 
was worth noticing were the conflicts and coexistence of different specific motives 
for learning English. Students' letters revealed very strong intrapersonal `fights' 
within themselves, for example, between short-term and long-term goals, between 
learni» beliefs and emotional satisfactions, between intrinsic interest and external 
pressure, between quality-orientated and exam-orientated learning motivation. These 
varied `fights' seemed common among many of my students. For instance, some of 
them were not really interested in English and decided to pursue further education in 
a different area; but they had to deal with English well at the moment, otherwise 
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there would be no chance for them to explore their interested areas later. Some 
students did enjoy English and hoped to appreciate the beauty of this language in 
their expected way, but the university curriculum and situational constraints were not 
able to provide them with favourable conditions. Some students were clearly aware 
of the importance of taking this module, but the actual quality of the class and the 
textbook seemed unsatisfactory and somehow destroyed their motivation and 
confidence. Some students believed that learning English not only meant memorising 
new words or doing exercises, but also required relevant cultural knowledge and the 
ability to use it in a communicative way. However, the exam pressure and limited 
self-study time forced them to become `short-sighted' and utilitarian even if they 
hated being so. Passing exams was not their ultimate aim, but they could not ignore it, 
otherwise it would become a barrier on the way to their real aims. 
Secondly, the findings showed that some participants had a variety of motivations 
for other things apart from learning English, such as social networking, seeking jobs, 
gaining practical skills, and pursuing all-round personal development. Some of these 
motivations were complementary or consistent with their motivation for learning 
English. For example, some students expected that coming to learn English in my 
class would be a good way of consolidating their social connection with me and their 
peers. If students realised that improving English proficiency was a key to success in 
job-hunting, then they would possibly be motivated to attend my (and other) English 
classes so as to become qualified and competitive applicants. However, some other 
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motivations might be in competition with students' motivation for learning English. 
For example, if students were aware of their personal weaknesses in 
non-English-related skills such as computer skills and other professional knowledge 
required by certain types of job, they would probably sacrifice their time and enerzv 
for learning English for those things. Moreover, excess attention paid to job-seeking 
(e. g. searching job vacancies, preparing application documents, attending careers 
fairs) was itself a kind of distraction from concentrating on their normal studies. 
Therefore, it seemed not realistic for most of my participants to care about so many 
things at a time, though it did not mean that different motivations could not coexist. 
Actually, every student had consciously or unconsciously prioritised these 
motivations and relevant goals in mind before they were committed to certain actions. 
In addition, this process of prioritising was an on-going process, being affected by 
internal factors such as their affective states and developmental stage, as well as 
external factors such as their interaction with significant others and the contextual 
realities (Williams and Burden, 1997; see Table 3-3). It might not 
be possible to 
conic up with a general rule or standard of prioritisation applicable to all 
learners due 
to individual differences and the ever-changing situation. However, it is import ant for 
us to be aware of and understand our learners' motivational conflicts 
in the first place, 
and then try to provide helpful guidance for them to make appropriate prioritisation 
on their own. 
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7.2.3 Motivational development and personal development 
Motivation is not a stable emotional or mental state, though most relevant research 
has been based on the measure of it at some particular point of time (Dömyei, 2001). 
In the last two decades, a number of researchers (e. g. Heckhausen, 1991; 
Heckhausen and Kuhl, 1985; Kuhl, 1987: Ushioda, 1998,2001; Dörnvci and Otto, 
1998) have attached increasing importance to the temporal dimension and suggested 
the dynamic nature of L2 motivation, in the shape of motivational change and 
sequential development over an extended period of time. For example, Shoaib and 
Dörnyei (2005) focus on language learners' long-term motivational moves and shifts 
in their study (reviewed in 4.1.3.4). Heckhausen (2000) and Smith and SpurlinI 
(2001) also adopt a broad lifespan perspective aiming to frame motivational 
development. Though this aspect is not the primary aim of this research, the `ups and 
downs' of my participants' language learning motivation are quite obvious here and 
there in the gathered data. Basically, the development of their motivation seemed 
largely related to their personal development, with the developmental stage and 
situational influence playing major roles. 
7.2.3.1 The challenge of developmental changes in motivation 
In EFL contexts such as China, learning English could be a life-long process for 
some people, covering a number of developmental stages. Take my research 
participants as an example; they began learning this language from primary school, 
continued in junior'scnior middle school, till university. After graduation, some of 
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them furthered their English studies in postgraduate schools, and others might have 
started their jobs having English as a working language at different levels. In 
whatever way, so long as they are still consciously improving or unconsciously 
getting more familiar with this language, their learning process is not finished. 
Though it seems hardly possible to observe a person's whole life of learning a 
foreign language, we should not doubt that he has different motivations at different 
`life phases' (Shoaib and Dörnyei, 2005). Looking at several key developmental 
stages of a person say, child, adolescent, adult learner, working person--«e could 
see that one's motivation to learn a language develops as one grows as a person. 
Advantages and limitations coexist in a person at every different stage. For example, 
a child may sometimes have natural interest in a foreign language but lack sustaining 
efforts and perseverance in learning it; whereas an adult may be very devoted to and 
skilful in learning, with some instrumental purposes, but unfortunately unable to 
really enjoy it. 
As Shoaib and Dörnyei (2005) find, `... as people's general life goals often develop 
gradually throughout the years, we can see a sharpening of the focus in language 
learning orientations as well' (2005: 32-33). From an external perspective, people at 
different stages face different levels and types of pressure as well as different societal 
expectations. From an internal perspective, people have increasing awareness of 
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themselves and therefore their learning may inevitably become more purposeful and 
utilitarian, in other words more useful for them to live in an expected %v ay in the 
world. As far as my research participants are concerned, they \N ere at a special 
developmental stage when the research was conducted. The increasing pressure of 
graduation might have changed their original learning beliefs and preferred ways of 
studying English. They seemed more certain about what they wanted and more eager 
to decide the way to achieve it on their own. Under that circumstance, `significant 
others' might become less significant compared with their own determination to 
pursue their desired goals. No matter whether their objectives and behaviours were 
appropriate or not, I tended to assume that this level of commitment and degree of 
self-motivation or autonomy would be rarely seen among learners at junior stages. 
By saying so, I do not mean that students of younger ages are necessarily less 
autonomous. They certainly can be as motivated as adults to do the sane thing, but 
probably for different reasons. It seems unlikely for anybody to skip over one 
developmental stage to the next, physically or psychologically, even if he may have a 
long-term goal or plan for his future. Sometimes `significant others' (especially 
teachers and parents) tend to tell the students what is the right way and right reason 
for them to do something, for the sake of their future. However, not every minor can 
value the outcome of adults' experience and some set little store by them. As a result, 
many people will feel regretful for their previous life when they later reach a certain 
age or developmental stage and finally realise how wonderful it would be if they had 
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done things in some ways but not others before. In the classroom context, the typical 
example of the above issue is the insurmountable distance between the teacher's 
expectations and the students' beliefs, between the overall aim of the school 
curriculum and the personal aims of individual students. In this connection, Shoaib 
and Dörnyei (2005) have identified it as a salient temporal pattern of motivational 
change, that is, `maturation' (2005: 31). 
7.2.3.2 The challenge of contextual influence 
The above discussed challenge of developmental stage to one's motivation is centred 
on the `time' element. As time goes by or as one grows up, a person's motivation for 
something (e. g. for learning a target foreign language) may either develop in a 
forward direction, or move in a backward direction, or change in a spiral way, or just 
remain at a relatively constant state for some time. However, the findings of this 
research seemed to suggest that the `context' element played a more important part in 
explaining learners' motivational `ups and downs'. In other words, the influence of 
the change of time on one's motivation boils down to the change of situational 
influence, because humans live and grow in an ever-changing world rather than in a 
context-free vacuum. In every different day or year, `human action is always 
embedded in a number of physical and psychological contexts' (Dörnvei, 2001: 15). 
The main data of this research has already implied that my participants' motivation 
For English has been constantly influenced by various inner and outer contexts such 
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as their affective states, self-concepts, significant others, the immediate and broader 
learning environments. In addition, my follow-up email correspondence with a few 
students further supported this point. After my fieldwork. I have kept in touch with 
some of my participants via emails. It was one year after they graduated from the 
university when I asked them a particular question, that is, 
`Looking back at the final year when you were at the university (especially when I was 
teaching you Advanced English Reading course), do you have different understanding of it 
now? If you were asked to give some advice to the current final-year English majors, what 
would you say'? ' 
Eight students replied to me. Two of them were doing postgraduate study then, four 
were working in companies, and two were English teachers. Clearly, answers from 
different students were more or less different, but with a common tendency of regret 
for their final year when they could have done better and learned more useful things. 
Interestingly, their definition of `usefulness' in terms of learning English greatly 
corresponded with their new identities in the new contexts. It was their different 
places of work or study that made them realise what things were most needed and 
should have been obtained more. For example, a student in a company found that the 
working language (i. e. English) was simple and informal, and it was important to 
improve oral English and skills of writing business letters. Another student who 
workcd as a translator/interpreter in a different company felt reading skill was 
important as w ell, as she sometimes found reading business contracts was quite 
difficult. A student who has become an English teacher further understood that 
teaching methods were \'cry important for both teachers and students, and she also 
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expected that students should trust their teachers and try to cooperate in class. She 
seemed to regret on behalf of herself and some other class fellows for not doing %vell 
in this aspect. 
It is no surprise that these students had some new perceptions of English studies as 
they grew up to enter `a new life phase' (Shoaib and Dörnyei 2005), which might 
naturally lead to different motivations to learn this language. But in the final analysis, 
their motivational changes not only resulted from the passing of some time, but more 
importantly from their involvement in a new physical and psychological context. To 
put it in another way, it is the different situational influence, both internal and 
external, that pushed their motivational and personal development. 
7.3 Conclusion 
This chapter mainly focused on the qualitative analysis and discussion of º1my 
participants' personal letters to me, aiming to further explore their learning 
motivation by understanding their reasons for attending or skipping my English class. 
Motivational and demotivational components were identified, which were 
respectively teacher-specific, learner-specific, and course-specific. Based on an 
overview of the detailed discussion, this chapter concluded with a general discussion 
of three noticeable issues-`significance of teacher-student relationship', 
'moti\'ational conflict and prioritisation', and `motivational development and 
personal development'. 
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So far I have reported this research in detail, from the literature review to the 
methodological design, from the data analysis to the theoretical discussion. I shall 
now bring the thesis to the final conclusion in the following chapter, by summarising 
the entire research, reflecting on my research questions, discussing the limitations 
and implications, and making suggestions for future research. 
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8.0 Introduction 
This is the final conclusion chapter of the whole thesis. It begins with a brief 
overview of the research, and continues with some reflections on the research 
questions and relevant findings. It then summarises the implications both in the 
research area and the classroom context, followed by some suggestions for future 
research. The chapter concludes with a few personal words highlighting what I have 
achieved and how I have developed as a teacher, a researcher, and a foreign language 
learner. 
8.1 A brief overview of the research 
This is classroom-based practitioner research conducted in a university context in 
China, with myself performing dual roles as a teacher researcher working closely 
with two classes of final-year English majors (about 120 students in total) for four 
months. According to my knowledge of that institutional context where I myself 
studied for four years and taught for one year, `tasks' is a relatively new concept 
which has not been widely used in English classes, especially on the `Advanced 
English Reading' course. Therefore, the present research was intended to explore 
students' motivation for tasks in this context, and see to what extent tasks can be 
adapted and integrated into the reading class without abandoning its prescribed 
textbook or disturbin its existing curriculum provision. 
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Different from much other task-based research or motivation research, this empirical 
study is of a qualitative and exploratory nature, with the main research methods 
being reflective writing and interviewing. In other words, I attempted to understand 
my students' task motivation and their perceived task effectiveness by listening to 
their voices, rather than by evaluating their on-task performances or end-of-task 
products. In order to encourage and guide my students to engage in a systematic 
reflective practice and increase their awareness of the learning process, I designed a 
framework (i. e. Expectation-Experience-Evaluation) for both methodological and 
pedagogical purposes. In addition, I also proposed a `balanced' approach to my 
teaching/data-gathering fieldwork, intrigued by van Lier's (1996) call for `balanced 
teaching' and Allwright's (1991,2003) working principles for Exploratory Practice 
(EP). 
As the `balanced' approach indicates, my fieldwork involved me moving back and 
forwards between pre-designed and improvised teaching and researching plans. 
Eventually, I collected a set of qualitative data mainly including my students' written 
feedback which reflected their immediate perceptions of and comments on 
different 
tasks, individual letters which showed their attitudes to and understandings of 
attending my English class, and group interviews which covered their retrospective 
task evaluation and other relevant learning issues. 
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My way of approaching these data was to integrate macro and micro perspectives. At 
the micro level, I focused on task-specific data (e. g. post-task feedback. interview 
comments on tasks), aiming to find out the motivating task features. to interpret 
students' evaluative criteria for motivating tasks as well as the underlying reasons, 
and to explore in what ways the most immediate task-engagement conditions shaped 
their task motivation. At the macro level, I extended my focus to wider contexts, that 
is, to investigate what kinds of contextual factors (such as the course, the university, 
the society, and the culture) influenced students' broader motivational perspectives 
which in turn might also shape their motivation for tasks. 
Upon reflection, I find that my research perspectives experienced an interesting 
movement: macro --> micro - macro. At the very start, I only had a general interest 
in language learning motivation. After an extensive reading of motivation literature, I 
learned that the developmental history of motivation research witnessed a trend from 
a macro to a micro perspective, especially since the 1990s (Dörnyei, 2002,2003; 
Crookes and Schmidt, 1991; Gardner and Tremblay, 1994, etc. ). Being particularly 
intcrested in the `situation-specific' approach (Dörnyei, 1996; Julkunen, 1989,2001) 
and the educational focus `looking at classroom reality' (Dörnyei, 1998: 125), 1 
increasingly narrowed my research focus on `task motivation' which in Dörnyei's 
words is `the culmination of this approach' (Dörnyei, ? (_)O?: 138). This is the first 
movement from a macro to a micro perspective. However, in the process of 
researching task motivation, especially after I immersed myself in the authentic 
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classroom situation, I gradually realised the need to bring back the macro perspective 
into my research. The first several collections of students' post-task feedback 
revealed a very complex picture of task motivation, which indicated that this concept 
could not be fully understood without taking the broader motivational influences into 
consideration. This awareness triggered my modified research methods, especially 
the idea of communicating with my students via letters which in the end proved to be 
useful in helping me understand my students' motivation at various levels. 
In sum, in line with the `balanced' approach, my research on task motivation both 
necessitated and ended up employing macro and micro perspectives in a dynamic 
way. In the actual process of analysing and interpreting data, both perspectives 
interacted with and co-supported each other in explaining my students' specific 
task-engagement motivation, general language learning motivation, as well as 
broader motivations for other things. In the following sections, I am going to reflect 
on my research questions and highlight some findings from these two perspectives, 
based on which the limitations and implications of the research will be discussed. 
8.2 Reflections on my research questions and findings 
8.2.1 Research question 1: 
What aspects of task design are perceived to be mutilating features hi' English 
majors in this Chinese university') 
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This question corresponds to the first interpretation of the concept of task motivation. 
That is, when focusing on `tasks', `task motivation refers to the characteristics of the 
task, to task design' (Julkunen, 2001: 33; reviewed in 3.1). In other words, I was 
interested to find out the various aspects of task design that could make a task 
motivating, and more importantly, to see what theoretical and practical 
considerations the teachers should bear in mind if they intend to employ tasks in their 
own classrooms. The exploration of this question is necessary because before we 
attempt to understand why students are motivated for tasks, we should first know 
what task features they are actually motivated about (or what task features are 
perceived to be motivating by them). In this regard, I hope to shed some light on the 
situation-specific considerations of task design, based on what I have found in the 
present research. 
To begin with, I shall talk about the overall idea of integrating tasks into a reading 
class usually devoid of task-based learning activities. Looking at the context from a 
macro perspective, I felt that the institutional constraints (such as the large class and 
the prescribed textbook) and my students' linguistic expectations as advanced 
language learners influenced my way of approaching the class and carrying out my 
research. As Lamb and Simpson (2003) suggest, faced with constraints, teachers 
`need to empower themselves by finding the spaces and opportunities for manoeuvre' 
(2003: 62). Out of careful consideration, I decided that my way of using tasks in my 
English class should neither follow the task-based teaching approach nor the 
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task-supported one, but stand somewhere in between (reviewed in 3.2.1). Some of 
the tasks I designed or adapted might not even qualify as `tasks' in a strict sense 
either. My reason for doing so was to make the most of both the given textbook and 
the potential benefits of tasks so as to make tasks fit well with the particular learning 
context. Though in a sense the loosely defined tasks and the insufficient use of 
task-based framework might be a limitation of this research, I nevertheless found that 
my adaptation was a meaningful attempt which could increase researchers' and 
teachers' understandings regarding the design and use of tasks in other similar EFL 
contexts. 
From a micro perspective, the specific task features that I was interested in for the 
research mainly covered four aspects: task topics, task ti pcs, the participaton" 
structure, and the positioning of tasks during the lesson. My selection of these four 
aspects resulted primarily from their potential practical implications for teachers in 
the classroom, which might be different from the focus of most previous 
task-oriented research in SLA informed by theories such as the Input and Interaction 
Hypthesis (Krachen, 1981,1985,1994; Long, 1981,1983,1996) or Levelt's (1989) 
model of speech production (detailed summary can be found in Ellis, 2003). 
Moreover, my exploration of the motivational influences of these four aspects was all 
based on students' voices. The lack of systematic observation of their on-task 
performance was attributed to the contextual constraints, which might in a sense be 
another limitation. However, my experience during the fieldwork showed that these 
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four aspects were relatively easier for teachers to adapt according to the different 
conditions of their own classrooms and could certainly exert great influence on their 
learners' motivation. For example, teachers can, with certain necessary negotiation 
with students, decide what topics to use in the task, when to implement which task, 
and in what way the task should be organised. 
In the present research, my students commented that they liked `interesting, relevant, 
familiar, attractive, inspiring, useful, authentic, specific, fashionable, and different' 
topics. This finding well supported Ellis' (2003) guiding principles as well as Estaire 
and Zanon's (1994) `theme generator' regarding the selection of task topics. In this 
connection, my students also expressed an explicit need for consistency in studying a 
course. It implies that the frequent change of teachers may not be helpful for 
task-based teaching, because an interesting topic is likely to be repeatedly used by 
different teachers and therefore becomes less motivating. As regards task tapes, my 
students seemed to like those which can extend their thinking beyond the reading 
texts, which are called `opinion tasks' in this research. Comparatively, the other task 
type (i. e. comprehension/understanding tasks) was less appealing, though students 
agreed with its usefulness in helping them make sense of the given texts. With 
respect to `partiupatorv, structure', the most important and interesting 
finding is that 
my students liked the teacher-fronted way of doing tasks most, which challenges the 
dominant preference for `group work' in most other research (e. g. Littlewood and Liu, 
1996; Chan, 1995, Ellis, 2003). My students' reasons were that teacher-fronted 
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structure could make the learning activity more targeted and focused, could 
encourage more inspiring ideas from teacher-talk and teacher-prompted peer-talk. 
Finally, regarding the positioning of tasks, it was found that the pre-reading opinion 
tasks were most motivating, because these tasks were mostly implemented at an early 
stage of the lesson or an early point of the day. At that moment, students found 
themselves more active, energetic, and might have stronger cognitive powers. 
Moreover, when working at an opinion task on a certain topic before studying the 
relevant text, students felt they were more `open-minded', otherwise they might be 
easily influenced by the author's thoughts once they studied the text. 
In sum, the above findings imply that if tasks are to be used in the authentic 
classrooms, there are some practical factors for teachers to address. Teachers should 
not only understand how effective a task could be in principle, but also consider the 
actual conditions and constraints as well as the extent to which they can make the 
theoretically motivating tasks practically successful. For this purpose, teachers 
should be aware of their students' linguistic, cognitive and psychological needs so as 
to help them make the most of tasks. 
8.2.2 Research question 2: 
What are the undcrhving sources of final year English 'majors ' task motivation 
1?! this context? 
This (question corresponds to the second interpretation of the concept of task 
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motivation. That is, when focusing on `task-takers', the studs' of task motivation is to 
explore `the motivational basis of language learning tasks' (Dörnyei, 2003: 14: 
reviewed in 3.1). Actually, I see this research question as an extension of the first one 
discussed above, which aims to further explore the reasons «why my students 
perceived certain tasks motivating. 
Before discussing the underlying reasons, it is necessary to talk about the possible 
limitations of the following findings. As I explained in earlier chapters, due to the 
low attendance rate, the task feedback was only collected from those who attended 
the class and did the tasks. As the number of the regular attendees was much smaller 
than the total of students, their opinions might not be able to fully represent the 
whole class' opinions. On the other hand, however, it seems reasonable to assume 
that these attendees were the most motivated learners; hence their opinions could 
depict a motivating picture for us to understand the sources of task motivation. 
Based on students' post-task feedback and retrospective task evaluation, I identified 
three major underlying sources of their task motivation. The first one is academic 
motivation, which represents my students' language learning goals at various levels, 
ranging from understanding a particular reading text to improving language 
proficiency in general. It was noted that the majority of the attendees approached the 
tasks with an intention of gaining cultural knowledge of the target language and 
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developing language skills such as speaking or writing. To link this motivation with 
goal theories (reviewed in 3.2.3), it was found that `mastery orientation' was more 
salient than `performance orientation' among my participants' attitudes to the module 
and the tasks. In other words, they tended to focus on learning the content' rather 
than on `getting good grades, or outdoing other students' (Dörnyei, 1998: 121; based 
on Ames, 1992). On the other hand, findings from this research also suggest that 
when students devoted themselves to some exam-oriented goals (such as taking 
postgraduate exams), they usually demonstrated a very high level of `achieving 
motive' which in Biggs' (1987) words is aiming for `highest grades, whether or not 
material is interesting' (1987: 11). Therefore, similar to what Kember (2000) found in 
his study of Asian students, my research findings show that students adopt and 
change their learning approaches based on the perceived nature and requirement of 
the learning tasks (such as the course, assignments, examinations), and accordingly 
demonstrate their different levels of academic motivation (Kember, 2000; cf. 
Laurillard, 1984; Ramsden, 1984). 
The second underlying source is personal development motivation, which mainly 
cmbodies my students' broader cognitive goals beyond learning English. 
In their own 
words, they expected to `broaden their horizon' and `develop their 
insights' of the 
world through the given academic tasks in class. They also hoped to 
improve their 
cognitive competence such as thinking and analysing, as well as other transferable 
skills such as taking; initiatives and making decisions. It seems that this motivation 
is 
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the main reason which can explain why my students preferred 'opinion tasks'. 
Moreover, it was found that, even in the language classroom, most students had a 
stronger motivation for rounded personal development than for language acquisition. 
The fact that they appreciated the chance to absorb more thoughts and opinions frone 
the whole class in teacher-fronted tasks is evidence of this and might explain why the 
potentially greater opportunities to practise their own language skills in pairs or 
groups seemed less important. 
The third underlying source reveals the affective aspects of task motivation. As 
Dörnyei and Kormos (2000) suggest, the examination of `non-linguistic and 
non-cognitive factors' may constitute a potentially fruitful extension of existing 
task-based research paradigms' (2000: 275). According to the data in this research, 
the emergent theme of affective motivation is best explained in terms of learner 
satisfaction. It was found that learners' general satisfaction with tasks linked closely 
and interactively with the previously discussed academic motivation and personal 
development motivation. On the one hand, learner satisfaction flowed from their 
engagcment in those tasks which could promote their linguistic, cognitive and other 
aspects of self-improvement. On the other hand, affective experiences of satisfaction 
might in turn facilitate their effective learning and development in the above aspects. 
Moreover, this satisfaction would be strengthened by physical and psychological 
comfort that a favourable task situation could provide. It was also found that the 
teacher and the proper class size were important factors in exerting affective 
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influence on learners, in view of learners' psychological needs for 'relatedness' 
(Ryan and Deci, 2000). To understand this from `a goal content perspective', as 
Wentzel (2000) suggests, students in the classroom are likely to have various 'social 
relationship goals such as to gain approval from others, to establish personal 
relationship with teachers or peers, or to cooperate with classmates' (2000: 106). 
In sum, the coexistence of the above three underlying sources reiterates that task 
motivation is very complex, perhaps even more so than has been found under 
`laboratory' conditions. In the authentic language classroom, students are not only 
learners seeking language development, but also human beings seeking personal 
development. According to the actual situation, their various goals (such as linguistic 
goals, cognitive goals, social goals, developmental goals, and career goals) may 
sometimes complement each other, and other times act in competition. Therefore, in 
order to understand task motivation within context, we should not only look at the 
tasks or students' responses to tasks from a micro perspective, but also take a macro 
perspective to explore the motivational influences of the broader contexts such as the 
class, the course, the university, the society, and the culture (Dörnyei, 2002: 138). For 
this purpose, there might be a need to step out of the task situation and explore other 
broader motivational perspectives. 
8.2.3 Research question 3: 
hi what ways do the immediate and broader contexts influence students' 
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various motivational perspectives in the classroom, which might in turn shape 
their task-engagement motivation? 
From question 1 to question 3, my research went through a gradually deeper and 
wider exploration of task motivation, that is, from the tasks per se to the surrounding 
contexts and from the motivating task features to the underlying motivational basis. 
My discussion of the previous two questions has clearly shown that language 
learners' task motivation comprises different motivational perspectives (e. g. 
linguistic, cognitive, and affective). Therefore, the third research question is intended 
to understand how these perspectives take shape under the influence of various 
situated and broader contextual factors. 
In the process of teaching and collecting data, I became more and more aware that 
looking at task-specific feedback only was not enough, hence I modified my research 
methods in order to understand broader learning issues that my students might 
encounter in that context. Considering that the classroom is the most immediate 
learning environment and attending class should be the prerequisite to their valid task 
evaluation, I decided to listen to their voices on their attitudes to and beliefs about 
the class. I asked every student to write nie a letter stating the reasons why they came 
or did not come to my class regularly during that term. These letters turned out to be 
very helpful for nie to understand their various motivational perspectives within and 
beyond the classroom. 
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Detailed content analysis of these letters not only made me understand students' 
reasons for attending or skipping my class, but also pushed me to interpret these 
reasons with necessary social and cultural considerations. These considerations 
further helped explain the three identified sources of task motivation discussed in 
8.2.2. 
Firstly, regarding `academic motivation' (which is mainly in the shape of language 
learning motivation among English majors in that context), it was found that my 
participants' `developmental stage' (Williams and Burden, 1997) was a crucial factor 
influencing their motivation for English. That is to say, their special identities as final 
year students determined their various learning goals, which in turn determined their 
different approaches to learning English. Some students clearly said that they 
changed their ways of and attitudes to studying English when they entered the final 
year, because they had to strive for their goals in their perceived efficient way within 
limited time. With different purposes (e. g. job-seeking or postgraduate study), 
students' expectations of my class and the tasks were different as well. 
Sceondly, it was found that the `personal (lc'vvclopment motivation' demonstrated by 
those regular attendees had much to do with social and educational expectation in 
China. Noticing an increasing emphasis on `quality education' in recent years (Jin 
and Cortazii, 2006: 14), students understood that they were expected to develop into 
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a rounded person. As Kember (2000) says, `... there has been traditional value placed 
upon education for personal improvement and social advancement throughout 
Chinese societies' (2000: 114; cf. Stevenson and Lee, 1996). Moreover. university 
students in recent years may face greater pressure than former students, because their 
graduation will not be followed by government assignment to work units in a 
centralised system as before (Jin and Cortazzi, 2006: 7). That is, they ha\ c to 
compete with other graduates in a free job market now. This explains \vhy Chinese 
students are keen to develop themselves in all aspects in order to stand out in the 
competition for jobs and be successful in their future positions. Due to the relatively 
low ranking of this university in China, my participants' pressure may be even 
greater because they feel they are in a disadvantageous situation compared with 
graduates from other prestigious universities. 
Thirdly, as regards affective variables in task motivation such as learners' confidence, 
comfortableness, enjoyment, or pressure, stress, it was found that these psychological 
states resulted from learners' interaction with the learning environment (e. g. time of 
day or size of class), and more importantly with significant others (e. g. teachers and 
peers) (Williams and Burden, 1997). In this research, the teacher-student relationship 
between me and my participants had some rather special qualities. For example, the 
level of intimacy reflected in some students' letters to me may be uncommon in the 
western culture. Even within the Chinese culture, `the reciprocity of caring, concern 
and cherishing' between teacher and student is often overlooked or covered by the 
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classic image of the teacher as `an authoritative parent' (Jin and Cortazzi, 2006: 12). 
Another interesting point is that students' affectionate appreciation of me and 
enjoyment in my class seemed to have more to do with my personal qualities, 
temperament, overseas experience, and attitudes towards life than to do with my 
expertise in English language. This viewpoint is compatible with the Chinese culture 
in which the teacher is expected to have both professional knowledge and social 
morality of being a good person. 
Overall, the research findings imply that students in the classroom all have multiple 
goals which are either set by themselves or promoted by others such as the institution 
(Allen, 1986; Wentzel, 2000). However, the way they prioritise them or the amount 
of effort they invest in the pursuit of different goals varies from learner to leanner, 
depending on the perceived values and personal relevance of these goals. To a great 
extent, it is these various goals that shaped learners' various motivational 
perspectives. In other words, learners' goal-setting and goal-commitment play 
important roles in the motivational processes which fuel the quantity and quality of 
their learning behaviours (Dörnyei, 2002). In addition, the comparison between my 
students' motivational beliefs for learning English before and after graduation also 
supports the claim of the `dynamic' and `evolving' nature of motivation (e. g. Dörnyei, 
2001; Ushioda, 1998). In this regard, this research implies that students' motivational 
development arises not only from the passing of time (such as entering a different life 
phase), but more importantly from the change of the context and their interaction 
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with the new context. 
8.3 Overall limitations and implications 
In the previous section, I have mentioned some limitations and implications in terms 
of the specific research questions and their relevant findings. I will now sum manse 
some key points regarding the general limitations of this research before exploring its 
wider implications. 
Firstly, due to the contextual constraints, this practitioner research on task motivation 
only adopted a compromised task-based framework and a loosely defined concept of 
tasks, because the tasks had to be adapted for the existing curriculum and the 
prescribed textbook in my research context. Moreover, all these tasks were just for 
one-off use during the fieldwork; and accordingly my participants' comments on 
particular tasks were only based on their one-off engagement too. 
The second limitation regards the data collection methods. In this study, I relied only 
on students' voices on their perceptions and evaluations of tasks, without making any 
objective observation (such as recording) of their performance. Therefore, I did not 
have `hard' data to examine the quantity or quality of their on-task behaviour or to 
compare between their performance on more motivating tasks and that on less 
motivating ones. In other words, this research only focused on what they said about 
the tasks but not on what they actually did in the tasks. 
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Thirdly, this research was conducted in a specific context with a group of `special' 
students. Their shared history with me and their identities as final year students 
added a few particularities to this study. For example. their previous learning 
experience with me and later knowledge of my overseas background might have 
from the very start affected their expectation of my class. Their preoccupation with 
the preparation for postgraduate exams and the uncommonly low attendance rate had 
some impact on my teaching/researching procedures as well. Moreover, my dual 
identity as a teacher researcher might also influence students' accounts, and it 
seemed unlikely to clarify to what extent they were pleasing me or telling the truth. 
For these reasons, I do not attempt to generalise any findings to a wider population or 
to other contexts. However, this study still has significance and can certainly 
contribute to our understandings at both theoretical and practical levels. 
8.3.1 In the research area 
This study suggests that the researcher's personal involvement in the authentic 
classroom situation is important for motivation research. It is necessary for 
researchers to have close and direct contact with language learners for longer time. In 
this way, the researchers may gain a better understanding and personal experience of 
the learning environment in which the learners learn a language, based on which they 
are more likely to interpret learners' motivation from their perspectives. This Nvill add 
great value to researchers' own perspectives in evaluating nmotivvation. 
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On the other hand, researchers' in-depth contact with their participants will probably 
make ethical considerations more essential. To be honest, I did have a few tough 
decisions to make during my fieldwork, especially when I was confronted with the 
tensions between pursuing my research goals and assuming my teaching 
responsibilities. I needed to think carefully about, for example, to what extent I 
should inform my students of my research purposes, how to gather the data I wanted 
without adding too much extra burden to my students, and how to use the data while 
showing respect to their privacy. Upon reflection, I feel the idea of `balanced 
research' (see 4.3.2) and Allwright's (2003; see 4.3.1) EP principles \V ere useful in 
helping me manage the tension between working as a teacher and as a researcher. In 
that particular situation, I realised I should not stick strictly with my original research 
plan or make my research completely overt, otherwise it might possibly either disturb 
my normal teaching or weaken the `authenticity' of my students' behaviours and 
comments. Instead, I tried to integrate all of my research activities (except for 
interviews) into my lesson at appropriate points in a natural way. I also convinced my 
students that what we did in class was for the purpose of mutual understanding and 
mutual development (according to EP principles). 
8.3.2 In the classroom context 
This research is an attempt to bring tasks into an advanced reading class which 
previously gave little space to such a teaching-learning approach, and it proved 
successful overall. It suggests that a task-based or task-supported approach, which 
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originates from western education, can be adapted to suit EFL contexts in China 
without having to reject their original curriculum provision. The prescribed textbook 
might sometimes be a constraint, but the teacher has some spaces for manoeuvre 
(Lamb and Simpson, 2003: 62). In some contexts where task-type activities remain a 
rarity, before encouraging students to accept and benefit from this new teaching 
method, the teachers themselves should first have an active and positive attitude 
towards this concept, and be prepared to take initiatives to design, adapt, and 
introduce it to their classes. Apart from gaining theoretical knowledge of task design 
from relevant literature, it is also very important for teachers to take into account the 
contextual and affective factors. For example, they can choose appropriate 
participatory structures according to the class size and their learning culture; they can 
decide when to implement the task according to their timetable; and they may select 
proper task types according to the nature of the module or the textbook. Without 
underrating the important contributions of the professional task designers/researchers, 
I believe that the teacher should be the most important person in making a task 
practically successful in the classroom. 
At the practical level, this research also implies that a happy and healthy relationship 
betwcc» the teacher and students could be an effective motivator, and 
psychologically it is beneficial for both parties. To achieve this aim, frequent and 
sincere communication is very important. As far as China is concerned, such 
communication may he insufficient in many university contexts. On the teacher's 
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part, they normally do not have the obligation to stay on campus except during their 
teaching time. On the students' part, they may either lack the chance to talk to their 
teachers after class or for some reason feel it is not easy to approach them. However, 
my research shows that most students had a strong willingness to communicate with 
me (e. g. via letters) and to treat me as a friend rather than an authority. They not only 
wanted me to listen to their voices and understand their concerns, but also hoped to 
understand me and support my teaching. This kind of mutual care and sharing is 
indeed valuable. Therefore, I hope every teacher could learn more about their 
learners and let their learners learn more about them. In order not to make this work 
become an extra burden for both parties, one of Allwright's (2003) EP principles 
could be a good suggestion, that is, to `integrate the work for understanding into 
classroom practice' (2003: 130). 
8.4 Future research 
My suggestions for future research arise partly from my awareness of the limitation 
Of the study and partly from the new interest that I developed during the process of 
conducting this research. Firstly, if conditions permitted, it would be useful to record 
some students' task performance and analyse the quantity and quality of their task 
engagement, as Dörnyei (2002) and Kornios and Dörnyei (2004) did in their research. 
By adding such data to the exploration of students' voices, the results regarding what 
tasks are perceived motivating and why would be more reliable. Another possible 
research direction might be to focus on a small group of students in a case study. By 
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tracing this particular group throughout an extended period of engaging in a series of 
tasks in an authentic classroom, we might be able to compare their motivations for 
and performances on different tasks at different points of the entire process. Actually 
I had this intention at the start of my research but unfortunately the irregular class 
attendance made it impossible for me to focus on any particular student. 
In terms of my developed interest, I mainly find two areas worthy of further research. 
The first one concerns participatory structures. It is interesting to note that my 
students appreciated teacher-fronted work much more than group or pair work, which, 
as I pointed out earlier, contradicts some other research findings or theoretical 
justification in the literature. As the students explained, they seemed to confront 
more problems in groups, such as pressure, indifference, lack of confidence, loose 
focus, or unsustainable engagement. Therefore, I am very interested to know what 
really happens when learners work together within groups in Chinese university 
classes; and to find out why this theoretically favourable participatory structure does 
not work effectively in practice as it is supposed to. Moreover, perhaps we should 
to `teacher-fronted' structure if it proves suitable for certain giý c more support 
classroom contexts. 
My second developed interest is about teacher motivation. Much research (including 
this study) has shown that students' motivation may be greatly affected by their 
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teacher, since the teacher is one of the `significant others' (Williams and Burden, 
1997). Actually, it should also be the case vice versa, as teaching is a two-« av 
reciprocal operation. That is, students are also `significant others' for the teacher, 
hence the influence on the teacher's teaching motivation. Upon reflection, I was 
clearly aware that my own motivation never remained stable during the fieldwork. As 
a teacher, I was easily influenced by my students' attitudes, level of commitment. 
verbal or behavioural indications of interest or indifference, and ev'ci1 their facial 
expressions such as smiles or wrinkling foreheads. Therefore, it would be interesting 
to explore what internal and external factors shape a teacher's motivation and how 
the teacher's teaching motivation influences her students' learning motivation. 
8.5 Reflections on my entire Ph. D. study: a few final words 
Reflecting on this three and half years' of doing Ph. D. research, I would not rate it as 
an `enjoyable' experience, to be honest. Throughout the journey, I have experienced 
stress, anxiety, loneliness, financial pressure, intellectual struggle, physical and 
psychological crisis. However, compared with what I have achieved and learned 
from this experience, I believe all the `sufferings' are absolutely worthwhile, even if I 
may have to wait for a few years to feel their real values. 
As a novice tvsc'crrcher who is for the first time committed to a research project, I am 
learning by doing. In the process, I have learned to appreciate the ups and downs 
which challcn cd my intellect, confidence, perseverance, and finally promoted my 
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professional and personal development. With still limited research experience, this 
piece of work is by no means the end or the peak of my research life, but a 
motivating start for me to strive for further achievement in the academia. 
As a young teacher, what I have benefited from this research is not teaching methods 
or skills, but the professional awareness and confidence which have established a 
good basis for my future career. Teaching is also a profession in which one has to 
learn by doing; and for this reason, the classroom might be a better place than the 
library for a teacher to seek improvement. This Ph. D. experience also makes nme 
realise that a good teacher should at the same time be a researcher. She should try to 
explore her own classroom and seek appropriate ways to solve the puzzles together 
with her students. The time and effort invested in the research will surely be paid 
back one day, and the beneficiary will not only be the students but also the teacher 
herself. 
I have emphasised my identity as a teacher researcher throughout the thesis. Actually, 
I have another important role which is that of a learner. Apart from learning to be a 
teacher and to be a researcher, I have never stopped learning to be an effective 
language user. On the one hand, my own experience of learning English as a foreign 
lan wage helps me understand the difficulties that my students confront in their 
learning. On the other hand, this learner identity always pushes nie to consciously 
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improve my own language proficiency and develop mv' cultural awareness, 
especially during my stay in this English-speaking country. All in all, there is no end 
to learning; and I believe this is true for the language learner, for the teacher, and for 
the researcher. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1: Ten tasks conducted during the experience stage 
Task 1 (13/09/04)-Reading and discussion: different ways of doing things 
(based on Unit 6, Text I) 
Back, yround information: 
This is a comprehension/understanding task carried out at `while-reading stage'. The 
title of this text is `How to Get Things Done'. The author writes mockingly about his 
own procrastination, revealing at the same time some truth about work efficiency. In 
this story, the author lists five things that he is supposed to do within a week, in a 
certain order, but it turns out that he finishes them in a different way based on the 
working principle which he (and perhaps also all the procrastinators) firnily believes 
in. (This text is attached in Appendix 5. ) 
Maim procedures: 
f Students were asked to quickly preview the whole text and make sure they got 
the rough idea. 
fI then asked them to read paragraph 15-18 again, silently and individually, and 
then discuss two questions in pairs. 
-Question one: what is the third and 
fourth thing the author actually did? 
-Question two: what is the `seemingly good reason' that the author explained 
to 
the reader when lie decided to do these things in this order? 
f After the pair discussion, volunteers were invited to report their results to the 
whole class. 
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Task 2 (08/10/04)-Discussion: objectives of college education (based on Unit 7, 
Text I) 
Background information: 
This is an opinion task at the `pre-reading stage' which involved brainstorming. 
group discussion and individual oral report. The task topic is revised from the title of 
this text-'The Aims of Education', but has little to do with the real content of the 
text. The purpose is to lead students to think about this topic in the Chinese context 
compared with the text which is written by a British author. In this text, the author 
sets forth his views on education and stresses the narrowness of perspective that he 
felt characterises much of a university education. (This text is attached in Appendix 
5. ) 
Main procedures: 
f Teacher-fronted brainstorming: all the students were encouraged to shout out 
whatever objectives they could think of. I wrote down the key words on the 
blackboard. (In total we got 20 objectives on the list, in each class. ) 
fI put the whole class into 4-student groups, and asked them to have a discussion 
and then decide 3 most important objectives agreed by all group members. 
f Each group chose a representative to report to the whole class (around 2 minutes 
each) about their discussion results as well as the reasons behind their choices. 
Priority was given to the volunteers as there was no enough time for every group 
to report. 
Task 3 (13/10/04)-Peer-teaching (based on Unit 7, Text II) 
Back. arouird information: 
This task involved a peer-teaching session in which I invited a few students to be 
teachers co-teaching a complementary text: `Another School Year-Why? ' The 
author discusses the difference between `training' and `education', by portraying 
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vividly some types of student at the university. This is a relatively easy text with a 
familiar topic so I felt it was appropriate for this task. Volunteer teachers were given 
two days to prepare their teaching individually and each of them was responsible for 
one paragraph or two. The rest of the class was supposed to cooperate with these 
student teachers in studying this text, and at the same time write some comments on 
their performance. I was sitting among the students as a member of audience, ready 
to help the teachers out in case they came across problems, as I had promised. 
Main procedures: 
f Student teachers prepared the lessons before class and then taught one by one 
following the development of the text. 
f The rest of the students wrote down the comments as much as they liked, and I 
collected them in the end. 
fI put together all these comments as well as my own opinions after class; and 
wrote back personally to each student teacher a list of suggestions on their 
teaching. During the following class, I also led the whole class to review this 
session. 
Task 4 (18/10/04)-Problem solving: a controversial sexual picture in Liverpool 
(based on Unit 9, Text I) 
Background information: 
This is a kind of problem-solving task (which may belong to `opinion tasks'). The 
text we were about to study was titled `Roots of Freedom' in which the author 
introduces the beginning of freedom in Athens and tries to convince the reader that 
freedom is based on responsibility for the common good. For the discussion purpose 
in this task, I introduced a BBC TV program as our topic which brought forward a 
problem for students to solve, from the perspectives of freedom and responsibility. 
Main procedures: 
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fI introduced the programme to students: lately a number of drawings (by a 
Japanese artist) appeared as decoration along a 50-metre-long street in Liverpool, 
UK. What aroused the argument was the content of such drawings, that is, the 
private parts of male and female, nothing else. With different views, people 
started to discuss whether it was appropriate to put such sexual pictures on a 
public street. 
f Students were put into pairs to discuss this issue and see how they could solve 
this problem, using their understanding of freedom and responsibility. 
f The discussion was followed by a teacher-fronted session in which students were 
invited to shout out whatever ideas they had. I listed them on the blackboard and 
discussed with the whole class about all these suggestions so as to find out which 
solution got most support from them. 
Task 5 (20/10/04)-Compare and contrast: the English and American concepts 
of space (based on Unit 1, Text 1) 
Background information: 
This is a comprehension/understanding task conducted at the while-reading stage 
when we were studying the text -'English and American Concepts of 
Space'-which contrasts the two major English-speaking cultures and concludes that 
the English and the Americans have been conditioned quite differently with regard to 
space. This article is neatly structured, thus I wanted students to practise scanning 
skills before we analysed it in detail. 
Mai» procedures: 
fI asked students to read the text silently and as quick as possible. (They had 
learned the scanning skills in the extensive reading class before. ) 
f Students worked in pairs: one pair member was supposed to find out the main 
features of English concept of space, and the other member the main features of 
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American concept of space. 
f Students in every pair compared and contrasted each other's information, and 
then made a list of three major differences between English and American 
concepts of space. 
fI collected different opinions from a few groups and put a final list on the 
blackboard, and then discussed these with the class. 
Task 6 (22/10/04)-Picture drawing: to illustrate a textbook story (based on Unit 
1, Text II) 
Background information: 
This is a while-reading task whose purpose is to help students understand a particular 
part of the target text by drawing a picture themselves. The text-`Private 
Space' talks about the German's strong sense of space. The author discusses a 
particular element of non-verbal communication, describing and analysing the 
differences between German and American feelings about privacy, and the 
misunderstanding they may cause. The paragraph based on which the students were 
supposed to draw the picture goes as follows: 
`I was standing on the doorstep of a converted carriage house talking to a young woman 
who lived in an apartment upstairs. The first floor had been made into an artist's studio. 
The arrangement, however, was peculiar because the same entrance served both tenants. 
The occupants of the apartment used a small entryway and walked along one wall of the 
studio to reach the stairs to the apartment. You might say that they had an "easement" 
through the artist's territory. As I stood talking on the doorstep, I glanced to the left and 
noticed that some fifty to sixty feet away, inside the studio, the Prussian artist and two of 
his friends were also in conversation. He was facing so that if he glanced to one side he 
could just see nie. I had noted his presence, but not wanting to appear presumptuous or to 
interrupt his conversation, I unconsciously applied the American vile and assumed that the 
two activities-my quiet conversation and his conversation-were not involved with each 
other. As I was soon to learn, this was a mistake, because in less time than it takes to tell, 
the artist had detached himself from his friends, crossed the intervening space, pushed my 
friend aside, and with eyes flashing, started shouting at me. By what right had I entered his 
studio without greeting him'. ' Who had given me permission: '' 
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Main procedures: 
fI asked students to read this paragraph individually, and then to draw a picture of 
the house according to the description, paying particular attention to the 
arrangement of this house as well as the positions of the author, his friend, and 
the artist. 
f Students were asked to draw individually first and then talk to their neighbours 
and discuss about their drawings. 
f After discussion, two students were invited to draw on the blackboard and 
explain their drawings to the class. 
f Finally, I commented on and corrected these two drawings with detailed 
explanation of this paragraph. 
Task 7 (03/11/04)-Email-writing (based on Unit 4, Text I) 
Background information: 
This is a pre-reading task conducted before we studied the text-`Style and 
Purpose'-which is closely related to English writing. The author discusses the 
importance of using the right word in the right place, that is, to match the style with 
the purpose of letter writing. In this task, what we focused on was Email writing 
since nowadays Emails seem more popular and widely used than traditional mails in 
daily life. For comparison purpose, I collected, before class, a few emails from 
several native speakers, on the same topics that the students were going to work on. 
Main procedures: 
fI provided two topics for students to write individually: 
-Write an email asking your tutor (Ben Smith) to write a reference 
for you 
because you are applying for an overseas university. 
-Write an email making an appointment with your tutor 
(Lena Pinks) to discuss 
your draft of dissertation. 
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f One half of the students were supposed to write on the first topic. the other half 
on the second topic. [10 minutes for writing] 
fI then handed out the photocopied sample emails to students and let them 
compare with their own so as to see what differences they might find out. 
[Discussion with neighbours was involved] 
I led the whole class to compare and analyse these emails, and summarised the 
common features of the language learners' writings and those of native speakers, 
trying to make them aware of the differences and possible cultural reasons 
behind. 
Task 8 (08/11/04)-Discussion: difficulties in English writing (based on Unit 4, 
Text I) 
Background information: 
This task is based on the same text as the previous one Style and purpose. Flow ever, 
it was carried out at the post-reading stage, that is, after we studied the article in 
detail. The purpose of this task was to help students reflect on the difficulties they 
often came across when writing in English, and discuss with them about the possible 
ways to improve. 
Main procedures: 
fI put students into twos or threes and let them discuss their English writing. Each 
group was supposed to list three major difficulties that they often came across 
while writing. 
fI invited several students from different groups to write down their lists on the 
blackboard. After comparison, I erased the repetitive ones that were brought 
forward by different groups. 
f To explore these problems, we had a teacher-fronted discussion aiming at the 
methods accordinfly. 
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Task 9 (10/11/04)-Compare and contrast: about Railway System (based on 
Unit 3, Text I) 
Background information 
This is teacher-fronted task implemented at the pre-reading stage. The article we 
were going to study is titled `The Subway'. Based on this topic, I talked with m\' 
students about the difference between the transportation in China and that in the U 'K. 
However, in view of the fact that most of my students might have never seen the real 
subway because there are not such means of transportation in most cities in China, I 
decided to focus our discussion on the `railway system' which is more familiar to 
everyone. 
Main procedures: 
fI invited students to voice their general impression of the Chinese railway 
system. I briefly took them down on the blackboard. (It was like brainstorming. ) 
fI myself introduced to them what I knew about the British rally ay system 
according to my personal experience. 
f Students had a brief discussion with neighbours about the major advantages and 
disadvantages of both systems, and I made a summary afterwards. 
Task 10 (15/11/04)-Sharing personal experience: living at home or on campus 
(based on Unit 3, Text II) 
Background information: 
This is a personalisation task (which may belong to opinion tasks) conducted at the 
pre-reading stage before we studied the text-Living in two worlds. The author tells 
us his feelings when living in two totally different worlds-one is his poor family in 
New Jersey, and the other is Stanford, an affluent university in the United States. I 
suppose many of my students might have such kind of experience, that is, they 
staved on campus in a middle city during term time and went back home which 
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might be in the poor rural areas during vacations. Even if for some of them, there is 
not much difference in their living conditions between at home and at university. 
their feelings of staying with family and with peers might be different as well. 
Main procedures: 
fI asked students some introductory questions (e. g. During the past three years. 
did you go back home more frequently or less frequently? How many of you are 
planning to go back to your hometown to look for jobs after graduation'? ). 
Students answered these questions briefly and voluntarily. [For some of the 
questions, I did not really expect them to answer. I just wanted to get them to 
think. ] 
f Students discussed in twos or threes about how they felt every time when they 
stayed with family during vacations and why they had such feelings, so as to see 
if they could find something in common within their groups. 
f Several students were invited to share their experiences with the whole class, 
followed by my final comments. 
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Appendix 2: Examples of organised data on tasks 
Example: Task 9-about railway system (sample data from Class One) 
Translated interview comments (from Group 4) 
Interviewee 4 (S4): the one with railway station is so real. What's more, we learned 
some cultural difference between the east and the west. Very vivid. 
Interviewee 3 (S1): I like the one with `railway system' because I'm interested in the 
western culture and the life abroad. So when you told us of your own experience 
there, I felt very interesting. 
Interviewee 2 (S7): when talking about the railway system, you also told us some 
other aspects of the British transportation, which impressed me a lot. I still 
remember you showed us several pictures, especially the one when you were 
standing by the traffic light. And you mentioned the zebra crossing. You said, `in front 
of the zebra crossing, the vehicles will stop and give way to you at any moment. ' 
That is really amazing. 
In-class written feedback 
From interviewees 
S2-ori_ginal: `It is generally accepted that introduce more extra things, related to the 
article you are going to learn, to students can have better effects fro them to better 
understand the article. I have the same feeling. After knowing U. K. 's railway, I have 
more interest to learn the article. I feel it is a very happy thing for me to study. Also, 
I can learn more from my classmates, exchange our opinions. Then I can 
remember others' opinions more clear. ' 
S7-Translation: we talked about British railway system last class, and you told us of 
your personal experience in England, which let me understand the features of 
British railway. I'm really impressed of that. England is a developed industrial 
country, so I thought its railway system should be very advanced. I didn't expect 
that there existed the shortcomings such as the often delay, being easily affected 
by the weather, no night trains, etc. All these aspects are less satisfactory than in 
China. However, they have advantages as well, such as the clean coach, the 
reasonably designed toilet, which all embody their customer-centred sense of 
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service. Such kind of cultural knowledge really pushed my eagerness to learn 
about the foreignness, aroused my curiosity and developed my ability of reasoning 
and analysing, thus helped me learn to understand things more objectively and 
more comprehensively from different perspectives. As an English major, to know of 
some cultural difference is fundamental and necessary. It can widen our horizons 
and richen our knowledge, which is very beneficial. So, I like such kind of 
classroom activities, and hope we could have more later on. 
Etc. 
From regular attendees 
S17-original: I like to have a specific topic to talk about, from talking with my 
classmates; I get many ideas that I have never thought about it. I cannot always 
form my own opinion toward one thing. So, their words can develop my thinking. I 
especially like to hear your knowledge about the railway system abroad. That's 
something I've never heard before. It can draw my attention and broaden my mind. 
That's wonderful, I enjoy it. 
S14-Translation: in this activity, we practised our oral English, got to know British 
railway system, and broadened our horizon. But in terms of study, I don't think this 
task is more inspiring/instructive that the previous two (which refer to the one with 
email writing and the other with discussing writing difficulties). 
Etc. 
From others 
S20-original: The relevant discussion to the text makes class more attractive. I'm 
very happy that I have chance to know something about Britain in this way. It gave 
me an impression that it is a relaxation to have such kind of class. Now I haven't 
any pressure such as memorizing long words, analysing complex sentences or 
paragraphs etc. in the intensive reading class. But I actually have learned 
something. 
S41-ori_ginal: I was very interested in the discussion, because it was very familiar to 
us. Though most of us don't like our country's railway, we have to face it. And you 
told us the situation about railway system in Britain; this made us very admire 
British. I think the discussion was very attractive and we learned the difference 
between the two countries from it. Besides, it was value to make the class active. 
You really understand us. We are not only want to learn some knowledge from our 
book, but also something different outside of our book. 
Etc. 
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Appendix 3: Examples of organised data on interview questions and 
answers (translation) 
Question 
4 
Group I 
(Class 2, 
15/12/04) 
Group 2 
(Class 1, 
17/12/04) 
How do you think of the stage of doing tasks, say, before, while or 
after studying a text? 
Interviewee 1: when doing a task after we studied the text, some 
students might think that the class was going to be over. 
Interviewee 4: I think it depends on students' learning objectives. For 
most students, the intensive reading course is just supposed to offer 
them some new words, language points, etc. Beyond these, they seem 
to have nothing to learn. So, they are not likely to care much about the 
task if it involves literature or cultural things that are not directly related 
to our studies. 
Interviewee 1: as far as I'm concerned, I prefer to do tasks at an earlier 
stage of a class, because I'm afraid my thoughts would be influenced 
by the text once we studied the text. Very possibly I couldn't help 
thinking about the writer's opinions instead of my own. 
Interviewee 2: me too. I think the pre-reading tasks might be more useful 
in that they could arouse our curiosity. When we finished studying a 
text, we would naturally think that the class was to be over and a new 
text was coming soon. Also, someone might not think that the 
post-reading tasks would be very relevant to the texts. 
Interviewee 3: if we were supposed to do some post-reading tasks, 
probably we could discuss the author's viewpoints and see if there 
were differences between his and ours. 
Group 3 
(Class 2, 
20/12/04) 
Interviewee 1: 1 think the pre-reading task is better, because it may lead 
us to the text or its theme/topic, which in turn will get us interested to 
study the text. 
Interviewee 2: yeah, we are more open-minded at the time. 
Interviewee 3: 1 think so too. If we are asked to discuss the relevant 
topic after studying the text, perhaps our thoughts and languages will- 
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be influenced by the text, as there may not be much space for our 
imagination and exploration. 
Interviewee 1: sometimes when our tasks take place at the second 
class-period, or especially when it's approaching lunchtime, we might 
become less patient because we're hungry and everything in our mind 
is what to eat for lunch. On the contrary, if the task is at the beginning 
of a class, most students are likely to have high spirits and it should be 
easy to create an active class atmosphere. 
Group 4 
(Class 1, 
22/12/04) 
Interviewee 5: for me, doing task is very interesting, no matter at what 
time. In contrast, explaining texts is more boring, especially those long 
and complicated sentences. We feel tired and easily go 
absent-minded. So, I think it's better not to set an obvious line between 
them. I mean, we'd better combine tasks and texts together rather than 
turn sharply from a task to a text or vice versa. 
Interviewee 1: 1 like pre-reading tasks because the topics are fresh to us 
and we at that time are more open-minded. However, after we study 
the text, we'll be easily influenced by it and our minds will 
unconsciously go with the author. 
Interviewee 5: Actually it's not bad to have a task after studying a text, 
either, because at that stage students might be more aware of the 
purpose and significance of the task, thanks to their understanding of 
the text. I think the reason why students seem less interested or 
patient when doing the post-reading task is that too much time spent 
on the text has already got them tired. What's more, if the class 
happened to be the last one before lunchtime, then students couldn't 
wait to be dismissed. 
Question What do you think about these two kinds of tasks, text-related ones 
5 (comprehension/understanding tasks) and topic-related ones 
(opinion tasks)? 
Interviewee 1: I'm more interested in the topic-related tasks. 
Group 1 Interviewee 2: I think these two kinds should complement each other. 
(Class 2, We shouldn't say we prefer which one. I think they both are useful. 
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15/12/04) Interviewee 4: the activity like finding out topic sentences may help us 
understand the text. Every part must have certain thesis statement, 
which is not easy for most of us to locate. So, it's better to analyse it. 
Interviewee 1: I think the first kind should be attached more importance, 
Group 2 while the second kind could play a complementary role. Take the 
(Class 1, house-drawing task as an example, I felt so easy to understand that 
17/12/04) part of text after we finished drawing. 
Interviewee 2: I think both kinds are good. The tasks closely related to 
text contents could help us with our reading comprehension. The 
topic-related tasks could give us a macro-picture and promote our 
thinking. I think by doing some pre-reading tasks, our curiosity could 
be aroused and we are more likely to be motivated to read the text. 
Interviewee 3: yes, just like those two tasks-the one with aims of 
education and the one with freedom. Before studying the texts, we 
could use our imagination to think about what aims we had and how 
we understood freedom. That's good. 
Interviewee 2: Sometimes we final-year students might be too busy to 
preview the text before class, so, if we could be given a relevant topic 
to think about at the beginning of a class, I'm sure it would help us get 
some background information about what we were going to learn. 
Interviewee 3: I like those tasks which are close to our life, because I 
Group 3 feel the purpose of our attending class is not only to learn some 
(Class 2, language points or sentence structures, but more importantly, to learn 
20/12/04) more ideas and get ourselves cultivated and cultured. 
Interviewee 1: right, if we focus too much on the language itself, it will be 
too boring and not worthwhile at all. 
Interviewee 3: I prefer those tasks which involve a wide range of topics, 
because they are more likely to be interesting and profound. In Group 4 
addition, if the task has little to do with the text, perhaps we won't feel (Class 1, 
too much pressure because most of us have no time to preview the 22/12/04) 
text before class. 
Interviewee 4: I agree, but those tasks closely related to texts may have 
more direct help to our studies. For example, they can help us learn to 
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analyse and understand the text. They'll also be useful for our exams 
in the short term. In the long run, however, those things are easily 
forgotten. In this sense, it is still the profound tasks with rich contents 
that may leave us deeper impression. 
Interviewee 1: yes various topics could arouse our interest, but when 
studying the text, I also hope to have some particular tasks which 
could help us understand it, especially when we come to class with 
questions. So, I think both kinds are useful. 
Interviewee 5: I'm also thinking about another problem which might be 
related to the overall educational system in our country. You know, we 
like the tasks you designed for us as well as your teaching method. But 
to be frank, I wonder if they are truly realistic/useful in this context. 
Even if we understand all these texts thoroughly under the help of your 
tasks and your explanation, what's the point? I mean, how much sense 
can these texts make for our future? What on earth qualities and 
abilities do these texts intend to help us improve? 
Question I wonder if you sometimes felt your motivation and interest was 
6 affected by your nearby environment such as the whole class, the 
teacher, your peers, your task group, other group members, etc. 
(How did the participatory structure influence your motivations for 
doing tasks? ) 
Interviewee 1: I feel myself more active than before, possibly because 
Group 1 there are fewer students in class and therefore there are more chances 
(Class 2, for me to speak. I'm not willing to speak when there are a lot of people. 
15/12/04) Another thing, you know, there are certain students who can almost 
answer every question very well and very frequently, which is a kind of 
invisible pressure on others. 
Interviewee 2: me too. Having fewer people in class is not a bad thing 
because all these attendees come to class for the purpose of learning. 
We have a lot in common and therefore could understand each other. 
This helps create a relaxing atmosphere. 
Interviewee 4: if everybody came, probably I would quit. Because in a big 
class, everyone just looks down at their books and there will be very 
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few people who want to speak. A small team is 'purer', in a sense. 
Interviewee 2: I think if there were too many students, there would be few 
Group 2 chances that the teacher could consider me. On the contrary, if there 
(Class 1, were only a small number of students, the teacher knew you were there 
17/12/04) and you were unlikely to be ignored. You would be easily pushed to 
engage yourself in the class and follow through, which might be a way 
of getting motivated. And I don't think the effect of learning will be as 
good as what a small class can produce/achieve. Among so many 
students, there must be a certain amount of students who do not take 
the class seriously at all. Of course every class has several active 
students, and unavoidably they are very likely to be the only students 
who have chances to speak in class. If there was such a top student in 
a discussion group, other members would naturally think that s/he 
should be the representative of the group to give a speech. Then there 
seemed to be no point for others to think hard. Under such 
circumstance, even if I wanted to say something, I wouldn't have 
enough confidence to be a volunteer, thinking that others were more 
capable than me. 
Interviewee 3: I guess I would feel too much pressure if I were chosen to 
be a representative. You know, you are responsible for the entire group. 
If you performed well, that would be fantastic. If you didn't, you would 
have ruined the group's reputation. In view of this, all group members 
prefer to select the best one on their behalf. For me, if I don't think I'm 
the best, I will give up this chance to others. So, you see, this is like a 
vicious circle-the high achievers get better and the low achievers get 
worse. 
Interviewee 2: for me, my study is my own thing; my coming to class has 
Group 3 nothing to do with others. No matter whether everybody is present in 
(Class 2, class or not, I still listen to the lecture in the same way, no much 
20/12/04) difference really. An exception is when you study with others after 
class, say, with other five roommates in your dorm, if all of them are 
working hard and only you are wasting time, probably you would join 
them and compete with them. 
Interviewee 3: 1 think it depends. For example, some introverted students 
ZZZ 
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might not be willing to speak in a big class with lot of people. However, 
if there are fewer students, they might have less pressure. This must 
have something to do with individuals' characters. 
Interviewee 1: this is not a problem for me. Possibly the only influence of 
small number of attendees on me is that I might sometimes connive at 
my being absent-minded for a while, thinking that there are a lot of 
other students who even didn't come to the class at all. 
Interviewee 2: although we haven't had lots of students in class this term, 
I feel that those who do come are getting more and more active in 
terms of their class participation. And we are showing more and more 
understanding to each other, which is good, because we may get less 
scared of class. 
Interviewee 1: the fewer students, the more chances to speak. The more 
we speak, the better our oral English becomes. 
Interviewee 3: for me, I'm not influenced by others. Just like coming to 
Group 4 class, so long as I like to come, I come; I don't care what others do at 
(Class 1, all. 
22/12/04) Interviewee 2: for me, the fewer students there are, the more 
I'm willing 
to attend. 
Interviewee 4: we could be more concentrative in a small class. I have an 
impression that both teachers and students tend to be more focused on 
the class when there are fewer people. 
Interviewee 2: I feel this kind of atmosphere is like in a family, every 
student could get the teacher's attention. I feel I'm 'white-headed' and 
therefore very willing to study hard. On the contrary, in a big and loose 
class, it's not likely that the teacher could care you or even see you. 
Interviewee 4: some of us may feel scared of speaking in front of too 
many people in class. 
Interviewee 2: or they may not be 'scared', just uninterested or 
indifferent. 
Interviewee 1: what's more, in a big class, I always think that there may 
not be my turn to speak, which does ruin my participating enthusiasm. 
Interviewee 5: I think if there were a half of students coming to class, that 
would be great. You know, the classroom is so big and the students are 
too few. Sometimes I feel isolated if others are sitting in that comer of 
.ý 
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the classroom while I myself sitting in this comer. What's more, I don't 
like the way of arranging seats in our class, row by row. I can't see my 
classmates' faces, which is not good. I want all of us to sit together, 
facing each other, which will make me feel more involved when having 
a discussion. 
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Appendix 5: Examples of the texts from the textbook 
Unit 
_S-ix 
TEXT I 
HOW TO GET THINGS DONE 
PRE-CLASS WORK 
Robert Benchley 
I.. 
_ 
Pre-reading Questions 
1. Do you as a rule make plans for your everyday work? Do you usually carry 
out your plans? Do you consider yourself a good planner or otherwise? 
Give reasons for your being or not being one. 
2. "The Fine Art of Putting Things Of "a text in A New English Course, Level 
6, is an essay on procrastination, and most probably you enjoyed reading it. 
Here is another essay on procrastination. What do you think this essay is { 
, about? 
IL Lexical Work 
Guess the meanings of the following from word-formation rules or context clues. 
If you fail to do so, look them up in a dictionary. 
1. dissipated (1.2) 2. rotogravure (1.7) 
3. expenditure (l. 25 c'eiv-t1 Cr', ý' 4.. glütinous (1.42) - 
5. fidget (1.45) l+6. onerous (1.66) tct 
ttz wtiý 8. epistolary (1.77) 7. grind (1.69)).. L p 
9. get into the swing -of 
(11.78-79) 10. salve (1.87) 
11. dynamo (1.91) 0 12. avowed (l. 97 ý- - 
13. bracket (1.108) 14. to one's chagrin (. 113-114) 
IIL Library Work -- "`s` 
º F` 
__ 
Look up the following proper names in an encyclopedia. 
1. Louis XIV (1.8) 1 Antwerp (1.80) 
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3. Hogarth (1.124) 
e 
r 
i 
1 
c 
fi 
i 
i 
TEXT V, 
ýeatvrmany 
people have come up to me"ýM 
ý 
and asked me how Im get so 
tA, t'w W 4Vv výuh; tRh IývS aim SeA ui; ý iý eo kau CND ;%ýL&. much work done and still keep looking s dissi at ; My Answer is "Don't you wes 
you knew? " and a pretty ood answer it. is, too, 
7when 
you consider that nine times out fry 
of ten I didn't hear th original uestion. d^ 
'. 5 But the fact remains hundreds of thousands of people throughout the country 
- tp cox ýru vý tý s sn üt cýrnd ; ý; rrn N 
are wondl ring how I have time to do aWm ainting engineering, writing and ý, ý " I'Tti ? Or'- 
b vl q-, n ý"'rý 7[ý i 10, ýýx a c7 ýoüa U ýti. : lulan`throic work when 
acc_o 
in to the rotoerav re sections and socie Qtes) I 
spend all 2_ spe my tirrie riding to ourids go to 
Nancy 
d e§ balls disguised as Louis XIV .y_ 
or spelling out GREETINGS TO CALIFORNIA in formia; _o 
with 
three -thousand-Los An2eles1 
3Z 
ý'at ý, u ivcýv tI -ß°l4 "ý ý, , at Ste, r} , ýt ý `"-- 10 school children .' 
All work andall -play 7 they say. 
. 
'The s`eccret-of my incredible energy and efficiency in getting work done is a simple 
one. I have based)t,! very deliberately on a well-known psychological pnncipIt and 
[have 
refined'it so that it is nöw almost too reined. I shall have to begin coarsen. in it, 
'4 again pretty soon. ýý 
.Qa.. Dv ýb 
(ý 
. Ago ßý. 
V cL So rz ý; -rte -' 
(a 
15 The psychological pnnciple is-this,:. 
/any 
one ca iý- dö- an --amount-of, vvork; "- providýd` `" 
-MCLII Y"f(i'. /1S 
its Gl4-pV -rý W1. Nlsý /tý uý c(ý c'LZ: rHL LC lullt 1P , r. ýS 
lt =isn-1t-. tae-wöik=he-is suppose 
5Let us 
see 'howv this ö 
which have to be done be 
answered, some of them datin 
=_tie_clol at.; that momefV. a -tl "d ts . 'Ocs ncýt 
s out in i)ractice-; Let us say that I have five things 
the end of the week: '1 a basketful of letters to be 
from October, 1928, (2) some bookshelves to be put up 
20 and arranged with books (3) a häir-c t (4) a pile of scientific magazines to go 
through and clip (I am collecting r nces . 
tropical fish that I can find, with the 
idea of some day buying myself 
ýne 
an 5) an article to write for this papers. 
'týtiý rýR 
0C6V ený J 
Now.. With these Ave tasks staff, mein the face' on Monday morning, it is little blý . aLvý 
wonder thfI go right Nick to bed as soon as I have had breakfast, in order to store u ----L.. 
25 hýältri and strengt ir the almost superhuman expenditure df energy that is to come. 
Mens sang in coy pore sann -is my molto, and; not even to 
be funny, am I going to 
ma -e believe] that I don't know what the Latin means.. 
AI feel that the least that I can 
71 
do is to treat m body right when if has to _sü 
lti el-four-a rs1- rriirid ýi e nine 
eve Z- ýfwý 7Yiaýý i+týr" 
As I he in bed on 
Monday 
morning stonn up 
strength, I make out a schedule. 
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30 "What do I have to do first? " I ask myself. Well, those letters really should be 
answered and the pile of scientific magazines should be clipped. ý; , And 
here is where 
my secret process comes in. Instead of putting them first. on, the list of things which 
have to done, 
_ 
I_put 
rthem 
last I \practice a little deception on ; myself and say, ZAv, ,__. 1AA F CüZn Ä "First you must write that article for the newspaper. " I even say this Qut loud (being 
35 careful that nobody, hears me, o se they would keep me in bed) and try to fool 
myself into really believing_ hat I must-do the article that day and that the other things 
can wait. I sometimesrgo,, so far in this self-, decepti\ as to make out a list in pencil, 
with "No.. 1. Newspaper article" underlined in red. (The underlining in red is rather 
difficult, as there is never a red pencil on the table beside the bed, unless I have taken 
40 one-to bed with me on Sunday night. ) 
Then, when everything is lined u _I 
bound put of bed and have lunch. I find_that ; l. Lilt' 
a 
Uff . 5w sýf ar ty ivý c 
a good, heavy lunch,. with some sort of lutmous dessert, s good Preparation for the 
ems eý day's 
work as it keeps one from getting nervous and exc ab-e. We workers must 
keep cool d 'calm, otherwise we would just throw ay our time in jum 
äbout 
-1F-ýi51ý 45 and fiA4getrn 
9I then seat myself at my desk with m typewriter before me, and sharpen five 
w, h a F,,, a ,N pencils. (The sharp pencils are forýpokmg holes i the desk-blotter, and a pencil has 
to be pretty sharp to do that. I find that. I can't get more th Ales out of one 
pencil. ) Following this I say to myself (again out loud, if it rast c "Now, old 
50 man! Get at this article! " 
55 
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Graduallt e 
begins 
to work. My eye catches the pile of magazines, 
which I have art _pl ced on a nearby table 
beforehand. I write my name and 
address at the top of the sheet of p per in the typewriter and then sink back. The 
mq, ý :e ýti X11 pývv 
magazines being within reach (als part of the plötý I look to see if anyone is 
! In the yery first watching me and get one toff the top of the pile. roVH- 
ello what's this 
i 
one is an article by Dr. William Beebe', illustrated 
by horrifying photographs! 
Pushing my chair away from my desk, I am soon hard at work cli ing 
"One of the interesting things about the Argyopelius, or "Silver Hatchet" fish9, I `<<titvL; e 
Qu 
VLk 
' find, is that it has eyes in its wrists, I would have been sufficiently surprised just to 
find out that a fish had wrists : _but to learn that it has eyes in them, 
is a discovery so 
astoundin that I am hardly able to cut out the picture., What a 
lot one learns simply 
by thuf inQ through the illustrated weeklies! ) It is hard work, though, and many a 
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So instead of putting a fresh sheet of co - 
11 into the typewriter, sli i one of 
a Q; eýe pa yýeNI 
my handsome bits of personal statione and däsh off a note to my friend , 
in Antwerp. 
Then, being well in the letter-writing mood, I clean up 
to en"tire aia. feel a little _,. 
about the article, but the pile of freshly stamped envelopes and the neat 
tNdl 
guilty e bP 
clippings on tropical fish do much to salve myconsciece Tomorrow I will do the 
weaker spirit would .. give 
it up half-done, but when there is something else of "more 
importance"_to be finished (you see, I still keep up the deception, letting myself go on 
thinkin that the newspaper article is of more importance) no work is too hard or too 4 
t nero to keep one busy. 
I? .. _.. - _ _t Thus, before the 'afternoon is half over, I have gone through the scientific 
magazine and have a_n%., a pile of cppings (including one of a Viper Fish1° which I wish 
ým c' cý, Nbt w you could see. You would die laughing). Then it is back to tie nd of the 
0 newspaper article. / \1, 
-ßý, owl , -t2rCt, ý'z 
This time -I get as far as the title, which I write down with' eons-1. __ 
d ý. 
satisfaction until I find that I have misspelled one word terribly, so that the whole sheet 
of paper has to come out and a fresh one be inserted. As I am doing this, my eye 
catches the basket _f le , nal; l ,u =gýt 
t 
. 
h. avj 41 
i5 Now, ft ere i one thatIhate t-0 do (and there is, you may be sure) it. is to'. 
write letters. But somehow with the magazine article before me waiting to be done, I 
I"Al to 5t/a" ählýor 
ý` 
ýýý ärri 'seized with an e istol ý1t amounts to a craving, and I slyIl e We 
first 
ýflý?. r he/ri ý la7ý tEe r7 ýt1ýw, io rh º1/, v, 'ý ýý 
s2cz[st üu o ,, 
f, G' 
of the unanswered letters- out -of the-basket. I fi re -out- in in -mind at vvi met ýw --; 
more mto -the -swin of wnfing thy article 
if I-practice a little. on a few letters. /, --T 'S 
30 first one, anyway, I really must answer. True, it is from a friend in Antwerp asking me 
to look him up when I am in Europe in the summer of 1929, 
ýo 
he can't actually be 
watching the incoming boats for an answer, but I owe something to politeness after alT) 
85 
Li article, and no. fooling. this timq, either. ýý`ý7 ýý 
"When tomorrow -come I- am up with one of the older and more slu Qish 
90 CA fresh sheet of copy-paper in the machine, and my name and address neatly pi O. }1yIG 
ýU 
1h /r L"`7 
YJrýti ýi Yl i 
the top, and all before eleven A. 1A human dynamo 
Ts 
then name It nl 
- 7- l 
i-ýk 
.tz 
nr. S lC Iti LEwý hrmi 
myself. I have decided to write something about snake-ch ng1; and am 
write about snake-charming, - one 
has- to 
_know a 
little about Its history, and where 
Appendix 5 
ry1 
arkcl 
i 
active 
inted at 
acs '. mý ýrfºrýP,, ý, ýý 
up for, , 
already 
more 
s ti fled with the title "These Snake-Charming People. " But, in order to 
95 should one go to find history but to a book? Maybe in that pile of books 
in the corner 
49 
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is one on snake-charming! Nobody pould pointe au of -scorn at me 
if I went 
-WW1ß LAN 
_rý- 
ä, ; 
1l_' 
over to those books for the owedpürpos of 
research 
work for the' he matter 
`at 
hand. 
No writer could be supposed to carrDT, al1_that information in s head. 
16 ºiYdi' 1¢ýR ýncw3 ttv rt, i. }, lil- Sow th a perfectly clear conscienceI leave my desk for a few minutes and 
100 begin glancing over the titles of he books Of course, it is difficult to find any book, much less 
( 
ne on snake-charming' in a pile which. has been standing in the corner for 
}ýýýý" weeks. What really is needed is for them to be on a shelf where their titles will be 
\`visible at a glance. And there is the shelf, standing beside the pile of books! It seems 1- '- 
_q0ý - 
ýr A' 4 dLAZ 
almost like a inne command A, -itten in the sky: "If you want to finish that article, 
105 first put up the shelf and arrange the books on it! " Nothing could be clearer or more 
logical. 
17 In order to put up . the shelf, . 
the äws of physic' sics have decreed that 
there 
must be 
nails, a hammer and some sort of brackets to hold it up on the wall. . 
You can't just 
wet a shelf with your tongue and. stick it up. And, as there are no nails or brackets in 
110 the house (or, if there are, they are probably somewhere) the next thing. to do is 
put-on my hat and go out to buy them. Much"Is it disturbs me to put off the actual 
WA 
start of the article, I feel that I am doing only what is in the line of duty to put on my 
hat and go out to buy nails and brackets. And, as I put on my hat, I re 
[to 
my 
ti vriris 5 annncA- 4ý ýLvý`ýýýint^v 1 
ýý}a} 
har in that I need a hair-cut'badl I can kill two birds with one stone or" at least 
with two, and stop in at the . 
härber's on-the way back. I will feel all the more like 
writing after a turn in the fresh air` Any doctor would tell me that. 
So in a few hours I return, ican d span and smelling of lilac beanng nails, 
er. Then it's ho! for a brackets, the evening papers and some 
c leers and peanut butt 
quick snack and a glance through the evening papers (there might be something in them 
120 which would alter what I was going to write about snake-charming) and in no time at 
all the shelf is up, slightly crooked but up, and the books are arranged in a neat row in 
alphabetical order and all ready for almost instantaneous-reference. - There dies not 
happ__ e_ be one on snake-charming among them, but there is a very interesting one 
containing some Hogarth prints and one which will bear even cuss ection dealing 
ýý , , Q, Lý rnCTV 
ýýý;, 1ý w3ý1ý at y« rr"r. ý . s; ýýtie "i 
125 h the growth of the Motion Pix(ýcure illustrated witlýý "16 from famous t" ' /_ -fim `"\ !y 'J ýr \ PAW ry1/rductions. 
A really remarkable industry, the motion 
/pictures. 
" ý-might want to 
write an article on-it -sometime. - Not today, probably, for it is six o'clock and there is 
still the one on snake-charming to finish- up first. Tomorrow morning s a. tp Yes, 
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130 19And so, you see, in two days I have done four of the things I had to do, simply by 
makingieheve that it was the fifth that I must do. And the next dav, I 
something else, like taking- down the bookshelf and putting it somewhere else that I 
ý- hcnýe do, and then I get the ! 
'ýthis s 
, t-ýwvrtc. to 
20The only trouble is thä rat will soon o to d and will _a v-ý ; u kc . ý,. ý c0.. 135 be forced to et at that newspaper article the first thing ndäy morning. 
Vj From: J. W. Presley and N. Prinsky pp. 261-265. 
NOTES 
The Author Robert Charles Berichley (1889-1945), U. S. humorist, was drama critic 
of Life (1920=29) andNew Yorker (1929-40),. and star of fifty short films: He was-one - 
of the foremost writers of humorous nonfiction theater reviews and book reviews from 
the 1920s to the mid-1940s. Among his books are : No Poems: Or Around the 
World Backwards and Sideways (1932), From Bed to Worse: Or Comforting Thoughts 
About the Bison (1934), Benchley Roundup (1954), and Benchley-Lot and Found 
(1970). The present text was written for-the New York Tribune in . 
1930. 
\1 
1, the rotogravure sections and society notes --sections of newspapers devoted to 
rotogravure pictures and to news about the 
socially distinguished people 
2. riding to hounds - going fox-hunting on horseback 
3. spelling out GREETINGS-TO CALIFORNIA in formation with three thousand school 
children - Benchley joined three thousand school children who marched 
in a 
procession showing the words GREET]NGS TO CALIFORNIA. 
4. "All work and all play"- This is a-play on the saying "All work and no play makes 
Jack a dull boy. " 
5. this paper - apparently referring to the New York Tribune 
6. With these five tasks staring me in the face - With these five tasks to be done 
-immediately or urg), ently. "Stare someone 
in the face " means'-"be too obvious to 
miss . 
Z_. 
___Menssana 
in corpvre s-tho - (Latin) A sound mind in a sou.:;: body 
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TEXT I 
THE AIMS OF EDUCATION 
OL Al ed? IVorth Whitehead 77-5 
PRE-CLASS WORK 
1. Pre-reading Questions 
1. Have you-ever =thougt-aýou the-aims of education? What are they? - To learn -! '- 
general knowledge? To 'learn a 'skill? To pass examinations? To get prepared- 
for a good job? And what else? - List as many objectives of education-as you 
can think of. 
2. In the Preface to his -collection of essays on education, Whitehead stated 
explicitly, "the whole. bo"o'k_ is a protest against dead knowledge. " What do 
you think is the view of Whitehead concerning the aims of education in this 
essay? 
H. Lexical Work 
Guess the meanings of the following from word-formation rules or context clues. 
If you fail to do so, 'look them up in a dictionary. 
1. bore (1.3) 2. inert (1.14) 
10 3. ferment (1.17) 4. pedantry (1.18) 
Ci 5. dryrot (1.29) 6. enunciate (1.29)- -, T-? . 
7. insistent (1.49) Vý 8. cOmmunion (1.56) 
-T 0/ 
9. proposition (1.69) 10. reiteration (1.; 86) 
11. concurrently (1.8 7) 0 12. plethora (1.90) 
Elf. Library Work 
Look up some information on the following personages in an encyclopedia. 
1. Shakespeare (l. 5)- --2-. - (}-5 --- 
3. Sophocles (1.55) 4. Virgil (1.56) 
; Sý 
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IN ýiC . ýý ý iVi ý/` ji V'vý 
`w 
tr-J 
'ý'ý` f+ ýiJ]ii `I -. -. "t'. /" 
ý' 
L 
JJJ 
-- 
1 . J- 
.ý tk ý-)s vý7 i' -G; YaÜý Gý 
41IR 
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ýi ý*ty Gi+S: C u I 
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GY% 9u- th^; lk huLv +ý. ý2 OS ý>1L 14 fr- i vr ' 
ulture ss active y of thought, d receptiveness o beau and humane feelin . _' öf^_ craps information-have noth g to do with it. A merely we11-infnrmecd man is the 1 
most useless oe c od's earth. <What we should aim at producing is men who 
possess both culture and exert knowledigeLýin some special direction Their expert 
5 knowledge will give them Ue roundo tart from, and their culture will lead them as 
Peep as philosophy and as high as art. We-have to remember that the valuable wr 1, Maki- V1U- moue IAc V' ,: 
intellectual developmen i self-development,, and that it' mostly takes place between the' 
e, Qlý ages of sixteen and thu ty. As to, tra the most important part is, by mothers 
v, 1ý a.; d 2y before the age of twelve. A saying ue t Arc i ishop Temple) ustrates my meaning. 
_Su se-was-expressed at the. success in after-1 fe of amn, who. as a boy at Rugby , kSJ ýý ýL %lý cý. [G Se prvýj; cx^ý 5t h ---ýý 
, ýmh^ had been somewhat undistinguished. He answered, "It is not what they are at 
eighteen, -it: is what they become afterwards that matters. " 
- 2In training a child to activity of thought, above all things we muMQ 
äre -tz f 
what 
wi11. ca l inert ideas" that is to say; ideas that are merely received into the mind 
ý ýt saw ee 1n' h u; ., vL SP 15 without being uti sed, o tested, or thrown into fresh combinations,. - 
3In_:.. the, history of education, the most striking phenomenon is, that schools of 
learninS, which at one ! gare alive with a ferment of )genius, in a succeeding, 
L Fit S wine sswiýý ýk l Ct«¬4Ct 71 
ýj 7Iý1 .., Ar aý S Wýr.. ý., * ý rH eý 
Lua ý 
generation.: -exit merely pedantry') and routine. The reason iS, that they are overladen 
with inert ideas. ducation'with inert ideas is not onlyuseless: it is, above as 
1 
_ .ý 
20 harmtul Corruptio optimi, pessimaT. Except at rare mtetvals of intellectual terment, 
education in the past has been radically infer d with inert ideas. That is the reason 
rn TIC w:; äaß iah vj Lim 
r ýý I_ 
why uneducated cleýý who häve seen much of the world, are in middle life so 
v\`nih the 
m 
ost 
culture tu 
a of th commu Y They, have been saved from this 
-Sflj 
J 
-r horrible burden of inert ideas. Everyint 
ec `al revolution which has-ever--stirred 
t 1ýx; P 7: 
i1Mý*lL+l 
}rat Ci` lx vý 
6_ -t ü 
25 humanity into greatness has been a asst nate protest wamst inert ideas. Then, alas, 
Cýmt` Iman. 
hauý P, ei ým1vw c Fvýre ,ý ýa, , ý, -y a4yancsý 
,w with pathetic or'ance of human psychology, it 
has pr by some educational 
scheme to(bind humanityt"rll 
ý- 
es with inert ideas of its own fasvJ on 
ft 
ings-ý 
1-V:. 
ivýV-V1 iNý Yý ri; c vn Y V, '1 .ý 1`/1-- 
vý t' VJ f! ýlr v 
Y' ý'l 4Let us nw aV-e skjhow,. in our system of education we_ýTe` o ward lagainst this 
c^ýv1 
metl--dr-rr-t. -, enünciatJJe11 -\ educational CO rriandments; 
-"Do not teach too -r 
30 many subjects, " and again, "What you teach, teach thoroughl 
-. .' -" -p 7-1 
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-tiv, 9_ Oct : The result of teaching small parts o, 
q{f a 
large number of subjects is -the passive 6W t reception of disconnected ideas, not illumined with any ý ark of va__ ` 
jet, 
the main 
jt; ý, -i& as which are introduced into a child's education be few and important, and let them 
be thrown into every combination possible The child should mäk them his own, and . - ý, º ý, ý, v wsc vhe ný d. s riý+ ý ýs 41M --should understand their application here and now in-the- circumstances of his actual life. 
`-xy From the very beginning of his education, the child should experience the joy, of 1' s odý, s ,. Ar jm discovery.. The discovery which he has-to make is that general ideas give an 
It ly understandin 5 of that stream of events 
which ours hrhru h his life, ' hich is his life 
. 
B-iunderstandin I mean mI w` 1 r' ' `' ye th a mere logical anälvsi thought at is ucluded. I 
x. 40 mean unde tandmg in the sense in wluc it is used he French proverb) To 
Inv. gi understand all; is to for ve-al1. Pedants sneer an. educat on which is useful. But if ow' i7n ^º ,. ä .R "1, , bWt Mtl. O 
education is not-useful what is it? Is it a talent, to be hidden a Way in a napkin? - -ýf 
{ course, education -should be -useful, whatever your aim in life. It was useful to Saint 
Äut ustin -d it was eful to Napoleon'. t. is useful, because understanding is 
45 i. ý ful.. nucý fi l+ tt, t Ot tti to eý d dº, 't ºva ºrt -tv ict a _ ý'"`/ý,,, 6 ss h htl over--t at understanding which should be given by the liter side of 
t , 
pý given ýucation. 
or oI wish to be supposed to pronounce on the relate-menfs of a 
-25 7ýa/ 
classical or a modeln cu icu um. I would only ark that the understanding which 
VI-1 I 
we want is an understanding of insist en resfent., The only use of a knowledge of 
50 the past is to equip us for the present. No moreýeadl harm can be. done to young 
minds'than bY-de reciation of The present contains all mat tere is. It is 
holy 
ground; 
for it is the past, and it is the future. At the same time it must be 
-observed that an age is no less past if it existed two hundred years ago than. if it existed 
two thousand years ago. Do not be deceived by the pedantry of dates. - The ages of 
55 Shakespeare and of Moliere are no less past than are the ages of $opýhöc eßä d of 
M, ýP- km 
Xýi II. The co'mmiuon os nts o-reat and inspiring assem late, but it has only 
one possible hall f meeting; and that is, the present; and the mere lseý. /of timet pL o' Gý"t117ý 0.. 1 - . _. +'. 
through which any particular group of saints must travel to reach that meeting-place, 
makes very little difference. 
, 60 `, ti 
7Passing now to the scie ntific and logical side of education, we remember that here 
Valso ideas which are not utilised are o fely a nful. B utilisi ian idea, I mean 
bile ,t 1dfa i fig) y 
relatiý it; to-thäs`tream, -cQmpounded'ýof . curse erc ptions, 
feelings, hopes, desires, 
-ý-- -- -3 CRM ýyý ýV'c-rar . ^v-ä"}. '- -. t =- 
and of mental activities ustinQ thought to thought; which 
forms our life. I can 
7 
d 
J1 
_ 
1\ 
_I 
54 
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imagine a set of beings which might ff ; -their' souls by passively reviewing 
65 disconnected i eas. Humanity is not built that way - except perhaps some editors of 
tai f ycnýc, tij 
7; 7 7ý 
news apers. 
scientific training,. 
- 
the first, thing to do -with an idea is to prove it? But allow 04L n AyZiw- - 
me-for'one moment to extend the meaning of roýpe ;I mean - to prove its worth. 
Now an idea is not worth much unless t}, i ro o ions in which ateis embodied are true. Iýq 
70 Accordingly an essential part of the proof of an idea is the proof,. /'either by experiment 
or by. logic, : of the truth of the propositions: But it is not essential that this proof of _ wilk-{4ý ý- ? IA cýwýr e%h deo. ; ý, ý, ; ýaEarct c^ ý(a*'. the truth s ould constitute the first uitroduction to the idea. After allit a. sertion by ýýý ,-\ 
`7AC... /Iw ""ý 
ý-- 
VvS-6ýLc, LAGLA G'h 
V SVA Cli%. l ýiQa A Y1ai. iiý YG ý%'el 
the authority of re pect e teachers is , sufficient evidence to begin with. In our tust 
contact with .a set of propositions we co 
hence by appreciating their importance. 
That-is what we all do in after-life. We do not attempt, in the strict sense to prove or 
"o disprove an hing, unless its importance makes it worthy of that hon ur. These 
ýLT 
Ori two rocesses 
46r 
in the narrow sense, and of a reciati do not require a rigid 
wt COUV -0 
'tQ : ia 
separation in time. Both can be proceeded with nearly concurrently. Bu . 
in so far as . 
1 either process must have the'pn2 it should be that of appreci ation b ems' 
80 . 
9Fui`fhermore, we should not 
e deavour to use propositions in isolation 
. 71 
Emphatically l do not mean, a neat title set of experiments to illustrate Proposition I 
fand/ 
týhen_ the proof of Proposition I, a neat little set of experiments to illustrate 
Proposition II and then the proof of Proposition II, and so on to the end of the book. 
i5 9 lltlkL'tcý q wýti vni e more boring. Inter elated are utilised en `bloc , and the Nothin couldT 
iteration. Choose 85 vari ous pro ositions are employed in an y order, and with any 
some important applications of your theoretical subject; and study them concurrently 
ahatýý? tiý fE CCk c' lAý 
tUtý 1; GL 
with the systematic theoretical e Keep the theoretical exposition short and 
simple, but let it be strict d rigid so far as it' goes. It should not be too long for it to 
cis . {m ot ýs -t9 I th ah ýý ý, ýýk ýceýt t ,t be easily known with thorö ghness and accuracy. The consequences of a plethora of 
jj Kok lOtrm 4,4-0 Nwck Y014 90 half-aig sted theoretical knowledge are deplorable. Also the theory should not be 
rri d 
led 
up with the practice. The child should have no doubt when it is proving and 
when it is utilising. My point is that what is proved should 
be utilised, and that what is 
utilised should - so far as is practicable - 
be proved. I am far from asserting that 
proof and utilisation are the same thing. 
Fröm: L. G-Kirszner änd S. R. Man-dell. pp 87-289. 
ýý 
